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This dissertation examines the barriers to recruitment, professional development and 
inclusivity, and advancement to partnership for black female lawyers in elite corporate 
law firms.  Black female lawyers confront numerous obstacles as they seek to rise to 
partnership (e.g. lack of mentorship; sponsorship and substantive assignments; 
exclusion from social and professional networks; and limited exposure to quality 
training).  All associates suffer from the demands of corporate law firms such as working 
long hours, exclusion from social activities, and limited family contact. These factors 
inevitably contribute to high attrition rates.  However, the accounts of black female 
lawyers within this study are richly pronounced by how their particular experiences tend 
to be shaped by the intersection, combination and/or overlap of race and gender.  This 
unique difference brings nuanced explanations of how race and gender create barriers 
towards their advancement to partnership.  Drawing on intersectionality, stigma and 
critical race theories to examine in-depth phenomenological interview data from black 
female lawyers (N=20) in elite corporate law firms; this dissertation reveals that 
everyday racial and gender micro-aggressions, perpetuated through white racial framing 
viii 
and color blind racist ideology, put these lawyers at a substantial disadvantage in these 
white spaces. The dissertation concludes with a summary of the research findings and 
implication for theory and practice.  
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Attorneys of color are grossly underrepresented in prestigious corporate law firms 
(Johnson, Jr. 1997).  Not only are black men underrepresented, but also black female 
lawyers are virtually absent from the ranks of partner in elite corporate law firms (NALP 
2015).  The small number of partnered black female lawyers in elite firms has not 
substantively changed in almost 40 years.  However, diversity rankings among those 
firms are celebrated without actually acknowledging that phenomenon.  Take for instance 
The American Lawyer’s (AML) 2015 Diversity Scorecard, which ranks firms based on 
the diversity of its associates1 and partners. 2   Given this distinction, it is troubling to find 
that the number one ranked firm, according to the 2015 National Association for Legal 
Professionals (NALP) Directory of Legal Employers (DLE), only had three black 
partners in their U.S. offices (NALP 2015).  This firm is celebrated although they only 
have two black male partners and one black female partner across five offices out of a 
total of 166 partners.  Moreover, this firm only has nine black associates out of 385 
associates in their U.S. offices.  To clarify, AML incorporates statistics of all associates 
of color and partners in their assessment including Hispanics, Asians, Native 
American/Indian and individuals that identify as multiracial.  The inclusion of all 
                                                 
1 Associates are lawyers who do not hold an ownership interest in law firms as a partner does, and who 
range from first-year (straight out of law school) to mid-level (3-5 years of practice) and senior level (5+ 
years of practice). 
2 Partnership is the highest level a lawyer can attain within a law firm.  Once a lawyer demonstrates 
professional excellence (intellectual ability and judgment, leadership role in client matters and professional 
integrity), commitment to the practice and style of the firm, and sustaining legal practice from internal or 
external sources, he/she can be considered for partnership admission.  Partners in a limited liability 
partnership can either be equity (partners that own a stake in the firm and that share in the profit and losses 
of the firm) or non-equity (partners that are paid a fixed salary and are granted limited voting rights with 
regard to firm operations). 
 
2 
minority groups increases the potential ranking of law firms that have low numbers of 
black lawyers; thereby lauding firms for their diversity.  However, the low number of 
black partners and associates should be a signal that there is something amiss.  One 
wonders if law firms are actually concerned about the lack of integration within their 
ranks. 
Building on existing research on issues concerning race (Wilkins and Gulati 1996; 
Sander 2006) and gender (Epstein 1980; 1995; 1998; 2001; ABA 2006; Catalyst 2009) in 
the legal profession, this dissertation assumes that the absence of black female corporate 
law partners, however normalized within elite corporate law culture, is a social problem 
worthy of exploration.  Simply put, why are there still so few black female partners?  To 
address this question my dissertation postulates that race and gender affect the 
recruitment, professional development opportunities and advancement of black female 
lawyers in elite corporate law firms.  As Sociologist and prominent race scholar Joe R. 
Feagin states in Racist America: Roots, Current Realities, and Future Reparations 
([2000] 2010), “Black women face yet other serious forms of gendered racism—the 
double burden of suffering racial prejudices and stereotyping because they are black and 
female” (Feagin [2000] 2010:106).  Black women experience a double bind of race and 
gender discrimination.  Therefore, the experiences of white female lawyers, which speak 
to race privilege and, black male lawyers, which speak to gender privilege, must be 
isolated and analyzed to highlight the experiences of black female lawyers. 
Our analytical problem appears to have two additional components worthy of 
further study.  In order to untangle why there are so few black female partners in elite 
corporate law firms, we must address (1) the low number of black female associates and 
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(2) their subsequent high attrition rates.  Without black females in the associate ranks, the 
pool of potential partners is diminished.  
To answer my research questions, this dissertation draws on various theoretical 
frameworks, including intersectionality (Collins 1990; Crenshaw 1991; Leslie McCall 
2005; Nash 2008; Davis 2008; Choo and Ferree 2010; Hames-García 2011; Walby et al 
2012); stigma (Goffman 1963; Link and Phelan 2001); and race theory (Bonilla-Silva 
2001; 2011; [2003] 2014; Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Moore 2008).  In 
particular, the double bind of race and gender discrimination, experienced by black 
female lawyers, creates advancement barriers towards partnership.  The negative 
interactive effect of being stigmatized as both black and female is important to this 
research.  Erving Goffman’s (1963) work on stigma highlight how race can have a 
negative effect on how black female lawyers are perceived.  The work of Bruce G. Link 
and Jo C. Phelan (2001) provide a mechanism for understanding how being stigmatized 
based on race and gender identity, can have negative effects on an individual’s life 
chances.  Particularly, the ways in which multiple stigmatizing conditions can affect 
one’s ability to be successful. The stigmatizing process postulated by Link and Phelan, 
through labeling, stereotyping, separating, status loss, and discrimination, is useful to 
consider in this dissertation to highlight how elite law firms problematize race and/or 
gender for black female lawyers. 
The analysis of race (a socially constructed concept used to distinguish between 
different types of human bodies) and racism (beliefs and practices used to reproduce 
social structures and racial hierarchies that confer benefits, privileges and power for 
some, while simultaneously bearing down oppressive actions and discriminatory 
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behaviors towards others) in elite corporate law firms is critical to the study of why there 
are so few black female partners in elite law firms.  Joe R. Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 2006) 
theory of systemic racism entrenched in American institutions and reinforced by his 
concept of the white racial frame provides insight on how whites are privileged over 
people of color.  Whites are reaping occupational, political, social, and economic 
benefits, while simultaneously disadvantaging the racially oppressed or people of color.  
Additionally, Eduardo Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) theorizes that a “new racism” 
permeates within American social and institutional structures through a color-blind racist 
ideology that works to maintain white privilege and power, and perpetuate racial 
inequality.  The application of Feagin and Bonilla-Silva’s theories is exhibited in Wendy 
Leo Moore’s (2008) research where she examines the racialized practices and discourse 
embedded within the white institutional space of elite law schools.  Moore illustrates how 
students of color negotiate white space, expend emotional and mental labor and resist the 
white frame, while evidencing the salience of race in determining the experiences of 
minority students in elite law schools.   
The intersectional approach (Collins 1990; Crenshaw 1991; Leslie McCall 2005; 
Nash 2008; Davis 2008; Choo and Ferree 2010) is paramount in order to understand how 
race and gender intersect, combine or overlap to create unique experiences for black 
female lawyers.  Because I did not gain access to the inner sanctums of elite law firms, I 
do not have access to the private thoughts of white partners concerning the hiring and 
promotion of black lawyers.  Consequently, this dissertation focuses on the beliefs and 
perceptions of black female lawyers vis-à-vis the firm.  By centering this research on the 
experiences of black female lawyers, the results illustrate how their career and 
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advancement opportunities are impacted by race and/or gender in elite corporate law 
firms.   
This study employs a qualitative approach (Rubin & Rubin 1995), recruiting 
twenty black female lawyers from within the top 25 elite corporate law firms in a North-
eastern metropolitan city, to participate in semi-structured in-depth anonymous 
interviews.  The phenomenological interview questions focus on issues concerning (1) 
recruitment; (2) professional development and inclusivity; and (3) obstacles to 
advancement.  Thus through a sociological analysis, this dissertation addresses the varied 
experiences of black female lawyers and contributes to dialogues concerning professional 
black women; opportunities for black professionals in elite companies; and institutional 
commitments to diversity in the workplace while engaging an anti-racist framework. The 
study concludes with a summary of the major research findings, contributions to the 






UNDERSTANDING PRIVATE LAW FIRMS 
 
Underrepresentation of Minorities in Corporate Firms 
Accumulatively, the legal profession is very important to the social, political and 
economic structures of society.  Individually, the influence of lawyers varies drastically.  
As noted in Alexander Johnson, Jr.’s article, “The Underrepresentation of minorities in 
the Legal Profession: A Critical Race Theorist’s Perspective,” lawyers are in a position to 
wield the “persuasive power of law as a tool to change or eliminate certain or 
nonproductive behavior” (Johnson 1997:1022).  Consequently, in some instances the 
individuals who become lawyers are able to bring their own social, economic and 
political senses to their practice.  However, the lack of diversity amongst lawyers 
working in elite corporate firms forces us to “examine how it is possible that lawyers can 
so idealistically support liberal social issues, while at the same time maintaining a system 
of self-selection (and to a lesser degree, laws) that is rife with substantive defects 
attributable to the systemic effects of racism—disproportionately few minorities and 
women within the profession and unequal treatment of those individuals within the 
profession based on their racial identification and gender” (Johnson 1997: 1005-1006). 
Johnson elaborates on how the lack of minority lawyers in corporate law firms sends a 
message about the professions representation in the following quote.  
 
The paucity of minority attorneys in large corporate law firms is important 
because of what these firms represent.  The perception within the 
profession is that these larger firms represent the elite practitioners of the 
private practice bar.  Employment by one of these firms indicates that the 
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lawyer so employed is part of the legal elite.3  Moreover, these lawyers 
who practice in elite firms not only represent the elite of the professions, 
to a large degree they control the profession and its development.  
      Johnson 1997:1007-1008. 
 
Furthermore, as Johnson proclaims, the underrepresentation of associates of color 
within elite corporate law firms only adds to the paradoxes of what the profession 
espouses with respect to its “ideals as the protector and guarantor of individual freedoms 
and liberties” (Johnson 1997:1008).  These supposed ideals could lead one to believe that 
law firms would hold firmly to the standards espoused within the profession and 
therefore, their environment would be beyond reproach.  However, Johnson’s argument 
that elite law firms, if they practiced the ideals he presumes the legal profession espouses, 
would then have minority representation that is proportional to the rest of the legal 
profession.  Johnson clearly states: “if lawyers are committed to the advocacy of 
individual liberties, one would expect them to keep their own “house” in order.  It would 
be hypocritical for elite lawyers as a group to “talk the talk without walking the walk.”  It 
would also be the height of hypocrisy for them to espouse one set of ideals while 
practicing something egregiously different” (Johnson 1997:1008).   
Essentially, the lack of black lawyers, and other minority lawyers in corporate law 
firms confirms the contradictions that exist between the professions ideals and practices.  
However, elite firms are advocates of elitism, and in some respects their elitism is in 
conflict with any egalitarian sensibilities.  Although Johnson argues that elite firm 
practices are hypocritical, the lawyers within these firms may not sense this hypocrisy or 
                                                 
3 Lewis A. Kornhauser and Richard L. Revesv define elite law firms as the nation’s 205 largest law firms 
based on data supplied by the National Law Journal since 1985.  Kornhauser and Revesv thus correlate 
size with elite status. See Lewis A. Kornhauser & Richard L. Revesz,  Legal Education and Entry into the 




care about it.  Given their willingness to accept the hypocrisy, what would that do to our 
ability to pressure elite law firms to change their practices?  People of color that gain 
entry into elite firms may or may not be aware of the tolerance of the tradition of 
excluding minorities.  How would these minority lawyers negotiate changes knowing this 
fact?  Law firms are concerned with profitability, therefore is there a persuasive rationale 
that would get firms to make substantive changes when it comes to hiring and promoting 
minority lawyers? 
David B. Wilkins and G. Mitu Gulati’s 1996 article, “Why Are There So Few 
Black Lawyers in Corporate Law Firms? An Institutional Analysis,” systematically 
investigates diversity within elite corporate law firms.  They analyze the hiring and 
retention practices of elite law firms, along with strategies for succeeding in this 
environment.  Despite the steady increase in the number of black students graduating 
from law school, black lawyers are grossly underrepresented within elite corporate law 
firms.  Moreover, those rare candidates that do gain entry into these firms exhibit very 
high attrition rates.  Many leave after a few years of working.   
The notion that systemic racism continues to disadvantage blacks and other 
minorities is important in how elite law firms are viewed.  Wilkins and Gulati note, 
“scholars who discuss institutional racism generally assert that those who design and run 
institutions either fail to police discriminatory conduct by their subordinates and/or adopt 
facially neutral practices with at least the implicit knowledge (if not the express intent) 
that these practices will disadvantage blacks” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:509).  Citing 
several studies that point to the validity of systemic racism in America, Wilkins and 
Gulati acknowledge that even in the smallest way, it does exist in firms in which lawyers 
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exhibit subtle predispositions, biases and stereotypes that can creep in during the hiring, 
training and monitoring processes of associates of color (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:509-
511).  
The recruitment process accordingly handicaps black candidates because firms 
rely on traditional criteria to determine eligibility also described as “signals.”  These 
signals include the status of law schools attended, grades received, law review and 
journal memberships.  Elite law firms will primarily hire blacks from top tiered law 
schools.  They are less likely to hire average black candidates from less prestigious 
schools than they are to hire average white candidates from less prestigious schools.  The 
elitism of these law firms does not mean that blacks and women do not expect to be 
treated fairly.  According to Wilkins and Gulati, there are two stages in the recruitment 
process: (1) the visible stage where the standard signals are used to determine eligibility 
of candidates, and (2) the invisible stage where subjective criteria are used to make 
decisions about the candidates.  The following quote by Wilkins and Gulati describe how 
black candidates are disadvantaged by this process:  
 
The fact that firms rely on a few objective signals to identify qualified 
applicants at the visible stage and reserve the right to go behind these 
credentials to make judgments about personality and fit at the invisible 
stage doubly disadvantages black applicants.  As others have documented, 
by relying on sorting devices such as law school status, grades, and law 
review membership, firms systematically exclude the majority of black 
applicants, who do not have these standard signals.  Thus, although blacks 
may be more likely to attend high status law schools than whites, the 
schools with the largest black populations are not the ones from which 
large law firms typically recruit.  Even black students with superstar 
credentials from lower status schools have little or no chance of being 
hired by a large law firm.  Those blacks who do attend elite schools face 
recognized barriers (e.g., poor primary and secondary school education, 
diminished expectations, hostile environments, and part-time work) to 
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performing well in the classroom or in extracurricular activities such as 
law review.   
Wilkins and Gulati 1996:555. 
 
At some level we can question Wilkins and Gulati’s grouping of all black students 
together, since black law students, like all other law students have differential educational 
backgrounds.  We can not assume that all black students lack the visible signals that 
would allow them entry into elite firms, nor can we make the assumption that all black 
students suffer from recognizable barriers such as “poor primary and secondary 
education, diminished expectations, hostile environments, and part-time work” (Wilkins 
and Gulati 1996:555).  Essentially, the argument should be that some black law students 
who do attend elite law schools may experience recognizable barriers as it relates to them 
being perceived as unqualified candidates resulting from others’ perception of their 
ability to perform well based on existing stereotypes and prejudices.   
The visible and invisible stages that Wilkins and Gulati expound on begin with 
individual interviews.  The hiring process includes several interviews used to determine 
the candidates potential for employment.  The first interview usually takes place on 
campus and lasts about twenty minutes.  The candidate is asked questions about her 
general interests, background and experience by a lawyer from the recruiting firm.  The 
second interview is scheduled based on the recommendation of the initial interviewing 
lawyer including his/her assessment of whether the candidate has potential for success 
and a personality that will “fit-in” the firm’s culture (Wilkins and Gulati 1996: 546-547).  
During these interviews candidates are not asked substantive questions that would 
demonstrate their knowledge of the law, but instead, are asked questions that would 
determine whether they would be a good fit for the firm.  Wilkins and Gulati cite 
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evidence that during these interviews many lawyers subconsciously favor candidates that 
remind them of themselves or look like themselves, which in essence may put black 
applicants at a disadvantage.4  Wilkins and Gulati acknowledge that: “to say lawyers and 
firms are rational does not mean that passion, prejudice, and taste have no bearing on 
decisionmaking…stereotypes, predispositions, and other related background assumptions 
and tastes play an important role in lawyer and firm decisionmaking.  We also assume, 
however, that those who have these beliefs respond rationally to evidence that either 
confirms or denies theses predispositions” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:516). 
Additionally, the authors argue that “pervasive myths about black intellectual 
inferiority combined with lower average levels of achievement in areas such as grades 
and test scores tend to make white interviewers question the credentials of blacks more 
than those of whites” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996: 557-558).  Wilkins and Gulati cite 
studies that show partners at law firms group minorities together when evaluating 
performance, rather than evaluating each candidate’s individual performance.  This 
grouping creates significant disadvantages for black law students and lawyers, which in 
both cases can lead law students and lawyers to be overly cautious; essentially taking less 
risks with respect to challenging courses or assignments to demonstrate their ability and 
experience.  Once hired, if black lawyers are overly cautious about taking on complex 
assignments, this would thus negatively impact their performance at the firm.  Being risk 
averse does not necessarily facilitate advancement for black lawyers.  Perhaps there is 
something about their marginalized status that influences some black law students and 
                                                 
4 Wilkins Page 568 “There is a reason to believe that the situation is even bleaker for black women, who 
confront gender as well as racial barriers to forming meaningful mentoring relationship”. (footnote 272). 
A number of factors contribute to this problem. Chief among them is the bias that potential mentors look 




lawyers to become more cautious about taking risks (Wilkins and Gulati 1996: 556, 572, 
576).   
According to Wilkins and Gulati, once admitted into elite law firms, retention and 
advancement for black lawyers is another major problematic area.  The authors note that 
oftentimes, black associates do not have access to mentors, proper training, feedback 
evaluations, and networking opportunities that would lead to successful careers in elite 
firms.  There is a tournament-like structure of competition for promotion within elite law 
firms.  The tournament is essentially a competition for partnership.  Recent hires are paid 
“along a fixed salary scale for six to ten years at the end of which time” (Wilkins and 
Gulati 1996:534) they are promised consideration for promotion to partner.  In order to 
be promoted it is usually necessary, but not sufficient, to perform well at the firm.  Actual 
job training and performance at the firm are given greater weight than grades from law 
school.  However, even good lawyers can be denied promotion.  In order for a lawyer to 
develop her legal skills she must learn through practice, which comes not only from the 
training she has received from senior associates and partners, but from the opportunity to 
work on important cases.  As lawyers enter the firm, partners and senior associates 
determine fairly early which lawyers they will mentor and invest their time in; 
subsequently providing substantive training to the lawyers they choose.  Wilkins and 
Gulati illustrate this weeding process through an analogy provided by Ian Ayres5 that 
utilizes the social structure of bees to discuss the importance of training within law firms. 
If a bee larvae is fed a rich nutrient (called “Royal Jelly”) by the queen, 
that bee will develop into a queen.  If that same bee receives no Royal 
Jelly, it will develop into a worker bee.  Training is the Royal Jelly of elite 
law firms.  Those who receive it have a realistic chance of becoming 
                                                 
5 The original analogy of the Royal Jelly was used by Ian Ayres.  
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“queens” capable of supporting their own cadre of worker bees.  Those 
who do not are destined to remain worker bees whose usefulness to the 
hive will eventually draw to an end. 
      Wilkins and Gulati 1996:541. 
 
Through training, lawyers gain access to substantive work, which then gives them 
access to important firm clients that further allows them to accrue networking abilities for 
future assessments on their potential to bring in business.  This is a cyclical process that 
black lawyers have a difficult time penetrating within elite firms.  Wilkins and Gulati 
note that black lawyers face several barriers to advancing along the partner track such as: 
(1) lack of mentors who will invest time in both training and advising them on how to 
formally and informally navigate the firm; (2) unsubstantiated assumptions about their 
“lack of interest” in corporate work making black lawyers seem riskier for training; (3) 
lack of existing black partners; (4) being judged too harshly when making mistakes 
compared to white peer lawyers; and (5) being seen as a “token” or affirmative action 
hire thereby not truly qualified, thus magnifying any mistakes they make (Wilkins and 
Gulati 1996: 568-572).     
Mentoring by an established partner is essential to advancing to partnership.  It 
not only allows novice lawyers to have access to substantive work (receiving the Royal 
Jelly), but it also allows them to foster a relationship of advisement and guidance.  
Wilkins and Gulati hypothesize that finding mentors and building meaningful 
relationships with them is especially difficult for black associates as a result of racial 
barriers.  Wilkins and Gulati state that among black lawyers, “the situation is even 
bleaker for black women, who confront gender as well as racial barriers to forming 
meaningful mentor relationships” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:568).  The authors note that 
the double bind black female lawyers face with respect to race and gender creates unique 
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barriers that often limit their potential of “forming supportive relationships with white 
male superiors” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:569).  As previously noted, senior lawyers and 
partners oftentimes gravitate toward individuals that remind them of themselves.  Wilkins 
and Gulati describe the experience of a black lawyer attempting to get a work assignment 
from a partner who had already approached two white male lawyers to work on an 
assignment.  Desiring to join the project, the black lawyer stated: 
When this partner looks at these guys, he looks for himself back in [the 
old days], or for his son one day.  I thought to myself, “The reason I’m not 
in this room is because my world in his mind has nothing to do with his 
world.”  And no matter what schools you went to or how much leverage 
you think you have, or sometimes, even what the client says, people are 
going to work with whomever they feel most comfortable, with who [sic] 
they most identify with. 
    Wilkins and Gulati 1996:569-Footnote 275. 
  
Wilkins and Gulati suggest six possible remedies for increasing the number of 
black partners in corporate law firms.  The first suggested remedy is for black lawyers to 
enter the litigation department in corporate firms as a means of gaining experience.  
However, going into litigation may cause adverse affects to individual black lawyers, 
since blacks are already highly concentrated in litigation,6 which creates steeper 
competition for recognition and lower visibility (Wilkins and Gulati 1996: 77).  A second 
potential solution necessitates black lawyers leaving the firm to work in other practice 
areas such as government, in-house counsel or academia in order to “accumulate the kind 
of human capital and name recognition that law firms look for when making partners” 
(Wilkins and Gulati 1996:581).7  This potential solution does not seem viable for black 
lawyers because it is unrealistic.  It suggests that a black lawyer who was on the verge of 
                                                 
6 Why are blacks highly concentrated in litigation? 
7 This assumes that black lawyers are not partnered because of their lack of expertise not because of their 
racial identity.  
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making partner but was denied can go elsewhere, become successful and then lateral in 
elsewhere as partner.  The assumption here is that black lawyers need to leave their firms 
to be successful elsewhere, where they would be competing against other senior 
associates vying for partnership.  This creates even more work for black lawyers who are 
already struggling for advancement in an extremely competitive environment.   
A third possible solution derives from pressure exerted from outside counsel and 
clients urging firms to retain minority lawyers to work on their assignments.  Essentially, 
this would stimulate “demand for the services of minority lawyers at large law firms” 
(Wilkins and Gulati 1996:595).  Unlike the first two remedies proposed, this third remedy 
is not under the law firm’s control.  Consequently, this suggestion is not viable.  The 
fourth proposed solution is implementing formal training and mentoring programs to 
guide lawyers on ways to succeed in the firm.  However, this strategy may not work since 
partners would continue to decide who among the associates would receive substantive 
assignments.  Associates need substantive assignment in order to cultivate their lawyering 
skills; develop legal judgment; build relationships and client contacts (Wilkins and Gulati 
1996:591).  The fifth proposed solution is to hire diversity consultants to train law firms 
on how to manage a diverse working environment.  This strategy could be 
counterproductive, in that rather than freely discussing ways to advance diversity, it could 
become a formal “mechanism of suppressing conflict” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:593).  
The final potential remedy for increasing the number of black partners in corporate law 
firms would utilize a voluntary affirmative action strategy that would extend beyond 
mere recruiting.  In this strategy, affirmative action would inform making “decisions 
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regarding the choice of associates for projects and internal firm decisions” (Wilkins and 
Gulati 1996:605). 
Affirmative action is a contentious subject within law firms.  Wilkins and Gulati 
discuss three common objections to voluntary affirmative action in law firms.  First, there 
is a belief that affirmative action lowers standards.  The authors discount the belief that 
affirmative action lowers standards. Wilkins and Gulati believe that those black lawyers 
who successfully obtained elite law degrees and gained entry into elite corporate law 
firms are essentially qualitatively equal to white lawyers who went through the same 
processes.  Additionally, intense competition in law school placement today surpasses the 
competition earlier faced by existing partners.  As such, the existing partners were not 
held to the same standards as those now entering law firms.  
A second objection is that voluntary affirmative action diminishes the effort of 
workers.  However, Wilkins and Gulati argue that since black lawyers at elite firms are 
conscious of the many barriers they face even with affirmative action in place, they are 
incentivized to work even harder and invest in human capital, such as skills, in order to 
succeed.  Furthermore, whites are incentivized to work harder to obtain success in firms 
in competition with blacks and other associates they perceive as being advantaged by 
affirmative action (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:602-603).8   
The third objection is the notion that voluntary affirmative action actually 
stigmatizes the intended beneficiaries, creating and or reinforcing the perception that 
blacks are less skilled than whites (Johnson 1997:1015). The stigma surrounding 
affirmative action on black lawyer employment could lead partners to “choose to give 
                                                 
8 It is hard to understand this objection since there are so few black lawyers to create competition within 
law firms.  Also, this objection does not address issues of fairness.  
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routine projects to the black associates and analytical/training related ones to the white 
associates” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:604).  The authors note that this may lead blacks to 
perceive that they do not have a future at the firm.  Black lawyers therefore adopt 
strategies that would in turn justify the partner’s decision to not give them substantive 
assignments, which highlights how affirmative action can have a negative effect on 
blacks.  However, Wilkins and Gulati conclude that affirmative action as a whole is 
necessary and continues to be beneficial to many individuals.  Given the low number of 
black partners within elite corporate law firms, we could easily conclude that affirmative 
action, if practiced, has not helped black lawyers advance to partnership.  
A possible resolution to avoiding the notion that affirmative action lowers 
standards, lessens effort and stigmatizes its beneficiaries within the law firm environment 
is to incentivize partners to become mentors to black lawyers, providing them with the 
“Royal Jelly” and ensuring that they get on the partner track.9  If publicized, this 
resolution would potentially make law firms more attractive to black lawyers and 
possibly reduce their attrition at law firms.  Wilkins and Gulati state, “Goals and 
timetables for promotion as well as hiring are a good start, but standing alone, they are 
unlikely to change the way that partners assign work or decide whom to mentor.  If firms 
are truly serious about improving the prospects of black lawyers, they must implement 
policies that change the incentives of partners” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:605).  Still we 
are left to ask: Why should law firms care about advancing black lawyers when it does 
not affect their revenue generating business, their business?  Without any material 
                                                 
9 However, this does not reduce the stigma.  The stigma will exist as long as there are policies towards 
blacks that differ from policies towards whites.   
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incentive to integrate there may never be substantive numbers of black lawyers or 
partners in elite corporate law firms. 
Richard H. Sander’s Case Against Affirmative Action in Law Firm Hiring  
A highly controversial 2006 law review article by University of California law 
professor Richard H. Sander titled “The Racial Paradox of The Corporate Law Firm,” 
attempts to explain why a significant number of black lawyers leave corporate law firms 
before becoming partners.  Sander discusses five general reasons that he believes could 
explain the underrepresentation of people of color in partnership positions.  The first is 
conventional discrimination, which refers to employers who deliberately use prejudices 
when hiring or promoting individuals that are part of particular groups, such as women or 
racial and ethnic minorities (Sander 2006).  The second explanation Sander discusses is 
institutional rigidity, which refers to law firms being open to diversity, but only if it does 
not require them to change their practices or firm culture.  This is plausible when female 
lawyers decide to have children and find that the firm does not accommodate flexible 
work arrangements (Sander 2006).  The third is stereotype discrimination and it refers to 
the pervasive stereotypes white partners and associates hold with respect to the strengths 
and weaknesses of minorities (Sander 2006).  An example would be black lawyers who 
do not receive mentorship from partners because they are perceived as being unqualified 
for the job.     
The fourth reason involves individual preferences, which refers to the notion that 
law students of color, particularly blacks, prefer public service to corporate law. Sander’s 
notes that this leads to less minority law students seeking employment in large firms; and 
that those that end up in firms are not as ambitious as their white peers with respect to 
making sacrifices in order to succeed (Sander 2006). And the last reason involves merit, 
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which refers to the human capital theory’s contention that credentials gap among law 
graduates of color lead to performance gaps in law firms (Sander 2006).  Sander proposes 
that each factor likely had a hand in facilitating underrepresentation of   in partnership 
positions.  However, he argues that merit offers the best explanation. 
The high attrition rate among black lawyers and the paucity of black lawyers in 
partnership positions is the focus of Sander’s article.  He argues that although minority 
lawyers make up a significant number of entering lawyers in corporate firms, they 
continue to lag behind in attaining partnership.  This dilemma is what Sander’s refers to 
as the racial paradox of corporate law firms.  He primarily focuses on black lawyers, 
arguing that ‘aggressive racial preferences’ (Sander 2006:1758) in hiring by law firms 
account for the large number of black lawyers working in firms at the onset of their legal 
careers.  Sander defines ‘aggressive racial preferences’ as law firms’ preferential hiring 
of people of color, particularly black law school graduates, to ensure their firm is 
diversified (Sander 2006). 
In addressing this problem, Sander undertakes the task of identifying aggressive 
racial preference practices utilizing empirical data from existing studies10 and running 
statistical regression models to make assessments regarding the high attrition rate among 
black lawyers in corporate law firms.  He specifically endeavors to link law school 
performance to law firm performance.  Sander argues that the “merit” (which posits that 
high grades in law school is predictive of actual firm performance) would be more 
beneficial at retaining hired minorities over affirmative action policies (which manifests 
as aggressive racial preferences in hiring by firms) (Sander 2006:1818).  According to 
                                                 
10 Data gathered from the After the JD longitudinal study (“AJD”), the Bar Passage Study (“BPS”) and the 
University of Michigan Law School Alumni Survey (“UMLS”). 
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Sander, the racial merit performance gap in law schools between blacks, whites, Asians 
and Hispanics is therefore indicative of law firm performance. 
Once in the firm, Sander posits that blacks suffer from stereotype discrimination11 
and benign neglect12 as a result of the aggressive racial preferences in hiring because they 
are perceived as unqualified by partners in the firm.  Essentially, black hires are 
perceived to have a credentials gap as compared to other lawyers (whites, Asians and 
Hispanics).  The biases that partners have of black hires lead them to withhold providing 
black lawyers with substantive training, mentoring, and contact.  Sanders postulates that 
partners in law firms are aware of the firms’ affirmative action policy to recruit black law 
graduates from elite schools, where these black law graduates suffer from a credentials 
gap due to their low grades as compared to white law graduates.  He states:  
The larger firms are under intense pressure, both external and internal, to 
achieve racial diversity within their practices.  These firms respond by 
aggressively recruiting minority candidates from the ranks for graduating 
law students.  But the single quality the firms are most interested in—
strong performance in law school—is in short supply among minority 
candidates, particularly among blacks, in large part because of the 
supposedly benign discrimination of the schools themselves.  The firms 
therefore engage in the use of very large preferences, hiring substantial 
numbers of minorities (again, especially blacks) whose grades are 
generally far below those of the white students hired at the same firms.”  
Sander 2006:1819   
 
                                                 
11 Sander cites Wilkins and Gulati’s 1996 study, noting that stereotype discrimination in elite law firms 
manifests when “partners and senior white associates fall prey to pervasive stereotypes about the strengths 
and weaknesses of associates of color,” resulting in few minorities being “classified as potential “stars” –
young lawyers who should be cultivated as future firm leaders—in the firm, and therefore few minorities 
get the careful mentorship, challenging assignments, and other opportunities that allow them to prove their 
value to the firm.  Associates of color therefore tend to be stuck with routine work leading nowhere, and 
most leave the firm long before being formally passed over for partnerships” (Sander 2006: 1766).  
12 According to Sander, benign neglect refers to partners not providing black lawyers with substantive work 
assignments, not engaging them in social activities or mentoring opportunities (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, & 
Nelson 2010:557).   
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Because partners are aware of the firms’ aggressive racial preference effort to 
increase diversity in the firm, they stereotype black lawyers as being less qualified than 
their white counterparts.  As a result, partners do not invest in training black lawyers; 
providing substantive assignments; mentorship or sponsorship; which leads to black 
lawyers leaving firms before partner decisions are made.  Additionally, Sander argues 
that law schools also engage in aggressive racial preferences in admissions, which further 
handicaps black law school students.  According to Sander, low Law School Admissions 
Test (LSAT) scores and undergraduate Grade Point Average (GPA) are predictive of law 
school performance.  Therefore, blacks and Hispanics who receive aggressive racial 
preferences, with respect to law school admissions, will not be successful in law school 
(Sanders 2006).  Sander states “large racial preferences thus produce a regime where 
blacks and Hispanics are very well represented among the students of elite schools, but at 
the price of a large credentials gap that translates into low grades” (Sander 2006:1776).   
By pulling data from these various sources, Sander compiles statistical analysis 
based on race that focus on (1) grade and prestige characteristics of U.S. Law Students by 
Race from 1990 to 1992;13 (2) distribution of law students and graduates with high GPAs 
based on Race from the BPS study;14 and (3) racial makeup of major law firms among 
many others.  The use of this empirical data is geared towards explaining his theoretical 
assumptions that firms utilize aggressive racial preference in order to secure positions for 
black law graduates15 that inevitably lead to low performance in law firms.  He suggests 
that black law students who do not have grades that are competitive get extreme racial 
                                                 
13 See Sander Table 4: Grade and Prestige Characteristics of U.S. Law Students, by Race, 1990-1992; Page 
1775. 
14  See Sander Table 5: Distribution of Law Students/Law Graduates with High GPAs, by Race, from the 
Bar Passage Study; Page 1775. 
15 See Sander. Table 7: Racial Makeup of Major Law Firms: Page 1781. 
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preferences from hiring firms.  Moreover, Sander notes that both Asians and Hispanic 
associates benefit from a less extreme form of racial preferences in hiring, suggesting that 
their grades are better than black associates but still lower than whites.  He claims that 
because Asians and Hispanics have better grades this explains their ability to perform 
better than blacks in law firms (Sander 2006). 
Through the use of data pulled and analyzed from the AJD, BPS and UMLS 
databases, Sander suggests that blacks on average have lower grades than their white 
peers (Sander 2006), and yet they receive larger preferences in hiring.  Sander employs a 
regression examining law school GPA and law school eliteness to predict employment at 
large law firms.16  He concludes, “Race is also fairly predictive of who gets the corporate 
firm jobs.  Blacks are far more likely to be working at large firms than are other new 
lawyers with similar credentials” (Sander 2006:1783). 
Sander’s argument focuses on how aggressive racial preferences handicap black 
associates working in law firms, by accentuating their credentials gap.  He posits that a 
law school grade is the determining factor in black lawyers success, not affirmative 
action policies which lead to benign neglect and stereotype discrimination.  Sander 
reasons that “if grades are unrelated or correlate weakly with performance as an 
associate, we would expect that as attrition sets in, the lawyers hired solely because of 
their high GPAs will tend to leave or be forced out, while the other lawyers hired because 
of readily observable qualities independent of their GPAs will tend to survive” (Sander 
2006:1791).  Thus he contends it must be the case given that the negative stereotypes and 
treatment that black lawyers experience lead to a high attrition.  For this reason, Sander 
                                                 
16 See Sander Table 8: Regression Predicting Employment at a Large Law Office: Page 1783. 
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argues against affirmative action policies, not only in large law firm hiring, but also in 
law school admissions because he believes the lower grades that result from aggressive 
racial preferences pose a substantial handicap for people of color entering large firms 
(Sander 2006). 
Sander proposes six possible solutions: (1) law firms should expand the number 
of law schools they engage when searching for potential hires; (2) firms should create a 
system that objectively monitors the distribution of assignments to associates; (3) firms 
should implement training and mentoring programs that would track the progress of 
associates of color; (4) firms would need to address work life balance issues, particularly 
for women associates; (5) firms should exert pressure onto law schools to abandon 
affirmative action policies in order to ensure that blacks entering law school are qualified 
and therefore are more likely to pass the bar; and (6) firms should focus on hiring quality 
minorities rather than focusing on quantity (Sander 2006).   
Sander suggests removing affirmative action policies and encouraging people of 
color, particularly blacks, to seek employment in smaller less prestigious law firms. He 
argues that medium-sized and small firms are less likely to utilize aggressive racial 
preferences when hiring, therefore making the credentials gap of the associate population 
of black and white lawyers similar.  Sander comes to this conclusion by using data from 
the AJD study to link the progress of blacks working in medium-sized to smaller firms, 
specifically black lawyer responses to questions related to job mobility, mentoring 
opportunities, quality of assignments, billable hours, as well as, partner contact (Sander 
2006:1815).  Essentially, Sander is suggesting that if black law graduates did not aim for 
larger firms they would not be exposed to stereotype discrimination that would lead 
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partners to exclude them from mentoring, quality assignments and social contact.  
Sander’s desire for the reader to ignore partner discriminatory behavior and rely solely on 
numerical data to explain high attrition misses the point.  He argues that firms are being 
discriminatory by hiring blacks who are unqualified, rather than examining the practices 
of law firms that engage in systematic discriminatory behavior towards black associates 
based on stereotypes (Coleman, Jr. and Gulati 2006). 
Critiques to Sander’s Theory 
In “A Response to Professor Sander: Is It Really About The Grades?,” James E. 
Coleman, Jr. and Mitu Gulati argue that Sander’s conclusions that “grades are an accurate 
predictor of success” in the firms, and therefore explains the high attrition rate of black 
associates and account for why there are so few black partners, is too broad of an 
argument and “contribute to the stereotyping that already undermines the success of black 
associates in elite corporate law firms” (Coleman, Jr. and Gulati 2006:1826).  The authors 
argue that although Sander does note that some black lawyers do succeed within 
corporate firms, he does not explicitly provide an explanation as to why they are 
successful.  Leaving this out gives the impression that most blacks are under-qualified as 
a result of their low grades in law school, resulting in poor law firm performance.  
Coleman Jr. and Gulati maintain that law firms do not recruit white candidates and black 
candidates in equal measure with respect to law schools.  White candidates are recruited 
from various law schools, whereas, black candidates are primarily recruited from elite 
law schools.  The authors also critique Sander’s lack of comparative research with respect 
to similarly situated black and white lawyers in corporate law firms.  Furthermore, 
Coleman, Jr. and Gulati are concerned that in order to truly examine whether Sander’s 
merit and stereotype discrimination postulations are truly at play, extensive and time 
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consuming data within a firm would need to be obtained and analyzed.  Given the 
unlikelihood for collecting this evidence, Coleman, Jr. and Gulati fear researchers default 
to the more easily accessible law school GPA data to contend grades and merit 
differentials explain why there are not that many black lawyers ascending to partner 
positions in the firm (Coleman, Jr. and Gulati 2006).   
Coleman, Jr. and Gulati point to three assumptions Sander’s makes in his 
argument.  The first is that black lawyers have the ability to discern which partners 
engage in discriminatory behavior and then deflect by securing assignments from other 
partners.  Any negative experience with one partner could very well cause problems with 
other partners for that lawyer.  If a partner decides that an associate is under-qualified this 
information may taint this lawyers chances to access training and good assignments from 
other partners (Coleman, Jr. and Gulati 2006:1837).  The second assumption Sander’s 
makes is stating that partners will make fair judgments of the work of all lawyers even if 
they believe the lawyer is not qualified (Coleman, Jr. and Gulati 2006).  A lawyer 
deemed as under-qualified who makes trivial mistakes will be penalized harshly 
compared to an associate deemed to be a star who makes the same mistakes.  In the latter 
case, the mistake will be seen as a teachable moment and later disregarded.  On the other 
hand, in the former case, the error will be viewed as a reinforcement of the notion that 
this lawyer is under-qualified and therefore it will be reflected negatively in his or her 
review.  The third assumption Sander makes is that firms can provide each minority 
lawyer with an effective mentor or guarantee the distribution of quality assignments.  
Coleman, Jr. and Gulati argue that good mentorship develops from partners who take a 
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personal interest in the associate and then foster a relationship of learning in order to 
guide and nurture that lawyer’s development.  
The arguments that Sander poses are complex when thinking about how racial 
ideology (where the meaning attached to human differences then legitimate rank ordering 
of people) affects the experiences of black lawyers.  Although Sander attempts to 
examine a critical aspect of diversity in corporate law firms, the notion that law firms 
engage in aggressive racial preferences is lacking.  The presumption would be that black 
lawyers are overrepresented within law firms, but his use of overrepresentation as 
summer associates,17 staff attorneys and first year associates is relative to the statistical 
data observed in the various sources he utilizes.  The representation of blacks in large law 
firms at eight percent is still a low percentage when examining the overall lawyer 
population in large law firms.  Even more disturbing than this percentage, is the 
percentage of black partners.   
What is most perplexing in Sander’s argument is that the high attrition rate of 
black lawyers is a result of the low credentials that black law graduates bring into law 
firms.  Based on the data sources utilized, Sander makes the leap that black law school 
graduates do not have the grades necessary to perform well once they enter the law firms.  
Sander’s argument lays blame not on the partners and senior associates that utilize 
stereotypes to guide their interactions with black lawyers, but on the black lawyers hired 
by the firm.  The assumption that black lawyers are under-qualified to be in these firms to 
begin with, as well as, the notion that grades drive performance, precludes the firm from 
taking responsibility in their practice.  All lawyers, regardless of grades need to be trained 
                                                 
17 Summer associates are law students, rising to their 2nd, and 3rd years of law school, who take summer 
jobs in law firms.  It is equivalent to a paid internship and may lead to full-time employment upon 
completion of law school.  
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in order to excel.  Sander clearly states that “there are, after all, a multiplicity of skills 
that go into being a good lawyer: social skills involved in negotiating with opposing 
counsel or cultivating new clients; management skills in supervising other attorneys and 
support staff; speaking skills; leadership qualities; and those indefinable qualities of 
judgment and common sense” (Sander 2006:1791).  If this is the case, many of these 
qualities are not exhibited in the production of good grades.  It takes practice to become a 
good lawyer.  Also, the fact that black lawyers are lumped together as one uniform group, 
generalizing their abilities and experiences and denying individuality.  Not all black law 
students are the same. 
Another curious point that Sander raises focuses on how blacks perceive the 
importance of race within their hiring.  He acknowledges that “fifty-six percent of the 
black associates in large law offices thought that their race or ethnicity was relatively 
important in leading to a job offer” (Sander 2006:1787).  The fact that race is seen as 
important does not make it an invalid point for job offers.  When black candidates are 
considered for corporate jobs, race plays an important part of the hiring decision; 
particularly because racial diversity in corporate is a contentious issue.  Companies are 
trying to racially diversify their workplaces in an effort to attract more clients.  
Consequently, race is an important consideration within the hiring practices of law firms 
and other professional institutions.  
The absence of Sander testing how similarly situated whites in large law firms 
fare, with respect to grades of black lawyers, is a necessary point to discuss.  If he 
presented an argument stating that low grades for any entering lawyer would affect 
performance using data that actually proves that grades are the primary reason why black 
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lawyers suffer from low performance, which inevitably leads to decreased mentoring 
opportunities, quality assignments and partner contact; then a more viable argument 
would have been presented.  However, the argument that black associates have high 
attrition rates because of a credentials gap that lead to poor performance, without 
examining similarity situated whites and their progress, is flawed.  Evidencing that blacks 
and whites with low grades suffer the same fate would provide sufficient proof of a merit 
argument.  However, in the absence of such evidence, it would be negligent of us to 
assume that blacks entering large law firms are not qualified to be there and therefore 
suffer from presumptions of their inability to perform as a result of stereotypes.   
 Further critiques of Sander’s article express similar opposition to his argument 
that associates of color experience high attrition rates as a result of their credentials gap 
within law firms.  Monique R. Payne-Pikus, John Hagan and Robert L. Nelson (2010) 
examine the differences in human capital-based theory and institutional discrimination-
based theory in their article “Experiencing Discrimination: Race and Retention in 
America’s Largest Law Firms.”  The authors suggest that the human capital theory, 
presented by Sander is not sufficient for explaining the phenomenon of why there are so 
few minority partners.  Instead Payne-Pikus et. al. (2010) suggest that institutional 
discrimination theory best explains the racial and ethnic differences in large law firm 
retention, specifically focusing on partner contact and mentoring.  The authors reason 
“institutional discrimination theory suggests that disparity in social contacts with partners 
and mentoring experiences with partners, rather than disparities in merit and 
performance, can explain the ‘‘paradox’’ of high rates of minority lawyers’ 
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dissatisfaction and departures after being hired into large law firms” (Payne-Pikus, 
Hagan, and Nelson 2010:560). 
Payne-Pikus et. al. (2010) examine the existing literature on women’s experiences 
in the legal profession as a way of understanding the experiences of racial and ethnic 
minorities.  The examination of Gary S. Becker’s (1964; 1985; 1991) human capital 
theory provides a backdrop on the resistance to both women and minority lawyers.  
Becker’s theory emphasizes the “efficient development of human capital” (Payne-Pikus, 
Hagan, & Nelson 2010:554) and his gender theory assumes that women lawyers have a 
‘split-sphere specialization’ (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010:554).  Essentially, 
women are presumed to invest less in their legal careers because they are also invested in 
their families.  Since this is assumed to grow over time, the split-sphere specialization 
notion may lead to stereotypes and discrimination against women when considering them 
for partnership in law firms (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010:554).  Partners may 
stereotype women who chose to have families thereby making them less inclined to 
invest in the development of women associates for the partnership track.   
In transferring Becker’s gendered human capital theory to examine the affects of 
race, the authors utilize “hiring preferences linked to affirmative action and resulting 
lowered requirements of academic achievement” (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 
2010:555), in the place of family preferences as explained in the split-sphere 
specialization that stereotypes and discriminates against women.  Payne-Pikus et. al. note 
that human capital theory applied to race suggests that partners choose to mentor and 
socialize with associates they believe are intellectually credentialed to be there, rather 
than affirmative action hires who are assumed to be less qualified.  Therefore, the authors 
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posit that advocates of human capital theory, like Sander, argue that affirmative action 
policies are detrimental to its intended beneficiaries (e.g. people of color). 
Payne-Pikus et. al. (2010) argue that the problem is stereotyping, not low grades, 
which is what Sander proposes.  The authors suggest that institutional discrimination 
theory better explains the high attrition rate amongst associates of color.  Institutional 
discrimination theory suggests’ that “disparity in social contacts with partners and 
mentoring experiences with partners, rather than disparities in merit and performance, 
can explain the “paradox” of high rates of minority lawyers’ dissatisfaction and 
departures after being hired into large law firms” (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 
2010:560).  Simply put, if the institution does not participate in the transmission of 
knowledge through partner mentorship of associates which demonstrates the firm’s 
commitment to an associate; this signals to the associate that there will not be a return on 
their capital investment in obtaining a law degree.  The predictable outcome would be for 
the associates to leave and find other institutions that value their investment and are 
willing to invest in them in return.  Since countless research confirms that people of color 
are less likely to be mentored, it follows that they would leave firms at a higher rate in 
order to find better employment opportunities while they are still marketable.  The 
authors contest Sander’s argument that “affirmative action preferences are the source of 
merit and performance differences in recruitment that lead to stereotype discrimination in 
offers of mentoring, retention, and advancement” (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 
2010:561).  Instead they posit that the “institutional discrimination hypothesis is that 
disparities in contact and mentoring, apart from disparities in merit and performance, 
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account for differential retention and advancement” (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 
2010:562).   
By using the same data employed by Sander, the AJD study, the authors find that 
institutional discrimination theory is a better predictor of minority attrition than the 
human capital merit and performance theories proposed by Sander.  The variables 
examined from the AJD study to compare the human capital merit and performance 
theory to the institutional discrimination theory include law school grades, early firm 
performance, partner contact and mentoring experiences, minority firm presence and 
perceptions, plans to leave the firm in the next year, and job satisfaction.  Payne-Pikus et. 
al. (2010) run regression analyses comparing the variables listed above amongst white 
and associates of color including blacks, Hispanics, Asians and Native American/Other 
associates.  The results indicate that the institutional discrimination theory put forward 
explains the high attrition rate of minority lawyers and subsequent low number of 
minority partners.  These findings were particularly strong for African American 
associates as compared to other minority groups.  The racial paradox as suggested by 
Sander is not a paradox, but a predictable outcome based on the data analyzed.  Payne-
Pikus et. al. state that “partner contact and mentoring are clearly salient factors in 
explaining associates’ thoughts about seeking alternative employment and in the more 
frequent plans of African American associates to do so…thus when disparities in partner 
contact and mentoring experiences and race-specific perceptions of discrimination are 
statistically controlled, the more frequent plans of African Americans associates to leave 
large firms and to be dissatisfied with their work are largely explained” (Payne-Pikus, 
Hagan, and Nelson 2010:572).     
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     Through their findings, Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson (2010) debunk 
Sander’s human capital, merit and performance theories and propose institutional 
discrimination theory as a better predictor of high attrition rates amongst black associates 
particularly and minorities in general.  Although the authors did not find a large 
difference in the “institutional discrimination measure of representation of minorities in 
the firm by race/ethnicity of the associates,” (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010:567) 
there was a significant difference in perceived discrimination amongst black associates 
than was found amongst Hispanic associates in large law firms.   Payne-Pikus et. al. note 
that “by this evidence, a focus on merit and performance issues as a means of explaining 
a racial paradox in rates of leaving large firms is a form of false stereotyping that 
misleadingly disguises more “active” institutionalized discrimination experiences” 
(Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010:576).  They conclude that the research points to 
benign stereotype discrimination based on racial differences in law school grades and 
their assumed impact on racial differences in plans to leave the firm.  Furthermore, 
Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson suggest that partner contacts and mentoring better 
account for racial differences in plans to leave large law firms.  Their recommendation is 
that affirmative action programs and policies need to extend beyond recruitment and into 
practices of partners with regard to associates of color.  They also suggest that future 
research should examine whether minority women face even tougher hurdles with respect 
to developing mentoring relationships with partners and proper training to be successful 
in large law firms (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010). 
Wilkins and Gulati (1996); Sander (2006); Coleman, Jr. and Gulati (2006); and 
Payne-Pikus, Hagan and Nelson (2010) all contribute to the investigation of why there 
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are so few black lawyers in elite corporate law firms, engaging multiple theoretical 
frameworks.  From discussing the pervasiveness of stereotypes on the potential for black 
lawyers to gain access to proper training described by Wilkins and Gulati as the Royal 
Jelly, to the lack of comparative data between white and black lawyers to assert a 
credentials argument as critiqued by Coleman, Jr. and Gulati; to an institutional 
discrimination theory provided by Payne-Pikus et. al.  These are all developments in the 
literature that add to the discourse of racial inequity within elite corporate law firm 
environments.  However, Sander’s human capital and merit theories argument falsely 
leads people to assume that minority lawyers in general, and black lawyers specifically, 
are not qualified to work in elite white law firms.  By not substantively examining how 
partners’ and senior associates’ racist thinking and actions disadvantage black associates, 
Sander’s reinforces existing stereotypes of black inferiority.  This dissertation lessens the 
gap within this discourse, by addressing the nuanced experiences of black female lawyers 
as they navigate elite law firms.  The in-depth interviews conducted and data analyses 
provide distinct details about the work experiences of black female lawyers in elite 
corporate law firms, and how this is affected by race and gender.  
Existing Quantitative Studies of Lawyers in Large Private Law Firms 
Several quantitative studies highlight the plight of minority and women lawyers in 
corporate law firms.  In 2003, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) 
published Diversity in Law Firms, a study that examined employment diversity in law 
firms.  In addition, The National Association of Legal Professionals Foundation for Law 
Career Research and Education (NALP Foundation aka The Foundation) in conjunction 
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with the American Bar Foundation (ABF)18 initiated a national longitudinal quantitative 
study of the experiences of lawyers within law firms titled, After the JD.  The study was 
conducted by a highly credentialed group of social scientists and legal scholars including 
Terry Adams, J.D., M.A., Ronit Dinovitzer, Ph.D., Bryant G. Garth, J.D., Ph.D., Jeffrey 
E. Hanson, Ph.D., David S. Hill, J.D., Robert Nelson, J.D., Ph.D., Richard Sander, J.D., 
Ph.D., Joyce Sterling, Ph.D., Gita Wilder, Ph.D., David Wilkins, J.D., and Abbie Willard, 
Ph.D.  This longitudinal study19 followed the careers of law graduates who passed the bar 
examination20 in 2000.  This study was initiated in 2000 and concluded in 2012.  After 
the JD was intended to empirically examine the career trajectories of almost 5000 new 
lawyers.  It also included a detailed description of how women and racial-ethnic 
minorities faired in the legal field.  The new lawyer sample was pulled from 18 legal 
markets including the four largest (New York City, the District of Columbia, Chicago 
and Los Angeles), as well as, 14 other smaller markets.  The project was designed to 
include three waves of surveyed respondents: the first in 2002-03 (After the JD: First 
Results of a National Study of Legal Careers (AJD1)); the second in 2007-08 (After the 
JD II: Second Results of a National Study of Legal Careers (AJD2)); and the third in 
2012 (After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers (AJD3)).  
                                                 
18 The EEOC, NALP, and ABA provide valuable aggregate numbers with respect to the demographic 
makeup of law firms, as well as, insights into the hiring process of law firms; professional development and 
diversity measures which is fundamental to contextualizing the law firm environment. 
19 The study was also funded by The National Science Foundation. 
20 The bar examination is a test that is administered by a state board of bar examiners to determine whether 
an individual is qualified to practice law within a particular jurisdiction.  Typically the successful 
completion of a law degree (Juris Doctorate, J.D.), passing the bar examination, obtaining good character 
and fitness evaluations would grant admission to the bar, thereby licensing an candidate to legally practice 
law in the United States.  American Bar Organization, 
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_education/resources/bar_admissions/basic_overview.html.   
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Essentially, the study captures the first ten years of employment following the graduation 
of the first wave in 2000.21   
By reviewing nationally collected data on law firms through the examination of 
the 2003 EEOC study, Diversity in Law Firms, and The Foundation and ABF 2000 study, 
After the JD; we are able to get a sense of law firm practices with respect to lawyer 
experiences in hiring, training and advancement.  For the purposes of this research, I 
engage particular studies and data that can provide us with a sense of how the 
organizational characteristics of large private law firms operate.  It is important to note 
that this dissertation examines large private law firms, excluding other legal practice 
settings such as government, public interest and non-profit organizations.   
EEOC Study 
Diversity in Law Firms, the 2003 EEOC study, examined the employment 
experiences of women and minorities in medium to large law firms.  The firms studied 
had 100 or more employees.  This study chronicled changes in employment for minorities 
and women in the selected law firms since 1975.  The report also assessed the correlation 
between firm characteristics22 and the employment of minorities and women.  Moreover, 
the report examined the prospects of attaining partnership for minorities and women.    
The EEOC study found that minority lawyers are increasingly hired within the 
private sector law firms, which are ranked high (by prestige and earnings) and are located 
in the top legal markets.  They note that the proportion of both minorities and women are 
higher in large nationally recognized law firms than in other types of law firms.  The 
EEOC study cites Elizabeth Chambliss’ article “Organizational Determinants of Law 
                                                 
21 After the JD II: Results from a National Study of Legal Careers, Page 12. 
22 According to the EEOC report, firm characteristics refer to the size, number of offices, locations, prestige 
and earnings ranking of a law firm.  
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Firm Integration,” which discusses a 1997 study of ninety-seven elite law firms in 
Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York.  Chambliss notes that Cynthia Fuchs Epstein’s 
Women in Law (1981) found an increasing trend in integrating women and minorities into 
the associate level of large elite law firms.  Epstein argues that in the late 1960s and early 
1970s, women’s groups, black organizations and government regulation pressured law 
firms to increase employment opportunities for women and minorities (Epstein 1981).  
Chambliss’ study revealed that by 1980 women comprised 23.2 percent of the associates 
in the sample.  Minorities, which include blacks, Hispanics and Asians, comprised only 
3.6 percent of associates.  Ten years later, women comprised 36.2 percent of the 
associates in the sample.  Minorities comprised 6.5 percent of the sample.  Chambliss 
concluded that large elite law firms were steadily increasing the diversity within their 
associate ranks (Chambliss 1997:695-696).  Utilizing Chambliss, the EEOC report was 
optimistic for the future.   
After the JD Study 
AJDI – First Wave 
The AJD1 results were published in 2004 and consisted of 4,538 completed 
surveys from eligible respondents, with a high response rate (71 percent) and over 50 
percent of the full sample.23  The findings from AJD1 show that job mobility24 amongst 
the respondents was considerable, except for women as a whole and minority women 
specifically.  Women and minority women were least likely to have changed jobs after 
the first two years of working in their legal careers.  However, AJD1 results found that 
minority women respondents expressed intentions of leaving their current jobs and were 
                                                 
23 After the JD II: Results from a National Study of Legal Careers. 2009:Page 12. 
24 According to the After the JD study, job mobility refers to the lawyers’ movement from one job to 
another (AJD1: 53-54).   
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actively searching for new employment.  Additionally, women expressed somewhat more 
dissatisfaction than men in their decision to become lawyers.   
A succinct commentary on the results of the AJDI highlighted the unique issues 
facing minority women lawyers.  “Are Minority Women Lawyers Leaving Their Jobs? – 
An After the JD Monograph” (2008), written by Gita Z. Wilder, summarizes the results 
of the AJD1 study.  She particularly focuses on minority enrollment in law school, 
graduation from law school and entry into the legal profession by race, ethnicity and 
gender.25  Wilder notes that the rate of women obtaining law degrees has increased 
dramatically in the past 40 years.  Moreover, she states “among members of two of the 
largest racial-ethnic minority groups, women have overtaken and passed men in their 
rates of law school attendance and graduation” (Wilder 2008b:8).  In 2002, both black 
women (4,743) and Asian women (4,689) significantly outnumbered black men (2,626) 
and Asian men (3,42’)26 in full-time enrollment in law school.  There was also a 
significant difference in eventual degree attainment.  Black women (1,528) and Asian 
women (1,350) outstripped black men (841) and Asian men (927) in degree attainment in 
2002.  Yet partnership in law firms continues to be an unattainable feat.  
Additionally, Wilder includes the AJD1 weighted data with a minority over-
sample.27  She notes that the disparity continues into the careers of newly certified 
                                                 
25 For a detailed outline of the table please reference Gita Z. Wilder. 2008a. “Are Minority Women 
Lawyers Leaving Their Jobs? – An After the JD Monograph. Table 3. Enrollment in Law School, 
Graduation from Law School, and Entry into the Legal Profession, by Race-Ethnicity and Gender, Page 8.  
26 This number is cut off in Table 3. Table 3. Enrollment in Law School, Graduation from Law School, and 
Entry into the Legal Profession, by Race-Ethnicity and Gender, Page 8.  The number should be 3,318 based 
on the calculation of the total number of minority males in that entry. 
27 The AJD study utilized a minority over-sample, where 465 additional members of minority groups were 
included in the study in order to closely represent the national population of lawyers.  This was then 
weighted in order to portray the minority group in “the context of their proportion in the national 
population of new lawyers.  The weighted numbers and the national numbers of the sample were closely 
matched, where blacks comprised of 5 percent of both the AJD sample and the national population; 
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lawyers.  Of those black lawyers who first passed the bar in 2000, 60 percent were 
women.  Amongst Asians who first passed the bar in 2000, 53 percent were women.28  
Wilder states that “the preponderance of women in these groups in legal education, 
graduation from law school, and employment as lawyers renders their absence from law 
firm partnerships and high-level positions in other areas of law all the more striking” 
(Wilder 2008a:8).  
Given the number of female associates of color entering the legal profession, the 
staggering low numbers of minority female partners is often attributed to the high 
attrition rate that firms suffer.  Further data indicates that 64 percent of minority women 
that enter law firms as entry-level associates tend to leave the firm within fifty-five 
months of their start (Wilder 2008a:9).  Comparable figures for the attrition rates of all 
entry-level hires and all entry-level female hires are 53 percent and 55 percent 
respectively.29  Because the number of female associates of color in law firms tend to be 
smaller than white males, white females and minority men, the attrition rate of minority 
women is dramatic and quite visible. 
The data also revealed that women felt more discrimination in the workplace, 
with black women reporting more and varied forms of discrimination.  According to the 
female respondents, these forms of discrimination range from lack of promotion; 
receiving less quality assignments; lack of access to mentors and training; and lack of 
formal and informal networking opportunities.  Their responses provide insight into why 
black female lawyers express intentions of leaving their firms more than other lawyers.  
                                                                                                                                                 
Hispanics were 3 percent of the AJD sample and 4 percent of the national population; Asians comprised of 
6 percent of the sample in both the AJD and the national population (Wilder 2008a:8). 
28 See Wilder’s Table 3 on page 8 (Wilder 2008a:8).  
29 Wilder, Pg. 9.  She cites The NALP Foundation for Law Career Research and Education, Keeping the 
Keepers II: Mobility & Management of Associates, 2003, pages 32-35.  
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Wilder notes that, “specifically, minority women were more negative than any other 
group about their firms’ dedication to diversity and the fairness of the distribution of 
work assignments.  Minority women were also more likely to have felt that they had been 
given less responsibility than had white men” (Wilder 2008a:27).  
AJDII – Second Wave 
The findings of the second wave of the AJD project (“AJD2”) were released in 
2009.  The study yielded additional results with respect to the career trajectories of the 
associates of color sampled.  The distribution of the AJD2 sample by gender included 
1,609 women and 1,855 men.  From that distribution there were 207 black/African 
American respondents, which is slightly less than the number of Asian respondents 
(237).30  Overall results of the AJD2 found that job mobility continues to be very high, 
with over one-half of the respondents changing jobs within their practice setting, as well 
as, leaving their practice setting for another.  By 2007, more than half of the attorneys 
surveyed indicated that they moved out of their original practice setting.  One of the 
highest turnovers occurred among lawyers working in large private law firms.  Between 
AJD1 and AJD2, almost 59 percent of lawyers that started in large private law firms 
(characterized as 100+ lawyers) switched out by AJD2 (AJD2 2008:55).  Similar to the 
AJD1 results, AJD2 results revealed that women (65 percent) were still more likely than 
men (60 percent) to change jobs.  Moreover, in private law firm settings women leave 
large firms at a somewhat faster frequency than men (AJD2 2008:63).   
Also, when examining race and ethnicity, AJD2 concludes that higher percentages 
of non-white respondents are leaving large private law firms in comparison to whites.  
                                                 
30 After the JD II: Results from a National Study of Legal Careers, Page 19. 
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This confirms prior research: “the experience of racial and ethnic minorities leads them to 
leave positions in private law firms” (AJD2 2008:72).  The significant attrition of blacks 
and Hispanics within large law firms is somewhat counterbalanced by the consistently 
large Asian associate population that remains with respect to both the AJD1 and AJD2 
results.  Having a large Asian associate population within law firms should not preclude 
law firms from retaining other minorities. 
Regarding career satisfaction, 76 percent of the respondents continue to report 
feeling satisfied with their decision to become lawyers despite the high job mobility rate 
(AJD2 2008:46-47).  The levels of satisfaction were measured by examining four specific 
aspects of their employment.  (1) Work substance satisfaction: This “reflects the intrinsic 
interest of lawyers’ work, including satisfaction with the intellectual challenge of the 
work, the substance area, the tasks performed, skill-building opportunities, level of 
responsibility, and the value of their work to society” (AJD2 2008:49).  (2) The power 
track: This is described as “the satisfaction with career opportunities within the work 
organization, including method of compensation, opportunities for advancement, 
recognition they receive for their work and performance evaluation” (AJD2 2008:49).  
(3) Job setting: This “captures satisfaction with control over the amount of work and the 
work process, job security, work relationships, and work/life balance” (AJD2 2008:49); 
and (4) The social index: This “consolidates the ratings of satisfaction with pro bono 
opportunities and the diversity of the workplace” (AJD2 2008:49).  By assessing these 
four factors, the AJD study determined the level of job satisfaction for these lawyers.  
AJD2 findings indicate that lawyers working in large firms report the highest satisfaction 
with respect to the power track, a response that could be indicative of high compensation.  
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Lawyers in large firms also had the lowest scores in regard to job setting, a response that 
might reflect the demands of working long hours.31 
The attrition rate amongst all lawyers appear to be similar across racial and 
gender groups, with most lawyers opting to leave large law firms for different practice 
settings such as business.  However, like the AJD1 results, regardless of practice setting, 
black lawyers continued to express intentions of leaving their current positions within the 
next two years.  Furthermore, gender inequality remained prevalent for women lawyers, 
with more women reporting that they were either unemployed or working part-time.  The 
findings indicate that labor force participation for new lawyers demonstrates a gendered 
pattern, where women are more likely than men to be working part-time (14 percent of 
women vs. 2.3 percent of men) or unemployed (9.6 percent of women vs. 1.4 percent of 
men) (AJD2 2008:62).   
With respect to gender, a disparity has been evidenced in wage differences.  The 
second wave of the AJD study shows that women continue to lag behind men in terms of 
income.  By 2007, seven years into practice, women on average earned 85 percent of 
men’s salaries.  This earnings gap was exhibited in almost all practice settings.  In large 
firms the earnings gap was greater, where women earned 78 percent of men’s salaries 
(AJD2 2008:67).  According to findings in AJD2, black lawyers ($132,500) and Hispanic 
lawyers ($127,000) in large law firms earned significantly less than Asian lawyers 
($150,000) and white lawyers ($160,000).32  AJD2 reveals that both race and gender play 
a significant role in the career experiences of minority and women lawyers across the 
board.   
                                                 
31 After the JD II: Results from a National Study of Legal Careers Page 49. 
32 After the JD II: Results from a National Study of Legal Careers Page 75. 
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Gender and racial differences in promotion to partnership were indicators of the 
inequalities prevalent within large firms.  The gender disparity in promotion to 
partnership (equity33 and non-equity34) is substantial for the junior lawyers going up for 
partnership at the onset of the seventh year.  Generally, lawyers are not considered for 
partnership prior to their eighth to tenth year in the firm.  However, within the AJD2 
results, 11 percent of the respondents were made equity partners and another 11 percent 
were made non-equity partners by the seventh year.  Seventeen percent of women were 
made equity partners at this stage of their careers in the smallest firms (2-20 lawyers) 
compared to 24 percent of men.  Results of the study indicated that as the firm size 
increases, the gender disparity in becoming equity partners also increases.  In larger 
firms, equity partnership was granted to women at less than half the rate of men.  
However, at mid-size firms (21-50 lawyers), women tended to outpace men in making 
non-equity partners.  According to the AJD2 results, this appears to be an indication that 
women are concentrated in positions that are less important in private firms (AJD2 
2008:63).  
 The AJD2 also included how respondents measured their prospects of becoming 
partners.  The respondents were asked to rate their chances of attaining partnership.  The 
results revealed that women consistently appraised their chances of becoming partners as 
                                                 
33 As defined by multiple legal publications, such as Vault, Minority Corporate Counsel Association and 
Working Mothers, equity partners are lawyers in a firm that have an ownership stake in the firm and share 
in its profits.  Equity partners are required to complete a Schedule K-1 with the IRS as they are legal 
partners. Mira Serrill-Robins, “Equity vs. Non-Equity Partnerships.” LexisNexis Leal Newsroom, March 
15, 2010.  (http://www.lexisnexis.com/legalnewsroom/lexis-
hub/b/careerguidance/archive/2010/03/15/equity-vs-non-equity-partner-what-the-difference-means-to-
you.aspx). 
34 Non-equity lawyers are salaried employees of the firm that do not hold an ownership stake in the firm or 
share in its profits. Mira Serrill-Robins, “Equity vs. Non-Equity Partnerships.” LexisNexis Leal Newsroom, 





being less than men.  AJD2 discovered that in large firms (101-250 lawyers), women 
believed that they had significantly less chances of becoming partners (46 percent) in 
comparison to the beliefs of their male peers (70 percent).35  Additionally, women in 
large firms were more likely to indicate the unlikelihood of their chances of attaining 
partnership, in comparison to women’s advancement prospect estimations in other legal 
practice settings (AJD2 2008:64).  Two reasons postulated by the AJD2 for women’s low 
self-estimation of their chances to become partner are: (1) some women do not aspire to 
become partners and so do not invest in this career path; and (2) some women who 
remained at the firm in order to assess their chances of attaining partnership will usually 
know by the seventh year if that is a possibility.  Both men and women who have 
remained at the firm up to the point of assessing their chances for partnership find that 
their chances of making partner are low.  Regardless of the reasons, women’s lower 
estimation of their potential for success compared to men, in terms of partnership 
attainment, would alert us to significant divergences in women’s career paths. 
Within the private law firm setting there are several characteristics that 
distinguish the qualitative experiences of lawyers.  Such characteristics include hours 
worked; the billable-hour model; networking (internally and with clients); and the type 
and quality of assignments.  Private law firms generally work in tangent with client 
needs, meaning that lawyers working in large law firms are not required to work set hours 
such as a 9:00am-5:00pm schedule.  The work is based on the client need, which is in 
fact a 24hour service provided by law firms.  Many lawyers work grueling hours on 
                                                 
35 After the JD II: Second Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, page 64. 
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transactional work,36 at times upwards of 60 hours per week37 depending on the 
particular transaction.  The AJD2 reveals that women in large firms tend to work about 5 
hours less per week than men.  Work hours depend on the work being funneled down the 
pipeline from senior associates and partners.  AJD2 notes “that the work hours are not 
simply the product of a desire or commitment to work; as junior lawyers, AJD 
respondents rely on more senior lawyers to provide them with access to work, and prior 
research suggests that women are less likely to be given the work that translates into 
hours at work or billable hours” (AJD2 2008:68). 
The billable hour model, which equates to compensation, is an important part of 
the daily work structure of large law firms.  Lawyers are required to document every 
working moment in six or ten minute increments.  They must outline the tasks performed 
on client transactions.38  The client is then billed for the work performed based on the 
rate assigned to the lawyer working on the transaction.  The billable rate is generally 
determined by the lawyer’s length of experience at the firm (i.e. first year, second year, 
etc.… counsel, and partner).  Second year lawyers can be billed out at higher rates than 
first year lawyers and so forth.  Partners are billed out at the highest rate.  Lawyers are 
required to meet hourly billable goals that are directly linked to their compensation and 
                                                 
36 Transactional law and practice includes researching, drafting, negotiating and reviewing documents that 
bring individuals and companies together through contracts for businesses ranging from mergers and 
acquisitions, corporate finance, banking, private equity, capital markets, securities, real estate, intellectual 
property, compliance and restructuring deals.  Transactional practice mainly takes place in large law firms 
and is largely concerned with business clients.  (http://prelaw.umass.edu/topics/transactional_vs_litigation; 
http://smallbusiness.chron.com/transactional-firm-36200.html). 
37 The workweek for lawyers employed in large firms often includes nights and weekends.  Lawyers are all 
provided with blackberries or other technology in order to remain in contact with clients and the firm.       
38 An Investigation of the Billable Hour.  Building a better legal profession. LexisNexis Legal Newsroom, 
Lexis Hub:October 4, 2012.  
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bonus structures.  Most elite firms require lawyers to bill at least 1800hrs to 2000hrs per 
year.39   
The billable hour model is one of the biggest causes for attrition within firms.  
The model can be destructive to the practice of law because it creates an overly 
competitive environment that does not encourage healthy collegial interaction.  
Additionally, the billable hour model can be particularly punitive on women.  Because 
the billable hour model is used as one of the measures for advancement within firms, 
women can be penalized for taking time off for personal obligations that fall 
disproportionately on women.  Women give birth and are frequently the primary care 
givers for children.  These responsibilities infringe on their workable hours.  In response, 
some firms provide alternative work arrangements, such as part-time work or flex-time.  
Flex-time is an agreed upon scheduling arrangement allowing the employee to have 
flexibility in terms of when she can start and end her work day, all the while maintaining 
the required hours.40     
Even with these alternative work arrangements, the billable hour model punishes 
individuals that take advantage of these programs.  The AJD2 results show that on 
average, women working full-time reported lower billable hours than men ((1723hrs vs. 
1807hrs).  Billable hour requirements usually increase as the firm size increases because 
of the demand of legal services funneled through big corporations.  Although women 
may have few billable hours, which may be the result of work distribution discrepancies, 
women continue to earn less than men per hour billed (AJD2 2008:68).  With respect to 
                                                 
39 NALP Bulletin February 2012. “Number of Associate Hours Worked Increase in Largest Firms.” 
(http://www.nalp.org/billable_hours_feb2012).  
   NALP Bulletin May 2006. “Billable Hours Requirements at Law Firms.” 
(http://www.nalp.org/2006maybillablehours). 
40 Full-time and part-time employees can utilize flex-time options.  
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marriage and family, in comparison to the first wave, the AJD2 results found that the 
number of women getting married and having children has increased.  However, even 
with this increase in marriage, AJD2 found that women continue to lag behind men in 
starting a family (AJD2 2008:69).   
AJDIII – Third Wave 
The third wave of the AJD project, After the JD III: Third Results from a National 
Study of Legal Careers (“AJD3”) issued in 2014, yielded important results that can be 
richly compared to the two previous waves. 2,862 respondents completed the survey in 
AJD3, which yielded a response rate of 53 percent of individuals that participated in 
either AJD1 or AJD2.41  The demographic distribution with respect to gender in AJD3 
decreased from AJD2, with 1,226 women and 1,207 men participating.  The demographic 
composition of the national sample of respondents for AJD3 comprised of 82.8 percent 
white, 6.3 percent Asians, 4.4 percent blacks, 3.2 percent Hispanics, 2.8 percent 
identified as mixed or other ancestries and 0.4 percent Native Americans.  From this 
distribution there were 104 black respondents, which is almost half of the respondents as 
compared to AJD1 (217) and AJD2 (207).  Other groups in the sample stayed relatively 
constant in comparison to other waves of the study (AJD3 2014:20-21).   
The third wave reveals that there continues to be significant job mobility with 
respect to respondents working in large law firms, opting to leave to work in other 
practice areas and settings.  AJD3 notes that this could be a result of the timing of 
partnership decisions, which primarily took place right after the seventh year as AJD2 
                                                 
41 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, page 15 
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results were received.  In terms of hours worked, lawyers working in large law firms 
continue to work longer hours than those in other practice settings.42   
The gender disparity in the practice of law continued to trend upward particularly 
with respect to the earnings gap, promotion to partnership and labor force participation.  
AJD3 found that women’s salaries continue to be at a disadvantage in comparison to their 
male counterparts.  Between the three waves, income disparity has risen from 5 percent in 
2002, to 15 percent in 2007 to 20 percent in 2012.43  The income disparity between men 
and women was most prevalent in large law firms, with women making significantly less 
than men.  At firms with 251+ lawyers, women were shown to make almost $100,000 
less than their male peers (women earning $191,000 and men earning $290,000).44  
Moreover, AJD3 discovered that men continued to outpace women in partnership 
attainment, specifically becoming equity partners, whereas women who did obtain 
partnership were more likely to be non-equity partners (AJD3 2012:66).   
Networking within firms and outside with clients is a very important aspect of law 
firm environment.  The amount of time devoted to networking is key to the lawyers’ 
ability to build relationships with senior associates, partners and clients, in an effort to 
bring in business and move up within the firm.  AJD3 discovered that in comparing all 
three waves of the study, by the third wave men indicated spending more time 
accumulating social capital through participating in firm activities such as dining with 
partners, attending social events, writing articles and presenting to groups.  This is a 
significant change from women respondents in AJD1 who indicated devoting more time 
                                                 
42 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, page 32 
43 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, page 67 
44 The dollar amounts indicated is taken from the national sample and includes salary, bonus and profit 
sharing. After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 8.3:page 67. 
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to firm organizational committees and social activities.  AJD3 suggests that the decreased 
time in these activities by women could be a result of becoming parents and bearing more 
of the responsibility of child care than their partners (AJD3 2014: 67-68).  In terms of 
marriage and family, AJD3 results indicate that more women remained unmarried (10.1 
percent) in comparison to men (8.3 percent) and that more women (35.0 percent) did not 
have children as compared to men (27.8 percent).45 
Race and ethnicity continued to be important factors in lawyers’ career 
trajectories as evidenced in AJD3.  Black lawyer representation in large law firms 
continued to decline between wave 1 (20.2 percent), wave 2 (10.0 percent) and wave 3 
(7.9 percent).  There was a 21 percent decline in the presence of black lawyers in firms of 
100+ lawyers between AJD2 and AJD3.46  The report revealed that racial and ethnic 
disparities with respect to income and promotion continue to grow.  Generally, black 
lawyers within large law firms tend to earn less than their white and Asian counterparts.  
AJD3 reveals that black lawyers ($175,000) working at the top end (75th percentile) 
reported the lowest salaries, as compared to whites ($192,000), Asians ($200,000) and 
Hispanics ($190,000).47  Even with these disparities, black lawyers continue to report 
relatively high job satisfaction.  However, in comparison to white lawyers, black lawyer 
respondents “reported lower than average levels of satisfaction on every dimension, 
reporting the lowest levels of satisfaction with the social index as well as the power 
                                                 
45 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 8.4:page 68. 
46 The data presented includes both the national and minority sample selection.  After the JD II: Results 
from a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 9.1 and Table 9.1a Pages 74-75. 
47 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 9.4 page 77. 
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track” (AJD3 2014:77-79).  As with AJD1 and AJD2, the AJD3 black lawyer 
respondents reported the highest intentions of leaving their law firms within two years.48  
The results of the AJD3 also include data with respect to how lawyers were 
affected by the 2008 economic downturn.  In order to gauge the effects of the downturn, 
the respondents were asked to answer specific survey questions about how the recession 
may have changed their jobs and careers.  As a result of the 2008 economic downturn, 
more women reported losing their jobs in large law firms when compared to men. 49  
With respect to race, the AJD3 showed that both black and Hispanic respondents 
indicated that they suffered negative personal effects on both their jobs and careers as a 
result of the recession.  In terms of advancement 3.9 percent of blacks and 4.1 percent of 
Hispanics noted that they were passed over for promotion as compared to 3.4 percent of 
Asians and 2.4 percent of whites.  By 2012, 3.6 percent of the black respondents said that 
they were no longer on the partnership track as compared to 0.7 percent of Hispanics, 0.8 
percent of Asians, 1.6 percent of whites and 3.7 percent of respondents who identified as 
Other.  Furthermore, black respondents reported the highest level of layoffs (14 
percent).50  Another interesting finding in the AJD3 report is that remaining educational 
debt continues to excessively burden black and Hispanic lawyers, suggesting that “a 
relative lack of family resources accounts for some of the difference in ability of 
disadvantaged minorities to pay debt” (AJD3 2014:80).  The pattern indicates that blacks 
and Hispanics are disproportionately burdened by educational debt more than any other 
                                                 
48 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 9.5, page 78. 
49 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 11.1, page 87. 
50 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 11.2, page 89. 
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group, with 7.3 percent of blacks and 15.5 percent of Hispanics in AJD3 indicating 
having more than 100K of educational debt remaining.51   
The After the JD longitudinal study provides us with important statistical data on 
the career trajectories of lawyers in the United States, taking into account gender, racial 
and ethnic variations.  The use of the AJD study within this research focuses primarily on 
the results found within mid-sized and large law firms, as it provides strong data that 
speaks to the professional development of corporate lawyers.  The data provided within 
the study with respect to job mobility and turnover; job satisfaction, income trends; 
gender and race disparities in experience; advancement; the impact of the recession; and 
educational debt on lawyer career trajectories; are key to understanding law firm 
environment.   
However, limitations of the AJD study center on the lack of substantial qualitative 
analysis of the experiences of minority lawyers in large law firms.  In conducting a large 
longitudinal study, the responses of minority lawyers would have provided important and 
detailed information with respect to how firms have failed to retain these lawyers.  The 
AJD study minority sample does not provide a representative sample that would allow us 
to make critical assessments on the experiences of black lawyers in corporate law firms.  
The lack of a larger pool of black respondents from corporate law firms presents a 
dilemma when trying to make informed conclusions about the qualitative experiences of 
black lawyers.  Therefore, the data does not provide nuanced details about the particular 
experiences of black lawyers and how race and gender affect their advancement 
prospects.  My research aims to highlight the experiences of a minority group within the 
                                                 
51 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, see Table 11.1, page 81. 
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longitudinal study, focusing on the narratives of black female lawyers, and how they 
perceive their own career trajectories.  
Women in Law 
The following section examines the role of gender in the professional 
development of female lawyers, and how it affects their careers using the pioneering 
research of by Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, as well as studies conducted on the experiences of 
women of color in law firms.  
Cynthia Fuchs Epstein’s Concept of Boundaries  
The gender divide in law firms is one subject that has garnered a significant 
amount of research from various disciplines in academia.  This dissertation uses Cynthia 
Fuchs Epstein’s concept of boundaries to investigate how gender delimits women’s 
professional and personal lives.  Epstein’s 2006 Presidential Address to the American 
Sociological Association (ASA), “Great Divides: The Cultural, Cognitive, and Social 
Bases of the Global Subordination of Women,” argues that the world is comprised of 
‘great divides’ such as race, class, gender, religion, sexuality, education and so forth, all 
of which are socially constructed.  These social constructs are managed by conceptual 
boundaries that manifest symbolically, socially, and physically in human interactions.  
Epstein contends that these boundaries have the “capacity to create serious inequalities, 
generate conflicts, and promote human suffering” (Epstein 2007:1).  
Categorizations based on gender constitute the most basic and fundamental social 
divide and create boundaries that can be seen in the home, workforce, and political 
spheres (Epstein 2007).  Boundaries delineate the grounds of human interactions, which 
are controlled by certain groups within society, who then translate the concepts of 
boundaries into actual practice.  In her article, On Boundaries (2010), Epstein discusses 
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the transgressive nature of boundaries, particularly focusing on racial and gender divides; 
arguing that “every person is affected by the markers that create the great divides of 
gender and race, although many (particularly those who fit the majority category) are not 
conscious of their consequences” (Epstein 2010: 149).  Her research on black women 
professionals, specifically black women lawyers, contributes to the discussion on how the 
category of women and boundary transgressing can lead to “coalitions of women across 
color lines” (Epstein 2010:152).   
Influenced by Pierre Bourdieu, Epstein asserts that categorization occurs through 
observable characteristics assigned to individuals that are forced into groups based on 
these commonalities.  She realizes that the categorization of individuals into groups with 
commonalities may create conformity to stereotypes, leading to “the self-fulfilling 
prophecy”52 (Epstein 2007:2).  Social scientists can mistakenly view these 
categorizations as “reliable indicators of commonalities in a population” (Epstein 
2007:2).  Epstein argues that gender, “determines an individual’s quality of life, position 
on the social hierarchy, and chance at survival” (Epstein 2007:2).  Of all the socially 
created divides, gender is most resistant to social change because this “dichotomous 
categorization is also particularly powerful in maintaining the advantage of the privileged 
category,” namely maleness (Epstein 2007:3).  In Women in Law (1981), Epstein 
provides a critically detailed analysis of the gendered impact of the civil rights legislation 
of the 60s and 70s on law firms and law schools.  This legislation stimulated women’s 
rising interest in the legal profession.  Although opportunity increased for women within 
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the legal profession, Epstein believes that there still remains subtle sex stereotyping and 
discrimination that continue to create barriers for their advancement.   
Gender Barriers to Advancement  
In a 1995 study, Glass Ceilings and Open Doors: Women’s Advancement in the 
Legal Profession, Epstein and colleagues, Robert Sauté, Bonnie Oglensky, and Martha 
Gever, examine the advancement of women into the ranks of partnership in large 
corporate New York firms.  The study comprised of eight participating private corporate 
law firms in New York City that provided empirical data, as well as granting Epstein and 
her colleagues access to interviewing associates, partners and managing partners about 
their attitudes towards advancement of men and women, and the existence of promotion 
barriers for women in these firms.  The results of the study indicate that generally there 
was a stable progression of advancement for women in firms, however, compared to men 
the advancement of women happened at a significantly lower rate (Epstein 1995:302).   
Additionally, women’s advancement came through non-traditional modes in that 
they tended to be promoted laterally53 or were part of a wave of promotions, which 
occurred as a result of the shifting views of firms in the late 1980s to promote women to 
partnership (Epstein: 1995).  Epstein and colleagues also found that women face much 
tougher obstacles in terms of: (1) visibility; (2) their ability to forge meaningful 
mentorship relationships; (3) ability to become rainmakers (bringing in business); (4) 
access to formal and informal networking events; and (5) facing prejudice from clients 
and partners.   
Epstein et al. focused on the decline in women’s advancement resulting from the 
“New Economic Era” of the early 1990s.  In this “New Economic Era,” programs that 
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had been established to equalize the playing field between men and women were 
significantly curtailed. Glass Ceilings and Open Doors: Women’s Advancement in the 
Legal Profession concluded that women lawyers had less access to the means necessary 
to develop their human and social capital, which was essential to their advancement to 
partnership (Epstein 1995).   
In the 2001 follow-up study to Epstein’s original 1995 study, Women in the Legal 
Profession at the Turn of the Twenty-First Century: Assessing Glass Ceilings and Open 
Doors, Epstein continued to examine the subtle prejudice and discrimination faced by 
women in their corporate law careers.  Epstein investigates how time pressures work 
against women in firms, where time constraints are viewed differently for men and 
women.  She argues that time priorities for men focus on their allegiance to their work.  
Whereas, women are expected to devote their time primarily to their families, especially 
to the care of children (a societal expectation of women’s role as primary caregivers), 
which is also evidenced in the After the JD study results as noted earlier.   
Early Study on Black Professional Women 
 In Epstein’s view, women are considered a ‘marked group’ that is comprised of 
both blacks and non-blacks.  In regard to black women in the legal profession, Epstein 
would hypothetically agree that black women belong to a ‘marked group,’ one which is 
defined by gender and racial boundaries and consequently fall within the outsider status 
of the “other” (Epstein 2010: 149).  The constraints imposed by this categorization is key 
to understanding why black female lawyers fair much worse than other female lawyers in 
terms of advancement.   
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In her 1973 study, “The Positive Effects of the Multiple Negative: Explaining the 
Success of Black Professional Women,” Epstein explores the professional successes of 
black women within several professional occupations.  She focuses on how identity 
categories, namely race and gender, create statuses that may have negative effects on the 
individual based on how society has deemed the status.  For example, Epstein utilizes 
Robert Merton’s classification of statuses54 in order to examine how black women 
possessing two negative statuses within traditional American society, being both black 
and a woman, can have positive or negative effects on their professional success.  Epstein 
states: 
Where categories of persons have more than one of these negative 
statuses, there often tends to be a cumulative negative effect. The costs of 
having several negatively evaluated statuses are very high and lead to 
social bankruptcy when people simply cannot muster the resources to pay 
them. This effect has been elsewhere conceptualized as “cumulative 
disadvantage” and has explained the poor representation of blacks (among 
others) in skilled occupations. Black women, for example, because of their 
two negatively evaluated statuses, are situated at the very bottom of the 
occupational pyramid...these ascribed sex (female) and race (black) 
statuses are dominant; they are visible and immutable and impose severe 
limits on individuals’ capacities to alter the dimensions of their world and 
the attitudes of others toward them.  
        (Epstein 1973:912-913.) 
 Epstein’s use of status further illustrates how categories and boundaries, which 
can be transgressed, relate to the success of black women professionals.  She posits black 
women professionals have a unique position within the professional settings because of 
how race and gender interact.  One interviewee expressed how black women are 
exploited because of their identity, stating that she was a “show woman and a show 
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nigger, all for one salary” (Epstein 1973:931), acknowledging that black women fill two 
minority designations for EEOC purposes.   
 Epstein recognizes that black women professionals have a unique position, which 
“probably reinforce their self-confidence and act to motivate them toward a career line 
similar to that of the white male” and that “given the limits imposed by the current social 
structure, only the most extraordinary black women, those who are intellectually gifted 
and personally attractive, can make it” and “the fact that some do indicates that an 
enormous amount of energy in the social system must be directed to keeping others out” 
(Epstein 1973:932).  Epstein concludes her study by asserting that the status quo is 
imposed unconsciously and continues to be imposed by individuals who are unaware of 
its practice, and therefore, the only way to appropriately address the issues is to examine 
the fundamental relationships in which these issues arise, thereby isolating and evaluating 
them. 
Examination of Existing Literature on Black Female Lawyers  
Catalyst 
In order to examine the combined gendered and racial affect of black women’s 
experiences in elite corporate law firms, I explore three key studies and several articles 
that discuss the interlocking nature of oppression that women of color face in 
professional environments.  Utilizing the support of Catalyst, a prominent nonprofit 
membership organization that works globally with businesses and professional 
institutions to create inclusive work environments that promote women, Deepali Bagati, 
conducted a 2009 study on the retention, development and advancement of women of 
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color in U.S. law firms.55 The respondents in the study, 1,242 lawyers across the top 25 
law firms in the U.S. according to revenue, responded to a web survey.  In addition, 
interviews were conducted with senior partners and women of color in focus groups.  The 
study combined qualitative and quantitative measures to find out how women of color 
perceive their experiences at these firms in terms of “workplace culture, the effectiveness 
of diversity and inclusion efforts, job satisfaction, intent to leave, work-life needs and 
challenges, and relationships with influential others (supervising attorneys, mentors, and 
informal networks)” (Bagati 2009:3).  The study found that many firms do not 
“concentrate on the “intersectionality” experienced by women of color in the workplace,” 
where intersectionality as defined by the study focuses on “how different identities, such 
as gender, race, ethnicity, immigration status, and class, overlap and combine, creating 
unique experiences of disadvantage and privilege in the workplace” (Bagati 2009:2). 
An article that reviews the Catalyst study entitled, “Despite Law Firm Efforts, 
Women of Color Still Face Workplace Challenges,”56, postulates that women of color 
continue to face “a greater sense of ‘outsider status’ with limited opportunities for 
growth” (Catalyst 2009).  When compared to white female lawyers, the racial and gender 
stereotyping, along with sexism in the workplace was so pervasive that it created feelings 
of exclusion that led to black female lawyers’ status as outsiders.  The challenges black 
female lawyers face ranged from limited access to high-profile client assignments and 
engagements, which precluded the attainment of the necessary exposure to secure support 
from senior partners; a lack of candid feedback in terms of performance; inadequate 
mentorship; and a lack of significant billable hours needed to rate performance.  As 
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reflected in the AJD studies, the billable hour model creates anxiety and stress for all 
lawyers due to the pressure to bill, which is linked directly to work evaluation.  In 
Epstein’s 1995 study,57 she describes the billable hour model as the following: 
Everyone points to the increasing expectations regarding billable hours as 
one of the greatest impediments to women’s movement up the career 
ladder at large law firms. The “greedy” nature of such a law practice 
necessitates not only putting in considerable hours that are billable but 
also expending time to develop business and participate in the 
organizational activity that enhances a career. Billable hours not only 
reflect actual time spent on a case; they have also become a benchmark for 
ascertaining commitment to the firm. As one of the few measurable 
elements in a system of evaluation marked by subjective criteria, billable 
hours are also symbolic in expressing dedication and willingness to 
sacrifice for the good of the firm. 
        (Epstein 1995: 378-379) 
 
American Bar Association 
The American Bar Association (ABA) commissioned a 2006 study on the 
visibility of women of color in U.S. law firms titled Commission on Women in the 
Profession, Visible Invisibility: Women of Color in Law Firms.  The study explored 
factors that entice women of color to enter the legal profession; whether or not their 
practice experiences exceeded expectations or proved to be inadequate; how firms either 
promoted or hindered job satisfaction; and why there was a high attrition rate of women 
of color in firms.  The study included a quantitative portion comprised of a forty question 
anonymous survey distributed to 1,347 lawyers (white women and men, men and women 
of color) that analyzed the “prevalence of factors that support or undermine the retention 
and advancement of women of color attorneys” (ABA 2006).  The qualitative section 
utilized focus groups to examine the progression and experiences of women of color in 
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firms that have more than 25 lawyers.  The findings of the study confirm that women of 
color faced challenges that are particular to them as a result of race and gender.  The high 
attrition rate was caused by perceived feelings of exclusion; lack of mentorship from 
senior lawyers and partners; lack of access to informal and formal networking; the desire 
for more challenging work; low billable hours; and few opportunities for growth. 
Review articles58 of the ABA study, acknowledge that the research identifies the 
significance of unique disadvantages women of color experience based on race and 
gender.  The articles concede that, “white women experienced such events 
(discrimination) based on gender alone, men of color experience such events based on 
race alone, and white men have virtually no first-hand or personal experience with 
discrimination” (DiversityBusiness.com 2006).  Like the Catalyst study, this study 
uncovered that women of color face challenges with respect to access to significant 
billable hours; client development opportunities and desirable assignments; lack of 
mentoring; and exposure to “demeaning comments or harassment and unfair performance 
evaluations” (DiversityBusiness.com 2006).  Prior to the ABA study, the former 
president of the ABA, Robert J. Grey Jr. (2004-2005), acknowledged the unique 
disadvantage of women of color attorneys in major law firms.  At the time, he stated that 
“while the culture of many law firms makes it tough for women lawyers and minority 
lawyers to ascend to the highest leadership ranks, women of color in the profession 
experience a double bind of race and gender.”59 
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Corporate Counsel of Women of Color 
Furthermore, The Perspectives of Women of Color Attorneys in Corporate Legal 
Departments, a 2011 study commissioned by the Corporate Counsel of Women of Color 
(CCWC), a nonprofit organization created to raise diversity awareness in law firms and 
corporate environments, discovered an increasing tendency of women of color exiting 
law firms for in-house practice at corporations, as a result of the obstacles they face in 
law firms.  The articles60 reviewing the study cited a 78 percent attrition rate for women 
of color based on previous research conducted by the CCWC.  The study surveyed more 
than 1,300 female lawyers of diverse backgrounds (African American, Hispanic, Asian 
American and Native American) and found the following reasons among why women of 
color lawyers leave corporate firms: low visibility of minority lawyers in prominent 
positions; the sentiment that their work is devalued; lack of challenging work; and 
deficiency in advancement opportunities.  The study found that these women leave firms 
for corporations that have a significantly greater percentage of minority employees, 
including women of color, as a result of their commitment to diversity that developed in 
the 1980s.  The reasoning for the shift in women of color moving away from firms 
towards corporations is that at the time, corporations became increasingly concerned with 
diversity due to the anticipation of conducting business internationally with clients and 
customers from diverse backgrounds.  
More recently, NALP published statistics on women and minorities at law firms 
based on race and ethnicity as an update to their previous bulletin releases.  The 2013-
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2014 NALP Directory of Legal Employers lists that in the U.S. 7.10 percent of partners 
were minorities and of that percentage, 2.26 percent of partners were minority women, 
out of a total of 1,127 offices and firms covering a total of 110,149 lawyers.  Of the 2.26 
percent, black female partners consisted of .60 percent.  Essentially, out of 49,785 
partners nationally, there are only approximately 299 black female partners.  This number 
is devastating to black female lawyers aspiring to become partners in law firms as it does 
not reflect the potential for advancement within law firms.  The total number of 
associates nationally is 45,808, of which 11.29 percent are minority women, with black 
female lawyers making up 2.43 percent of the total number of associates.61 
  Moreover in April 2014, NALP62 released findings that show women and 
minorities continue to lag behind in attaining partnership, regardless of equity structure in 
law firms in the U.S.  NALP began collecting data on the demographic information of 
equity and non-equity partners in 2011.  NALP acknowledges that although many firms 
with multi-tiered partnership structures did not provide data, they gathered a substantial 
amount from 2011 to 2013 to make meaningful assessments of the status of women and 
minorities.  The figures were based on the participation of 262 offices/firms that utilize 
multi-tiered partnership structures.  Also, minorities are included in the percentages of 
both men and women.  Overall the 2013 data provided 63 percent of all partners in the 
2013 NALP Directory of multi-tiered structured firms.  The data revealed that white men 
continue to dominate in both equity and non-equity partnership attainment with 50.3 
percent equity and 28.8 percent non-equity. Women comprise of 9.9 percent and 11.0 
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percent non-equity.  The minority partner figures comprise of 3.2 percent equity and 3.6 
percent non-equity, where these figures include both minority men and women.  
Although there was a slight increase in the number of women and minority equity and 
non-equity partnership attainment, the numbers do not indicate a growing trend, but 
instead reveal the broad disparities between white male partners and women and 
minorities.         
The foregoing studies share emerging themes that shape the experience of 
minority women within corporate law firms.  Catalyst, ABA, and CCWC acknowledge 
that women of color share unique experiences within law firms based on the effects of 
both race and gender.  The commonalities amongst these studies indicate that there is a 
high attrition rate amongst women of color in law firms resulting from several important 
factors, such as the lack of (1) access to mentors and sponsors, (2) substantive billable 
work, (3) networking opportunities within the firm and with clients, (4) advancement 
prospects, (5) effective diversity measures (6) proper training (7) work/life balance and 
(8) inclusion and the sentiment that the work performed is valued.  These factors 
combined continue to create barriers that prevent women of color; particularly black 
female lawyers from successfully achieving desired goals within elite law firms.  
Nevertheless, there are still open questions as to why black female lawyers face so many 
obstacles and my research proposes a study that will shed some light into this subject by 
utilizing intersectionality as a method of investigation.   
Theoretical Frameworks 
This dissertation draws on various theoretical frameworks, including 
intersectionality, Erving Goffman’s theory of stigma, Link and Phelan’s 
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conceptualization of stigma and race scholarship posited by Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Joe 
Feagin and Wendy Leo Moore.    
Intersectionality 
We cannot talk about race and gender without looking at how other socially 
constructed identities and categories affect the experiences of black female lawyers.  The 
interconnectedness of these various identities creates experiences that produce oppressive 
and disadvantageous outcomes for black female lawyers.   Many scholars from feminist 
theorists to critical race theorists have employed intersectionality within their research, as 
well as debated its utility as a viable theoretical perspective.  Patricia Hill Collins’ (1990) 
theory of intersectionality and concept matrix of domination is key to understanding the 
multiplicity of experiences faced by black women lawyers in corporate firms.   
In 1977, The Combahee Collective Statement was issued by The Combahee 
Collective, specifying the core issues and beliefs of the contemporary black feminist 
movement.  The statement asserted that the feminist movement could not achieve its 
primary goal of solidarity amongst women without addressing how race, class and 
gender, all work together to sustain gender oppression.  Additionally, there is a 
recognition that coalition building with white feminists must take on a different 
understanding in order to prove useful to the collective feminist struggle.  
In Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics 
Empowerment (1990), Collins is primarily concerned with the relationships between 
empowerment, self-definition, and knowledge, which are embedded in her research 
through examining the identity politics and oppression of black women.  She attempts to 
transcend one-dimensional analyses of gender, race or class.  Instead she includes 
multiple socially constructed concepts in her analysis, such as race, gender, and class. 
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The basic canons of feminism proclaim the equality of all individuals and the 
essential importance of personal experiences in shaping and reflecting societal attitudes 
that promote and continue to struggle for equality of power among all people.  Feminists, 
therefore, are concerned with recognizing the influences of oppressive societal attitudes 
and attempting to reduce these effects on individuals through understanding the use of 
power as reflected through, for instance, gender, race, class, politics, sexuality, or history.  
In revising feminism, black feminist thought recognizes the distinct parts of each added 
variable as part of a matrix.  Gender, race, class, ethnicity, and nationality cannot be 
theorized in a vacuum but must be seen as interconnected and converging into a “matrix 
of domination.”  Essentially, this is a standpoint theory based on social location of which 
the effects of the interconnection of these forces create and sustain oppression (Collins 
1990; Morrison 1971). 
Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw’s Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity 
Politics, and Violence Against Women of Color (1991), analyzes the intersectionality of 
race and gender in the context of violence against women of color, thereby viewing the 
interconnectedness of race and sexism in two violent acts perpetuated on women of color, 
battery and rape.  In her discussion, Crenshaw outlines how both the feminist and 
antiracist discourse marginalizes women of color.  Through essentializing both race 
(blackness) and gender (womanhood), we are unable to look at the problems, which 
develop through the combined effort of both race and gender playing against each other.  
This is an example of how intersectionality helps to critically analyze issues within 
society, which are viewed as separately constituted and yet there always seems to be an 
interlocking nature of pattern. 
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The notion of woman as the “Other,” where women have been in the shadows of 
men through a relationship of oppression is critical to understanding feminist ideology 
and particularly, black feminist thought.  Images of black women as the “Other” can 
provide “ideological justification for race, gender, and class oppression” (Collins 1990: 
68).  Therefore, a black woman is defined and created outside of her self-constructed 
identity.  A black woman is the “Other” when compared to white men, white women and 
often times black men.  Collins offers a humanist vision, where black women’s struggle 
is regarded as part of a larger struggle.  Black women are embedded within two worlds of 
consciousness: (1) black women’s standpoint, “those experiences and ideas shared by 
African-American women that provide a unique angle of vision on self, community, and 
society;” and (2) the struggles black women face to survive in “two contradictory worlds 
simultaneously, one white, privileged, and oppressive, the other black, exploited, and 
oppressed” as quoted from Katie Cannon (Collins 1990:22).   
Collins contends that “African American women as a group may have 
experiences that provide us with a unique angle of vision.  But expressing collective, self-
defined black feminist consciousness is problematic precisely because dominant groups 
have a vested interest in suppressing such thought” (Collins 1990:25).  Therefore, an 
intersectional approach to examining the experiences of black female lawyers in elite law 
firms (white institutional spaces utilizing a white racial frame that operates with color-
blind ideology), forces us to “examine how the structural nature of racial inequality is 
both gendered, classed and sexualized in ways that differently affect black women” 
(Wingfield 2013:992).  The primary limitations in using intersectionality as an analytic 
tool, for critical race and feminist theorists, focuses on “four tensions within 
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intersectionality scholarship: the lack of a defined intersectional methodology; the use of 
black women as quintessential intersectional subjects; the vague definition of 
intersectionality;” (Nash 2008:1) and the questionable validity of intersectionality.   
That being said, the explanatory power of intersectionality as a theoretical and 
political tool is useful for my analysis in that it provides my investigation with the 
capability to conceptualize a viable theory that empowers marginalized identities and 
elaborates on complexities of oppression.  As described by Michael Hames-García in 
Identity Complex: Making the Case of Multiplicity (2011), a book that thoroughly 
investigates debates over identity politics, “intersectionality reveals the inadequacy of 
restricted categories of thought, but one needs other concepts to account for the reality of 
multiplicity” (Hames-García 2011:13).  The use of intersectionality within scholarship 
demands theoretical and methodological approaches to fully discuss the effects of 
marginalization through multiplicity of identifying markers, categories, boundaries or 
statuses. 
Intersectionality within feminist and antiracist scholarship has been utilized to 
research and examine the subordination of marginalized individuals and groups.  Kathy 
Davis (2008) discusses the triumphs of intersectionality within feminist scholarship and 
how although intersectionality has generated a lot of confusion amongst scholars who 
would potentially use it within their research, it is this ambiguity that has made the use of 
intersectionality successful, because it creates an open-endedness that fosters 
possibilities.  Davis defines intersectionality as the “interaction between gender, race, and 
other categories of difference in individual lives, social practices, institutional 
arrangements, and cultural ideologies and the outcomes of these interactions in terms of 
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power” (Davis 2008:68).  The controversy with the use of intersectionality is whether it 
should be “conceptualized as a crossroad (Crenshaw 1991), as ‘axes’ of difference 
(Yuval-Davis 2006) or as a dynamic process (Staunæs 2003)” (Davis 2008: 68). 
In reviewing the literature on intersectionality as theorized by Davis (2008), 
Walby et al (2012) (examining the works of Kimberlé Crenshaw (1991), Leslie McCall 
(2005) and Ange-Marie Hancock (2007)); and Choo and Ferree (2010); three approaches 
to intersectionality emerge.  The first approach centers on inclusion where 
intersectionality focuses on giving voice to the experiences and perspectives of 
marginalized groups, who have multiple statuses.  McCall (2005) characterizes the 
inclusion approach as intracategorical; and Choo and Ferree (2010) characterize it as 
group-centered.  The second approach centers on how relations between categories 
interact, forming patterns that show how power is manifested through these linkages 
where different variables interact.  This approach has been characterized by McCall as 
intercaterogical and process-centered by Choo and Ferree.  The third approach to 
intersectionality does not view any one category as more salient than another.  Each 
category is seen as fluid, continuously shaping each other through interaction that can 
create systematic inequalities.  The categories are not fixed and therefore are amenable to 
change with constant interaction with other categories.  McCall describes this approach 
as anticategorical, while Choo and Ferree refer to this as system-centered.  
The foregoing discussion on intersectionality and the debates surrounding its 
theoretical and methodological application in sociological research and other academic 
disciplines, is essential to the proceeding study on black female lawyers.  My analysis 
contributes to the refinement of intersectionality as an analytical tool for research.  I 
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hypothesize that both race and gender, at their point of intersection, creates tangible 
barriers that affect the advancement prospects of black female lawyers in elite corporate 
law firms.  I also argue that race is more salient than gender, and vice versa depending on 
the circumstances the respondents find themselves in.  What is clear is that systemic 
racism, the white racial frame, and color-blind racist frames create circumstances that 
mitigate the salience of race and gender, creating a system of oppression that reflects the 
“intersection” of multiple forms of discrimination.  My research utilizes intersectionality 
as a tool of inclusion, giving voice to the experiences and perspectives of my research 
subjects, black female lawyers in elite corporate law firms.   
Goffman on Stigma 
Erving Goffman’s research on stigma is very important when examining how the 
interaction of race and gender can affect advancement prospects for black female lawyers 
in elite corporate law firms.  Goffman’s Stigma: Notes on the Management of Spoiled 
Identity (1963), provides a comprehensive exploration on interaction and how impression 
management is most visible amongst marginalized individuals and groups, such as mental 
patients, disfigured people, individuals labeled as criminals etc.  According to Goffman, 
stigma is defined as an “attribute that is deeply discrediting” and the individual that is 
stigmatized is lessened “from a whole and usual person to a tainted, discounted one” 
(Goffman 1963:3).   
Goffman further explains that a stigma can be perceived as the linkage between 
an “attribute and a stereotype,” where a stigma is seen as a physical “mark”, such as an 
attribute, that ties an individual to adverse characteristics, such as stereotypes (Goffman 
1963:4).  Goffman describes three types of stigma, the first is characterized by 
“abominations of the body,” such as physical deformities, the second is “blemishes of 
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individual character,” such as mental disorder or homosexuality and the third is “tribal 
stigma of race, nation, religion, these being transmitted through lineages and equally 
contaminate all members of a family” (Goffman 1963:4).  Of the three types of stigma 
Goffman discusses, the tribal stigma of race id most useful for my analysis.  The bearer 
of a stigma is pressured to perform in an idealized manner, in order to detract from the 
presence of the stigma.  For example, stereotypes attributed to black women in American 
society such as the angry black woman, are manifestations of the legacy of slavery, Jim 
Crow and modern institutional racism. The respondents in this research navigate ways to 
circumvent the negative impact of the stigma of being both black and a woman in elite 
law firms.  
The effect of stigma, as Goffman notes, is one in which a negative consequence is 
directly derived from the perception of the individual with a stigma.  He states: 
We believe the person with a stigma is not quite human.  On this 
assumption we exercise varieties of discrimination, though which we 
effectively, if often unthinkingly, reduce his life chances.  We construct a 
stigma-theory, an ideology to explain his inferiority and account for the 
danger he represents, sometimes rationalizing an animosity based on other 
differences…we may perceive his defensive response to his situation as a 
direct expression of his defect, and then see both defect and response as 
just retribution for something he or his parents or his tribe did, and hence a 
justification of the way we treat him.  
                                                                   (Goffman 1963:5-6) 
 
Goffman’s formulation leads us to question the image created by people 
consciously, the things they manipulate in order to affect their image.  Using Goffman, 
we could easily assume that the journey for blacks is far more difficult than whites within 
elite corporate law firms.  Black associates, like all associates, have an image of their 
ideal selves, and part of the problem they may discover is that their image of their ideal 
selves is not necessarily the same as what the firm sees as ideal.  In an odd way, it is a 
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sophisticated and intense socialization process, but the individual is not really controlling 
it.  Stigma poses a dilemma begging the question: how do black women create a public 
persona that tries to fight against the stigma attached to being a black woman?  There is 
very little that can be done to change that image.  Stigma places real limitations on the 
potential efficacy of self-presentation.  The irony is that white partners probably do not 
have much interaction with black women outside of their work environment.  Stigma 
essentially denies the real individuality of black women, creating a spoiled identity.  
Stigma simplifies the individual you interact with so you do not see them and their 
complexity, and therefore denying them a real chance.   
Stigma is so pernicious; it seeps in and is rarely blatant.  In effect the bind that 
blacks are put in is your blackness is to be seen but not heard.  Evoking racism in the firm 
is a no win proposition, but you can certainly lose if you do.  Two reasons emerge: (1) 
you are offering a critique of the reality of the firm which partners do not want to 
consider and (2) you are paranoid and therefore see things that do not exist.  There is 
something insidious around the silence of racism, which is relevant in most institutions.  
It may very well be the case that a white male partner evoking race issues will garner 
more support than a person of color, who would be seen as playing the race card.  People 
of color may think that their mobility may be enhanced by not invoking racial issues.  
This dialogue is extremely elusive because individuals being stigmatized cannot blatantly 
say what the issues are without being penalized. However, we can find ways to 
conceptualize stigma in a manner that facilitates our understanding of how stigma works 




Bruce G. Link, Columbia professor of epidemiology and sociomedical sciences, 
and Jo C. Phelan, Columbia professor of sociomedical science, discuss Goffman’s 
concept of stigma in their 2001 article Conceptualizing Stigma.  According to Link and 
Phelan, stigma relates to how categorization of stereotypes link to individuals based on 
particular markers that lead to negative effects on the stigmatized individual.  The authors 
discuss the variations in the definition of stigma from: (1) a “mark of disgrace;” (2) an 
“aspect like stereotyping or rejection;” (3) Goffman’s definition provided above; (4) the 
presence of a characteristic that is devalued in society; (5) an attribute which is not 
considered a “norm,” or (6) “stigma can be seen as a relationship between an “attribute 
and a stereotype” to produce a definition of stigma as a “mark” (attribute) that link a 
person to undesirable characteristics (stereotypes);” (7) to the inclusion of discrimination 
to the term (Link and Phelan 2001:364-365).  The authors note that the different 
meanings ascribed to stigma result from the many distinct disciplines in which research is 
done on the subject ranging from sociology, psychology, political science, anthropology 
and so forth.   
Link and Phelan discuss the two main critiques against the use of stigma in social 
science research.  The first is the fact that a substantial amount of work on stigma is done 
by researchers who are not members of the stigmatized groups.  As a result, these 
researches give precedent to the theoretical frameworks they utilize versus the actual 
perceptions and experiences of the stigmatized research population.  The second critique 
is that the individual is the primary focus when conducting research on stigma, which 
does not allow a broader context of studying stigma; because stigma is viewed as part of 
an individual versus as a designation others attach to the individual.  If stigma were 
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viewed in the same context as discrimination, it would allow for research to expand 
beyond the labeled individual to those that do the labeling (Link and Phelan 2001:366).   
In order to further the conceptualization of stigma within research and address the 
critiques raised, Link and Phelan propose a comprehensive definition of stigma that 
centers on the relationships between components that are interconnected.  The authors 
conceptualize stigma in terms of the convergence of five interconnected components;  (1) 
human difference is labeled and differentiated by society; (2) negative stereotypes are 
linked with undesirable characteristics labeled to individuals based on societies dominant 
cultural beliefs; (3) distinct categories are created to separate labeled individuals from 
those that are not labeled, creating an “us” from “them” division; (4) as a result of being 
labeled, individuals suffer loss in status and experience discrimination; which 
subsequently leads to unequal consequences; and lastly, (5) for stigmatization to occur 
there must be a power situation in play, whether social, political or economic which 
would allow the other four components to manifest.  Link and Phelan state that 
“stigmatization is entirely contingent on access to social, economic, and political power 
that allows the identification of differentness, and the construction of stereotypes, the 
separation of labeled persons into distinct categories, and the full execution of 
disapproval, rejection, exclusion and discrimination” (Link and Phelan 2001:367).  In 
examining the experiences of black female lawyers, Link and Phelan’s conceptualization 
of stigma help us understand how the acceptance of dominant societal beliefs about race 
and gender by law firms negatively impact the advancement prospects of black female 
lawyers.   
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In assessing status loss, Link and Phelan suggest that society relies on hierarchical 
placement of individuals, those that are negatively labeled and stereotyped are inevitably 
placed at the bottom of the status hierarchy.  These individuals essentially lose status as a 
result of being negatively labeled.  According to Link and Phelan status loss as a result of 
labeling and stereotyping leads to both individual and structural discrimination.  
Individual discrimination, which may be subtle or overt, resulting from negative labels 
can cause stigmatized persons to experience inequality in many facets, such as job 
rejection, housing or educational opportunities (Link and Phelan 2001:372).  Structural 
discrimination in the form of institutional racism for example does not necessarily require 
an actual interaction leading to behavior that disadvantages one group over another.  But 
rather the ingrained attitudes or beliefs about particular groups can lead to institutions 
operating in a manner that disadvantages certain groups.  Instead, institutional racism as 
cited by Link and Phelan is the “accumulated institutional practices that work to the 
disadvantage of racial minority groups even in the absence of individual prejudice or 
discrimination (Hamilton & Carmichael 1967)” (Link and Phelan 2001:372).  Therefore, 
regardless of what precepts may be required within institutions about the equal treatment 
of all persons, it is consistent that individuals within these institutions make decisions 
based on existing attitudes and beliefs that are reinforced in wider society about 
stigmatized groups.  For example, within hiring practices in institutions a formal process 
is in place, but the final decisions on who to hire are made informally, possibly through 
recommendations from colleagues who are of a particular group that may not be 
stigmatized making the discrimination elusive.  As previously noted, Wilkins and Gulati 
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(1996) described the subtlety in practice (discrimination) that institutions, such as law 
firms, employ when making hiring decisions as occurring in the invisible stage of hiring.   
Therefore, status loss can have a detrimental effect on the life chances of 
stigmatized individuals, where the original labeling and stereotyping are no longer 
viewed as primary, since the low placement of the stigmatized person within the 
hierarchy becomes the basis of discrimination.  Link and Phelan state “a lower position in 
the status hierarchy can have a cascade of negative effects on all manner of 
opportunities…because the discrimination that occurs is one step removed from the 
labeling and stereotyping, it is to miss the more distal effects of these factors in any 
accounting of the effects of these stigma components” (Link and Phelan 2001:373).   
Additionally, Link and Phelan further discuss the social psychological process 
that stigmatized individuals may envelop through citing modified labeling theory and lay 
theory.  In labeling theory, as part of early socialization into our culture, we conceive 
notions of stigmatized individuals.  Once these notions are fully developed “people’s 
conceptions become a lay theory about what it means to have a” particular stigma (Link 
and Phelan 2001:373).63  Consequently, the individual being stigmatized also has 
conceptions about their stigmatized position, including expectations on how others would 
react to them as a stigmatized person, which includes rejection, devaluations and 
discrimination.  The fear of these interactions may lead stigmatized individuals to be 
defensive and uncomfortable in social interactions with those they perceive as being a 
potential stigmatizer.  Link and Phelan note that although this theory has been directly 
                                                 
63 Labeling theory and lay theory are described with respect to mental illness as a stigma and individuals 
with mental illnesses being stigmatized.  Within the context of this dissertation, I utilize this logic to 




examined through individuals with mental illness, the theory can be applied to other 
stigmatized groups as done by Pinel (1999), where the expectation of stereotyping leads 
to “stigma consciousness” (Link and Phelan 2001:374).      
Link and Phelan further discuss the concept of stereotype threat as developed by 
social psychologists, Claude M. Steel and Joshua Aronson in “Stereotype Threat and the 
Intellectual Test Performance of African Americans” (1995).  Stereotype threat is “being 
at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative stereotype about one’s own group” 
(Steele & Aronson 995: 797).  It is the notion that people are aware of the stereotypes that 
others might project onto them, therefore “the stereotype becomes a threat or challenge 
either because one might be evaluated in accordance with the stereotype or because one 
might confirm the stereotype through one’s behavior” (Link and Phelan 2001:374).  
Steele and Aronson tested the stereotype threat hypothesis by conducting four studies that 
examined African American students’ performance on the verbal section of a 
standardized exam, namely the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).  Their research indicates 
that when African-American students are provided a test that they are told measures 
intellectual ability, they tend to score less than white students.  However, when the same 
test is administered without the label of measuring ability, they tend to perform as well as 
white students.  Steele and Aronson conclude that the existence of labels on exams and 
stereotypes, work against African-American students in determining their potential for 
academic success, where a supposedly “objective” exam discriminates against these 
particular students (Steele & Aronson 1995).   
Link and Phelan note that in both modified labeling theory and the theory of 
stereotype threat discrimination does not need to be obvious, “rather, the discrimination 
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lies anterior to the immediate situation and rests instead on the formation and sustenance 
of stereotypes and lay theories…still the consequences are sometimes severe and 
undoubtedly contribute greatly to differences in the life chances of people in stigmatized 
groups” (Link and Phelan 2001:374). 
The final component of stigma is power.  Link and Phelan argue that in order for 
stigma to be fully realized, it must work within the confines of a power dynamic.  Stigma 
is dependent on power in order to work; cultural, social, economic, and political power.  
One way of explaining the power dynamics that gives stigmatizers more influence is by 
looking at how stigmatized groups also stigmatize.  Link and Phelan describe how 
stigmatized groups, in this case mental illness patients, also engage in stigmatizing 
processes such as labeling (staff members labeled as “pill-pushers”), stereotyping (pill-
pushers are unsympathetic, egotistical and authoritarian), separating, and discrimination 
(minimizing contact, making disparaging comments and jokes about them).  However, 
when it comes to status loss and consequences of stigmatization, that is where power 
manifests differently.  Stigmatized groups “do not possess the social, cultural, economic, 
and political power to imbue their cognitions about staff with serious discriminatory 
consequences” (Link and Phelan 2001:376).  Consequently, as a result of not having 
substantial power, the cognitions of the stigmatized group does not manifest into material 
effects onto the group they may stigmatize. 
Link and Phelan’s conceptualization of stigma is important to the study of black 
female lawyers in elite corporate law firms because it provides us with a mechanism of 
understanding how stigmas, such as race and gender can have negative effects on an 
individual’s life chances.  Particularly, the ways in which multiple stigmatizing 
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conditions can affect one’s ability to be successful.  My dissertation examines how 
multiple stigmas, specifically race and gender, intersect, combine and/or overlap to create 
barriers that affect black female lawyers’ ability to advance to partnership. 
White Institutional Space and Color-Blind Racism 
In order to understand how race and gender affect advancement to partnership, 
critical race theory provides the necessary framework.  Critical race theory, born out of 
critical legal studies, offers an analysis of the relationship between race, racism and 
power from a legal perspective.  It posits that racism is entrenched within institutions and 
systems in U.S. society and is fundamentally an integral part of the dominant culture.  
White supremacy and white privilege drive the power structures that continue to 
marginalize people of color in American society.  The main objective of critical race 
theory is to center the discourse along the narratives of people of color and how their 
experiences have been silenced due to the pervasive nature of white privilege and power 
embedded in American institutions.  The dearth of black female partners in corporate law 
firms in light of diversity efforts can be best understood through a critical race theory 
perspective (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller and Thomas 1995).  
There is a significant body of research that addresses the contemporary nature of 
racism and argues that subtle forms of racism in institutions are very real and present in 
America today (Feagin 2006; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014; Thakore 2014).  As Eduardo 
Bonilla-Silva posits in “Racism without Racists: Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence 
of Racial Inequality” (2014), although there have been strides made in the post-civil 
rights era, there is a new racial structure in place.  He describes it as “new racism” that 
continues to perpetuate racial inequality in the United States (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 
2014:26).  He suggests that the obvious forms of racism that existed during slavery 
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through Jim Crow, are no longer the “core of the system and the practices responsible for 
reproducing racial domination today” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:27).  Instead, he argues 
race, racial structure and racial ideology work to reinforce and maintain white privilege, 
power and normativity.   
Race, as conceptualized by Bonilla-Silva and other social scientists, is socially 
constructed, like other categories such as gender and class; however the understanding is 
that race “produces real effects on the actors racialized as “black” or “white” (Bonilla-
Silva [2003] 2014:9).  This racial structure, or in other words a racialized social system, 
confers benefits to whites and disadvantages to non-whites through practices and social 
relations, works to strengthen systemic white privilege.  Racial ideology is the framework 
(frames, styles and racial stories) that actors utilize to “explain and justify (dominant 
race) or challenge (subordinate race or races) the racial status quo” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 
2014:9).  Through his analysis, Bonilla-Silva develops four frames of color-blind racism 
to discuss the persistence of racial inequality and the reinforcement and maintenance of 
white power and privilege in American social, political and economic institutions.  The 
color-blind frames that Bonilla-Silva proposes are abstract liberalism, naturalization, 
cultural racism and minimization of racism.  
Abstract liberalism, the most pervasive and insidious frame of color-blind racial 
ideology that Bonilla-Silva describes, is based upon the notion of political and economic 
liberalism where equal opportunity, individualism and choice are the determining factors 
in racial groups obtaining access to employment, education and housing and other 
institutions.  By creating a liberal frame, “whites can appear “reasonable” and even 
“moral,” while opposing almost all practical approaches to deal with defacto racial 
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inequality” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:76).  For example, the use of meritocratic 
arguments against policies in place to improve racial inequality are common, such as 
arguments against affirmative action; claiming that affirmative action disadvantages 
those that are its intended beneficiaries (e.g., minorities, women) and engages in reverse 
discrimination, is an example of abstract liberalism at play because it allows whites to 
ignore the historical relevance of these policies (Bonilla-Silva & Dietrich 2011:192).   
Furthermore, abstract liberalism also allows whites to engage in overt racist 
dialogue and discourse with the express intention of using the “it’s just a joke” rhetoric to 
backtrack from intentional racist remarks and sentiments (See Feagin 2006:206-08). It 
also works to create a sense of “unintentional” acts that would allow for what Bonilla-
Silva terms racism without racists.  These incidents take place daily and constitute micro-
aggressions directed at particular groups, thereby creating and allowing for the 
reinforcement and maintenance of white privilege and power.  Bonilla-Silva elaborates 
on how racial micro-aggressions enacted daily in subtle ways is how the new racism 
operates on minorities.  Bonilla-Silva states “microaggressions can be crimes of omission 
. . . or of commission, as when one implies that a minority is unqualified for a job or 
admission to school, and is only present because of affirmative action” (Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014:37).  What makes micro-aggressions so pervasive in disrupting the lives of 
minorities is that they are often so subtle and not racially overt that those engaging in 
racial micro-aggressions can uphold the illusion of neutrality.  
 Naturalization is the second frame developed by Bonilla-Silva that whites use to 
justify their limited contact with minorities and their racial preferences for whites, 
whether in terms of neighborhood, schools, dating, or other forms of socializing.  
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Essentially, the naturalization frame equates racial inequality in terms of “natural 
occurrences,” in effect attempting to normalize this type of racism by suggesting that it is 
universal amongst all racial groups to biologically gravitate towards sameness (Bonilla-
Silva: 2014:76, 84-87).  This frame naturalizes racial matters in a way that reinforces 
racist beliefs without necessarily adopting overt racist tactics.  Moreover, the 
naturalization frame continues to reinforce the notion that segregation and racial 
preferences are not discriminatory towards those that do not “fit” the preference group, 
but is instead a natural socialization process inherent amongst all racial groups – thereby 
normalizing this type of color-blind racism.   
 Bonilla-Silva’s third frame of cultural racism is used to justify the social and 
economic status of people of color.  More specifically, these are “culturally based 
arguments” that rely on stereotypical assessments of the practices, family group and 
values of minority communities (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:76, 87-90).  As Bonilla-Silva 
describes, cultural racism is found within early research of minority communities,64 often 
described as the “culture of poverty” by other scholars, looking to diagnose the social and 
economic status of people of color as deriving from the lack of hard work, questionable 
morals and familial relations.  The “culture of poverty’ prognosis is viewed as endemic 
within communities of color.  Whites view the failure of black communities as a result of 
the choices they make due to their cultural deficiency, rather than the ways in which the 
racialized structure bears down on their ability to mobilize politically, socially or 
economically.  Effectively, the cultural racism frame looks at minorities and “biologizes 
their presumed cultural practices and uses that as the rationale for justifying racial 
                                                 
64 See anthropologist Oscar Lewis’ work that develops the culture of poverty argument, although initially a 
class-based argument it was later surmised to be an assessment of communities of color as his research 
focused on both Mexican and Puerto Ricans. Children of Sanchez (1961) and La Vida (1965). 
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inequality. . . “blaming the victim” –arguing that minorities’ standing is the product of 
their lack of effort, loose family organization, and inappropriate values.” (Bonilla-Silva & 
Dietrich 2011: 193).  
 The final frame, minimization of racism, is used to downplay the salience of race 
within institutions and daily practice.  Bonilla-Silva posits that whites deny the 
significance of discrimination in the life chances of minorities and rely on alternative 
explanations and on other color-blind frames such as abstract liberalism, naturalization or 
cultural racism) to explain the failures of minorities.  Within this minimization of racism 
frame, whites argue that racism is no longer pervasive in the post-civil rights era.  
Additionally, the minimization of race frame critiques the belief that minorities make 
things racial when they are not, suggesting that minorities are hypersensitive to race 
issues (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:77-78, 91-95).  Bonilla-Silva contends that “whites do 
not believe that minorities’ social standing today is a product of discrimination. Instead, 
they believe it is due to “their culture,” “class,” “legacies from slavery,” “the culture of 
segregation,” “lack of social capital,” “poverty,” and so forth.  In other words, it is 
anything but racism. . . Since most whites . . . believe discrimination has all but 
disappeared, they regard minorities’ claim of discrimination as excuses or as minorities 
playing the infamous “race card” (Bonilla-Silva & Dietrich 2011: 193-194).   
Bonilla-Silva does not engage the color-blind frames as a means of labeling “all” 
whites as inherently racist.  Instead, he acknowledges that there is a racialized structure 
which all actors operate within either benefiting or disadvantaging them based on racial 
categorization, where whites as the dominant group benefit, and people of color as the 
“other” are disadvantaged.  However, Bonilla-Silva acknowledges “although some whites 
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fight white supremacy and do not endorse white common sense, most subscribe to 
substantial portions of it, in a casual, uncritical fashion that helps sustain the prevailing 
racial order” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:11).  He urges whites to acknowledge white 
privilege as a facilitator of the continued perpetuation of racial inequality, which is 
embedded within institutions and their practices.  He is keen on moving away from 
analyzing racialized social systems and systemic inequality as individual practices, but 
rather as “collective practices that help reinforce the contemporary racial order” (Bonilla-
Silva [2003] 2014:15).  Even the use of particular language (e.g., “prejudice” and “bias”) 
that implies individual responsibility, must shift to address collective institutional 
practices so as to unpack different levels of the new racism that is pervasive through the 
color-blind racial ideology.  He argues that color-blind racism is the dominant racial 
ideology used today because it “binds whites together and blurs, shapes, and provides 
many of the terms of the debate for blacks” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:219).  
 As Wendy Leo Moore’s work in “Reproducing Racism: White Spaces, Elite Law 
Schools and Racial Inequality” (2008), examines how students of color must navigate a 
racialized structure where white privilege and power shape daily practices and racial 
discourse utilizing the color-blind frames set forth by Bonilla-Silva.  Moore’s argument 
that elite law schools are historically white spaces that allowed for the reproduction of 
racial inequality amongst law students and faculty through a color-blind rhetoric is 
important to the present research on black female lawyers in elite corporate law 
firms.  Through observations in law classes, law students of color association meetings 
and in-depth interviews with students, faculty and administration at two elite law schools 
that lasted two years, Moore provides a qualitative analysis that supports the notion that 
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color-blind racism and abstract individualism does not negate the racialized practices 
institutionally embedded within historically white spaces, but rather reinforces the 
argument that race continues to be a salient characteristic, regardless of the term utilized, 
in the experiences of students and faculty of color.     
Drawing on Joe R. Feagin’s (2006; [2010] 2013) conceptualization of “white 
racial frame” in order to develop the “white space” framework, Moore explains the racial 
dynamics in law schools and the “totalizing invocations [traditionally white] space,” 
(Moore 2008:24; see Feagin [2001] 2010; [2010] 2013).  In “The White Racial Frame: 
Centuries of Racial Framing and Counter-Framing,” Feagin defines the white racial 
frame as “an overarching worldview that encompasses a broad and persisting set of racial 
stereotypes, prejudices, ideologies, images, interpretations and narratives, emotions, and 
reactions to language accents, as well as racialized inclinations to discriminate” (Feagin 
[2010] 2013:3).  Essentially, Feagin contends that the white racial frame operates from a 
dominant white perspective that only sees things from a white point of view, ignoring the 
perspectives and views of people of color.   
Moore suggests that “because of the totalizing power of the frame to shape and 
limit the acceptable discursive possibilities with regard to progressive racial policies, the 
white racial frame itself operates coercively, if tacitly, to make counter-hegemonic 
framings appear absurd and irrational” (Moore and Bell 2011:598).  This white racial 
frame operates within political, economic, social and educational institutions across U.S., 
expressed consciously or unconsciously in routine discriminatory practices against people 
of color (Feagin 2006).  Moore develops this theory further by arguing that the white 
racial frame creates a white space that has real consequences of a historically racialized 
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system in which white privilege and power is continuously reproduced and maintained in 
U.S. institutions that disadvantage minorities.  
In further developing her theoretical framework, Moore extends the literature on 
institutional racism drawing on Feagin’s assessment of systemic racism where he argues 
that racism continues to be profoundly entrenched within white institutions, with 
“continuing exploitative and exclusionary discrimination . . . that today takes subtle, 
cover and blatant forms” (Feagin: 2006:192).  Feagin’s main argument is that “racial 
oppression remains systemic. . . this oppression typically takes the form of racial 
discrimination—that is, differential treatment by whites of black Americans and other 
people of color—in an array of major institutional areas, including employment, housing, 
education, health care, recreation, politics, and policing, and public accommodations” 
(Feagin 2006:195).  Moore’s extension of the “white space” framework further engages 
notions of intentionality when examining institutional racism in law and education.  Her 
analysis brings to bear the historical impact of race relations on U.S. institutions and their 
practices.  
By examining law schools, institutions that combine the fields of law and 
education, both of which are extremely influential in determining social and political 
aspects of U.S development and growth; Moore centralizes race to demonstrate how 
powerful it is in perpetuating the privilege and power of the dominant group in white 
spaces.  In examining the historical relevance of the law and race, Moore notes that the 
intersection of race and law, including the sociolegal construction of race were all linked 
to the preservation of economic and political power of whites in the U.S. (Moore 
2008:15).  Through a critical race theory framework, Moore develops “an integrated 
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conception of white institutional space” (Moore 2008:14), suggesting that a “conception 
of white space provides an analytical tool with which to interrogate the intersecting 
mechanisms that contribute to the reproduction of white privilege and power within elite 
institutional spaces like law schools” (Moore 2008:14).  Moore effectively discusses the 
creation of a white institutionalized space that reproduces the racial hierarchy and 
maintains white privilege and power through the white dominant perspective.   
Specifically, Moore (2008) theorizes that elite law schools, which are inherently 
white, use a white racial frame to structure the dissemination of legal knowledge learned 
through an “objective,” emotionless and “neutral” strategy which ignores the historical 
relevance of the impact of race in the United States and further disadvantages students 
and faculty of color.  She suggests that law students of color must adopt a white racial 
frame, pushing their own experiences and views to the backburner or out the window, in 
order to be successful.  This overt racist teaching practice reinforces the structural 
organization of racial hierarchy that is prevalent in law schools and other U.S institutions.  
Moore describes elite law schools as a white space in which students and faculty of color 
have to navigate through systemic racist practices (Feagin 2006), via color-blind frames, 
that include daily micro-aggressions, in order to be successful. Moore states that the 
“continuing racial disparities among students and faculty, particularly in positions of 
power, in these law schools represent one illustration of the embeddedness of structural 
racial inequality in these institutions. But, more insidiously, the deep normative structures 
that organize the teaching method dominant in legal education are tinged with biases and 
assumptions that reproduce a white racist frame while purporting to be impartial and 
objective” (Moore 2008:60). 
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 Additionally, Moore argues that “conflating gender and race identity. . . is 
problematic because gender and race hierarchies operate differently in society.” (Moore 
2008:22).  This is key to understanding the experiences of black female lawyers in elite 
corporate law firm.  The ways in which the black female lawyer respondents express their 
raced and gendered experiences may not always reflect the expected intersection and 
overlapping of racial and gender categories.  As Moore suggests, the conflation of gender 
and race identity does not allow for a critical analysis of how these identities work in 
hierarchical contexts.  Furthering her framework to examine how white privilege and 
power operate in law schools, Moore draws heavily from the works of Eduardo Bonilla-
Silva, particularly his color-blind racism framework that helps to maintain white privilege 
and racism.  She concludes “race and racial dynamics of power impact the law school 
experience in both overt and subtle ways.” (Moore 2008:21).  The subtle ways in which 
race permeates the everyday experiences of people of color is critical in understanding 
how pervasive color-blind racism is within white institutional spaces.   
 Utilizing the color-blind frames proposed by Bonilla-Silva, (referred to as abstract 
individualism by Moore (pg.68)), minimization of race, cultural racism and 
naturalization; Moore demonstrates that through her observations and interviews at the 
law schools, white respondents were able to use colorblind discourse as a way of ignoring 
“structural inequality while justifying and perpetuating the racial structure” (Moore 
2008:91).  In discussions about affirmative action as well as school and residential 
segregation, respondents used these frames to justify the existing racial structure of 
society.  Similar to Bonilla-Silva’s analysis of white students and white adults, a post 
civil war stylistic use of color-blind frames to justify structural racial inequality and 
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maintain white privilege and power was evident in Moore’s findings.  Essentially, whites 
utilize the color-blind racial ideology that uses language in a manner that softens their 
racial views, where “they talk in very careful, indirect, hesitant manner and occasionally, 
even through coded language” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:103).  As noted earlier, in 
order to avoid appearing as racist, disclaimers that comments made were done “in jest,” 
or as “a joke,” relieves whites from the responsibility of acknowledging the racialized 
social structure (Feagin 2006; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014; Moore 2008).  Moore states 
that “it is often difficult, however, to tease out where color blindness begins and ends, 
particularly because even racism that looks overt is diminished by the suggestion that it 
was a joke or misunderstanding or that it was unintentional” (Moore 2008:92). 
Also, Moore finds that the white respondents in her study, relying on the different 
color-blind frames, often mask their racial views and support of the existing racial 
structure by using a discursive tactic, through the interaction of practice and discourse, to 
minimize the impact of race on people of color.  For example, Moore describes how the 
Law Student Counsel (LSC) required student of color organizations, such as Black Law 
Students Association (BLSA), Latino Law Students Association (LLSA), American 
Indian Law Students Association (AILSA), and Asian American Law Student 
Association (AALSA), to be inclusive of all law students, promoting a sense of 
accessibility and comfort.  If these requirements were not met, the LSC could limit the 
funding of these organizations and therefore challenge student of color centered events 
and activities.  Moore argues that “this action by the [LSC] revealed that its members did 
not see any legitimate reason for students of color to socialize in a space that they could 
construct for themselves, a space safe from the tacit assumptions of whiteness that 
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objectify (or subjectify) students of color and disregard their experiences” (Moore 
2008:98).  Ironically, while the LSC required student of color organizations to be 
inclusive of “white” law students, making them feel comfortable; the LSC organized all 
social events at all white bars, isolating students of color and making them 
uncomfortable.  These discursive tactics allow color-blind racist discourse to “interact 
with practice to reinforce racial social structure” (Moore 2008:92).  
 The results from Moore’s observations and interviews suggest that race plays a 
critical role in the experiences of both students of color and faculty of color operating 
within a white racial frame that utilizes color-blind frames and storylines to maintain 
racial inequality.  What Moore’s work captures is the “everyday racialized practices and 
normative discourses that function to reproduce and justify these structures” (Moore 
2008:23) in elite law schools.  
  Therefore this dissertation builds on Moore’s conceptualization of white 
institutional space, with its history of excluding people of color, and applies it to elite 
corporate law firms.  Elite corporate law firms are characteristically white spaces that 
utilize a white racial frame, exclusively born out of white access to resources and 
networks that reinforce and maintain white privilege and power.  However, through the 
inclusion of people of color in white institutional spaces, the elite law firm is now 
artificially viewed as a space that upholds equality and opportunity (Evans and Moore 
2015).  Therefore, I utilize the different color-blind frames proposed by Bonilla-Silva to 
articulate the ways in which race has played a role in the experiences of twenty black 
female lawyers, particularly in how they have find mechanisms to cope with and resist 
the imposed racialized structures of elite corporate law firms.  Through the description 
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and analysis of the lawyers’ experiences or commentary, I weave a narrative that suggests 
that color-blind frames are in fact widely utilized in elite law firms, further 
disadvantaging associates of color as a whole, and black female lawyers in particular, 





CHAPTER THREE  
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
 
Research Questions and Significance of Research  
The theoretical frameworks above serve as the foundation for my analysis of the 
perceptions of black female lawyers concerning how race and gender shape their 
experiences in elite corporate law firms.  My dissertation does not intend to prove that 
racism and sexism exists within corporate law firms.  Instead, my goal is to analyze the 
perception of black female lawyers in regards to the impact of race and gender on their 
careers.  It is important to keep in mind that this study explores the experiences of black 
female lawyers in elite corporate law firms as they perceive it.  The dissertation explores 
the following broad questions:  
(A) Recruitment: How would the respondent define the standard ideal candidate for 
entry into elite law firms and eventual advancement to partnership?  How would 
this candidate advance in the firm?  How does the experience of the respondent 
differ and/or reflect the standard ideal candidate?  How does the respondent’s 
experience differ from black men and white women?  
(B) Professional Development/Inclusivity: (1) How do black female lawyers 
perceive and interpret the firm’s efforts and commitment to diversity?  (2) How 
do they understand the perceived diversity?  (3) How do these initiatives affect 
the ways in which black female lawyers perceive themselves and the firm?  (4) 
How does the presence or absence of female partners, particularly black female 
partners impact the perceptions of black female associates?   
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(C) Advancement/Opportunity: (1) How do black female lawyers perceive the 
allocation of assignments and subsequent evaluations of performance? (2) How 
does work/life balance expectations affect the black female lawyers? How does 
mentor and sponsor relationships affect the advancement prospects of black 
female lawyers? (3) What are the implications of the incongruity in black female 
lawyers’ perceptions of advancement/opportunity versus the firm’s perceived 
commitment to diversity?  
(D) Obstacles to Advancement: (1) Have black female partners/associates 
experienced any troubling race related encounters in the firm?  (2) Have black 
female partners/associates experienced any troubling gender related encounters in 
the firm?  
In answering these research questions, my research addresses the varied 
experiences of black female lawyers in elite corporate law firms.  This dissertation 
contributes to dialogues concerning professional black women; opportunities for black 
people in elite companies; and institutional commitments to diversity in the workplace. 
Phenomenological Approach to Interviewing 
This study examines the career experiences of black female lawyers in the top 25 
ranked firms located in a metropolitan city in the northeastern region of the United States.  
A qualitative research approach, specifically phenomenological interviewing, is used to 
fully capture the experiences of the respondents.  As discussed by Irving Seidman in 
Interviewing as Qualitative Research: A Guide for Researchers in Education & The 
Social Sciences (2013), “a phenomenological approach to interviewing focuses on the 
experiences of respondents and the meaning they make of that experience” (Seidman 
2013:16).   The goal of phenomenological interviewing is for the researcher to come as 
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close as possible to understanding the true essence of a respondent’s experience based on 
her subjective point of view, understanding that the experience is both temporal and 
transitory.  The interview is a representation of the respondent’s lived experience in their 
own words after it has actually happened, which is then communicated through language 
where interviewees reconstruct their experience.   
Therefore, language is very important to this process as is used to guide both the 
interviewee and interviewer.  Also, the phenomenological approach emphasizes the 
making of meaning of these experiences, essentially encouraging respondents “to engage 
in that act of attention” (Seidman 2013:19) and allows them to be reflective about the 
meaning of their lived experience (Seidman 2013:18-19).  The four themes within 
phenomenological interviewing are: (1) understanding that the human experience is both 
temporal and transitory; (2) seeking the interviewee’s subjective point of view; (3) 
engaging the respondents lived experience as the foundation of “phenomena;” and (4) 
emphasizing meaning and meaning in context.  The foregoing themes are essential to the 
structure and approach to analyzing, interpreting and sharing data within this study. 
A qualitative approach is necessary because available data on women of color 
tends to be subsumed within research focusing on either women or minorities as whole, 
thereby leaving the particular voices of women of color, and specifically black women 
out.  In Deborah K. King’s “Multiple Jeopardy, Multiple Consciousness: The Context of 
a Black Feminist Ideology” (1988), she summarizes the distinct nature in which black 
women tend to be subsumed within narratives of gender or race primarily focused on 
perspectives of white women or black men.  King states:  
The experience of black women is apparently assumed, though never explicitly 
stated, to be synonymous with that of either black males or white females; and 
since the experiences of both are equivalent, a discussion of black women in 
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particular is superfluous.  It is mistakenly granted that either there is no 
difference in being black and female from being generically black (i.e., male) or 
generically male (i.e., white).  
King 1988: 45. 
    
Similar to King, bell hooks enunciate this very dilemma with respect to black 
women’s experiences in Ain’t I a Women (1981).  Hooks poignantly states: “No other 
group in America has so had their identity socialized out of existence as have black 
women.  We are rarely recognized as a group separate and distinct from black men, or a 
present part of the larger group “women’ in this culture…When black people are talked 
about the focus tend to be on white women” (hooks 1981:7). 
Herbert J. Rubin and Irene S. Rubin’s Qualitative Interviewing: The Art of 
Hearing Data (1995) provides a variety of qualitative interviewing methods geared 
towards efficient ways of designing research on interview data, extracting meaning from 
the interview and analyzing the data for results.  Their discussion of feminist critical 
social researchers is pertinent to this study, as they note “feminist researchers worked out 
a methodology that was gentler, that listened and heard more and talked less, that 
humanized both the researcher and the interviewee, and that focused more on those who 
had little or no societal voice…gives a voice through interviews to those who have been 
silenced” (Rubin and Rubin 1995:36).  Citing hooks’ 1989 work Talking Back, Rubin and 
Rubin reinforce the use of interviewing as a way of giving voice to individuals that have 
been silenced.  Feminist researchers engage in political activism by giving interviewees a 
platform through the act of talking back, thereby empowering the voices of the silenced 
(Rubin and Rubin 995:36).     
This dissertation considers black female lawyers’ view about what they believe 
represents the standard ideal candidates for entry into elite firms and what their 
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experiences reflect.  Moreover, do they believe that they are as qualified for the job as 
their white peers?  I inquire about the black female lawyers’ sense of being supported 
(i.e. mentorship) by the firm.  I ask the respondents a wide range of questions with regard 
to their qualitative experience in the firm and how this shaped their career trajectories.   
Deviant case analysis is used to limit the study to interviewing black women 
lawyers.  Deviant case analysis, generally focused on selecting cases that are considered 
outside of the norm to help generate data that allows the observer to explain a wide range 
of occurrences that help to generate a theoretical frame that explains the pattered 
evidence observed (Wicks 2010:291).  The use of deviant case analysis within this 
research will facilitate the development of a deeper understanding of this phenomenon, 
lending credibility to the research as a whole.  
Target Population 
Consequently, I selected a sample of 20 black female lawyers for anonymous in-
depth semi-structured interviews. The target population of the potential respondents was 
analyzed using data available on the NALP Directory of Legal Employers website 
(NALP 2013).  NALP/DLE collects employment data annually from law firms 
nationally, ranging from small, mid-size and large private firms, to government offices.  
Of the twenty-five target law firms in this study based on the location indicated 
(northeastern city in the U.S.), twenty-two firms provided NALP with data on their 
lawyer demographics, including the total number of lawyers, broken down by the total 
number of partners, associates, counsel, staff, and other (unidentified titles).  These 
groups were further categorized by gender and race (white, black, Asian, Hispanic, and 
Other).  The “Other” category includes individuals who identify as either American 
Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, other Pacific Islander and two or more races. 
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Table 1. Firms Lawyer Demographics by Race, Gender and Position outlines the 
breakdown of the lawyer demographics for the twenty-two targeted firms.    
According to the data available at the time the study was conducted, within the 
twenty-two target law firms, the total number of lawyers was 9,127.  Of this total number 
there were 2,378 partners (1,928 males and 450 females), 5,634 associates (3,14565 males 
and 2,48966 females), and 718 counsels (48767 males and 231 females).  The target 
population of potential black female lawyer respondents consisted of 17 partners, 169 
associates and 8 counsels.  The percentage of black partners across all twenty-two firms 
was .88 percent (black male partners compared to total males), with black female partners 
equating to 3.78 percent (black female partners compared to total females) of the total 
number of female partners within these firms.  Black female associates consisted of 6.79 
percent (compared to females only) and black female counsels totaled 3.46 percent 
(compared to females only).68   
                                                 
65 It is important to note that the actual numbers reported and the numbers I calculated produced a 
discrepancy of 2 associates which can be explained away by looking at other categories where attorneys 
may have identified themselves. 
66 It is important to note that the actual numbers reported and the numbers I calculated produced a 
discrepancy of 7 associates which can be explained away by looking at other categories where attorneys 
may have identified themselves. 
67 It is important to note that the actual numbers reported and the numbers I calculated produced a 
discrepancy of 16 associates which can be explained away by looking at other categories where attorneys 
may have identified themselves. 






By employing the data available on the NALP/DLE website, I was able to gather 
information on the total number of potential respondents (194) for my study.  Potential 
respondents (104) were identified by using photos of them available on targeted firm 
websites and my personal assessment of whether I perceived them as black based on 
physical appearances.69  
Data Collection 
Identifying Potential Respondents 
During this process of identifying potential respondents, I came across several 
firms that did not include profile pictures of the lawyers, and so I was unable to 
determine the race of the lawyers listed and was unable to recruit from these particular 
firms.  From the 25 target firms, 19 provided directories that included the lawyers’ 
picture.  I reviewed the profiles of all the lawyers I perceived as being a black female, 
which amounted to a total of 104 potential respondents.  I organized the data of each 
potential respondent into an Excel spreadsheet, including firm name, attorney name, 
email address and phone number.   
Interview Recruitment Strategy 
The interviewees for the study were recruited using two strategies.  Firstly, I sent 
a letter via email directly to the identified lawyers in the targeted firms based on my 
online search (Seidman 2013:50).  In the recruitment letter70 distributed, I describe the 
broader contours of my research interests and ask the individuals to participate in an 
                                                 
69 During this process, I came across several firms that did not include profile pictures of the lawyers.  
Therefore I was unable to determine the race of the lawyers listed and recruit from this firm.  From the 25 
target firms, 19 firms had directories that included the lawyer pictures. I reviewed the profile of all the 
lawyers I perceived as being a black female, which amounted to a total of 104 potential participants.  I 
organized each potential participant into an Excel spreadsheet, including firm name, attorney name, 
practice group, email address and phone number.     
70 See Appendix A. Recruitment Letter 
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interview, providing my contact information and attaching the Institutional Review 
Board’s (IRB) approved consent to participate in the research project. The consent form 
included the purpose of the research, the procedures, possible discomforts and risks, the 
benefits, voluntary participation, confidentiality, contact information for questions that 
included IRB approval and the statement of consent.71  The recruitment email was 
distributed to the potential respondents in waves, starting from the number one rated firm.  
The second strategy in recruitment came directly from respondents that were 
interviewed.  These interviewees reached out to their contacts within their firms and 
others, forwarding my initial recruitment email and encouraging others to participate.  
Additionally, I reached out to my personal contacts and networks, which I have 
developed over the past 10 years, as a result of being a Senior Corporate Paralegal in 
New York City law firms.  The process of recruitment started in February 2013 and 
lasted until September 2013.  During this time period, out of a total of 104 potential 
respondents from 19 law firms, I was able to recruit 20 black female lawyers and 2 
lawyers that identified as Asian.  The 20 respondents represent 19.23 percent of the total 
targeted sample.  The interviewees came from 13 different law firms and each signed the 
consent form and was provided a copy for their records prior to being interviewed.  All of 
the consents were coded for anonymity and are stored in a lockbox (Seidman 2013).   
Conducting the Interviews 
At the request of each respondent, the interviews were held at locations of their 
choosing.  Sixteen respondents chose to have the interviews conducted at their 
professional offices during lunch hours (between 12:00pm and 2:00pm) or after business 
                                                 
71 See Appendix B. IRB Approved Consent to Participate Form 
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hours (between 5:00pm and 9:00pm).  Two interviews were scheduled at the home of the 
respondents and two were conducted via Skype.  The Skype interviews were conducted 
in the same manner, with consents being obtained before the interviews began (Seidman 
2013:112-114).  The interview locations were chosen because of convenience and 
privacy concerns.  Generally, the interviews lasted approximately between 90 to 120 
minutes depending on the respondent, with a semi-structured 29-question interview 
schedule72 utilized as a guide.   
Prior to beginning the interview, I explained the research and the consent with 
each respondent in order to assure them of the confidentiality and data collection 
procedures.  The interviews were recorded with consent, and confidentiality was 
explained with respect to coding the identity of each respondent (Seidman 2013:72).  The 
tape recording of each interview was critical to this qualitative research methodology as it 
allowed for accurate depictions of the respondents’ thoughts, reflecting her consciousness 
(Seidman 2014: 117).  Tape-recording the interviews also preserves the original data for 
analysis and accountability, giving respondents confidence that “their words will be 
treated responsibly” (Seidman 2014:117).  The recording device utilized was a Sony ICD 
PX333 Digital Voice.  Only two respondents requested that the interviews not be 
recorded.  Of the two, one interview was done in person and took place at the 
interviewee’s home, while the other interview was done via Skype.   
One of the major concerns for most of the respondents was being easily identified.  
Each respondent expressed their interest in being a part of the research, but they were 
also very clear about their concerns about participating, indicating that their participation 
                                                 
72 See Appendix C. Interview Schedule 
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may lead to adverse effects on their current employment.  The concern of many of the 
respondents with regard to being easily identified stems from the fact that they were one 
of very few black female lawyers in their firms.  As a result, all interview materials were 
de-identified to ensure the anonymity of each respondent.73 
Transcribing the Interviews 
 The interview period lasted from March 20, 2013 to September 21, 2013.  A total 
of 20 interviews were conducted.  Once the interviews were completed, the recorded 
audio files were distributed via dropbox to the transcriber.  The researcher provided the 
transcriber with a non-disclosure statement for execution outlining the transcription 
services solicited and the confidentiality measures to be strictly adhered to.  The audio 
files were accessed in a centralized location with login credentials provided by the 
researcher.  The transcriber was instructed to transcribe the interviews verbatim, carefully 
outlining the speakers within the recordings and the use of punctuation and interruptions 
(including nonverbal signals such as phone calls, coughs, pauses or outside noises 
(Seidman 2006: 118-119).  The transcription service period lasted approximately 8-12 
weeks with a total of 20 transcripts transcribed verbatim and delivered in the form of 
Microsoft Word documents. 
 The transcripts were coded by the date of interview and subsequently labeled as 
Respondent 1-20 (P1 – P20) for the transcripts utilized in this study and Respondent A-B 
(PA-PB) for the transcripts that were not utilized.  All the transcripts were printed and 
inserted into two binders that separate each interview according to participate allocation 
(P1-P20, PA and PB), based on the date of each interview.  The interviews have been 
                                                 
73 See Appendices: Appendix A. Recruitment Letter; Appendix B. IRB Approved Consent Form; Appendix 
C. Interview Schedule and Appendix D. Table of Codes for Transcribed Interviews. 
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transcribed verbatim, however, in the data analysis section of the dissertation, fillers such 
as “um,” “uh,” “like,” and “you know,” and redundancies have been removed for better 
readability. 
Coding the Data  
The transcribed interview files were subsequently imported into Atlas.ti, a 
Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS), as a method of 
analysis (Seidman 2013:132).  Atlas.ti is a tool utilized to support qualitative data 
analysis as described by Susanne Friese in Qualitative Data Analysis with ATLAS.ti 
(2014).  The benefits of using Atlas.ti in qualitative data analysis is that it frees the 
researcher from the manual tasks of “modifying code words and coded segments, 
retrieving data based on various criteria, searching for words, integrating material in one 
place, attached notes and finding them again, counting the numbers of coded incidences, 
and offering overviews at various stages of a project” (Friese 2014:1).  It permits the 
researcher to systematically analyze and organize large volumes of data, like that in 
transcribed interviews, through coding and subsequent categorization.   
In the article, “Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software: A 
Practical Perspective for Applied Research,” Baugh, Hallcom and Harris discuss the 
benefits of using CAQDAS, noting that CAQDAS allows the researcher to focus on 
thinking about the data, highlighting patterns and emerging themes in order to develop 
conclusions drawn from the data.  Baugh et al. state “codes and groupings assigned 
through the software act as building blocks for thought and building theory around 
emerging patterns and themes” (Baugh et al. 2010:76-77).  Additionally, the use of 
Atlas.ti permits the researcher to quantify parts of the data, creating diagrams, charts and 
tables that visually represent the data.  The main drawback to using CAQDAS in 
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qualitative research is the amount of time needed to familiarize and learn how to use the 
software.  The learning curve creates significant time constraints that may overwhelm the 
researcher, including how to analyze inputted data efficiently (Baugh et al. 2010:77-78). 
As indicated above, Atlas.ti is utilized within this study as a method of 
systematically coding, categorizing and grouping data.  Coding is important to the 
analysis of the data because it is a process of examining the raw qualitative data captured 
as words, phrases, sentences or paragraphs and assigning codes or labels to them 
(Griffith, 2014). According to Johnny Saldana’s The Coding Manual for Qualitative 
Researchers (2013), “a code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase 
that symbolically assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative 
attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data” (Saldaña 2013:3), such as 
interview transcripts.  Saldaña notes that coding is essentially a method of organizing 
data into categories that share similar characteristics, which create a pattern for analysis 
(Saldaña 2013:8).  
The coding process was continuous throughout data analysis, allowing me to link 
and highlight important features of the data recorded.  I generally used open coding, a 
line-by-line coding process that analyzes data word by word.  Pre-set codes were 
prepared prior to reviewing the transcribed interviews and upon reading and reviewing 
the interviews emergent codes developed (Impact 2012). Via Atlas.ti, I coded material 
that I identified as important based on categories and subcategories developed, which 
eventually led to emerging themes within the data.  Each code was assigned a meaning 
and reflects a particular question in the interview schedule used to guide the interviews.74  
                                                 
74 See Appendix D. Table of Codes for Transcribed Interviews. 
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Seidman postulates that this is a “process of noting what is interesting, labeling it, and 
putting it into appropriate files” (Seidman 2013:126).  Each of the 20 interviews were 
imported, coded and eventually queried in order to group linked categories for analyzing 
thematic connections and interpreting the findings.   
Respondent Background Information 
 The preliminary information on the interview schedule designed gathered 
information with respect to the respondents’ name, race/ethnicity, age, position at the 
firm, practice area, law school attended and family status which is outlined in Table 2. 
Demographic and Personal Information of Respondents. Nineteen of the respondents 
self-identified racially as black with one identifying as Middle Eastern.  Of the twenty 
respondents, nine identified ethnically as African American, four as biracial, two as 
Caribbean American, four as blacks from African countries and one as black from South 
America. The age of the respondents ranged from 26 - 40 years of age.  The mean age of 






Family Background and Socioeconomic Status 
 The family background and socio-economic status (SES) of the respondents 
varied within the study.  In terms of SES four designations emerged in the study of which 
respondents identified, upper class (4), middle class (6), lower-middle class (1) and lower 
class (4).  Of the twenty respondents five did not provide information with respect to 
SES.  Family background includes categories such as who raised the respondent, siblings, 
parental occupation and education, location raised, and primary through secondary school 
education.  In terms of who raised the respondents, their family backgrounds varied, with 
eleven of the respondents indicating that they were raised in a home with both parents, 
while seven were raised by single-mothers.  Two of the respondents did not provide 
information with respect to parenting.   
Eighteen of the respondents have siblings ranging from one to four, and two 
indicated that they are an only-child. The occupations of the respondents parents varied 
from medical doctors (4), international relations (1), high school guidance counselor (1), 
school principal (1), assistant at an international corporation (1), corrections officer (1), 
police officer (1), dentist (1), social worker (1), truck driver (1), working with 
developmentally disabled adults (2), radio producer (1), pharmacist (1), entrepreneur (2), 
realtor (1), accountant (1), home health aide (1), nurse (1), corporate governance (1), 
engineer (1) and stay at home mothers (2).  Four respondents did not provide 
occupational information with respect to one parent and seven respondents did not 
provide this information with respect to both parents.   
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Primary and Secondary Education 
 In terms of primary and secondary school education, ten of the respondents 
indicated that they attended public institutions, three attended private institutions, one 
transitioned from public to private and six did not provide this information.   
Undergraduate and Law School Education 
The undergraduate institutions attended by the twenty respondents range from 
University of North Carolina (1), Yale University (1), Cornell University (1), Duke 
University (1), Rutgers University (1), University of Pennsylvania (1), York University 
(1), Barnard College (1), Smith College (1), Brown University (1), New York University 
(1), Vanderbilt College (1), University of Utrecht (1), University of Virginia (1), 
Princeton University (2), Long Island University (1), Harvard Radcliff College (1), 
Boston University (1), and University of Houston (1). 
The law schools the respondents attended range from Brooklyn Law School (1), 
Columbia Law School (4), Fordham Law School (1), Georgetown Law School (2), 
Harvard Law School (1), Howard Law School (1), Michigan Law School (1), New York 
University Law School (3), Stanford Law School (2), Toro Law School (2), University of 
Pennsylvania Law School (1) and University of Virginia Law School (1).  
Marital Status and Children 
In terms of marital status at the time the interviews were conducted, thirteen 
respondents were single, six were married and one was in the process of getting a 
divorce.  Additionally, three of the respondents have children.  Two respondents have 
two children each and one respondent has one child.  Three out of the twenty respondents 
were pregnant at the time the interviews took place.   
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Current Positions and Practice Areas 
The positions held at the time of the interviews ranged from third year associates 
(8), fourth year associate (1), fifth year associates (6), sixth year associate (1), 11th year 
associate (1), counsel (1), and partners (2).  All of the respondents worked in the 
corporate departments of the firm.  The practice areas the respondents worked within the 
corporate department varied from Finance (which includes Banking, Corporate and 
Leveraged Finance (8)), Mergers and Acquisitions (4), Capital Markets (3), Corporate 
Restructuring (2), Latin American group (1), Corporate Litigation (1), Real Estate (1), 
Investment Funds (1), Private Funds (1), and Securities (2).75  Three of the respondents 
worked in two practice groups.          
To summarize, my analysis uses interviewing and deviant case analysis to 
examine how black female lawyers fair in terms of representation at the top targeted law 
firms.  The data collection process included identifying potential respondents, interview 
recruitment strategy, conducting interviews, transcribing interviews, and coding the data 
for analysis.  In the next chapter, I present the findings from the interviews, beginning 
with the demographic, personal history and background information of respondents.  
Further, I present the data and analysis of the lived experiences of the black female 
lawyer respondents, focusing on their perceptions of recruitment, professional 
development and inclusivity, advancement opportunity, and the obstacles they encounter 
in elite corporate law firms. 
  
                                                 
75 In this study I do not attempt to compare areas within the corporate department with advancement. What 
is significant is that these participants all worked within a corporate firm, within corporate practice groups.  





RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Recruitment 
The black female lawyers that participated in this study provided rich narratives 
about the effects of race and gender on their positions and their ability to advance in elite 
corporate law firms.  This dissertation is primarily concerned with how race and gender 
intersect, combine and/or overlap to create barriers for black female lawyers attempting 
to rise up the ranks to partnership.  Historically, the legal profession has been a white, 
male centered institution.  The emergence of women in the late 1960s early 1970s 
(Epstein 1980), primarily white women, suggests that the growing trend would be that as 
more black lawyers enter the field, more black female partners would appear amongst the 
partnership.  However, that is not what we find when trying to locate black females 
within elite partnership positions in the U.S.  White men remain the majority within 
partnership positions at elite corporate law firms, followed by white women and then 
minority men and women.  In order to understand this phenomenon, the interviews 
conducted were guided by questions centering on recruitment, professional development 
and inclusivity, obstacles to advancement and retention.  
The experiences of black female lawyers within this study are impacted by the 
intersection of race and gender.  While all associates are exposed to working long hours, 
exclusion from social activities, and limited family contact, race and gender clearly 
matter.  The unique experiences of black female lawyers bring nuance to understanding 
how race and gender work together to impede their advancement to partnership.  As 
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Wendy Leo Moore (2008) argues, the experiences of people of color in white institutional 
spaces, navigating through white racial frames, means that black female lawyers are 
further burdened by the emotional and mental work necessary to resist racial micro-
aggressions.  
Influences to Becoming Lawyers 
It is evident that the subjects of this study occupy positions of privilege amongst 
women and blacks as a whole.  To provide background and understand the perspectives 
of the respondents, I investigate exactly why these women chose to become lawyers and 
what influenced them to enter the private corporate legal sector versus not-for-profit or 
government sectors.  While there are significant differences in the interviewees’ 
responses with respect to why they decided to become lawyers, most of them shared 
similar experiences as lawyers due to their shared identity as black female lawyers.  
The respondents gave numerous reasons as to why they decided to become 
lawyers.  Their responses ranged from: (a) being influenced at an early age by adults or 
other children noting that they would make good lawyers because they like “to argue” or 
are gregarious (4 respondents); parental influence on the value of a professional degree (6 
respondents); to disliking math and science (3 respondents); not having another plan after 
undergraduate school (6 respondents); the job market being on the downturn (1 
respondent); participating in mock trials (2 respondents); admiring influential lawyers 
such as Thurgood Marshall, lawyers on television or lawyers they came in contact with (7 
respondents); wanting to make a difference in society through civil rights or human rights 
law (4 respondents); to becoming a lawyer seemed easier than becoming a doctor (3 
respondents).  The different reasons why the interviewees chose to become lawyers also 
highlight the differences in their experiences growing up.  
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All of the respondents indicated that education was an important factor that was 
consistently stressed by their parents.  They were collectively encouraged by family, 
teachers and people within the community to pursue higher education.  Two common 
responses expressed by respondents were (1) the importance of having a professional 
degree as stressed by their parents and (2) being influenced by either figures in the black 
community or women lawyers.  Respondents raised by immigrant parents added that they 
grew up with the idea that getting a professional degree would allow them to be more 
competitive within the job market, particularly when competing with white applicants.   
The following quotes are representative of the interviewees’ responses with 
respect to what influenced them to pursue a law degree.  Bethania, a 37-year-old 11th year 
associate describes how she perceived her decision to become a lawyer based on her 
parents’ encouragement, noting how they emphasized the importance of pursuing a 
graduate or terminal degree because of the level of competition that she and her siblings 
would encounter.  
Bethania: My options were very limited growing up. They [my parents] 
kind of said, “You have to get a second—you have to have a professional 
degree.” So I was very limited. You know, just, they said, life experience, 
they were immigrants and, you know, if a white kid can get far on a BA, 
you know, you’re going to need something more than a BA to compete. So, 
um, all my siblings are either doctors or lawyers.  
 
Kallisto, a 34-year-old sixth year associate, discusses her perceptions of why she 
became a lawyer by recounting how it was always what she wanted to do, and that people 
always equated her chatty nature with being a lawyer.  Also, she describes the desire to 
be better and having an opportunity to do better through the access that an education 
provides.  This is what initially led her to consider law.  Moreover, after taking pre-law 
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courses in college, she found that she had a genuine interest in law and became more 
proactive, even obtaining an internship at a law firm.     
Kallisto: I always wanted to be a lawyer. I don't know why. I was one of 
those kids that for the wrong reason people would say, “Oh you talk a lot 
so you should be a lawyer,” which is the worst reason to become a lawyer. 
I was told that when I was little but I kind of did side research and I 
thought I was going to be like the next Thurgood Marshall, I was going to 
be a, a trial lawyer and I was going to work for the NAACP, power to the 
people. That didn't happen but, that's where my mind was. It was just one 
of those situations where you know, you grow up, I grew up, again, single 
parent household in Brooklyn, New York in a, lower middle class 
neighborhood, and education was the way out. I was the first person in my 
family to graduate from college. My mother went to college for a year but 
I was the first to graduate and so you know, you strive to want to do 
something great so you want to be a doctor or lawyer, right? So it was one 
of those things where you just kind of like fall into it but then it became 
more interesting to me as I went to college and took pre-law classes and 
actually took law classes. It's something that I actually wanted to do and 
enjoyed doing and liked doing. I interned at law offices and I really 
enjoyed the experience so it started off being a superficial desire and it 
ended up being one that I wanted to do based on experience with working 
and classes that I took. 
 
Philomena, a 26-year-old third year associate, emphasizes her parents’ deliberate 
insistence on obtaining a professional degree, and her experiences with an attempt to 
enter a science-based profession but eventually turned resolve to law because it was 
easier for her.  
Philomena: My parents were, were pretty adamant that we needed 
graduate degrees so I basically realized I needed something. I had gone to 
college probably with the thought of doing something more science-based 
but I did very poorly in my introductory science classes to the point where 
they basically made me think about a new concentration because they 
don't want people failing out of Harvard so that was kind of off the table. 
Um, so law seemed like something that would naturally fit…but I think it 
was more than anything the fact that like you need some type of profession 
and being a lawyer is, I mean it sounds glib to say it, it’s much easier 




Rhebekka, a 35-year-old partner, describes how her mother’s car accident and 
eventual legal case, inspired her to become a lawyer because her mother was represented 
by a female lawyer who piqued her interest in the legal profession.   
Rhebekka: So when I was about I want to say seven or eight years old, my 
mother was in a car accident and, uh, she hired an attorney to represent 
her essentially for the accident and the woman that she hired, I just 
remembered she just had such a presence in the courtroom. She was the 
only woman, it was all men, the judge was a man, the other side, um, the 
representative or the attorney for the other side was a man and, uh, the 
respondent actually was male as well and I just remembered watching this 
woman in the courtroom essentially advocating on behalf of my mother 
and I was just so inspired by her. And I didn’t really know at that time 
what a lawyer was or what a lawyer did but I just knew that I wanted to be 
like her. So after that I just remember telling my mom that I’m going to 
become a lawyer and then, um, once I got to high school and I actually 
started to research it more and just thought about kind of my personality 
and things that I like to do, it just seemed to be a good fit and, yeah, it just 
kind of stuck. I stayed. 
 
Why Private Corporate Law Firms? 
Consistent with Epstein’s 1973 study, the black female lawyers interviewed in 
this study indicated that they were not only encouraged to pursue education as a means of 
becoming successful, but also to obtain professional degrees which came with a level of 
financial security and occupational prestige.  The majority of respondents indicated that 
one of the motivating factors for entering private corporate law firms, as opposed to not-
for-profit or government legal sectors, was because of the financial burden of educational 
debt.  Respondents also favored practicing transactional corporate law over corporate 
litigation.  Thirteen out of twenty respondents indicated that they chose corporate 
transactional law (also known as deal work) because they did not like their experiences in 
corporate litigation courses as law students and litigation work as summer associates 
and/or as paralegals.  The respondents that opposed corporate litigation specified that 
they were not interested in legal writing; research; blue-booking (a uniform legal citation 
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system, called blue-booking because the guide is called “The Bluebook”); going to court; 
and spending extensive time, possibly years, on one case.  Athena, a third year associate, 
explains how she initially chose to work in the corporate sector because was concerned 
about paying off the loan debt she accrued during her time in law school.  Working in the 
private sector ensured she would be compensated well enough to pay off her loans.  At 
the same time, her exposure to corporate litigation, and the isolation and tediousness of 
working on long cases, reflects the sentiments of many of the respondents.  
Athena: When I was summering, I thought—like, I said, I thought I 
wanted to be a litigation attorney but I think it’s just the worst thing in the 
world. And so I was at [Elite Firm 1] and I loved it. I loved the people, I 
thought it was so cool, like, what they were doing and like the high-profile 
cases and I was like, this is what I want to do; I do want to go to corporate 
law. The money didn’t hurt and I had loans and stuff, I knew I was going 
to take out loans. So I knew I wanted to do corporate law but I kept 
insisting on taking litigation projects and I realized between that summer 
and my first summer and half of my second summer that I hated legal 
writing, I hated blue-booking, I -- and then I saw how long these 
litigations last because they’re so expensive, people have all the money in 
the world to burn for five years, right? So I, just like as a last resort, I was 
kind of like, I’m going to hate working in corporate law. I can’t do this. 
And I was just talking to people in recruiting and kind of like as a last 
thing they were like, why don’t you try corporate? So I went to corporate 
and I loved it. It was just amazing. Like, from the first week I was just like, 
I love it. I love deal work. I like, like, running around. I like working in 
teams. I like something that ends in six months. 
 
Other responses centered on the versatility of corporate work.  The general 
consensus amongst the respondents is that litigation work is more solitary and the 
workflow within litigation is unstructured, in that the associate is never sure what to 
expect in terms of deadlines until the last minute.  Nineteen out of the twenty respondents 
stated that corporate work allowed them to: (1) work as a collaborative team (interacting 
with other associates and clients); (2) work on fast-paced transactional deals that lasted a 
few months; (3) provided a sense of tangible accomplishment at the end of transactions; 
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(4) corporate work provides a sense of relevance to what is currently happening within 
the business world; (5) corporate work gives one the opportunity to branch out to 
different employment opportunities in the future such as in-house work; (6) corporate 
work provides the greatest potential for monetary compensation; and (7) corporate work 
allows one to engage in the existing economic and structural nature of power that already 
exists in order to address other issues of importance.   
The question of finance played a large role in many respondents’ decisions to 
enter corporate practice.  For example, Kallisto, a sixth year associate at the time she left 
her firm, acknowledged that she was drawn into private law firms because of the debt she 
acquired from attending a top law school and the push from the career services to explore 
firm life.    
Kallisto: How did I end up in corporate law? It's one of those unfortunate 
situations that happens to a lot of, um, attorneys particularly of color who 
don't have means to pay for law school. You take out a lot of financial aid 
and go to an expensive school and I went to the [Tier 1Law School] so 
you're talking $40,000 a year and then you have to pay that back somehow 
and those schools very much are the feeder programs for corporate law 
firms. It's very hard to start working for the NAACP, right, when you have 
$120,000 in loans but also your career services department basically 
brings in mostly big major [Metropolitan City] law firms for you to meet 
and makes that easy for – for lack of -- it was actually easy to get my job 
even though for some other people it would've been hard but having gone 
to a top 10 law school, these firms were handed to you on a platter. So 
you’re going to these big law firms and then you go to these big law firms 
and the major choice tends to be litigation or corporate. I wanted nothing 
to do with litigation and I knew that after my first year of legal writing. I 
didn’t want to do research. I didn’t want to do writing. So for me that's 
how I kind of fell into it, it was like I've got to pay these loans, I'm going to 
these big law firms, I don't want to do litigation, I'm going to do 
corporate. 
 
Sophie echoes a similar experience with respect to the burdens of law school loans and 
private law firms offering an opportunity to make a substantive salary that would allow 
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her to pay down her loans.  Also, her law school strongly supported law firm recruitment 
and emphasized the amount of training and learning opportunity that would be available 
to develop their legal skills. 
Sophie: When I came to law school I really wanted to do more human 
rights or non profit work because the two years that I had spent prior to 
law school was actually in that area and the reason I had done that was 
because I was trying to kind of get an idea of what a career in that field 
would look like but once I got to law school, having to take out a lot of 
loans and coming from a family already where my parents were not 
helping me in any way or – financially because they just can’t afford that, 
so you know in talking to career services I think that [Tier 1 Law School] 
really pushed going to a law firm because of the training, obviously the 
finances in terms of paying off your loans and I really got the impression 
that I could start off in this kind of corporate environment and after you 
know a couple of years go on to do what it was that I wanted to do. 
 
For example, Hanna, a fifth year associate, strongly explains that for her going 
into corporate law was a conscious decision made to engage in an environment where 
diverse people may not necessarily have access and therefore are left out of the economic 
and structural power dynamics constantly at play in society.  To Hanna, participating in 
corporate law is her way of having her voice heard and participating in a culture of power 
and money that shapes and forms the larger dialogue about capital. 
Hanna: So economic development and community economic 
development’s always been really important to me and the concept that 
somehow there are bastions of capital that we don't have access to or 
don't understand is really frustrating from the standpoint that we, we only 
have power if we know where power lies…I always viewed being a part of 
the corporate practice in some respects as being a way to say, we can do 
this, we can make money, we can create more opportunities for ourselves, 
we can build businesses, we can buy businesses, we can be in business. I 
really do believe that there isn't one, only one way to create 
opportunity…there shouldn't be any place where we aren't, because 
whatever conversation we’re not a part of we’re not thought of, and we 
cannot benefit from. And so in some respects in my life, it's just I think we 
should be a part of every conversation. It behooves us to be a part of every 
conversation…We should be in everything. We should be doing 
everything. We should be everywhere… so you don't think that the only 
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way to fight the power is to be a civil rights crusader or a litigator. When 
it comes to why choosing corporate law, I really did feel in some respects 
as if, so I don't think that a civil rights struggle is just that battle, right? 
The battle is everywhere. 
 
Hannah’s response is reflective of Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) and Moore’s (2008) 
contentions that people of color are historically excluded from social structures and 
institutions of power in the U.S. in ways that ensure their socioeconomic disadvantage is 
reproduced.  Hannah’s choice to enter law was her way of resisting the existing power 
structures that systematically exclude people of color from gaining access to power.  
First Firm and First Firm Departures 
 After having chosen corporate law, the women in this study had different 
experiences that determined whether they were currently employed by the law firm that 
hired them out of law school.  The data presented in the AJD study with respect to job 
satisfaction and mobility of black female associates, is key to understanding how the 
experiences of respondents in this study speaks to the high attrition rate of lawyers in 
large corporate firms.  Particularly why some black female lawyers leave firms.  I asked 
each respondent whether they were still working in their first law firm out of law school, 
or if they had moved on to seek employment elsewhere.  Of the twenty respondents, 
thirteen respondents were still employed by the first law firm that hired them directly out 
of law school and seven respondents were either working for another law firm or working 
in-house at a company.  When asked why they left their first law firm, almost all the 
respondents expressed similar sentiments about the work/life balance dilemma they 
faced, the lack of mentorship and sponsorship, difficulty cultivating organic relationships 
with partners, low prospects for advancement, as well as, the lack of collegiality amongst 
the associates.  
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Two respondents cited the impact of the economic downturn of 2007-2008 as a 
factor in their decision to leave, noting that it created a sense of anxiety amongst 
employees with major layoffs underway.  According to the respondents, the layoffs led to 
low moral, fewer quality assignments and opportunities to gain experience working on 
deals for most associates.  Similar to the AJDII findings with regard to the effects of the 
economic downturn on associates of color in particular, witnessing a large number of 
associates of color being laid off, added to they study respondents own anxiety about 
their potential pending layoffs.  Elissa, a fifth year associate, captures how the economic 
downturn affected her decision to leave Elite Firm 9 after her second year. 
 Elissa: I graduated in 2008 and I think that fall is when Lehman collapsed 
…it was the beginning of the economic collapse. And Elite Firm 9 was 
very much impacted by the downturning. They specialized in structured 
finance and securities issues so that market all but dried up… In terms of 
the culture of the firm, the firm experienced or had done a number of 
layoffs so morale at the firm was very low. Secondly, the practice, because 
of the downturn, there weren't as many deals, and it was very tough to get 
experience. I went to law school in the city, I would have lunch with my 
girlfriends from law school. I didn't realize I wasn't getting as much 
experience as they were on deals and transactions, and I made a decision 
that if I stayed there [at Elite Firm 9] or in my head I thought if I stayed 
there it would only be detrimental to my career.  I would need to really 
leave in order to gain the experience that I needed to be competitive in the 
[XYZ] market.  
 
Moreover, Elissa brings up another very important factor that Sophie and other 
respondents emphasize as a major influence in their decisions to leave, the lack of 
a mentor and sponsor relationship.  This continues to be one of the leading causes 
of associates of color leaving law firms as indicated previously (Epstein 1995, 
2001; Wilkins and Gulati 1996).    
Elissa: And also being there, I never really quite -- they say that you need 
a mentor or someone to sponsor you…I never really developed a 
relationship I was comfortable with that could kind of carry me through at 
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Elite Firm 9. It just cemented the fact that I needed to leave, but I think, 
like that probably plays into why I, I wanted to leave. I didn't feel 
comfortable. I didn't feel like I had a person there that was looking out for 
my -- or not looking out for my professional development, that I had 
cultivated a relationship with that would sustain me being there. So it was 
time to go. 
 
Specifically, Elissa emphasizes the importance of a mentor and sponsor relationship to 
advancement prospects for associates and finds that many partners are drawn to people 
that appear to be similar to them.  We start to see how race becomes salient in how black 
female lawyers perceive their opportunities in the firms.  In other words, the lack of black 
partners excludes black associates from this type of advantage.  Elissa does not explicitly 
say that in order to cultivate meaningful relationships in the firm you must be the same 
race or gender.  However, she does perceive her experiences to be linked with the 
expectation that white associates are likely to be mentored or sponsored because it is 
easier for white male partners to find commonality with white associates, than black 
associates.  Wilkins and Gulati76 explicitly discuss how black associates in their study felt 
that their opportunities to connect with partners was limited by the fact that they 
perceived partners to not be comfortable with them because of their differences.  
Elissa: Because we are in a very relationship-driven kind of, um, a law 
firm is relationship, I think, driven, relationship-driven, uh, hierarchy I 
guess. Um, you, you need to find or you, as an associate, you work with 
partners who choose whether they see something that you are not and, um, 
well first of all, you, as an associate, you work and if you, as long as you 
do the work presumably, depending on the place you work and that of a 
certain caliber, you will advance but in order to ultimately continue 
advancing you need to have a partner and/or senior associates that take a 
liking to you and in terms of taking a liking, that's a very personal choice. 
You can't tell a person like, Oh, you should take an interest in that person 
or you should take an interest in that person. You just know that, um, 
people tend to gravitate to people who are similar to them and I know I'm 
                                                 






Another important factor that contributed to four of the respondents’ decisions to 
leave the firm was the feeling that the work they performed was not appreciated and that 
they did not receive the same opportunities as other lawyers.  Hanna, a fifth year 
associate at the time she left Elite Firm 4 and who is currently working as in-house 
counsel, strongly believes that the partners she worked with did not appreciate her work 
and always looked for ways to discredit her.  In line with Wilkins and Gulati’s (1996) 
explanation of how implicit biases about black people influence how some partners treat 
black associates with respect to their ability to perform well.  Hanna insists that race 
played a major role in limiting her development and advancement opportunities.  The 
stigma attached to her being black outweighed the positive effects of her performance in 
the firm.  Hanna perceived the partners she interacted with to be focused on race, rather 
then her ability to excel at her job.  
Hanna: So the reason I left the law firm, that particular law firm at that 
particular time was because instead of having them [the partners/firm] 
acknowledge the things that I brought to the table, I felt as if it – they were 
discounted and that there was this constant need to find some other thing 
if that wasn’t the thing to identify as being the problem -- so that was one 
issue. 
 
Additionally, she acknowledges that to her, the white associates she worked with had 
better access to professional development than she did.  And her lack of access 
contributes to her inability to advance within the firm.  To Hanna, the only difference 
between her and her white colleagues was the fact that she is black and they are white.    
Hanna: Being, actually not given the same development opportunities that 
similarly situated white people sitting next to me at the same firm were 
given and having my white colleagues say, “that's crazy, I can't believe 
someone asked for you.”  But every instance, it was like all of these things 
that should make absolute perfect sense just, when you paint me black, all 
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of a sudden the things, the rational things that people do, they no longer 
are able to do. It’s like they’re completely paralyzed by color. So the two 
principal reasons I left the firm related to color.  
 
Hanna describes the shock that white colleagues expressed, whether a fellow associate or 
partner, when a client asked for her to be on a deal. This expressed shock is a form of 
micro-aggression used to belittle Hanna’s accomplishments.  The shock of someone 
wanting her to work on their deal, reinforces how the white racial frame works to 
disparage the quality of Hanna’s performance.  Hanna’s experiences at the firm, which 
led her to leave, focused on how her race was a focal point for unwanted racial 
commentary and unfair treatment, without the acknowledgement of race working against 
her (Moore 2008; Bonilla-Silva 2015). 
 Sophie, a third year litigation associate who recently left Elite Firm 5 as a third 
year associate and is now clerking for a judge; really captures the many reasons why 
black female associates leave their firms.  She explains the various reasons for her 
decision to leave, one of which included her lack of exposure to assignments that allow 
her to learn and develop her craft as a lawyer: 
Sophie:  One of the reasons that I chose litigation in the first place is 
because I thought that it was very broad and there were a lot of skills that 
I knew that I could gain and then take with me to really whatever sector of 
law that I decided to practice afterwards. And so it was really 
disappointing to me actually to be in the litigation department and really I 
just felt like I wasn't learning. I was doing a lot of document review, even 
though I had some research in writing assignments was not as many as I 
thought that I would have. I felt like I had a much better experience as a 
summer associate in terms of learning and gaining skills than I did as an 
actual associate. So to me, it kind of felt like I was going backwards as 
opposed to moving forward. So that really was a huge issue for me 
because I just feel like regardless of where you practice, it's important to 
be a good attorney. You need a foundation and I felt like I wasn't getting 
that foundation. 
 
Another reason Sophie chose to leave Elite Firm 5 was because she initially believed the 
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firm valued diversity when she received a scholarship from the firm as a law student.  
However, she later learned, after becoming an associate there, that the diversity programs 
at the firm were very weak.  The firm was vocal about their efforts to bring in and 
develop diverse associates, but this did not translate into actual tangible results.  In her 
experience, the firm did not address important issues that black associates were facing, 
such as the difficulty that black associates encountered attempting to advance to 
partnership.  
Sophie: The second major reason for leaving was, uh, I really was very 
disappointed in their diversity programs. I actually served as co chair for 
our African American affinity group for about one year before I left and I 
just felt that it was a struggle to try and get initiatives and programming 
that would help in terms of recruiting and retaining African American 
Associates. I just felt like we were always pushing up against the wall in 
terms of the partnership. I think that they did a very good job of trying to 
communicate with us and say that you know, they did more to recruit and 
retain and they did have these goals but I just did not see enough action. It 
seemed just very slow going. Like, lots of talk, no action so to me that was, 
uh, it was just very unfortunate. And they had actually selected me to be a 
diversity scholar so I had a scholarship from the firm before I even started 
at the firm so I really thought that this was a firm that valued diversity. So 
to get there and then to find that they didn't really seem to care was you 
know, another disappointing thing. 
 
Sophie’s explanation corroborates Moore’s (2011) notion that diversity allows whites to 
discuss difference without talking about inequality, thereby maintaining the existing 
racialized power structure.  Sophie was disappointed to find that diversity was not really 
a priority for the firm.  She became involved with the black affinity group at her firm 
only to find out that the labor involved did not amount to real tangible results.  Again, the 
labor that Sophie exerts into organizing the black affinity group events takes both an 
emotional toll on her; as well as significant time commitments that prevent her from 
focusing on her work.  This mirrors Moore’s (2008) contention that people of color are 
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burdened by the physical labor of trying to create safe spaces in white elite institutions 
and educating others about their struggles.  Moore uses the example of students of color 
creating educational programs, suggesting “often the unspoken requirement that students 
of color are responsible for leading discussions about race results in a heavy burden for 
students of color” (Moore 2008:95).  Additionally, Evans and Moore (2015) also suggest 
that people of color are engaged in emotional labor that includes forms of micro-
resistance to be successful or to maintain their own positions.  The “invisible labor of 
deconstructing white space” which is also prevalent in elite law firms, burdens associates 
of color. 
Lastly, another major factor that influenced Sophie’s decision to leave Elite Firm 
5 was the lack of a work/life balance and the competitive nature of working in a firm.  
She describes being on call all the time, the long hours she was required to work on the 
weekdays and weekends, and often not knowing whether she could actually take a 
vacation.  
Sophie: I just felt like that there wasn't a collegiate culture, I thought that 
particularly in [my practice group] things were very competitive, people 
would talk a lot about how many hours they were billing, who was doing -
- billing more hours than this person and I just didn't really feel 
comfortable in that environment. And then of course having to pull the 
long hours, uh, working weekends, being on call all the time, not really 
knowing whether or not I could actually take a vacation or if I did 
schedule a vacation, if I would have to work during the vacation. It was 
just a very stressful environment to be in. 
 
Sophie’s final explanation of why she left the firm fits with the Moore’s (2008) analysis 
of elite law school environment in that both elite law schools and law firms are extremely 
competitive environments where students and lawyers are in constant competition.  
However, it differs slightly in law firms’ as lawyers appear to be more vocal about their 
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billable hours, whereas law students were less likely to share their grades with one 
another.   
In examining why there are so few black female partners in elite corporate law 
firms, it follows that we should seek to understand the recruitment process that 
determines the number of black associates entering firms and examine the causes of high 
attrition that inevitably add to the very low numbers of black female partners.  The 
following section discusses the recruitment process in corporate law firms and the 
perceived steps to partnership. 
Standard Ideal Candidate (Getting Through the Door) 
While recruitment into elite corporate law firms is supposed to be a 
straightforward process with expectations being managed primarily through criteria set 
forth in law schools and subsequently applied in law firm hiring strategies, this is not the 
case.77  Almost all of the respondents defined their firms standard ideal candidate as 
exhibiting the following characteristics: (1) excellent credentials which translates into 
attending a top 10 law school and being in the top 5-10 percent of the graduating class; 
(2) being on the law review or law journal; (3) intelligent and quick; (4) demonstrating 
diverse/interesting previous experiences (i.e. previously working in business or a 
corporate environment is viewed as a plus); (5) sociable and personable; (6) being a hard 
worker, ambitious, and self-motivated; (7) proactive in terms of learning the craft; (8) 
well-rounded; (9) resourceful; (10) excellent writing skills; (11) articulate and well-
spoken; (12) a team player; and (13) being able to fit into the existing law firm culture.   
                                                 
77 The interview schedule questions (See Appendix C. Interview Schedule) on recruitment aimed to get a 
sense of the participant’s definition of the standard ideal candidate (SIC) for entry into elite law firms and 
eventual advancement to partnership, including how this candidate would typically advance within the 
firm.   
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All of the respondents acknowledged that there is a standard checklist utilized to 
gauge potential candidates who demonstrate the aforementioned characteristics, which 
appears to be basic objective evaluative criterion.  However, one recurring theme heard 
from all the respondents is that the true test comes down to the candidate’s “fit” with 
respect to firm culture, which is subjectively determined based on the interviewers.  
Feagin (2006), Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014 and Moore (2008) all argue that the 
“neutrality” and “objectivity” present themselves as color-blind framed, when in fact 
subsumed within these terms are a white racial frame that inherently disadvantages 
minorities in white institutional spaces.  The use of language to sanitize the exclusion of 
people of color is reflected in the terminology law firms’ use in their recruiting practices.  
The terms “fitting-in” or “good-fit” are racially coded words used to neutralize racist 
notions of who can occupy white spaces (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014, Moore 2008).  
Wilkins and Gulati (1996) discuss the “fitting-in” concept with respect to the recruitment 
and hiring processes that law firms employ, identifying two stages within recruitment: (1) 
the visible stage where the standard signals are used to determine eligibility of 
candidates; and (2) the invisible stage where subjective criteria are used to make 
decisions about the candidates.  Drawing on Goffman’s (1959) theory of presentation of 
self, which emphasizes impression management as a tool used to shape how others 
perceive an individual is useful for understanding how black female lawyers navigate law 
firm culture, from recruitment to partnership.     
The experiences of black female lawyers and how they understand the recruitment 
process in their particular firms can facilitate how we understand the interaction of race 
and gender early in their legal careers.  Stereotypes, whether positive or negative, can 
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affect how an individual is perceived without there ever being a tangible interaction.  As 
Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) articulates the post civil-rights era has led to a color-blind 
racial ideology that forgoes the overt forms of racial discrimination still prevalent in the 
U.S.  As such, the styles of color-blind racist ideology allow for the maintenance of racial 
inequality and discrimination in subtle ways, one of which is through language.  Bonilla-
Silva acknowledges, “language of color blindness is slippery, apparently contradictory, 
and often subtle” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014:101).  This is evidenced in the use of 
recruitment language where “fitting-in” becomes code for “Can this candidate fit into the 
existing white cultural frame without disrupting it?”    
In constructing the white racial frame, Feagin (2006) posits that the dominant 
white perspective is what allows the continued systemic racism common to institutions, 
which is reflected in the recruitment process.  For example, as discussed by Wilkins and 
Gulati (1996), a potential candidate’s first interview with the law firm is a way in which 
perceptions can be weighed about the individual, as these are the first real interactions 
with the firm.  Subsequent interviews develop a further perception of the individual 
candidate, and admittance into the firm and interaction creates a more solid perception.  
The burden of trying to “fit-in” to the existing white racial frame is on black female 
lawyers, and other minorities.  Black female lawyers have to work the hardest to maintain 
the image of a lawyer, but because of the white racial frame that operates on them, they 
can never reach that goal.  Goffman’s (1959) concept of impression management can be 
useful to understanding how black female lawyers must engage in the difficult experience 
of trying to “fit-in.”  Goffman’s assessment that impression management is most visible 
amongst marginalized individuals and groups is evident amongst black female lawyers.  
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Black female lawyers have to overcome not looking like a lawyer in order to be 
successful.   
Athena, a 27 year-old third year associate at Elite Firm, 1 perceives the 
recruitment process to be standard across all law firms, with the general goal being to 
obtain an intelligent, reliable and socially fit person, while keeping diversity in mind.  
The sense that diversity is a key component of hiring within firms has become a standard 
that most firms purport to adhere to.  However, how diversity is defined is not necessarily 
a uniform concept.  For example, it can be defined as race, gender, class, sexuality, 
religion, age, political affiliation, among other factors.  Diversity is defined in various 
ways by different firms.  Nonetheless, Athena alludes to the notion that diversity is 
important for the purposes of numbers.  The need for diversity may not necessarily be a 
reach for equality, but for the perception of equality.  Whether the firms’ goal is to 
actually ensure that there is a diverse pool of lawyers in the firm, or whether they just 
want to fill quotas is not easily deciphered.  
Athena: So I would say generally, let’s say all firms, I think they’re 
looking for excellent credentials, great grades. I think all firms really do 
want diversity, so I think that’s like a plus when you are interviewing and 
applying. What they want it for and what they do with it later is different, 
but I think everybody wants the numbers. I think … every firm just wants 
someone who fits into the lifestyle and the personality of that firm, and 
then of course they want people who they feel will be willing to work a lot 
and will also be willing to work a lot for long enough that it pays off their 
investment, so [the firm is looking for] people that aren’t going to leave 
after a year. 
 
Athena’s assessment of the importance of diversity is shared amongst all of the 
respondents in the study.  The notion that diversity is important comes from the need to 
conform to trends amongst companies and firms.  Being recognized and ranked by 
NALP, Vault, and/or Diversity Scorecards brings positive publicity to law firms that can 
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attract clients and companies that value diversity amongst their counsel. The firm 
maintains the impression that diversity is an important part of their corporate culture, 
which speaks to equality.   
Jocaste, a fifth year associate at Elite Firm 2 at the time she left, suggests that the 
firm specifically endeavored to recruit the highest ranked students from the top tier law 
schools.  And although Jocaste specifically states that she believes her firm is committed 
to diversity, there was a skeptical tone in her response about the purpose of that 
commitment.  
Jocaste: There’s a few schools that they [her firm] recruit from and others 
they won’t even look at. I remember we would hear this just from knowing 
on campus – you know, who they were looking at on campus or where they 
were doing their on-campus interviews. I feel like they don’t go to [Tier 2 
Law School]. They will only look at people from Columbia, NYU, Harvard 
– they’re very specific and in that group they want the top students at 
those schools. So it’s really the top of the top. I do think that they care 
about diversity actually. I mean, it’s – I think there’s somewhat of a PR 
thing there – oh, look, we’re diverse. 
 
Jocaste’s response that she does “think that they care about diversity actually” followed 
by “I think there’s somewhat of a PR thing there,” suggests that whether it is to maintain 
the perception that diversity is a priority, or whether it is a real practice she is unable to 
make a definite determination.   
Bethania, a 37 year-old 11th year associate at Elite Firm 2, clearly summarizes 
how a candidate is finally chosen to join her firm. After determining the potential 
candidates qualifications, the final decisions on who gets the job offer usually play out in 
terms of how well the candidate can fit into the existing culture and style of the firm.  
Bethania: As far as recruitment, I think it’s pretty objective, they have 
some standard of performance at law school, and then you have to sort out 
all the people who meet that criteria. In my experience it’s somewhat of a 




Interestingly Bethania, who recognizes that race does play a part in her ability to succeed 
at the firm, still concedes that the criteria for recruitment are objective.  The abstract 
liberalism frame creating the illusion of equal opportunity indirectly affects the ways in 
which some blacks conceive processes that are presented as “objective,” but are truly not 
(Wilkins and Gulati 1996; Moore 2008; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014). The impact of color-
blind racist frames operating on associates of color is strong.  Firm numbers do not reflect 
that black associates are a priority with respect to recruitment.  However, like Bonilla-
Silva ([2003] 2014) suggests, the way that we discuss race is neutralized through a color-
blind ideology.  The vagueness in Bethania’s response hints that there may not 
necessarily be any issues with recruitment because of the objectivity involved with 
respect to criteria.  I wondered whether this was a reflection of some respondents 
acknowledging their own presence as reason for the firms’ objectivity in recruitment.   
Other respondents felt the hiring process was geared towards hiring more specific 
types of people, suggesting that the objective criteria for hiring did not replace the 
importance of individual impressions.  Again the abstract liberalism frame of color-blind 
racist ideology permeates the firm in how “objectivity” continues to be invoked in 
processes that are structurally prejudiced against minorities (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  
Race and gender play a significant role in the incoming cohort of associates.  Hanna, who 
was a fifth year associate at the time she left Elite Firm 4, had very strong opinions on 
what the recruitment process entails in terms of the subjective nature of the interviewer 
and how advancement works.  She believes that the preferred candidate at her law firm 
was a “white male with contacts.” 
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Hanna: I think that people get a feeling, it's about the trust thing. 
Somebody decides that they think that you're smart and somebody decides 
that they think that they'd like to work with you and somebody decides that 
they think that there's a niche that you fit that they need to fill. A white 
male with contacts. A white male with the deep Rolodex and a family 
connection or background. That's all it is.  
 
Hanna also explains the importance of trust in the relationships built at the firm.  
Particularly, how during the recruitment process the individuals that are traditionally 
viewed as lawyers, white males, tend to garner more trust and confidence from partners 
seeking hires.  According to Hanna, this inclination is evidence when partnership 
decisions are being made.  
Hanna: Black people who made partner in the days of yore were people 
who either came with a Rolodex or they had a really specific skill set. I 
think it's the concept of people saying, “Can you rain make? Can you 
bring business?” It's the concept of do we think you're somebody who can 
make a phone call and get deals or get business? What I mean about trust 
and relationships is, there are white people who make partner who can't 
do that, but someone likes them enough to help them do that, who says, I 
have enough business to share my business with somebody that I like, who 
I trust, that makes me look good and I feel good about.  
 
Additionally, Hanna suggests that because we are culturally programmed in many ways 
to expect a lawyer to look a certain way, it diminishes the opportunities available to 
lawyers of color because they tend to not fit the dominant image of lawyers in 
mainstream society.  This notion falls in line with Feagin’s conceptualization of the white 
racial frame, “an organized set of racialized ideas, stereotypes, emotions, and inclinations 
to discriminate,” (Feagin 2006:25) which can be consciously or unconsciously expressed, 
and operates in elite law firms to perpetuate the white dominant perception of what a 
lawyer should look like.  Therefore, although black female lawyers are meticulously 
managing their presentation of self (Goffman 1959) as lawyers, they continue to face and 
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battle the dominant image of lawyers as white males, which inevitably leads to them 
being mistaken for any other (usually subordinate) position, rather than as a lawyer.  
Hanna: I think that there's still enough of a thought that a lawyer looks a 
certain way, so when you say what are the ideal characteristics, I mean, 
they've just got to look like a lawyer, act like a lawyer, sound like a 
lawyer. Law school’s supposed to teach you to think like a lawyer…what's 
interesting is we're still in a place where culturally . . . we have things -- 
we think things, we conceptualize something . . . I think the thing that 
stands out is when you speak- someone else is willing to listen, because 
otherwise they don't really know what you're capable of. So how do you 
get somebody willing to listen? You -- they feel comfortable with you 
because you fit an image of what they actually think works. 
 
Hanna’s perception of the recruitment process indicates that she believes that if the 
partner’s image of a lawyer is the same as the dominate societal image, it would 
negatively affect associates of color because they do not fit the dominant image which 
legitimizes associates. 
 The recruitment process is complicated in so many ways based on the different 
perceptions the respondents share about the process within their firms.  Nonetheless, we 
do get a general sense that with all things being equal, a major determining factor in 
whether an associate gets an offer is whether they “fit in” the existing culture and can 
adapt to the firm.  Both Lydia and Philomena, third year associates, agree that during the 
interview process the main objective is to gather whether the individual is a “good fit” for 
the firm. Since these interviews are often too short to fully gauge someone’s 
compatibility to the firm, I suggest that preset notions about candidates take precedent in 
order to fill gaps.      
 Lydia: I think the main thing that firms like [Elite Firm 6], what they look 
for is… people who fit in…who they think will assimilate well to the 
culture of the place …the interview process is very bizarre. You're looking 
for a lot of things but it's really hard to gauge those things I think a lot of 
times in the interview process because they say they want people who are 
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creative, who are team-oriented, who can analyze complex issues well and 
so you try and figure that out in 30-minute interviews with people. 
 
 Philomena: I think the questions were a lot more about how does this 
person communicate, how does the person present themselves, and just 
kind of whether or not they’d fit. 
  
“Fitting in” is important to recruitment and professional development.  If you do not “fit 
in” to the existing firm culture, the higher the likelihood that you will not be in the firm 
long enough to make partner.   This asserts that the language law firms use to assess “fit” 
is racially coded to weed out potential candidates of color.  This is a clear form of color-
blind racism at play because it subtly discriminates against minorities.  Lydia’s response 
with respect to who gets hired focuses on “who they [firm] think will assimilate well to 
the culture of the place,” as Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) argues, minorities can also be 
affected by the color-blind ideology that firms and other white institutions impose.  Both 
Lydia and Philomena seem to accept the “fitting-in” norm that the firm imposes on 
potential candidates.  This is complicated because they may not question this process 
because it becomes the “norm” through language and practice with the firms recruiting 
policies. 
The interaction of race and gender and the perceptions that are attached to both 
categories simultaneously and separately, are key to understanding the unique 
experiences of black female lawyers.  Interviews are a prime example of a social 
interaction where the individual attempts to transmit a certain impression to a given 
audience, which is consistent with both the self-presentation theory and Goffman’s theory 
of social interaction.  However, there is a disconnect between these interactions and the 
perceptions built by stereotypes which create barriers that continue to be detrimental to 
the advancement of black female lawyers in corporate law firms.    
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 The following quote is from Rhebekka, the first black female partner ever made at 
Elite Firm 11.  She reflects on her experiences on the hiring side of the recruitment 
process, particularly what the firm uses as a standard measure for recruiting potential 
candidates.   
 Rhebekka: We recruit from a core of only about 15 schools so already 
the vast majority of people we are not going to see. At every single one of 
those schools, we expect at least above-average grades. It's not that you 
necessarily have to be in the top 2 percent of your class but we have the 
statistics that role every year as to the median and the mean and you 
basically need to be above that just for us to kind of like get through the 
next step. Then once you are from that core group of schools, you meet the 
basic GPA test, then we start looking for ideally demonstrated leadership. 
So we like to see sports activities, demonstrated professionalism. We 
particularly like a candidate if they have maybe taken a couple years off, 
worked their way through school, that type of thing. Then we like to see 
demonstrated interpersonal skills which not only comes across in the 
interview but we like people that seem very social, people that made up 
their own club…that kind of thing. 
 
Immediately we learn that Rhebekka’s firm limits the pool of potential applicants by only 
looking for candidates at only 15 law schools.  Unlike the respondents who are 
associates, Rhebekka, a partner, has a clearer understanding and expectation when it 
comes to the hiring criteria.  Rather than objectivity, the firm is intentionally selecting 
candidates that meet their specified requirements. 
As another important aspect of the interview process, Rhebekka discusses how the 
candidate appears in terms of being “polished,” a code word for attractive.  Physical 
presentation is a very important part of the interview.  Rhebekka acknowledges that the 
firm takes into consideration the way a candidate puts herself together with respect to 
attire and makeup. 
Rhebekka: In the face-to-face interview, we've also -- it's crass to say it 
but more attractive people do better at this firm. We define it as polish but 
it basically boils down to being interested in how you look. Not that 
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everybody walking the halls is Beyoncé but I think a woman that didn't 
appear that feminine in her interviews or had no makeup on or something 
like that, -- you hear it come across in different ways but that's basically 
what it boils down to. We're looking for people that are very ready to face 
a client, particularly the types of clients we have which are, while they are 
becoming more diversified, basically are older upper class white men and 
they respond to a certain -- among men and women they respond to a 
certain type of physical presentation. 
 
Rhebekka acknowledges that the standard ideal candidate for entry into her firm must 
have the right pedigree in terms of elite school attendance and demonstrate both 
professional and interpersonal skills; but the emphasis would be on the candidate’s ability 
to fit into the existing social culture.  
Rhebekka: Obviously from the right school with the right grades and then 
professionalism, interpersonal skills and more emphasis on interpersonal 
skills and sociability than other firms definitely. We’re even known in the 
vault as a bit fratty. And, and the last one was leadership. So that's the 
firm. 
 
Although Rhebekka does not say “fit-in” or a “good fit” in her description it is clearly 
implied.  Interpersonal skills and sociability are key words that relate to individuals 
effortlessly becoming a part of the cultural milieu of an institution.  The fact that 
Rhebekka uses language that deflects from the discourse of “fitting-in” to correspond 
with general criteria such as polished, professional and sociability, does not negate the 
impact that the color-blind racist frame has had on her perceptions in the firm.  Rhebekka 
was very vocal about both the gender and racial inequality that persists in her firm during 
her interview.  However, as Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) and Moore (2008) suggest, the 
color-blind rhetoric is so pervasive that some people of color fall victim to its reach.  The 
style of color-blind racism has had an impact on the way that some respondents in this 
study respond to questions of race. Although, Rhebekka does not subscribe completely to 
the color-blind frames presented by Bonilla-Silva, we do find moments where it seeps 
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into her responses, albeit unconsciously.  The language of “objectivity” has become so 
normalized within the white racial frame, that some respondents fail to recognize color-
blind racism at work.  Rhebekka does not acknowledge race and gender as having an 
impact on recruitment although her response reflects implicit racial and gendered criteria.  
She may not recognize the white racial frame bearing down on her experiences.  
Steps to Partnership (Walking the Path to Partnership) 
 Following admittance into the law firm, the ways these women navigate the law 
firm environment in order to advance to partnership are important to consider.  I inquired 
about the respondents’ perception of advancement and asked them to describe how the 
standard ideal candidate would typically advance in the firm.  Most of the respondents 
did not believe that their firms provided transparent steps to advancing towards 
partnership.  Since most women had not yet made partner, they discussed what they 
witnessed or heard from other lawyers at the firm.  Similar to Moore’s (2008) findings, 
respondents in my study reveal that the experiences of other similarly situated individuals 
in elite institutions are used as a shared collective narrative.  For example, black law 
students often reflected on the experiences of other black law students in discussing how 
race impacts their day to day.  Theorizing through Feagin (2006), Moore states “the 
racism law students of color experience in the law school becomes part of a shared 
narrative, a collective consciousness that causes individual students to view their own 
experiences as part of a larger structural problem” (Moore 2008:131).  Other examples of 
respondents recounting the stories of other black lawyers, female and male, is prevalent 
in my study.  
The idea that there are specific steps outlining how to advance to partnership was 
not readily transparent to most of the respondents.  Generally, the respondents agreed that 
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partnership was attained if a candidate demonstrated the following attributes: (1) working 
hard by doing exceptional work; (2) making oneself available to the firm; (3) being 
sociable by attending firm and client events; (4) networking internally with partners and 
senior associates and externally with clients; (5) being trustworthy; (6) joining 
committees within the firm (such as recruiting); (7) being able to manage work with 
limited to zero supervision; (8) instilling confidence in others; (9) demonstrating an 
ability to generate business and bring in clients; and most importantly (10) having a 
mentor and sponsor that is willing to support and vouch for you to the partnership.  Of all 
the perceived attributes necessary with respect to how the standard ideal candidate could 
attain partnership, respondents stressed the importance of having a sponsor within the 
firm is to the process of becoming a partner.    
 Bethania and Elissa clearly describe the importance of having a mentor or sponsor 
for an associate that aspires to become a partner.  There is a general sense that even if an 
associate has all the right pieces to the puzzle in place, if she does not have a partner that 
takes interest in her development, it will be very difficult for her to make partner.  For 
example, Bethania explains how becoming a partner is really based on your ability to 
form a mentor/sponsor relationship with a partner with power.  
Bethania: I think there are very few [associates]—there are some who 
have networks and connections and pedigree…But I think that if XYZ 
partner wants to groom you, he can pick any of them, you know? There’s 
nothing inherent in the person necessarily and I’ve seen people who do 
network and who try and work the system sort of bottom up, and it’s not 
necessarily received… 
 
Bethania suggests that since all associates come in with the qualifications necessary to 
gain entry into the firm, becoming successful is based on how likely you will be picked 
by a partner to be trained and groomed for partnership.  She implies that the selection of 
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associates for partnership tracks is subjective, and that associates that manage to create 
networks within the firm do not necessarily make partnership because the process is so 
subjective.  
Elissa outlines what she perceives to be the qualities her firm looks for in 
partners, and how one can attain that position.  The main point she makes is that the firm 
structure is like a pyramid, with many associates at the bottom leading up to the partners 
at the top.  As time progresses, each year of associates become smaller and smaller 
through inevitable firm attrition.  Those that are left and who aim for partnership need to 
develop key sponsorship relationships with partners in order to advance.   
Elissa: For advancement . . . you also need to find those relationships that 
will help you stretch beyond your, your level, your class here to kind of 
continue to grow and advance because this is a, I think the structure of 
this is like a pyramid, right? There are a ton of juniors and every year 
whether it's through natural attrition there are less and less associates. So 
if you are, I think, going to make your way up that ladder you need to 
develop relationships that assist you in developing the skills of people who 
will actively look out to make sure you’re positioned correctly not just in 
terms of your, your skills but in terms of politically within the firm to 
advance. I think that's what you need to do. 
 
Although Elissa describes the pyramid as developing through “natural attrition,” she does 
not consider the ways in which both race and gender impact an associate’s ability to 
“develop relationships” with the right people in the firm in order to reach the top of the 
pyramid.  The AJD studies found that lawyers of color, and black lawyers in particular, 
tend to report having the most difficult time developing organic relationships with white 
partners, which will be discussed more extensively in later sections.  Even more 
pronounced, Wilkins and Gulati’s (1996) determined that black women face the double 
of being both black and female that creates barriers to their access to developing mentor 
and sponsorship relationships with white partners.  
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One of the partners interviewed, Rhebekka, provided insight into how 
complicated and difficult it is to become a partner.  She describes how a candidate within 
the firm could advance towards partnership noting that the process starts very early in the 
tenure of the lawyer.  Her perceptions into the process is key to understanding just how 
critical it is for incoming lawyers to develop organic relationships with senior associates 
and partners in order to create a path to partnership.  First, Rhebekka describes how 
labels play a critical role in how a lawyer is perceived from the moment they enter the 
firm and how this can either help or hurt their chances of being successful.  If labeled a 
star versus a loser, their success will be determined by the perception of partners and 
senior associates.  
Rhebekka: Partnership is a whole different other like ninja warrior 
gauntlet obstacle course. So, here it starts pretty early, probably too early, 
and people being identified. It’s stars or not stars and labels stick around 
here so if you're identified as a star, you can mess up three things in a row 
and they'll say: “Well, she's a star that had three bad days, she's probably 
working too hard, overworked, wasn't her fault.” If you get labeled loser, 
you can hit it out of the park three times and they say: “You got lucky 
three times.” So it starts early. 
 
Rhebekka then goes on to explain how social fit and individual biases potentially play a 
key role in how work assignments are distributed leading back to how labels, whether 
positive or negative, stick to the associate and influences how others perceive her ability 
to perform.  Individual bias implies that the problem is with individuals rather than a 
structural problem imbedded with systemic racism working to disadvantage minorities, 
thus reinforcing white privilege and power (Feagin 2006; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014; 
Moore 2008).  Eduardo Bonilla-Silva is critical of the use of the “bias” because it makes 
racism seem like an individual problem, rather than a societal problem. 
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Rhebekka: At the very junior levels, the vast majority of it is attitude, like 
how eager you are to take an assignment etc. But the impact of social fit 
should not be diminished. You make a lot of relationships during the 
summer. Then when you start again as a full-time associate you know, 
those relationships continue. We do have assigning partners in the 
departments that are supposed to level the playing field of how work gets 
handed out but it’s certainly not unheard of for an assigning partner to 
say: “I have Mary, Ricky and Bobby” and then the partner says, “Well, 
I’ll take Bobby.” They may take Bobby because they remember that they 
liked Bobby from the summer. They may take Bobby because Bobby went 
to the same high school as them. They may take Bobby because their 
friend said Bobby was a star. You know, so labels start to stick pretty early 
on and what happens is it can unfortunately become a little bit of a self-
fulfilling prophecy. 
 
We can see that Rhebekka knows that there are issues with how associates are pulled 
onto assignments and yet she continues to provide alternative reasons as to why Bobby 
gets picked over Mary and Ricky.  The answers may not seem obvious, but it is clear that 
an abstract liberalism perspective is at play.  Equal opportunity, meritocracy and 
objectivity seem to be critical to negotiating why Bobby is chosen over Mary and Ricky, 
particularly because Rhebekka does not specify race.  
In line with Goffman’s (1963) theorization of stigma and Link and Phelan’s 
(2001) conceptualization of stigma, if an associate is labeled a “loser” or a “star” early on 
in their career they will constantly be in a position of either confirming or dispelling these 
imposed labels. Being negatively stereotyped is often based on race or gender.  In these 
instances, the notion that one can dispel a negative stereotype is far less likely than one 
confirming a stereotype as projected by Steel & Aronson’s (1995) concept of stereotype 
threat.  Rhebekka’s description of Bobby being chosen to work on an assignment over 
Mary and Ricky, demonstrates that she believes that the differences amongst associates 
and the opportunity afforded is entirely based on the perception of the partner.  The 
partner has the power to either confer a negative or positive label, as well as, dispel them 
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based on subjective criteria (appearance, experience, heresay, nostalgia etc…).  The 
white racial frame is spread out within elite law firms.  Even Rhebekka, a black female 
partner, may be thinking that individual biases cause preferences, but she does not see it, 
because it is bigger than that, it is a color-blind racial ideology that permeates the firm.     
The associate is in danger of losing status within the firm (the eyes of partners) 
because of the negative label and subsequent negative consequences in the form of not 
receiving substantive assignments that would lead to developing her skills as 
demonstrated by Rhebekka’s explanation.   
Rhebekka: So if you're a very good junior associate, you'll probably get 
put on bigger cases where as a mid-level, you get to now do something 
that someone who is not on this big of a case doesn't get to do simply 
because that issue didn't arise in their restructuring, right? I'm on a big 
restructuring. I have two hearings a month. I'm going to let the mid-level 
do some of the matters at the hearing because it's too much for me to do, a 
senior associate to do. If a mid-level that's not as -- not perceived as good 
gets put on a smaller case with only one hearing a month, they're probably 
not going to get to do as many matters. So the skill gap widens along with 
the reputation simply because it's not a definitive track, but if you get put 
on better matters, you get better work and then you’re perceived as having 
more capability because, simply because you've had more experience. The 
other person may be capable of it but they don't necessarily have the 
opportunity to demonstrate it.                
 
Because the associate is not assigned to substantive matters that will develop her 
lawyering skills, partners and senior associates may perceive this as a result of her lack of 
ability versus access to training.  The resulting lack in skill development because of the 
imposed labels create the perception that the associate is not qualified to be in the firm.  
All associates may experience this status loss and negative discrimination as a result of 
labels; however, being labeled while black and female may further exacerbate the 
consequences of being stigmatized based on race and gender. 
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Rhebekka: You can try to shake a label, you can rehabilitate your career, 
but if you come out of the box and you mess something up for the wrong 
person early, it's going to take almost a miracle for you to ever become a 
star. I have seen plenty of stars fall but it's going to be very, very difficult 
for you to ever move from loser to star. You can move from average to star 
but by the end of your first year, … People start saying things like, I don't 
know if he has the brain power for the job, the heavy lifting. You know, 
just nothing specific but once you hear that, any mistake is viewed in the 
light of not, this is a mistake, it can happen but like you're not smart 
enough to do what we do. And once that label is attached to you, you 
might as well go home.                                                          
 
 The nuanced description that Rhebekka provides on all the possible things that go 
into becoming a partner is a critical perspective because she is the first black female 
partner to ever make partner at her firm.  This speaks volumes about how labels may 
have worked against her black female predecessors as well as the firm’s commitment to 
diversity.  One thing is made clear, regardless of how an associate manages her career 
within the firm, if she does not have the support of a sponsor, that endeavor is practically 
futile. Rhebekka continues by articulating that getting partnership is not a result of being 
the best lawyer; it is really a matter of having the support of people who will help you 
attain that goal along the journey. 
Rhebekka: So partnership is a crapshoot because you could be perfect 
and you could still not get it. To put it in context, I'm the first black woman 
this place has ever made a partner in over 125 years and I will tell you 
this: I don't think I'm brilliant, I don't think I'm reinventing the wheel, I 
don't think I'm the greatest thing since sliced bread. I think that I knew 
how to bob and weave enough or people shoved things out of the way for 
me to make this happen. Partnership is not about you being the best 
lawyer ever. If it was, our partnership would look completely differently.  
 
Rhebekka further acknowledges that the road to partnership begins when you 
enter the firm and that an associate may find that she is labeled positively or negatively.  
The effect of the stigma of being labeled “not a star” can produce negative consequences 
that hinder an associate’s ability to advance.  An associate labeled a loser early on in their 
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career will likely be excluded from the opportunities to work on important cases, which 
inevitably lowers their chances of developing their craft.  Additionally, they will likely be 
excluded from networking with clients and building relationships with partners.  All of 
this leads to the associate’s inability to secure support during their track to partnership, 
which diminishes their chances of becoming a partner.  Given that Rhebekka is the first 
black female partner to be made in her firm, the effects of race and gender to the 
advancement of black female associates are clearly evident.  The stigma of being both 
black and female may have interacted in a way that negatively affected her predecessors, 
particularly if they did not have powerful sponsors to advocate on their behalf.  
Rhebekka: So first you have to be labeled a star early. Then you have to, I 
would say, by your third year, someone needs to take an interest in you so 
that you start getting good work. I would say by fifth or sixth year, you 
need a sponsor. You need a senior partner with some juice that has a big 
enough book of business that he can put you on a ton of his matters or her 
matters but it's most likely going to be his matters and push you forward.  
And then [the partner] has enough power, which mostly translates to 
dollars, that he will get in a room and fight for you because you're never 
in the room when they're talking about partnership. It's not like you make 
a presentation to the executive committee that says, this is why I would be 
a great partner. Someone has to do all of that for you, which means you 
have to have a multiyear relationship with someone where they are 
invested enough in doing that for you. If you don't have that, and you don't 
start lining it up, maybe by like fourth-year you're done. 
 
The final component of Rhebekka’s description of how to obtain partnership also engages 
the support of other partners.  She alludes to the fact that someone, partners in particular, 
may not like the associate based on appearances.  During the interview, Rhebekka 
acknowledged that race and gender potentially play a significant role in being labeled 
negatively.  However, she also states that even if all the pieces of the puzzle are in the 
right place, there is still a chance that the associates would not make partner because of 
the firm’s finances or possibly another candidate with a more powerful sponsor.  She 
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concludes by acknowledging that the process of partnership is slightly biased, meaning 
that the partners will decide who they want to admit into the partnership, regardless of 
demonstrated ability and support.  
Rhebekka: You also have to have enough partners around you that 
support you; which means you need to be out a lot, social a lot, go out of 
your way a lot. You also can't have any partners that hate you, which I 
mean, someone could not like you, the way you look, I mean. And then, 
even if all those things are right… you have clients running and saying 
they love you, you do great work, you haven't messed something up . . . 
Still the firm has to have a good year, and feel like sharing money and 
there has to not be someone with more powerful sponsors than you such 
that they'll knock you out of the running for that year. . .  When they were 
talking about me waiting a year, . . . my sponsor went in the room and 
said, “Well, maybe I'll just leave, too.” You have to have someone 
pounding the table for you and he has to be one of the most powerful 
people in the room and that's difficult . . . And they lie and they say well, 
people are invested in you because you're so good or whatever but I 
recognize that anyone that thinks that this isn't slightly arbitrary is fooling 
themselves. It's slightly arbitrary. And you might have just gotten lucky 
because someone that was a better lawyer than you left the firm, went in-
house. It's slightly arbitrary. 
 
Rhebekka, a partner, also falls victim to the white racial frame and the abstract liberalism 
color-blind frame.  We can see how it operates in how she provides a seemingly objective 
analysis of what it takes to become partner, although what she actually describes is more 
subjective than neutral (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  This what Bonilla-Silva describes as 
the subtlety of color-blind frames, which manifest within objective language use that 
attempts to project the illusion of equality.  Rhebekka does not blatantly acknowledge in 
the above descriptions how race and gender play a determining role in being labeled a 
star or a loser.  These labels, as Link and Phelan (2001) describe have a stigmatizing 
affect on individuals.  Link and Phelan’s conceptualization of stigma suggests that 
labeling, stereotyping, distinguishing by grouping, and exclusion by discrimination are 
tied together through access to social, economic and political power.   
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If we were to use Link and Phelan’s (2001) framework to examine Rhebekka’s 
assessment, we find that: (1) white institutional spaces provide the power dynamic of a 
dominant group perspective, and (2) the white racial frame controls perceptions of others 
based on physical differences that manifest into labeling, grouping and practice of 
exclusion and discrimination.  The arbitrary nature of becoming partner is dismissed 
when we examine how early on, before conclusions could be made about potential 
candidates, labels are determined based on positive or negative stereotypes.  These labels 
lead to group distinctions and exclusion from access to resources.  The track to 
partnership is riddled with social and political mines that are set up based on existing firm 
practices and expectations.  
Perceived Differences and Similarities with Black Men  
While there are ways race and gender impact black female lawyers’ experiences, 
it is important to consider how their experiences are similar to or different from black 
male lawyers and white female lawyers at their firms.  In terms of black male lawyers, 
the responses vary.  Some respondents felt that there was no difference between their 
experiences, acknowledging that they suffered the same affronts in different ways.  Other 
respondents believed that there were significant differences as a result of the gender 
dynamics within the law firm environment.  Most of the respondents interviewed 
acknowledged that black male lawyers are also scarce, stating that sometimes there are 
even fewer black male lawyers than black female lawyers.  The shared experiences 
focused on: (1) not “fitting in” to the environment; (2) feeling that they needed to 
“manage” their behavior and language in front of white lawyers through code-
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switching;78 (3) coming from similar economic backgrounds which necessitates the need 
to be the financial supporter within their families; and (4) issues that stem from race.  
Examples of these responses are reflected in the following respondent statements.  
Hanna, who was a fifth year associate at the time she left her firm, acknowledged 
that all the black associates, regardless of gender, were essentially experiencing the same 
types of issues, except in different ways. 
Hanna: I never felt anything but camaraderie and support from the black 
male associates at Elite Firm 4. They may have been treated differently in 
some respects but for the most part, I think we were all suffering the same 
slights just in different ways. 
 
Iris, counsel at Elite Firm 2, perceives that black male associates, like black female 
associates, experience outsider feelings in that they never feel as though they truly 
belong.  She states that although these associates may get assignments, for many, it does 
not go beyond the assignment to cultivating relationships that help them move up in the 
firm hierarchy.  It is fascinating because Iris, like other respondents, states that she feels 
black male associates have it harder than black females, although there are more black 
male partners than black female partners. 
Iris: It’s . . . it's that feeling of - the black males that I've gotten close to, 
it's the feeling of never feeling like you're belonging. People give you 
work, will do that but then -- never goes further than just sort of giving -- 
someone giving assignments to them. I think the culture of this place is you 
sort of just have to fit in within the grooves of -- of it. And I think people 
figure out, like some women figure out early on which small departments 
are good for them so they know which groups to go into to feel like they 
can make those bonds. But, yeah, black men I think have had a much 
                                                 
78 Code-switching refers to the shifts in vocal inflections and vocabulary used depending on the audience; 
meaning who you are engaging with and around while in dialogue. Specifically as it relates to this research 
population, depending on the environment, the participant may change from African American Vernacular 
English (AAVE) to Standard English (SE) and vice versa. In the 2014 For Harriet article, Talking White 
and Living Black: The Art of Code Switching,” Hanifa Banners states that “minorities tend to adjust speech 




harder time.  Although all the partners we have are black men.  The few 
black partners we have are, are males. 
 
Jocaste, a fifth year associate at the time she left Elite Firm 2 agreed with most of the 
other respondents that there were similarities in the experiences of black female and male 
associates. Specifically, Jocaste discusses how as an associate she and other black 
associates found it a relief to communicate with each other in a more comfortable manner 
by utilizing code-switching.  She describes an example of code-switching where she and 
a black male associate when together would speak in African American Vernacular 
English (AAVE), a variation of Standard English (SE) that includes different inflections, 
tones, vocabulary, slang and style of speech, over the use of SE.  However, when 
someone, often perceived to be an outsider, would enter their space, they would 
automatically revert to Standard English.79  This code-switching allowed them to 
maintain the desired image that the firm prefers and at the same time create a safe space 
for each other.  There is obviously the sense that utilizing AAVE will be stigmatized 
within an elite corporate environment, and that it is better to maintain the firm’s 
expectations.  Similar to Elijah Anderson’s (1999) analysis of code-switching in inner-
city neighborhoods, the ability to switch behavior and speech depending on the 
circumstance is a valuable skill in order to survive, developing a “repertoire of behaviors 
that do provide that security” (Anderson 1999: 36).  Code-switching appears to be a 
mechanism that many black associates use to maneuver within the firm and elsewhere, 
particularly to avoid being perceived negatively by white racist frames.  The constant 
shifting from one environment to the other, whether from school, home or work, leads 
                                                 
79 Zeigler, Mary B., and Viktor Osinubi. “Theorizing the Postcoloniality of African American English.” 




each individual to perform differently based on the environment.  Dominant cultural 
beliefs force individuals to conform to what is viewed as acceptable, and the use of 
AAVE in a corporate environment is deemed as unacceptable and can lead to 
stereotyping and labeling that have real effects on the potential for one to succeed (Link 
and Phelan 2001).   The power dynamic in the firm maintains the existing culture and 
structure, including language.  Essentially, Jocaste explains that she and other black 
lawyers engage in code-switching to manage their identity presentation, code-switching 
when whites are not around.  
Jocaste: I don't think it differed a lot [black male vs. black female 
experiences]. I think there's a way women are treated at firms that is 
different from the way men are treated at firms . . . But I think there was 
other, a lot of code switching because we would. One of my friends who's 
a black male associate, he used to come in my office and we'd eat a lot 
and talk and the way we would talk with each other just was very 
comfortable and the minute you know, a third party would come in, we'd 
switch and that -- there was just a lot of that going on I felt, a lot of code 
switching which seemed very normal for me. You know, you're just moving 
from place to place, community to community, this person gets this 
response. And it – I think it just – actually I think that was helpful, truth be 
told, because if I had to perform as a, as an associate at a top law firm all 
the time I would've lost my mind. So it was good to have an outlet for that 
expression, those discussions that people need to have sometimes. 
 
Nikoleta, a third year associate at Elite Firm 5, who was married and pregnant 
with her first child at the time of the interview, expressed her sentiments about the 
financial responsibility that tends to fall on the shoulders of black associates.  Most the 
respondents agreed that like them, some black male associates were also first generation 
lawyers, and therefore they shared similar financial debt in terms of college and law 
school educational burdens, as well as obligations to supporting their families. This 
observation is in line with the third AJD study findings, which report black and Hispanic 
associates are disproportionately burdened by educational debt (AJD3 2014:80). 
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Nikoleta: We are first generation lawyers, meaning . . . there's very few of 
us who I think, don't have debt.  So meaning that your parents are wealthy 
enough, or fortunate enough to pay for your law school, and/or your 
college experience - so there is that burden. There is also, most of the 
people that I know either still live at home and living at home or, and/or 
supporting their home. So it is not just that you could be living in the city 
or Brooklyn or, Queens or whatever, you are also slightly on some level 
sup -- the person in your family that supports home. That is very common. 
There are very few people that I meet that don't have that, that don't have 
that family construct.  
 
 The perceived differences amongst black female lawyers and black male lawyers 
within the firm centered on how gender works in favor of black males because the 
environment is dominated by white male partners.  Initially many respondents 
acknowledged that once black males are no longer perceived as posing a “threat,” they 
tend to excel with respect to how they are treated in comparison to black women, which 
is also reflected in the fact that there are more black male partners than black female 
partners within these elite law firms.  Delia, a fifth year associate at Elite Firm 2, 
describes her perceptions in terms of what she sees are the differences between black 
male and female associates.  She acknowledges that once black men are no longer 
perceived as a threat, they are venerated in a way that is racially charged (such as their 
athletic ability), and although stereotypical, it still garners a more positive sentiment 
versus the experiences of black women.  
Delia: Well, I think first of all, like if you’re a black man, you’re golden. 
Not . . . not necessarily, I shouldn’t say golden. You’re golden in a 
particular way. People – once – I feel like in my opinion, once people 
decide that a black male is not dangerous, they adore him. It’s always like 
this sort of like black men are, like they’re commodified to be like the cool 
guy, like they’re supposed to be fun . . . and then like they’re supposed to 
be great athletes and so, I see people drawn to black men in particular, in 
a race-based way, in a positive race-based way, like positive to excluding 
the notion of stereotyping, in a way that people aren’t drawn to black 
women in a positive race-based way . . . I guess the social, like the social 
excitement around black men doesn’t exist around black women. So that 
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would be the first piece as to how my experience would differ. And then 
this isn’t really based on race at all but the fact that the majority of 
partners and counsel are men . . . still majority men in the higher ranks. 
 
Moreover, many respondents perceived black male associates as having an easier 
time navigating and relating to different people within the firm because they are men.  
According to several respondents, the male status may enable black male lawyers to 
relate and identify with other male lawyers in the firm; which is generally exhibited in 
their social interests such as in sports.  The respondents of the study indicated that women 
were usually excluded from these social activities.  This perceived commonality gives 
black male lawyers an opportunity to engage with male partners and senior lawyers more 
readily.  For example, several respondents discussed how male partners and senior 
lawyers were more comfortable interacting with black male lawyers; specifically working 
late on projects without feeling awkward, which is a reflection of how women as a whole 
may be treated within the firm.  A few examples of these differences are discussed in the 
following respondent responses of Chloe, Lydia and Philomena, all third year associates, 
and Rhebekka, a partner.  Chloe perceives black males, like all males, to be more 
confident and therefore more easily able to relate to various types of people.  
Chloe: I think, however, black males and males, all males, are just more 
confident, more outspoken, I think better at networking. The black males 
that I see here at the firm, they seem to be able to relate to different 
groups of people more easily. 
 
Lydia, a third year associate, like Chloe acknowledges that she perceives black male 
associates as having an easier time identifying with male partners because of the gender 
similarity.  But also because male partners may not feel comfortable giving feedback to 
female associates in fear of their emotional reactions.      
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Lydia: There is a difference. It’s – for a black male, I think sometimes it is 
still easier for them to identify with the male partners just because there’s 
a different level of comfort. I think a lot of times just on a, a strictly gender 
basis, the male partners are afraid of the female p – associates thinking 
that if they’re harsh with them we’re going to cry or something or if 
they’re working late it’s going to be awkward or something like that so 
where they won’t have that issue with, with a black male associate. 
 
Philomena, a third year associate agrees with both Chloe and Lydia, stating that the 
gender similarity facilitates black males associates’ ability to bond with the majority of 
partners who are white males.  Whereas being a black female are polar opposites of being 
a white male.  
Philomena: I think that's where their experience was easier because it's 
like apart from the skin color I can look the part, I can talk the part, and 
you know I think generally men don't have necessarily as much of a family 
responsibility that's on them you know because they are out being men so 
you know as opposed to when you're a woman and then you're a black 
woman. 
 
Rhebekka provides a slightly detailed description of what she perceives to be the 
difference between black male and black female experiences.  Focusing on the fact that 
black women have to deal with being both black and female in the law firm environment. 
Essentially suggesting that there are two hurdles that black women encounter because of 
their identity, particularly negative stereotypes associated with being a black woman.  
Black men on the other hand, have to deal with race because the majority of the partners 
and individuals who hold the power in the firm are men.  Black men have an advantage 
because of their similarity to white men in terms of gender and social interests, 
particularly sports.  
Rhebekka: Well, I think a couple of different things…you have to deal 
with all of black things, then you have to deal with all the woman things, 
and then you know, every now and then you'll get hit with a perception 
like black women are angry, black women are strident, black women are 
intimidating. I also think the difference is white men are very used to 
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interacting with black men in sports teams so it still, it feels very natural 
to them. You know, most white [men] don't know any black women other 
than their housekeeper or their secretary, like not a single one. Like it, it -- 
just coming from a completely different -- they -- they don't socialize with 
them, they don't see them at the sports bar, they don't play pickup 
basketball with them in the gym, like there is -- most white men have no 
context for interacting with a black woman. 
 
Rhebekka’s description reinforces the idea that black female lawyers experience 
gendered and racialized encounters because they occupy two subordinate positions based 
on dominant patriarchal and racial ideologies.  As Feagin describes in Racist America: 
Roots, Current Realities, and Future Reparations ([2000] 2010), the contemporary racial 
framing that continues to perpetuate negative images of black women and men are still 
pervasive.  Racist stereotyping creates barriers for both black women and men.  The 
historical trope of “the angry black woman,” described by Rhebekka, which is still used 
to describe black women in white institutional spaces, like an elite law firm, maintains 
the white privilege and power, and perpetuates inequality.   
The “angry black woman” stereotype helps to reinforce the white racial frame in 
contemporary American society.  Erica Chito-Childs 2005 article “Looking Behind the 
Stereotypes of the “Angry Black Woman”: An Exploration of Black Women’s Responses 
to Interracial Relationship,” describes how “there is little acknowledgement or concern 
for the larger issues that may be the root of Black women’s perceived anger and hostility” 
(Chito-Childs 2005:546).  This stereotype is so pervasive in working against black 
women because of the un-discussed root of its origins that are reflective of the U.S. 
history from slavery through Jim Crow; and the persistence of negative images of black 
women represented from minstrels through to modern day media representation.  As 
Wendy Leo Moore (2008) describes, the stereotypes of black people being angry is 
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prevalent in elite law schools, where black law students were often characterized as 
“angry” when resisting or challenging racism (Moore 2008:153-154).  According to 
Moore’s examination of law schools, emotion was viewed as a sign of non-belonging in a 
“neutral” and “objective” institution.  Therefore, black law students or lawyers that 
display angry and/or frustration due to racial inequality only fuel their outsider status in 
elite white spaces where emotion is evaluated as a sign of “otherness” (Moore 2008:149).   
Further, Rhebekka discusses how the black male sexuality is theorized in the firm 
environment, as well as the intrigue that surrounds black men in terms of their ability.  
Rhebekka does not perceive black women to be questioned in terms of their intellectual 
ability as much as black men.  However, she describes that the athletic prowess of black 
men is an appeal that is always brought up in terms of their ability, while there may be 
doubts about their intellectual ability.  
Rhebekka: There is a mystique surrounding the black man's sexuality 
which plays itself out in so many ways socially that you, you find coming 
into your know, in these professional settings. And so there's this thing 
where on one hand, black men are seen as cool but then on the other hand 
there is a reticence to really accept their intellectual ability and that's 
where I'd say there is a huge difference between the way black men are 
treated and black women. Black women you know, we can be smart, that's 
okay. Black man it's kind of like, he's really smart? Damn, how did that 
happen? But can he run, too? 
 
Rhebekka acknowledges that race does affect the ways in which black men are perceived 
positively or negatively within her firm.  The notion that athletic ability is the strong suite 
of black male lawyers is plainly a racist stereotype.  As Feagin ([2000] 2010) 
demonstrates with data on black and white athletes, “black male athletes are seen by 
whites as less intelligent and more animal-like than white male athletes” suggesting a 
biological inferiority that is not blatantly stated.  From Rhebekka’s assessment, we can 
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see that the white racial frame continues to frame black lawyer’s intellectual ability 
against historical stereotypes of blacks being less intelligent than whites (Feagin 
2006:231-32), couching their arguments within a color-blind racist frame.  
Several respondents acknowledged that they perceive black male associates as 
having unique experiences brought on by their gender.  Social interactions played out by 
males in the firm reveal an interesting dynamic amongst male lawyers.  As men within a 
field dominated by male partners, there appears to be the existence of masculine displays, 
referred to as “pissing contests” as noted by Nikoleta, a third year associate.  
Nikoleta: I don’t have to navigate kind of this male almost pissing contest 
. . . As a woman, there are certain expectations I think male partners in 
the group have and they—they just don’t even – they’re not even looking 
to see if I’m on that level and I think black men, because they are men 
have to also navigate that so that I think is a big difference.  Even a black 
male who you know, I – I would never be asked I don’t think I would be 
asked that, because even if I was, there would be an assumption you know, 
your husband make a lot of money…I don’t think I would threaten other 
male associates, in that way. 
 
To further her perception that there is a difference in how black males and women are 
distinguished, Nikoleta provides an example.  While on the elevator with a black male 
associate and two white male partners, Nikoleta describes how the partners were shocked 
to discover that the black male associate owned a home in the Hamptons.  Whereas, 
Nikoleta believes that she would not have had that type of reaction because the 
assumption would be that her husband was making enough money to provide that type of 
lifestyle.  Here we can see that Joe Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 2006; [2010] 2013) 
conceptualization of the white racial frame is hard at work.  The perception that only 
white’s can have access to property in an exclusive area is standard.  Moreover, the idea 
that a black man could possibly have property in the Hamptons seemed outrageous.  
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Bonilla-Silva’s color-blind racist frame fits perfectly in this example.  This is another 
way of imbedded racist thinking floating to the surface in a subtle, yet pervasive style of 
communicating relieving the white partners from the responsibility of acknowledging 
their racial micro-aggression towards the black male associate.  Furthermore, the fact that 
Nikoleta can only view this as a gendered experience, rather than both racial and 
gendered is indicative of how insidious the white racial frame, which is also patriarchal in 
nature, in elite law firms.     
What is intriguing about the responses of the respondents above is that race and 
gender intersect in a unique way to create a perceived difference for them, despite the 
commonality of race.  Black men, although they share the racial category, are still 
perceived as receiving better treatment and access because of their commonality with 
white men.  The stigma of gender becomes more salient for black women.   The 
respondents believe that their nuanced experiences as black women, actually creates 
different circumstances in which they are forced to negotiate their access to opportunity 
differently.  The identity of black women at the firm is already viewed as a marginalized 
identity.  However, black women’s marginalized gender identity, as compared to black 
men and the racial commonality, underlines the dynamic processes of multiple forms of 
oppression.  This nuanced way of examining the intersectional experience of black 
females makes visible unmarked categories that highlight the power relations within the 
firm and their effect on black female associates experiences (Choo and Ferree 2010).  
This invisible category is created through the interaction of salient identity categories as 
they relate to power structures at play.  These power structures create a matrix of 
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domination (Collins 1990) in which varying forms of oppression, such as racism and 
sexism, act upon each other and intersect to create numerous discriminatory practices.  
Perceived Differences and Similarities with White Women 
Additionally, the respondents were asked to reflect on how their experiences may 
be similar to white female lawyers.  On the one hand, a majority of respondents 
acknowledged that as women they share similar experiences with respect to gender 
related issues, which is mentioned previously and will continue to be cited within the 
dissertation. Two examples, expressed by Chloe, a third year associate, and Xena, a 
partner, generally highlight perceived similarities that women share with respect to 
confidence in their work, speaking up and inappropriate gender related interactions.      
Chloe: A white female? Um, I think all females have, like I said, the same 
types of issues in terms of speaking up, being confident in what they’re 
doing.  
 
Xena: So white females, uh, have an interesting professional existence. 
You know, as, as a -- as a fellow woman, I can identify with the tensions 
around gender and sexuality and I think all women, whether they’re you 
know white or you know blue, can all speak to that in a general way… 
 
On the other hand, there were several examples of perceived differences between 
black and white female lawyers, such as: (1) access to people who are professionally and 
personally connected that would be able to help white women navigate the firm; (2) black 
women being de-gendered or considered asexual which sometimes made a few 
respondents have a sense of camaraderie with white male associates (and other times feel 
rejected); (3) having to explain physical differences in appearances such as hair that 
white women are perceived to be exempt from; (4) feeling like white women are often 
viewed through the lens of “daughter” by white male partners which makes them more 
sympathetic to white women and readily able to form organic relationships; (5) the belief 
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that white female associates do not have to worry about dating as much as black female 
associates, especially if they prefer to date within their own race, because there is this 
perception that successful black men are not interested in black women.   The differences 
in treatment described by the respondents reflect how whiteness is normalized in elite law 
firms, white institutional spaces, which reinforce the white racial frame (Feagin 2006; 
Moore 2008).  
Chloe focuses on the access that she perceives white female associates have 
because of a presumed privileged background:   
I think, or I guess I assume that most white females come from 
more privileged backgrounds than I do or have family members 
who are in law and could have advised them throughout the 
process. Whether these are female, uh, mentors or male mentors 
or, my former office mate, she, her dad was a partner, is a partner 
at a law firm. And she’s a female and so she, I think she knew stuff 
that I didn’t know or she knew how to interact with partners and 
she knew how to, she knew how to do her work. And, you know, her 
dad is a partner, so I – I didn’t know these things and I had to 
learn all this stuff from scratch. I don’t know if that made me a—a 
worse associate but it—it does help that you have some, just some 
other kind of guidance. 
 
For Chloe, being able to go to someone that would have advice on how to maneuver law 
firm culture, corporate culture, relationship and networking building is viewed as an asset 
that most black female lawyers do not have direct access to either through family or other 
personal connections.  This access is often generated through both familial and 
professional networks of whites that have historically been advantaged by their inclusion 
within white institutional spaces such as social, educational and professional institutions 
(Moore 2008). 
Delia, a fifth year associate, discusses what the flirty interactions she has 
witnessed between white males and white and Asian female associates at her firm and 
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how she believes she is excluded from that type of contact.  Although she believes this to 
be an exclusionary act, she acknowledges that this denial of her as a romantic interest 
allows her to be privy to more male-only banter and behavior between white males, that 
others may find offensive.  Delia is unsure whether this access is actually advantageous 
or not.  The access that Delia describes specifically pertains to white male associates, 
which we assume are also her year, and not partners.  Therefore, the benefits to having 
access to white male associates is unclear with respect to partnership.  
Delia: With respect to white women . . . there’s this interaction between 
white men and white women -- where they’re kind of flirting with each 
other even though they’re at work and that doesn’t really happen. Like no 
one’s ever really flirting with me. And it’s interesting because I guess it 
actually, I feel like it works to my advantage in some ways because when I 
interact with white males I feel de-gendered in the sense that I’m not quite 
one of the guys because I’m not a guy, but I’m also not quite a woman 
because I’m not a white or Asian woman. So I kind of feel like I have a 
little bit more access than some white and Asian women sometimes, in the 
sense that I find they’ll be a little bit more crass around me . . . it’s 
interesting because I see it as an advantage, but I’m not fully sure of all of 
the real behind the scenes advantages . . . maybe it’s better to have that 
sort of flirting interplay, it’s just, it’s different. I feel like I have a different 
interaction. Whether it’s a better one, whether it’s actually an advantage 
is, is, is I don’t know. 
 
Hanna felt that there was more camaraderie amongst white male than with white 
and Asian female associates, particularly because of the intense competition among 
women in the law firm, stating: 
For the most part, my white male peers, we were treated terribly in some 
respects by senior associates, I – I felt a lot of non-black women, just – we 
– women in the, white and Asian women in corporate law firms are really 
be—riding a wave and they will ride that wave to the detriment of any and 
everyone else around them and they are very aware of the ways in which 
they are treated differently and they work it. They’re also in some respects 
and I generalize but I am thinking about very specific instances and very 
specific people, and across the board in my experience, they will let you 
candidly know in some instances exactly what they are aware of being 
beneficial to them and that they don’t have any issues with it. Um, my 
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white male peers in some respects, um, I happened to find that I had one 
or two, kind of a hand – like a decent number of white male peers who 
were at least honest about the reality of the whole thing and in some 
respects tried to help where they could. Um, the competition among 
women is really, really fierce. 
 
Hanna hints at how white and Asian women within corporate law firms’ benefit from the 
push for diversity, which feels like a betrayal because of their perceived participation in 
the culture and status quo of the firm that disadvantages black women.  Hanna states that 
her white male peers were more vocal and straightforward about what they perceived to 
be inequitable treatment within the firm. 
Jocaste struggled a bit to describe what she perceived as a difference in the 
experiences of white female associates in comparison to her personal experience.  She 
theorized that white female associates may have more flexibility when it comes to 
developing organic relationships with partners, whereas black associates struggle more to 
cultivate these types of interactions. Also, Jocaste describes how physical appearance, 
particularly hair, is one of the features that marks black female associates as the “Other” 
in the firm.  The fact that black women are creative and can wear their hair in diverse 
styles also invites questions that identify them as being different.  In Jocaste’s experience, 
she does not believe that white women have to navigate the discourse around their 
appearance, particularly their hair, as much as black women.   
Jocaste: Trying to think of sort of the white female associates that I know 
or knew and communicated with . . . -- and I, I just don't know if, if the 
white female associate would think that that -- she had that same 
experience or not. It seemed maybe there was, I don't want to say a little 
more leeway if that makes sense but you know, I think there's the things 
that happen everywhere, the, oh my God, you know, to black female 
associates, your hair looks so different, what you do? You know, these 
things that sort of identify, oh you’re “other” and so I have a lot of 
questions about you. Everything you, you stand for is confusing to me and 
interesting and I want to know more that you know, that same person isn't 
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going to ask a, a white female because they have that same experience so 
that I think.   
 
For Nikoleta, white female associates have an advantage over black female 
associates based on the fact that she perceives white partners to be more inclined to work 
and communicate with people they are comfortable with as a result of shared 
commonalities (Wilkins and Gulati 1995), in this case, being white.  She perceives that 
race in particular either puts you at an advantage or disadvantage.  In giving an example, 
Nikoleta recalls a saying her mother imparted describing how black students have to 
work harder and put more effort than whites in order to get an A in a class.  
Nikoleta: In terms of white female associates, the biggest advantage -- or 
the biggest thing, the difference that I think that there is socially, people 
are calm -- more comfortable dealing with people they -- that look like 
them. And there are often perceptions you know, I still think the rule that 
my mom gave me a long time ago still applies which is you know, when 
you walk into a classroom you have to prove you deserve an A. A white 
female or your white counterpart or your white peer will walk into the 
same classroom with you and they have to prove that they don't deserve an 
A. And that is, to me, the fundamental difference . . . I understand that, I've 
accepted that. Do I think it's fair? Of course not! But, I've accepted that 
kind of in my life that there are things that I'm going to have to prove that 
other people are not and I think that that is, that is one of the key 
differences between myself and just perceptions about who I am and 
someone else . . . So that is part of the difference I think between a white 
associate and an associate of color or black associate in particular. 
 
In the example provided, Nikoleta suggests that being black is a disadvantage because 
blacks are negatively stigmatized and have to work harder than whites, who are positively 
stigmatized (Link and Phelan 2000). The same logic, in terms of having to work harder 
than most for the same benefits applies to the firm in her opinion and is reflected in the 
partnership base.  Nikoleta’s description is a classic example of color-blind racism at 
play. In particular, educational institutions that are normalized white spaces become a 
welcoming space for whites versus blacks.  The white racial frame operates to stereotype 
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blacks as intellectually inferior which is evident in perceptions of blacks having to work 
harder than whites to receive the deserved grades (Feagin [2000] 2010, 2006, [2010] 
2013; Moore 2008; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).   
Moreover, it is interesting that Nikoleta acknowledges that being black carries a 
disadvantage in terms of succeeding in white institutional spaces through her classroom 
example, but also seems hesitant to name the problem as a racial issue, redirecting her 
thought to how she accepts the fact that inequality is present and that she will have to 
exert more energy than whites dealing with these hurdles.  Several other respondents 
throughout the interviews expressed ambivalence to the racial and gender micro-
aggressions they encounter daily while working in white institutional spaces.  There is no 
surprise that some respondents are hesitant or have difficulty acknowledging how race 
affects them daily, as the Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) surmised the color-blind frames has 
a “significant indirect effect on blacks” (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014: 219).  The multiple 
forms of color-blind racism impacts on the way several respondents address questions of 
race.    
Sophie, who no longer works in a firm, believes that both black men and white 
women can be ideal candidates, just like black women; however, the fact that black 
women have to manage both their blackness and femaleness adds more pressure.   
Sophie: Yes, both white women and black men can be ideal candidates. 
However there are different barriers for both.  Black females experience 
two hurdles, race and gender as barriers, while black men experience only 
race, and white women experience only gender.  Also, white women look 
like partner daughters. So it reminds them of their own, and they want to 
help them organically because they are familiar.  It is automatic. 
 
Sophie perceives that white female associates have an advantage over black female 
associates because of the similarities they share with white partners.  Particularly the 
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notion that white female associates reminding white male partners of their own 
daughters.  These are specific ways in which being both black and a woman matter.  The 
white racial frame works to normalize white spaces to advantage white women over 
black women (Feagin [2001] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Moore 2008). 
Xena, a partner, describes what she perceives to be the similarity amongst all 
women at the firm.  She notes that the gender component of being a female lawyer and 
the sexual tension that ensues is a common thread for all women in the firm.  
Xena: So white females have an interesting professional existence. As a 
fellow woman, I can identify with the tensions around gender and 
sexuality and I think all women, whether white or blue, can all speak to 
that in a general way.  But once you do look past the gender and the other 
things that impact on how someone interacts with that particular woman, 
there are nuances, nuanced differences between the way folks in a law 
firm deal with a white woman, an Asian woman and they are -- I work 
with no Latin women – an African-American woman, an immigrant 
woman, an Indian woman, so on and so forth. So white women, they share 
that kind of just general sexual tension or whatever that can exist with all 
women, assuming that the woman is “quote” attractive because that can 
be an issue too. But putting that aside, we have that in common.  
 
Although Xena agrees that there are similarities in the ways that all women are treated, 
particularly with respect to inappropriate sexual behavior or gender stereotypes, she 
acknowledges that there are “nuanced differences” in the experiences of women of color.  
Xena suggests that the various identity categories that women of color occupy, with 
respect to race, gender, ethnicity and even immigrant status intersect, overlap or combine 
to create unique differences in their experiences (Choo and Ferree 2010; Collins 1990, 
2000; Crenshaw 1991; Walby and Strid 2012).  
Xena continues to explain why she believes there is a difference between the 
experiences of black female lawyers and white female lawyers in the following passage.  
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She suggests that white women appear to be coddled by white male partners or senior 
attorneys.   
Xena: Where we differ is I - I find that often times senior attorneys, senior 
male attorneys often baby a white female associate. You know, they are 
very -- white female associates who grew up in a certain, um, community 
are very skilled at whining and that is both a gift and a serious weakness 
and in doing that, they're able to elicit sympathy and comfort and 
protection in a way that that same senior white male attorney wouldn't 
give to any other woman or any other -- you know, white or black male. 
And so that's a big difference. There is -- and then -- and what that means 
in terms of how that impacts the environment for a black woman is I think 
that we don't get that same sympathy. We don't get the same you know, get 
out of jail free card. 
 
Xena perceives that white female associates are able to gain a certain level of sympathy 
and protection from white male partners that black female associates would not be able to 
achieve.  Elite white law firms operate as racialized social systems where those perceived 
as white are awarded the benefits of that status which essentially reinforces white 
privilege and power (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  It can be argued that the white racial 
frame, proposed by Feagin ([2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013), operates to uphold 
stereotypes of white women versus black women dating back to slavery.  Xena 
description recalls old white sentiments that were used to protect white womanhood, 
while allowing for the degradation of black women.  The perception that racial sameness 
of white men and women advantage whites over blacks is a consistent theme amongst a 
good portion of the respondents in this study and is evident in their responses to different 
questions.   
Comparing SIC Expectations to their Personal Experiences 
Black female lawyers have the added burden of having to work harder than most 
other lawyers to maintain the image of a lawyer, but because the white racial frame works 
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against their efforts, often they are not viewed as standard ideal candidates (SIC).  This 
relates to the firm’s standard ideal candidate, and the study respondents feel their 
experiences either reflect or differ from that of the standard ideal candidates.  Most of the 
respondents acknowledged that they shared similar credentials in terms of academic 
excellence, personality, and ambition.  However, three themes emerged from discussing 
the differences between the respondents and the SIC: (1) lack of access to social and 
professional networks that would help them advance; (2) feeling like outsiders in the 
firm; and (3) how the white racial frame operates to create self-doubt.   
The first theme is the lack of access to a network of family and friends that the 
black female lawyers can tap into in order to get the help they need to advance within the 
legal field.  There appears to be a social capital deficit amongst some black female 
lawyers that is often reflected in their lack of access to personal professional networks.  
Epstein (1995) argued that women lawyers often did not have access to the means to 
develop their human and social capital.  Chloe explains how her socioeconomic 
background creates differences in terms of her access to a professional network of people 
who could provide insight into her professional environment.     
Chloe: I think there are some candidates here, who are candidates of 
color who may come from more privileged backgrounds than I do and so 
that’s something that’s unique about me. I just also don’t have anyone in 
my direct family who is a lawyer who I could have asked for advice. So in 
that respect I’m a little different. But there are a lot of candidates who 
also come from disadvantaged backgrounds and they also learn how to 
manage their way in the professional setting.  
 
Delia, a fifth year associate, also acknowledges that as a practicing lawyer in her firm she 
finds that although she is qualified to be there, her lack of social capital, particularly 
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access to a network of family, friends and classmates who may be helpful in giving 
advice, creates challenges for her when trying to navigate the firm.      
Delia: I think one area where I could do better is the networking piece. I 
mean, part of the issue…it’s not that I’m not outgoing but, when you come 
from what I come from you really have to go harder at it because a lot of 
people can just call their friend’s dad, you know what I mean; and I don’t 
really have that sort of network where the people I grew up with are going 
to be helpful in my current career. They’re just not. And so then the 
question becomes, what do you do with that and you have to be more—I 
think a little bit more deliberate about that. It’s not to say that I don’t have 
any networks because you can have networks with people from high 
school and college and law school and you-you do have that. But, there’s 
a definite bifurcation where some people, they have their schoolmates and 
then they have family and friends, which is also a source of positive 
network. 
   
Both Chloe and Delia express their lack of social and professional networks that would 
facilitate in how they navigate firm culture and professional development in elite 
corporate law firms.  The lack of access is reflective of the limited number of blacks 
within elite white spaces, but also the lack of access that many people of color continue 
to face today.  Wendy Leo Moore (2008) suggests that in law school, students of color 
are trained to learn how to “think white” or “think like a lawyer” (pg.48), of which both 
fall within the white racial frame.  Having access to those who know how to “think 
white” creates advantages and those who do not have that type of access are easily 
disadvantaged.  Black lawyers and other minority lawyers are disadvantaged by this lack 
of social capital, which extends to educational and professional settings.   
Feeling Like an Outsider 
The second theme revolved around some respondents’ feeling like outsiders in the 
law firm.  The predominately white corporate environment often led to respondents 
feeling like outsiders.  Being one of very few black lawyers in firms that employ over 
250+ lawyers creates a feeling of isolation.  The absence of blacks and the overwhelming 
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majority of whites raises questions about whether the firm values diversity. The firm may 
be unable or unwilling to address the underrepresentation of black lawyers as a whole, 
and black women in particular, because it has historically been rooted within a white 
male culture.  For example, being the only black associate in a room is a salient 
experience where the individual navigates this space based on their perception of how 
they are received.  Both Elissa and Kallisto illustrate their outsider feelings in the way 
they reflect on their concern about how their difference, being black women, can affect 
how comfortable they feel in the firm.  Although, both Elissa and Kallisto try very hard to 
fit in and want to belong, they are not allowed to as a result of the everyday micro-
aggressions they encounter. 
Elissa elaborates on how she had to deal with getting comfortable in a corporate 
environment and being able to break out of that in order to succeed.  Outsider feelings 
can hinder one’s ability to be successful, particularly when one is constantly made to 
focus on her difference instead of her ability to perform.  
Elissa: I carry with me… I'm working on it now, this comfortability being 
in this corporate law environment because that prevents you from really 
engaging -- that engaging aspect with the people here and with your 
clients. So there's several challenges that had to be overcome but I'm 
working on. 
 
White male and female lawyers are at an advantage in elite law firms, given: (1) the 
history of the institution; (2) the reproduction of whiteness in this elite space; (3) the way 
the white racial frame operates to advantage the dominant group; and (4) how white 
privilege and power are maintained as a result (Feagin [2000] 2010, [2010] 2013; Moore 
2008; and Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  Therefore, white lawyers being the dominant 
group are made to feel like they belong and comfortable by virtue of their racial group 
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affiliation and the legacy of white institutional spaces (Moore 2008; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 
2014). Being in an environment where one feels comfortable is critical to one’s potential 
for success because she/he does not have to exert energy trying to fit into the 
environment.  However, although elite corporate law firms are white institutional spaces, 
it should not preclude the firm from coming up with techniques and methods to be 
inclusive of all associates and ensure that associates of color are afforded the same sense 
of “comfort” or “acceptability” as the dominant group.   In her research on elite law 
schools, Moore (2008) notes that “white students are not burdened with having to work to 
create an institutional space in which they can fell like insiders; the white institutional 
space provides these students with social and cultural capital to succeed as soon as they 
enter the institution” (Moore 2008:162-3).  Like white law students, white associates face 
the same privileges of whiteness in elite law firms.  
Kallisto discusses how she believed others viewed her because she did not share a 
similar background or similar experiences with them.  She felt that there were people 
who were not comfortable interacting with her because of her difference.  
Kallisto: I think that people feeling comfortable with me as an attorney 
versus other attorneys was different. I think backgrounds come into play a 
lot and people want to work with you because you're smart but also 
because they know you and they felt comfortable with you and I don't think 
people always felt comfortable working with me because I could not talk 
to them about skiing or, even though I have skied I wasn't a skier. I 
couldn't talk to them about things that they did in their regular -- I'm not 
talking about partners, these are people who were giving out work, right? 
So the people who were giving our assignments I did not relate to them in 
certain ways that my white female associates related to them so you know, 
if an ideal candidate is someone who gets a lot of work, right, and I'm not 
getting that work because I can't talk to you about certain topics in the 
same way, we haven't built a relationship because I don't have the same 
life -- my life, my life was just so different... you know, my experience was 
a different one, because I couldn't relate to people as like the urban black 
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girl who didn't have the experience of the country home, skiing, certain -- 
you know, I went to good schools but those schools were my outlet. 
 
Though, Kallisto discusses her experiences in particular reference to social class 
designations, it is clear that these designations are closely linked to race.  Associates that 
share similar experiences with partners are able to build relationships based on 
commonality, and she does not share the same experiences because of her “urban black 
girl” background.  Again we find that black female lawyers are burdened with having to 
prove that they belong.  As Moore (2008) argues with students of color, lawyers of color 
are pressured to work harder than white female and male lawyers to prove that they are 
lawyers and can “think like a lawyer.”  Moore notes that “thinking like a lawyer requires 
a manner of thinking that acquiesces to a white normative framework and simultaneously 
facilitates the invisibility of whiteness by precluding forms of argumentation that seek to 
identify the power and privilege that mark it” (Moore 2008:54).  Because the white racial 
frame operates to suppress blacks and other non-whites, black female lawyers are not 
afforded the luxury of being “comfortable” in elite white law firms, which would foster 
building relationships with partners and senior associates, and facilitate their professional 
development and success.  Moore (2008) discusses the need for students of color to prove 
themselves in law schools, exerting a significant amount of emotional labor, which is 
prevalent for black female lawyers in elite law firms.    
 
White Racial Frame Operating to Create Self-Doubt 
 
The third theme that developed throughout the interviews focused on how others 
at the firm such as lawyers, staff and management personnel perceive the respondents’ 
qualifications to be in the firm.  As evidenced by Wendy Leo Moore (2008) in her 
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examination of law school students, from the time these black female lawyers were in 
law school, they were made to feel as though they did not fit into the law school 
environment.  Whether it was being questioned about their qualifications, insinuations 
that they were affirmative action beneficiaries, to being silenced in the classroom through 
the “neutral” and “objective” teaching practices that ignored the systemic racism that 
persists in American history and society today; law students of color transition into elite 
white law firms that carry the same practices.  The white racial frame operates to create 
self-doubt in law students of color that continues to be prevalent in law firms (Feagin 
[2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013).   
Black female lawyers, like students of color, are made to feel as though they are 
inadequate, as though they do not belong.  They are forced to question their own abilities.  
This pervasive white racial frame operates to create self-doubt through a color-blind 
ideology that manifests within the firm. Self-doubt can creep in at any moment for any 
law school student or practicing lawyer.  However, the difference with lawyers and 
students of color, is that they are perceived as being unqualified and this is heightened by 
the “white narrative of affirmative action that places continual scrutiny upon the presence 
of people of color in the law school [and elite law firms] and causes students of color 
[and lawyers of color] to question their own abilities” (Moore 2008:149). 
Three of the respondents within this study acknowledge that they were not 
confident in their law school grades, but believed themselves to be equal to the majority 
of their peers in terms of performance and ability.  The following quotes from Kallisto 
and Nikoleta illustrate how their self-doubt manifests and how it creeps into their 
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professional development.  Kallisto acknowledges that she believed diversity played a 
role in her getting her offer at Elite Firm 5.  
Kallisto: I don't think I was the top 10 of [XYZ] but I do think that diversity 
had, a weight in me getting my job. They, they were looking to hire, you 
know, they're always looking to hire more diverse attorneys. So I think I 
came from a school where you got a little bit more credit and also my 
school did not release your grades until after your interview so I probably 
was not in the same -- received the same treatment because other law 
schools you'll see their grades before you pick the candidates. So I was 
picked and interviewed and then they got to see my grades so they got to see 
my personality before I was judged for my GPA. But my GPA was pretty 
good coming from a school at the time that was like number seven I think in 
the country. So I got a fair shake and everyone thought I was smart because 
I came from [XYZ] so I got that benefit of the doubt. 
 
Though, she does admit that the firm did not have access to her grades at the time of the 
interview and therefore, she was able to make a favorable impression prior to the release 
of her grades.  We can see how her self-doubt manifests within statement in that she 
admits her grades were rather good for the school that she attended given that it was 
within the top 10 first tier law schools. Yet she still believed that diversity had a more 
prominent role in her getting the job rather than her qualifications.  Moore (2008) would 
argue that Kallisto’s response was reflective of how the white narrative of affirmative 
action was pervasive in rearing its ugly head, with Kallisto attempting to “downplay [her] 
educational and professional achievements” (Moore 2008:149).   
Nikoleta exhibits the type of self-doubt that can hinder an associate’s ability to 
develop their craft at the firm and build meaningful relationships with partners.  Although 
Nikoleta attended a law school that is not ranked in the top 10, she was able to secure a 
job at one of the top 25 law firms.  Perhaps her self-doubt is a result of the treatment of 
black associates in her firm and the lack of diversity.  
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Nikoleta: I almost didn't apply to [XYZ] because I didn't think my grades 
were good enough. I've kind of always been very self-conscious about that 
and whether or not I'm intelligent enough and so I'm not sure where my 
grades stack up in terms of other candidates or candidates that I even 
interview.  
 
Fostering productive work relationships can make a big difference in a lawyer’s ability to 
continue to develop professionally.  Nikoleta’s confidence can be built up through 
successfully working on pertinent transactions and being exposed to individuals that 
make her feel as though she is part of the team.  She describes her perception of how race 
plays a role in the ways in which associates of color question their own presence in white 
spaces (Moore 2008).  
Nikoleta: . . .  so many people are walking around the law firm totally 
insecure about their abilities to be there, deposition, where they are, if 
they're getting enough work, if they're meeting the mark. Associates in 
general have that but the burden or the trouble I think that African-
American associates also have is “do the people think I'm smart enough, 
are they looking at my hair funny, am I dressed the part, am I not as good 
you know -- if, if I don't get this assignment and someone else got this 
assignment are they saying that I'm incompetent, is it because the color -- 
that kind of, that is very difficult and so what tends to happen is people 
start to isolate themselves and when you're a person of color and you 
isolate yourself, it's a death wish. Like you might as well throw in the 
towel because you as a person of color, right or wrong, on the firm's 
culture, on behalf of the firm's culture, have to be able to get past that to 
get work.  
 
Nikoleta suggests that associates of color are burdened by the threat of negative 
perceptions that would impact their development.  Whether these perceptions are about 
their ability to perform or their physical appearance, such as hair, Nikoleta notes that 
some associates of color feel these unspoken tensions may force them to retreat from 
interacting with others.  However, Nikoleta warns that retreating would only lead to 
associates of color losing out on further opportunities.  However, like Moore suggests 
with law students of color “this constant feeling of needing to prove not only oneself but 
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the worthiness of one’s community puts an overwhelming amount of pressure on students 
of color” (Moore 2008:148).  This pressure continues to exist for black female lawyers in 
elite law firms. 
Similar to Nikoleta, Olympia describes how the differences in her educational 
experiences as compared to her peers, made her doubt herself.  Conversely, Olympia was 
able to build a relationship with a partner that shared similar experiences.  This gave her 
an opportunity to discuss issues she was facing at the firm.  Having a partner that can 
relate to her, and her being able to openly express her concerns builds the confidence that 
she needs to be successful.  
Olympia: I do think that the partner that I work the closest with, he is 
Cuban and we haven't had that many conversations about race but we 
have had discussions about both of our backgrounds in terms of going to 
kind of elite undergraduate institutions and feeling like we didn't totally 
measure up in comparison to our other students because we did go to 
public high school and hadn't had all the same experiences. And speaking 
about, kind of building inner confidence in a way that, that's really 
important to thriving as a lawyer. And so I think having conversations like 
that have -- I think that he looks out for me. I don't know if that's the only 
reason why but I do think you know, when you recognize a little of 
yourself in somebody, it makes people just think a little extra about 
developing you. 
 
Because Olympia was able to connect with a partner that could relate to her, she was able 
to freely express her concerns with him.  The fact that he is a partner of color facilitates 
her ability to create a safe space within the firm where she is able to build the confidence 
she needs to be successful (Moore 2008).  Having access to someone that can foster a 
safe environment allows for a sense of security that can extinguish doubt.         
Xena, a partner for four and half years at the time of the interview, conceded that 
her academic record was not stellar and that she did not attend a top tier law school.  She 
found, however, that through her training and sponsor relationship, she was able to excel 
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in her practice.  By exceeding the expectations of others, Xena’s confidence began to 
build, off-setting her self-doubt created by white narratives of affirmative actions.  
However, this makes one wonder about the “people” that did not expect her to do well for 
whatever reasons.   
Xena: In terms of the firm's standard, um, you know, the one thing that I, 
that I didn't have on paper but that I clearly demonstrated once I got there 
is you know, the [XYZ] standard of stellar academic record or academic 
affiliations. But once I, you know, interviewed and started as an associate 
I think it became clear to them that I was a lawyer through and through 
and, uh, yeah, I think -- I think I actually, in certain respects I think I 
exceeded certain people's expectations. 
 
What we see in Xena’s case is important to consider.  Although she may not have 
attended an Ivy League undergraduate institution and a top tier law school, which she 
indicates in her response, we know that she did receive affirmation that the quality of her 
work was good.  This of course boosts her confidence and the confidence of others about 
the work she is producing.  And through her sponsor affiliation, this leads to positive 
feedback and more opportunities for professional development. 
 In summary, this section provides detailed information about why the black 
female lawyers in this study chose to enter the corporate legal field and how they 
perceive recruitment into the firms and eventual advancement.  By exploring what 
perceived differences and similarities black female lawyers have with both white female 
lawyers and black male lawyers, it provides a nuanced view of how race and gender 
shape black women’s experiences in large elite law firms.  In particular, this section 
illustrates how the white racial frame operates to advantage whites over non-whites, 
conferring benefits and doling disadvantage based on a racialized social system, which 
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reinforces white privilege and power ([2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014).  
Additionally, I explore how outsider feelings and white narratives of affirmative 
action illuminate the effects of race and gender on the experiences of black female 
lawyers.  If law firms promoted the value of difference in a way that was inclusive of 
individuals that do not come from the privileged group (whites – primarily men, but it has 
become more inclusive of white women), then minority groups would not feel ostracized 
based on race, gender, class, sexuality or other salient identity categories that are not 
privileged.  Furthermore, the ways in which minority groups are linked to low 
performance and affirmative action advantages, often lead some partners and senior 
associates to view them as unqualified, reinforcing the white racial frame and 
perpetuating racial inequality.  The issue of diversity is never addressed in a way that can 
actually affect positive substantive change.  This is another way in which the white 
narrative of affirmative action works to further disadvantage black female lawyers within 
elite white law firms.  Therefore, the struggle to prove oneself in the firm can be a self-
defeating struggle that leads to self-doubt amongst associates of color.  As Wilkins and 
Gulati (1996) suggest, it would be expected that the self-doubt exhibited by some 
respondents in this study is a direct result of the pervasive and negative prejudices toward 
blacks that foster a sense of self-doubt when interacting with partners.  
Professional Development and Inclusivity 
The lived experiences of black female lawyers once they obtain entry into these 
elite corporate law firms is the main focus of this dissertation.  In particular, the primary 
goal is to find out why there are so few black women occupying the coveted position of 
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partner in elite law firms.  The partnership space remains white because the majority of 
existing partners are white males and they maintain their privilege and power by ensuring 
that white males continue to be the highest number of partnered individuals.  By 
reproducing the existing racial structure and status quo, white partners ensure that white 
males and some white women remain in the majority.  Through color-blind racist 
ideology, the firm can maintain white privilege and power by arguing meritocracy via 
abstract liberal frames that reproduce white institutional power and maintain racial 
inequality (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).   
After being recruited into these elite law firms, associates must begin a journey of 
professional development that will eventually lead to either promotion to partnership or 
exiting the firm entirely.  Some associates stay on as senior associates until they are asked 
to leave and others get promoted to counsel.  However, most associates that do not make 
it to partner end up leaving to work in other firms, in companies as in-house counsel or 
leaving corporate law for government, non-profit or non-legal sector positions.   The path 
to partnership for black female lawyers is extremely difficult because it requires that they 
break down several layers of racial, gender, social, political and economic barriers to sit 
at the table.    
Professional development is key to the advancement of any lawyer.  It entails the 
careful training and learning that occurs while working on corporate deals alongside 
partners and senior associates.  Knowledge of the transaction and how to use one’s 
practical legal judgment and acumen is acquired and tested during an associate’s time 
working with partners and senior associates on complex deals.  However, if an associate 
is not given ample access to worthwhile cases that test their ability and allow for the 
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transmission of knowledge, she will not develop her professional skills as a lawyer and 
will therefore not be seen as partner material.  Although professional development should 
be an objective process, it is a process marred by personal preferences and subjective 
tastes.  
Along with learning the hard legal skills, an associate will also need to develop 
her soft skills in terms of managing and building relationships within the firm with 
partners, senior associates and administrators; and externally with clients.  Networking 
and creating a sense of camaraderie in the firm shows that the associate is able to be 
sociable and still participate in the revenue-generating business that the firm is primarily 
concerned with maintaining.  Professional development is not just about cultivating one’s 
legal skills; it is also about developing the social and interactive qualities that bring 
partners and clients together.  Therefore, this section examines how black female lawyers 
in the study perceive professional development at their respective law firms. 
Additionally, this chapter investigates how the respondents perceive diversity in their 
firm and inclusivity with regard to professional development.  The following section 
specifically engages the respondents’ perceptions about how the presence of female 
partners, and particularly the absence of black female partners impacts their experiences.  
The Presence of Female Partners and the Dearth of Black Female Partners 
While partners are predominately white males, those women who do make partner 
tend to be white. When asked whether there were a significant number of female partners 
in their firm and whether there were any black partners, the responses ranged from vague 




Most of the respondents stated that there were very few women of color partners 
at their firm.  Bethania, an 11th year associate, calls attention to the very low numbers of 
female partners at her firm stating, with sarcasm in her voice: “Significant? What does 
that mean? There’s four, I think, in the corporate department. Maybe five.”  Chloe on the 
other hand goes into detail about her lack of exposure to female partners because there 
were so few in her practice group.  
Chloe: There aren’t very many. I’m not sure exactly how many female 
partners we have, but I very rarely work with female partners so that’s 
why I know that there aren’t many of them. I don’t know. Maybe like a 
third or less of the partners are female. Very frequently in the corporate 
group I feel like I’m the only female in meetings, black or white. There 
aren’t many… in the corporate, in the corporate group in general. 
 
 Fotoula, a fifth year associate, acknowledges that there were a few female partners, but 
that they were all white.  What stood out to her is the fact that there were no women of 
color partners.  
Fotoula: There was a fair number [of female partners]. Most of them 
weirdly were in my group, in the banking group. But there were… 
actually, I can't tell you a number but maybe 10 in my group at 
[metropolitan city] easily and then there certainly were in other groups. I 
don't know the number. But there were definitely women but not women of 
color. 
 
Looking at the NALP Directory to calculate the total number of partners in the top 
22 law firms at a major metropolitan city, out of 2,378 partners (February 2014), there 
were a total of 450 female partners.  In terms of race there were 375 white female 
partners, 35 Asian female partners, 18 Hispanic female partners, 17 black female 
partners, and 5 partners that identified as Other.80   What is even more dismal about these 
figures is that 12 out of the 22 firms, of which 7 were in the top 10, did not even have one 
                                                 
80 See Appendix A. Table 1. Total Firms Lawyer Demographics by Race, Gender and Position. 
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black female partner.  These numbers are staggering, especially when we see how often 
firms celebrate their diversity.  Xena, a partner, appeared to be skeptical about the sudden 
promotions that her firm was doing with respect to advancing women into the executive 
committee.  She acknowledges that she later realized, after the firm was recognized for 
their diversity, that there was a correlation between the push to advance these women and 
receiving the recognition.  
Xena: Yes [we have female partners]. In fact, we were recently 
recognized as -- I don't remember the publication or the name of the 
recognition, the title of the recognition because I thought it was funny 
when I saw it -- for the number of women we have in, and… among the 
partnership ranks and in executive positions. Now I laughed because 
maybe a month before that thing came out, maybe two months before this 
whole you know, hoopla occurred, there was a big rush inside the firm to 
appoint for the first time like five women to our executive committee. And 
when it happened, I was like why are they doing that? And then you know, 
we get this thing.  
 
Xena’s apprehension about her firm’s sincerity in promoting women into positions of 
power seem to indicate that diversity is a means used to garner recognition in the larger 
legal community.  These awards and recognitions may also signal to clients that the firm 
cares about diversity and this in turn may translate into more client business.  If 
promoting women is viewed as a potential way of increasing positive recognition that 
directly affects the firm’s revenue generating business, than it is assumed that it would be 
valuable to the firm.  
The dearth of black female partners in corporate law firms does not go unnoticed 
amongst the respondents.  When directly asked whether there were any black partners at 
the firm the responses were similar across all the respondents.  As previously indicated 
there were only 17 black female partners in the top 22 law firms out of a total pool of 
2,378 partners.  Equally disturbing in that total partner distribution is that like black 
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female partners, there were only 17 black male partners in the top 22 law firms.  Bethania 
emphatically notes that her firm has never promoted a black woman to the partnership 
stating “Well, it’s zero for women in this firm. They’ve never made a black woman 
partner.” The respondent responses reflected resentment and disappointment at the fact 
that there were very few, meaning one or two, to no black partners in their firms.  As 
Moore (2008) suggests in law schools, when looking at elite law firms we see that “white 
people are consistently (and extremely) overrepresented in positions of institutional 
power” (Moore 2008:28).  Chloe acknowledged that in the diversity meetings associates 
of color would discuss issues that affect them.  One issue in particular was the lack of 
black partners. 
Chloe: Yeah, I’m pretty sure there hasn’t been one [black female 
partner]. We have diversity meetings, maybe once a quarter and we talk 
about these issues, retention and people progressing within the firm. And I 
believe the question has been asked, has there been a black female partner 
and the response was, there were opportunities for people to become and 
maybe they’ve turned it down. Maybe for work life reasons or that’s not 
what they wanted. But I don’t think there has been a black female partner. 
 
Most respondents acknowledged that the firms did not promote associates of color, 
particularly black associates to partnership as readily as they did other groups.  Also 
black partners remained on company websites after retirement for diversity publicity. 
Fotoula specifically discusses the presence of one black female partner that “retired” and 
no longer worked on active cases and yet remained at the firm.   
Fotoula: But there were definitely women, but not women of color. There 
was only one -- other than the one I told you who made partner, one 
woman of color who was a partner at [Elite Firm 3]. She had been there 
for -- since the beginning, but she no longer was doing client work. Her 
primary role was like PR, right. She would be on diversity panels, she 
would win awards like monthly…. she is an M&A partner but I don't know 
when the last time was she did an M&A deal, right…and it's the life. She 
has a great life. She's not expected to really bring in client work and yet 
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they'll never let her go because she is a massive beacon for them, you 
know. 
 
Fotoula surmises that this one black female partner is kept around the firm in order to 
represent diversity and serves as an example for other women of color.  However, her 
primary function is to signal to outsiders that the firm cares about diversity.  Abstract 
liberalism, which is part of Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s ([2003] 2014) color-bind racist 
frames, is key to understanding how the firms can continue to operate without advancing 
black female lawyers and other associates of color.  Through the firm’s use of 
meritocracy arguments, which emphasizes that proven excellence is rewarded, the 
abstract liberalism frame is utilized to explain why there are none, or barley any black 
female partners.  Firms essentially argue that there have not been any black female 
lawyers that were qualified for the position, suggesting that race does not matter.   
Also, firms can rely on the cultural racism frame suggesting that blacks do not 
work as hard as whites to achieve partnership, which is why there are so few if any black 
female partners in elite law firms.  So when thinking about Fotoula’s description above, 
although maintaining the illusion of diversity, gives a false sense of security for those 
truly interested in diversity; whether it is recruits, current associates, legal organizations 
such as NALP and potential clients.  The firm continues to present itself as interested in 
diversity to avoid potential negative attention by keeping this one black female partner 
around.  It may also be the firm’s way of arguing that they already have the black female 
partner quota filled. 
Two respondent responses to their firm not having black female partners reflected 
the normalcy of this phenomenon in that it showed how hopeless some may feel about 
what is actually happening to black female associates.  Gia, a fifth year, acknowledged 
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that the one black female partner her firm had was retired. She elaborated: “The one who 
retired is female.  That's the first time I've thought about that. It's sort of sad.”  Kallisto, a 
sixth year associate, affirmed that having a black female partner was nearly impossible 
stating: “No. No one, no. That doesn’t happen. Oh, goodness, no.”  These responses echo 
a sense of resignation that reflects upon the barriers to advancement that specifically 
affect black female associates.  The fact that there is no representation at the top may 
deter some black female associates from aiming for the coveted partnership position.     
Firm Comfortableness for Women 
In examining professional development and inclusivity, respondents discussed: 
(1) their perception of the firm’s attitude and atmosphere towards women; (2) whether 
they feel supported in terms of professional development and advancement and (3) how 
they feel about the firm’s diversity measures.  While the responses varied amongst the 
respondents, initially, several respondents were quick to say that they felt their firms were 
comfortable environments for women to work.  As they began to go into detail about 
their experiences, many of the respondent’s shifted on how they felt about their 
perceptions of the firm environment, citing incidents that, collectively recounted, made 
them feel uncomfortable in their everyday interactions.   
Chloe, for example, begins her response by stating that she thinks her firm is a 
comfortable place for women to work.  However, as she goes into detail she describes the 
subtle and nuanced ways in which women are made to feel uncomfortable, particularly 
with respect to professional development and advancement.  Although the environment 
may not be uncomfortable all the time, she recounts incidents that made her 
uncomfortable in the past.  
Chloe: I think it is a comfortable place for women to work. I don’t know if 
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women are as—successful in managing their lives and keeping a work/life 
balance. I don’t see any bias or disadvantages to being a woman. I guess 
just maybe like the activities that we do and the—and the receptions that 
we have, women may not want to always drink and eat all this food and go 
to lunch and it’s also harder for women to develop clients because it just 
looks strange when you want to ask a male client out to lunch or a male 
client out to dinner. It’s just harder for us to develop relationships in that 
way than for men. But yes, there are jokes and things I’ve heard in 
meetings that would make a woman uncomfortable and have made me 
uncomfortable at times. You know, when we’re on calls with clients or just 
discussions with partners, just minor sexual ada—you know, connotations 
or, sometimes even racial things that clients might say on the ph—on calls 
or, you know, those things do come up. So I think in that respect, women 
might feel more uncomfortable.  
 
As Chloe responded, she started by staying that the firm was in fact a comfortable place 
for women to work.  However, as she continued to describe her experiences she began 
contradicting her original statement stating “I guess just maybe like the activities that we 
do and the . . . yes, there are jokes and things I’ve heard in meetings that would make a 
woman uncomfortable and have made me uncomfortable at times.”  The ways in which 
the white space works to crush racial and gender discourse, or minimize the experiences 
of people of color is pervasive.  The fact that several respondents had difficulty naming 
the problems and hurdles they encounter as race or gender based is critical to the ways in 
which we can collectively address racialized and gendered matters in white spaces.  
The patterns in the responses of the respondents when commenting on firm 
comfortableness for women focused on: (1) if women get married or have children can 
lead to assumptions that they will neglect their work and may begin to get phased out of 
important roles and assignments; (2) the unlikelihood that most women enjoy 
participating in activities that appear to be male-centered such as going out for drinks or 
attending sports events; (3) the presence of women being disparaged in jokes that may be 
sexually or racially driven either from male colleagues or clients; (3) the potential for 
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women to receive improper evaluations or critiques because of the stigma attached to 
women as being overly sensitive or emotional; (4) the notion that women have a more 
difficult time maintaining a work/life balance in pursuit of a sustainable lifestyle and 
building romantic relationships; and that (5) the notion of feeling comfortable is linked to 
women’s groups and mentoring programs that are facilitated by the firm demonstrate the 
firms effort in trying to be inclusive.   
Both Athena and Lydia, third year associates, express their belief that their firms 
are comfortable places for women to work because of the money the firm invests in 
women’s groups and initiatives that target female associates for both development and 
advancement.  Athena believes this is so because of the strong presence of female 
partners which forces her firm to invest in women’s groups and initiatives that would 
help to develop and advance women lawyers.   
Athena: I’ve never seen or heard of any kind of like sexual harassment or 
off-color jokes or, anything that would, I think, make a woman feel overtly 
uncomfortable. But also there are just tons of female partners and the 
female partners are really, really invested in hearing the perspectives of 
the female associates and helping them out and being mentors and 
showing an example of how to do it. And I think that the fact that there are 
resources, like Women at Elite Firm 1 is a huge group that does a lot of 
stuff and that’s because the management committee sees value in what 
they’re doing and is putting money and time behind it. So, I mean, that’s 
why – I – that’s why I feel comfortable. 
 
Lydia attributes her belief that the firm is a comfortable place for women to work to the 
women’s groups and initiatives that the firm sponsors, stating that her firm looks to be 
inclusive and geared towards promoting women in the firm.  
Lydia: I definitely think that there’s a general tone of acceptance and the 
desire to promote women and make it a warm and inviting place to be. 
There are a lot of -- a lot of money is spent on initiatives designed to 
ensure that there's some sort of -- that there is inclusivity and then women 
know the ways of getting promoted and of succeeding at the firm both at 
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the partnership level and then you know, the -- the associates’ initiatives. 
So even recently the whole Lean In movement, the firm was a big sponsor 
of that so they bought everyone a copy of the book. 
 
Both Athena and Lydia describe the firm’s commitment to women through the funding 
they provide for women’s groups and women’s initiatives.  However, although Lydia, for 
example, suggests that her firm wants to promote women and make women feel included, 
her firm (Elite Firm 6) does not have any black female partners.  So when Lydia is 
talking about her firm’s commitment to promoting women, this commitment does not 
reflect the inclusion of black women.   
Jocaste, who was a fifth year associate at the time she left her firm, describes her 
discomfort with certain relationships she saw developing between female associates and 
male partners.  She believed these relationships were inappropriate and may have 
advantaged those participating female associates.  She also mentions feeling that she 
needed to set her femininity aside in order to advance, as well as, forfeit any notions of 
having a baby, if she wanted to become a partner.  
Jocaste: I guess. I mean it wasn't -- I don't think it was terrible, um, I think 
one thing I felt that was, not to say problematic but I definitely felt 
uncomfortable about the relationship that I saw -- the relationships I saw 
developing between some of the, you know, female associates and the male 
partners because it seemed clear to me that those women benefited from 
that and I had no interest in going that route and I thought, well if I, if I 
did then my experience here would probably be better. I would have 
protection, I would have an ally but I just don't think that's a good idea. I 
don't want to do that. And I, you know, I don't think that was intentional at 
all but it was something that was very, very obvious. But otherwise I think 
it was definitely I think a good environment for women, again with the 
exception of the fact that you couldn't have a baby if you wanted to make 
partner and I felt, and this was just my personal opinion that I -- I felt I 
had to sort of put my femininity aside – 
 
Again, we see contradictory statements in how Jocaste describes the firm’s 
comfortableness with respect to women.  She begins with a hesitation, acknowledging 
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that it was not “terrible,” then continues with how the inappropriate relationships she 
witnessed between female associates and male partners made her feel uncomfortable.  
She then goes on to suggest that she does not believe that her lack of “protection” or 
“ally” was intentional.  Jocaste further reaffirms how the environment was “good” for 
women, except for the caveat that women could not have children if they aspired to be 
partners and that she had to push away her femininity.  Her entire statement goes back 
and forth like a pendulum, from one end to the other.  The daily micro-aggressions that 
Jocaste describes are examples of how color-blind frames manifest within gendered 
experiences.  The difficulty in naming the problem in elite white spaces is the dominant 
patriarchal and racial frame that operates to reinforce the status quo (Moore 2008; 
Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).   
The two partners in this study provide valuable insight into how they believe 
women may perceive their firms uncomfortable work spaces.  Rhebekka, a partner, 
believes that her firm is mildly comfortable for women and elaborates on how the 
existence of a boys club creates circles of exclusion that women are occasionally invited 
to enter for social events.  
Rhebekka: I think it’s a medium place to work, medium comfortability 
place to work. I think it's getting a little bit better. I mean, I think if you 
are a social, attractive girl then it's a good place to be a fourth-year 
associate. There is a bit of a boys club but like any good fraternity they'll 
let women in for a party. I still think however that there can - and it's 
beginning to be better because we have more women's programs and there 
are some women that are increasingly gaining more power around here, 
and more business and that always helps a - to level the playing field. 
There is still, gender discrimination is the wrong word for it - it's just this 
- because it's not as biased. It's just like this atmosphere of … little things 
like people will every now and then make comment on the fact that I'm 
unmarried but they don't make comments to 35-year-old men that are 
unmarried…Or like you'll get tasked with things your male counterparts 
never get tasked with because someone will come into town and they’ll 
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inexplicably ask you to plan the dinner. You know, just like softer things. 
But yeah, it's still there. Anyone that says it's not there is lying to 
themselves. But you learn how to navigate it. 
 
Rhebekka acknowledges the discrepancies in how male peers are not questioned about 
their marital status, where she will be met with questions about her personal 
circumstances.  Also, incidents where female associates would be asked to arrange social 
events such as dinners rather than male associates.  These all point to ways in which her 
firm feminizes particular tasks and expects female associates to take on that 
responsibility.  Rhebekka does acknowledge that as more women in the firm advance and 
gain power, there are programs directed towards female associates.  However, what is 
poignant about Rhebekka’s assessment of the firm is that there is a clear existence of 
male privilege.  Males are privileged over women.    
Another important example Rhebekka discusses is the discomfort that male 
partners and/or senior associates may have with female associates.  This discomfort 
generally translates into male partners not wanting to include female associates on 
projects where they would be alone with these women for extended periods of time, in 
hopes of avoiding any presumptions about their relationship with the female associate.  
For example, Rhebekka provides an example of a male partner suggesting to her that he 
had reservations about bringing a female associate on a business trip with him.   
Rhebekka: And I think men are more willing now to become mentors to 
young women but because this is such a gossipy and social place there are 
still some that are reluctant because they don’t want to go to dinner with 
young women all the time because of the reputational risk or you know, 
that type of thing. I even had one partner tell me, he was like thinking 
about not bringing a, a woman associate on a business trip which I told 
him was completely inappropriate. I was, I was like, no, like she should 
have the opportunity to go to the client, too. You’re concerned about how 
it looks but like if you’re a gentleman and she’s a lady like, you know. But 
I’m sure there are issues like that that never get expressed but that still 
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you know, manifest themselves.  
 
Rhebekka ends her statement by acknowledging that although she was able to tell this 
particular male partner directly that it would be inappropriate to deny the female 
associate this opportunity, there is a serious belief that this type of thinking may be 
common and not openly addressed. 
Xena, a partner, discusses two reasons that she believes the firm creates an 
uncomfortable environment for women.  The first is the lack of tact managing work/life 
balance issues that come up for women with children.  The other issue Xena describes is 
the gender disparity with regard to income.  As previously discussed, the third wave of 
the AJD study found that women’s salaries continued to be at a disadvantage in 
comparison to their male counterparts, with income disparity increasing to 20 percent in 
2012.81   
Xena: They [the firm] actually have a very poor track record in dealing 
with women who have children and who strive for what people call 
work/life balance, exceedingly poor . . . Something else that exists aside 
from the problem I've just stated is parity in salaries and that's something 
that doesn't, it doesn't necessarily thicken the air in the office, right, it 
doesn't make for an uncomfortable office experience, but it can make one 
feel uncomfortable in the firm when you get wind of these rings that are 
seen as being unfair treatment for -- you know, between women and 
similarly situated men. So in those two respects I think the firm is 
uncomfortable for women. 
 
Xena’s personal anecdote about income disparity accentuates the statistical findings the 
AJD study uncovered.  Moreover, this section uncovered the various ways in which the 
respondents’ firms are comfortable or uncomfortable work places for women.  Although 
there were contradictions in some respondents’ responses with regard to directly 
addressing their gendered and racialized experiences, we find that there are everyday 
                                                 
81 After the JD III: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers, page 67 
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micro-aggressions that make the firm an uncomfortable environment for women. 
Both overt or subtle gender barriers started to appear throughout the interviews 
when discussing how gender affects the particular experiences of these black female 
lawyers.  The respondents primarily focused on perceptions of being women in the 
corporate law firm environment and four major themes emerged: (1) 
Reliability/Commitment; (2) Exclusion from Social Events/Boys Club; (3) Differences in 
Reviewing Male and Female Work; and (4) Differences in Male and Female Work/Life 
Expectations.  
Reliability/Commitment  
With respect to reliability and commitment, a number of respondents cited the 
notion that women were not viewed as reliable as men; particularly because of the 
possibility that they might get married and want to have children in the future.  Getting 
married and deciding to have children is seen as a way to pull female lawyers away from 
their primary responsibility of being an attorney.  Related to this assumption is the idea 
that if women decide to have children, it automatically suggests to the firm that they are 
not serious about their work and that they are not fully committed to the firm; therefore, 
they should no longer be considered on the partner track.  The following responses reflect 
the respondents’ beliefs that there are subtle ways that gender creates barriers to their 
professional development and advancement.  
Several respondents give examples of female associates who begin to find that 
they are no longer receiving the types of assignments they once did previous to getting 
married or having children.  The general consensus amongst the respondents is that 
women with children are viewed differently from women without children, and men as a 
whole.  The perception is that they are viewed as less reliable because they have children 
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or anticipate having children.  In the following example Iris, counsel at Elite Firm 2, 
illustrates the ways in which female associates are disadvantaged by their decisions to 
start families prior to making partner.  
Iris: I think definitely with women especially, married women or women 
who are just about engaged, is the idea of, okay, that means they are 
already going off the career path. So it's the types of assignments they get, 
it's inclusiveness in putting them in front of clients or bringing them to . . . 
client-development events. So whether it's pitches for new clients, because 
that’s an important way to put them not just in front of these new clients 
who might not become clients, but in front of other partners who are there 
making the pitch. So that's an important way and I think sometimes when 
women get married or at least have the first child that you start to see 
them sort of change that. 
 
Getting married or having children is a signal that being a lawyer is not a priority to the 
dominant patriarchal structure that exists in white elite institutions (Moore 2008). Iris 
suggests that once women decide to get married, they are somehow viewed as going off 
the partnership track and as a result, these female associates are slowly pulled away from 
clients and transitioned off of substantive deals. 
Bethania, an 11th year associate, for example believes that her experiences are 
shaped by both her gender and race, and this actively disadvantages her in the firm.  She 
describes her experience having a child during the same time a similarly situated white 
male peer was having a child.  
Bethania: I know that one associate said that when she got married she 
started getting kind of phased out of important roles in her cases because 
the partner thought she was going to have a baby and leave for a while 
which is so ridiculous. They can’t rely on us the same way they can rely on 
someone who, a male or like a woman without a kid. Just as being less 
reliable, right? Regardless of what you do. If you’re a woman. I don’t 
think it applies to the guys. It actually almost works in the opposite for the 
guys. Because I think then they think you need a job . . . we can exploit you 
now. 
 
Bethania, who believes she was in the same position as the white male associate felt that 
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she was not valued like the male associate.  Although they were the same year, both 
worked hard and were in competition.  He became counsel after having a child while she 
continued to be passed up.  This illustrates the ways in which gender acts to confer 
benefits on associates that fit within the dominant group.  However, I would also argue 
that the intersection of Bethania’s racial and gender identities are both salient in this 
particular example.  The white racial frame operates to advantage the dominant group, as 
well as the patriarchal structure in place. 
Bethania provides another poignant example of how women with children face 
obstacles in their development and advancement opportunity because of the perception 
that they are no longer committed to their work.   
Bethania: There was another incident where we were working [she and 
partner]. I was working really late hours and mostly when I came back 
from maternity leave, I came full time but I said I want to be home by 
7:30pm so I can give my daughter her bath and then I’ll be back online 
around 9:00pm, right. So that was the pattern, especially when she was 
tiny. And so I would invariably end up working like — 9:00pm to 2:00 
a.m. And so he [the partner] started getting documents and this is the first 
time we’re working together and he started getting documents really late 
at night so he said, he’s like “Let’s have coffee on Friday, I want to make 
sure I understand your work habits.” I was like, okay. So we sit down for 
coffee and he was like, you know, “I know you have a husband at home 
and, you know, it’s totally okay if you’re just here for a paycheck but I 
just, I want to understand kind of what’s going on so I can set my 
expectations.” I was like: who has a baby, comes back to work full time, 
like I was annualizing 3,000 hours; for a paycheck. And my husband 
works on Wall Street. I don’t need to be here. I was so offended. But, and 
again, I thought it was race because . . . it was just so bizarre.  
 
Bethania describes an incident with a partner who questions her commitment and asks for 
clarification on her goals in order to set his expectations accordingly. Bethania views this 
partner’s need for clarification of her commitment as an affront to the hard work she put 
into her professional work and continued commitment to the firm after having her child.  
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Bethania believes that this clarification of commitment is not required on male associates 
who are similarly situated, illustrating the ways in which white male dominated spaces 
work to disadvantage women (Moore 2008).  
Delia, a fifth year associate, talks about how she perceives the experiences of 
associates who do not have children.  She acknowledges that female associates who 
decide to have children are disadvantaged in the partnership track because of the time 
they take during their maternity leave.  As a result, this often leads to various issues 
related to skill development that is hindered because of their absence.   
Delia: If you were on partnership track, you’ll be delayed in the time that 
you were out [on maternity leave]. It also hampers your client 
relationships of course,  . . . you leaving the client for six months . . . a lot 
of our clients are males as well and I don’t know how they perceive you 
leaving again and again for maternity leave. It also stalls your 
development, your learning curve as an associate. I guess maybe the 
associates, the male associates, or female associates left behind kind of 
say, like, we were here the whole time, slugging it out and you left and you 
know, you had six months off. They kind of maybe feel resentment in that 
respect because some… some females do hold off. It’s like a personal 
choice. And then it also, you kind of just, you leave off, you kind of lose 
deal continuity because you leave off a deal and you kind of have to, just 
like a whole process in transitioning that and you’re not available for six 
months, no one knows what’s going on - on this thing and you kind of lose 
that client tie like I said; and it just… just causes disruption. It’s not 
convenient.  
 
Also, Delia and other respondents suggest that clients may develop negative sentiments 
towards associates that take leaves while working closely on their transactions, breaking 
the continuity of deal work and flow.  Again, this reflects the ways in which white male 
dominated institutions exert control and power over female associates, and in particular 
female associates of color.  The firm attempts to maintain the impression that clients and 
client work is the firm’s top priority and concern, therefore women who go on leave to 
have children may face issues with respect to the firms’ perception about their 
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commitment to the client and firm.  As illustrated by several respondent responses, being 
a black female lawyer in a white male dominated space, with patriarchal structures and 
racialized social systems in place, create disadvantages to their opportunities for 
advancement (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  
Furthermore, Delia points out another important point about how many women 
chose to delay having children until after they make partner in order to avoid being 
pushed off the partnership track.  There is also the belief that women who are single with 
kids, or who are single without kids tend to be excluded and or talked about by others.  
Delia: So I can see that . . . it is acceptable and partners do, people do 
make partner and, and pursue this track. Most of the female partners I see 
here I think had their first kid after they were already partner, just by their 
age and how old their kids are and, it also is not s-- perceived as well 
when you’re a single person or your marriage, your marital status is like 
uncertain and you’re a female and you have a kid and, that I think is 
whispered about here at the firm . . .   
 
Delia suggests in her response that the firms moral policing, in terms of what is viewed as 
a proper “fit” within the culture, including personal choices, have an impact on the 
perceptions of the associates.  For example, women whose marital status is questionable 
may become the subject of negative rumors and negative labeling that have real 
consequences to their professional success (Link and Phelan 2001). 
In the following response, Iris indicates that women who are single may also face 
being ostracized from social activities because they do not fit within conventional 
expectations of womanhood by getting married and having children.  
Iris: I think gender may be [a problem] for a woman who’s not married, 
so a single woman who’s not married and does not have kids, I think is 
treated differently and is sort of discounted as being someone who sort of 
has a full life that you need to consider than someone who’s married and 
has kids. So I think there is, and there’s a lot of women here . . . the more 
senior they get who are not married and don’t have kids. So I think they 
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feel that there’s a bit of a difference. And I think that part – that comes to 
sort of part of the inclusion of things as they feel more comfortable. Oh, 
let’s go out to lunch, let’s go out to – you know, dinners with people. It’s 
like, “oh let’s invite people who are married and have kids because of 
course we’ll talk about that”—with you know with this one particular 
client. “But what are we going to do with this one single you know 45-
year-old woman . . . What are we going to talk about with them?” 
 
Iris’ response explains the way that gender operates within male-dominated spaces to 
create particular obstacles for women in the firm.  Whether female associates decide to 
have families or remain single, they risk being excluded and removed from partnership 
tracks.  Women encounter a double standard, that men do not face, manifested in unfair 
treatment based on their decisions to remain single or start a family. 
Additionally, Nikoleta provides another interesting perspective noting that women 
who chose to follow more traditional paths to partnership are more likely to become 
successful.  In this case traditional refers to keeping within the firm’s unspoken, but 
suggested plan of not disrupting client work by having children prior to obtaining 
partnership.  Essentially, if women decide to deviate from this traditional path, their 
partnership track dreams are often thwarted.  Most women who become partners tend to 
have their children after making partner.  
Nikoleta: I think that if you're willing to do the traditional, what they view 
as the traditional way of making partner, I do think a man or woman can, 
can get support in being partner. Now once you start varying from that, 
things start to change and what I mean from varying from that is you start 
to have kids, you start to do those types of things, then now it's wobbly, 
right? If you get married, like the men, they -- you know, they get married, 
they go away for you know, three weeks on their honeymoon, they come 
back, it's kind of no big deal. But -- and the women can do that too. You 
can go get married, go on a honeymoon and you come back, it's no big 
deal. But I do think that once you start having kids [there is a change] . . . 
There are female partners who after becoming partner have had children 
and that is more typical, and not just you know, their first year after 




Nikoleta does provide us with an exception to this notion, indicating that her firm, Elite 
Firm 5, recently made a female partner who had four children as an associate at the firm.  
However, Nikoleta acknowledges that the circumstances under which this woman made 
partner were different from previous partnership decisions.  The firm recently introduced 
non-equity partnership for the first time and therefore this particular female associate was 
made a non-equity partner.  The caveat here is that as a non-equity partner she is paid a 
salary and is granted limited voting rights with respect to firm operations.  Equity 
partners, on the contrary, own a stake in the firm and have a greater say in its operation, 
as well as sharing in the profit and losses.  
Xena, a partner discusses the ways in which male and female lawyers are treated 
differently once they decide to have families.  She acknowledges that men, unlike 
women, are looked upon favorably once they decide to get married and start their 
families.  Although both men and women begin to feel similar pressures, and it may not 
exactly occur at the same juncture in their lives; both may experience societal pressures 
to conform to traditional life stages.  However, as described previously by several 
respondents, once women decide to get married and start a family, they are no longer 
viewed as reliable and committed to their work.  Men, on the other hand, are viewed as 
becoming mature, thereby gaining respect that may often translate into professional 
development and opportunity.  Xena also implies that the firm appears to internally 
encourage and support male associates that have families to safeguard that they are able 
to care for them.  She illustrates this double standard that women face in law firms.   
Xena: The males, you know, they have kids -- for men, it's a totally 
different calculus. So they have that same life pressure right around 30, 
they are having kids and getting married and all that other stuff but for 
every step a man takes toward building a life outside of work, more 
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importantly a life that they will have to support, the more support he gets 
internally to ensure that he'll be able to keep the job that allows him to 
support that outside life. Think about it. There is no president who’s single 
. . . There is no man in power who’s single with no family, not a one . . . 
there is this expectation that you as a man mature and have a family, even 
the gay ones, right? And I've seen this play out in my firm, that you mature 
and you – before marriage legal, you get together and you have this long-
term committed relationship and you buy a house or apartment and all 
that other stuff. There is an expectation. But for women it's like, the same 
desire to do those things are there but the impact it has on our, on our 
professional development and advancement is completely -- it's, it’s the 
direct opposite to what it does for men. For men it's like oh, yeah, he 
really is committed, he's responsible. For women it's like well, you know 
she's not -- her mind is not going to be in it, she doesn't even want to work 
anymore, she’s going to want to do this and she'll be out and what about 
childcare issues and all this other stuff. 
 
 What most of the respondents are finding in this section is that women who chose 
to get married and have children are slowly being transitioned away from substantive 
assignments that would allow them to develop their practical lawyering skills, but also 
their social soft skills.  Because firms may now look at women who are having children 
as unreliable and less committed to their work.  As a result, the firm often clears the path, 
leaving them off the partnership track as a result.  This is a mechanism of the patriarchal 
structure of elite law firms and how it operates to reinforce and maintain white male 
privilege and dominance.  
Exclusion from Social or Work-Related Events - The Presence of a Boys’ Club  
Another common response from respondents was that as women, they faced the 
possibility of being excluded from traditionally male-centered social activities, such as 
attending sports events with clients, partners and senior associates.  Fifteen out of the 
twenty respondents acknowledged that they believed their firms either have a boys’ club 
or have male partners that chose to work exclusively with male associates, often 
excluding women.  The exclusion of women from social and professional networks that 
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have a direct affect on their ability to advance in elite law firms is another example of 
how the white patriarchal structure operates to maintain white male privilege and power.  
Unlike affinity groups that develop to help address barriers and other issues facing 
marginalized individuals such as women, African Americans, Asians, Hispanics etc., the 
boys’ club is an unofficial affinity group for white men.  In business, “the proverbial 
boys’ club is a powerful circle of men, usually white, whose connections and alliances 
help advance them within an organization or silo” (Segal 2010:1).  Below are several 
responses in relation to the respondents’ views on the existence of a boys’ club and how 
this affects their everyday interactions and advancement prospects.     
Chloe suggests that although there may not be an official “boys club,” there is 
certainly the belief that the male associates and partners get together socially, either as a 
group or with clients, and that these gatherings often exclude women lawyers.  
Chloe: Yeah, there’s nothing official but, yeah, I guess men go to – out for 
drinks more, male associates and male partners. They do that more 
frequently or they go out to lunch more, especially with clients . . . that is 
something that does come up. Going to sporting events, basketball games.  
 
Rhebekka, a partner, acknowledges that a boys club does exist in her firm, but women are 
always welcome to the party, stating: “There is a bit of a boys’ club but like any good 
fraternity they'll let women in for a party.”  Fotoula, a fifth year associate, uses sarcasm 
to express her opinion about the existence of a boys’ club.  She lists several examples of 
how male associates and partners interact, often excluding women.  
Fotoula: Yeah, sometimes would they go on kind of like, recruiting 
lunches, take only guys to like steak restaurants, like Peter Luger’s - like 
those fancy – yes . . . sometimes will they take them to sports stuff?  There 
was some old boys’ club kind of thing happening in the corporate finance 





Gia, also a fifth year associate, acknowledges that a boys club can exist in some practice 
groups and not others.  She suggests that these types of groups are usually found in the 
Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) department where there are customarily banking 
transactions, leading to more interaction with investment bankers and finance groups.  
Gia acknowledges that she would often get wind of social sporting events that women 
were excluded from attending.  
Gia: It varies by practice group . . . if you look at M&A, and there's like a 
deal team which are more traditionally like the investment banking type 
sort of environment, there is, -- you'll overhear a conversation: oh, yeah, 
we went golfing, so-and-so, this partner and I went -- and like women 
aren't a part of that conversation so yeah, there is that socializing outside 
of work that women aren't necessarily a part of. 
 
Kallisto, a sixth year associate, expresses similar sentiments as Gia, stating that a boys’ 
club was more likely found within a particular practice groups. And again, M&A appears 
to take the lead on having an established boys’ club.  
Kallisto: Yes, not in my department. I felt certain departments were very 
much boys’ clubs and I avoided those departments. The M&A group was 
very much known as a, a boys’ club and people felt very uncomfortable in 
that group. 
 
Jocaste, a fifth year associate, recounts how she felt very uncomfortable around the 
“boys’ club” men.  She acknowledged that usually she is able to “fit in” quite well with 
males because of her own personal interests in sports and socially engaging.  However, 
with this particular group of males, she was unable to find common ground where she 
could relate to them and their experiences.  Although she could not relate to this 
particular group of male associates, she was able to relate to another group of males, that 
coincidentally were not on the partnership track.  
Jocaste: Let’s start with the boys’ club notion. I think there was that. And 
it was – and within corporate it was a, a group that, they worked together, 
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they hung out together and on occasion I’d work on – I’d worked on deals 
with this group and I remember thinking – and I, I happened to be very 
much a guys’ girl. I talk sports all the time, I’m very – I hang out with men 
a lot and I’m fine in those situations; I like them a lot. But these guys – I 
felt very uncomfortable with this whole group, just very – they just had 
these, I don’t know, such a different experience. I couldn’t relate to them 
on any level. I don’t play golf nor do I care to. I don’t have a country 
home. I don’t have a wife at home who takes care of all my business, that 
was one thing that I think was very annoying to a lot of us women . . . But I 
meant that’s kind of just reality but you know, the boys’ club stuff, it-- it’s 
interesting because I did fit in with another group of males but they were 
not guys who were going to make partner. Not that they were outcasts, 
they were just different people and they were just much more down to 
earth . . . And I think there’s some men who’ve felt, okay, I have to, I have 
to get in with this group, I have to adopt this, I have to act like I like these 
things and I would watch that a little bit. 
 
Jocaste felt that the men who were not on the partnership track were more readily 
accessible in terms of relating to others.  She brings up an interesting point about how 
certain males who want to be included in the partnership track must join the boys’ club 
and inevitably become unapproachable to others.  This exclusivity is a reflection of 
historical forms of exclusion within white institutional spaces by white males.  As Moore 
(2008) discussed with law schools, other white institutions, such as law firms, were only 
available to white men with affluence and the modern boys’ club is a reflection of that 
standard. 
Several respondent responses acknowledge that there appears to be a boys’ club at 
their firm, but they believe that it may not be intentional.  In acknowledging the existence 
of a boys’ club, and then asserting that it may not be intentional, almost sends the 
message that it is acceptable.  The benefits bestowed upon men who are a part of the boys 
club automatically disadvantages women in the process of developing and nurturing 
organic relationships with partners.  This exclusion from social activities, professional 
assignments and events, would lead to both soft skill and practical work skill deficits for 
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women, and any other groups excluded from the boys’ club network.  By not being 
invited to attend events, or by only centering activities in spaces that would make women 
and women of color uncomfortable, it allows for the denial of access to networking and 
opportunity that develops in these circles.  Similar to Moore’s (2008) findings with law 
students of color who were forced to attend social events at all white spaces, we find that 
black female lawyers, as well as other female lawyers, find it uncomfortable to be in 
particular male-centered spaces.    
Lydia for example, a third year associate, describes the boys’ club as influential 
partners working with a select group of male associates, invariably excluding women 
from the group unintentionally.  I think this way of looking at the social construct within 
the firm is problematic because it takes the burden off of the partners who are excluding 
women from the picture – regardless of whether we perceive it as being intentional or 
unintentional.  The unintentional habits of partners are causing a great deal of unbalance 
with respect to opportunity amongst associates that do not fit into the boys’ club.  The 
point is that it is happening and as a result women are being left out of the professional 
development and networking loops.   
Lydia: . . . particularly in my group, there is, they are -- it's a big group so 
there are different factions and so there is definitely a boy’s club within 
the group and I'm sure that's the same in other groups too . . . So there is a 
group where it’s some of the top men in the group, top revenue generators 
who and then they have their group of favorite associate males and they’re 
all men who they work with all the time – and so figuring out how to break 
into that isn’t really an easy task as, you know. Those people are able to 
operate without going through the normal channels of going through the 
staffing partners and doing the normal thing. And I don’t think they’re 
actively saying – you know, I don’t think it’s them intentionally excluding 
women but they aren’t trying to include them either – in the process. So I 
think you know it’s, it’s things like that that are… are missing. You know, 
there are definitely people at the firm who want to make the effort but, um, 





Athena also echoes Lydia’s sentiments that although women are often left out of certain 
activities and social events, she does not perceive it to be a deliberate act. 
Athena: I think there’s a boys’ club. I don’t think it is intentional. I don’t 
think it is as bad as anywhere. I mean, I don’t think it’s as bad as that 
term suggests but I do think that there are – I think that the men socialize 
amongst themselves a lot of times, not always, in a much freer way than 
they socialize with the women, and also a lot of the activities, for example, 
golf, I think are sometimes, limiting for women. 
 
Philomena on the other hand, was keen on expressing the fact that big law firms 
inevitably have a boys’ club because of the social factor that develops from working so 
closely with each other and clients.  However, Philomena acknowledges that she does not 
think the exclusion of women from the boys’ club is intentional.  The selection process is 
not done arbitrarily, with men more likely to be eased into the club once they develop the 
skills to maneuver within the firm politics.   Philomena blames the nature of large law 
firms for the existence of a boys’ club, which again, does not charge the firm to address 
the exclusion of women from this network, regardless of intent.  Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 
2014) and Moore (2008) emphasize that intent is irrelevant to the social outcomes of 
action.  Regardless of whether associates of color or white women are consciously or 
subconsciously excluded from the boys’ club, the effects of this exclusion create 
obstacles to their advancement. 
Philomena: I mean, it's big law. Big law is a boys’ club. I mean, if -- if 
clients want to go out for drinks, the first thing, they’ll reach out to the 
partner or associate, he's going to round up his boys, and then maybe if 
you're on a deal or if there's a specific reason to invite you he'll invite you 
but you know, and I don't -- I don't even think it's intentional. I just think 
that they -- it is a boys club and, and I just think that's how big law is 
especially in finance because the investment bankers, it's a boys club over 
there . . . I mean, men are men, so I think in a way it's -- it's easier for 




Additionally, Philomena’s response also acknowledges that an important part of boys’ 
club activities, which is connected to clients, centers on drinking.  As Wendy Leo Moore 
(2008) illustrates in law school students, drinking a big part of the experience in white 
spaces.  Law firms, like law schools and other white spaces, include a significant amount 
of drinking in their social activities.  Alcohol consumption is an integral part of the boys’ 
club. 
There are respondents who do not actually perceive that there is a boys’ club, and 
instead interpret the collective association of particular male associates and partners as a 
social group. Olympia, a third year associate, describes her perception stating: “I don't 
think that there is an old boys club but I do think that there are specific male partners 
that do tend to hang out, and know what each other like to drink in that type of thing.”  
Again, this goes back to my earlier argument that the respondents find it very difficult to 
name the problem with the firm when it relates to race and gender.  The insidious nature 
of firm culture that works to silence those affected by both the racialized social system 
and patriarchal structure is pervasive.   
 Sophie, a third year associate, responded to this inquiry in a manner that led me to 
believe that she felt deceived by the firm.  She describes how while summering at the 
firm, before accepting a full time associate position, the firm maintained an ideal 
impression of inclusion with respect to race, gender and other social categories.  
However, once Sophie began working at the firm as a full time associate, she learned that 
the firm was filled with nostalgic temperaments of past, particularly the old boys club. 
She was surprised to overhear conversations where partners reminisced about the “good 
old days” when women were secretaries and the men did the thinking work.    
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Sophie: [Elite Firm 5] - and this is not something that I realized before I 
came, is very much an old boys club and I know people say that about 
every firm but I think [Elite Firm 5] is really probably one of the last 
bastions of the old boys club and I think that they stick to it really, really 
well. I think they did a good job kind of covering up, covering it up over 
the summer but once you get there you see I mean it's -- it's kind of crazy 
because I came in prepared to kind of have to deal with issues in terms of 
my race but I was not expecting to deal with issues because I was a 
woman. I thought it we were past that in 2013. So that was really 
interesting. There were also times where you know, I would be around a 
partner during, let's say an outside work event and they would be talking 
about the good old days of the firm with the secretary's downstairs typing 
up notes and the men upstairs, the partners getting to, you know, write and 
think about things and smoke you know, because you were allowed to 
smoke in the building at that time . . . the partners seemed like they lost 
something in the good old days. And they would say these comments out 
loud regardless of who was around. 
 
 The existence of a boys’ club, no matter how normalized it may seem within a 
law firm, creates a sense of exclusion for women and men who are systematically left 
out.  The fact that the existence of a boys’ club is commonplace is a problem. What is 
problematic about the ways in which some of the respondents described their perceptions 
primarily focuses on the idea of intentionality.  Eduardo Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) and 
Wendy Leo Moore (2008) thoroughly argue that intentions are immaterial to the 
rationalization of social consequences.  Regardless of whether women are excluded 
deliberately or not, the fact remains that they are excluded.  This exclusion creates 
barriers to their potential for advancement because they are not exposed to the partners 
who have access to training and networking opportunities.   
Discrepancies in Developmental Feedback and Performance Reviews 
The annual performance review process at any firm can invoke feelings of 
nervousness and stress.  However, the expectation is that if an employee performs the 
responsibilities of their job satisfactorily the review process should be straightforward.  
The annual review is a time when constructive developmental feedback should be given 
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to improve the lawyers’ performance, as well as an opportunity for lawyers to also 
engage with senior management about their own progress and training concerns.  Several 
respondents within the study expressed specific critiques focusing on how women, 
particularly black women are reviewed.   
The belief that males are reviewed differently than females was cited numerous 
times through the course of the interviews conducted.  In the following responses, the 
respondents discuss how they believe women receive feedback in terms of development 
in a manner that disadvantages them.   The assumption that women are overly sensitive 
and display this behavior by crying may lead some partners to act differently when in a 
position to give critical assessments of female lawyers’ work.   Some male partners may 
actually subscribe to this assumption or use it as a strategy against female associates.   
Essentially, the perception is that men are afraid of how women will react and therefore 
they do not provide women with candid evaluations of their performance.  By not doing 
so, this inevitably disadvantages women because if they do not receive critical feedback, 
they may not be able to learn and develop their craft, as compared to male associates who 
are given candid feedback about their performances.  Chloe, a third year, elaborates on 
her view that men feel uncomfortable giving women feedback than men.   
Chloe: And then I guess the only other thing from women—women—
female development is that men as you know tend to feel less comfortable 
giving women feedback. I – you know, women do cry and, you know, here, 
and men, I’m sure men probably do cry, too, just because of the hours and 
like sometimes you’re frustrated and, I’ve had some colleagues here who 
are crying so I think in that respect men might not feel as comfortable 
criticizing or giving critique, honest critique to a woman, especially 
probably a woman of color because they don’t know how they will react. 
 
Although Chloe acknowledges that the law firm environment puts immense pressure on 
both men and women, and the result of this pressure may culminate in emotional 
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responses, women tend to be the ones punished for having this emotional reaction.  
Hanna, a fifth year associate, discusses how feedback and the lack of constructive 
feedback played a role in her diminished opportunities for advancement.  Because she 
understands feedback to be part of the learning process, the lack of constructive feedback 
actually serves as a handicap because you are unable to access your own progress.    
Hanna: . . . because being a lawyer is an apprentice business, you're 
looking at various stages of your career for feedback of what you do well 
and what you need to get more of, how you need to grow, and we get such 
piss-poor feedback that it's very difficult for you to actually really even 
evaluate your own skill set. 
 
Lydia, a third year, elaborates on how a black partner at her firm warned a group 
of black female lawyers about how they react towards partner critiques.  In this case, the 
black partner warned the associates about reacting towards white male partner critiques, 
regardless of whether it is positive or negative.  The black male partner informs them that 
the partners are afraid of the black female lawyers because of the potential for them to 
react emotionally and possibly accuse the partner of being racist based on the feedback 
they provide.  
Lydia: And actually one of the black male partners, who c – he’s very 
candid about things and he’ll have conversations with us and he talked 
about how particularly for like the black female associates, that, he said 
the firm, you know particularly a lot of the partners are just like afraid of 
us. Those were his words. He said that they’re just afraid that if they do 
the wrong thing or say the wrong thing we’re going to cry or get upset or, 
so they’re afraid to be too critical. You know, give the same criticism that 
they might give one of their . . . positive or constructive feedback they 
would give to one of their white male associates - that they are reluctant to 
give that kind of feedback to us because they’re afraid of the repercussions 
that either will—He was speaking specifically of black women because 
either we’ll, I don’t know, get emotional or we’ll say that they’re racist or 
who knows what we could possibly say.  So it’s little things like that that 
are beneficial to your development that we might not be getting because 




Lydia is certainly disadvantaged by the loss of potential growth that is stifled because 
white male partners are afraid to be candid about performance.  Essentially, black female 
lawyers face differential treatment which does not lead to equitable results in their 
professional development and at the same time, they are blamed for the way they are 
treated.   
Further examples of how partner feedback can either help or hinder a lawyers 
career is illustrated in the experiences of Hanna.  Referring to a negative annual 
performance review she received, Hanna strongly believes that race was an essential part 
of her overall experience at her law firm.  Citing multiple incidents, she discusses the 
ways in which she felt the firm, as a whole, and individual partners specifically, were 
negligent in dealing with both the subtle and overt forms of racial discrimination she was 
subjected to.  For example, she recounts an incident where she was copied on an email 
from a client addressed to a senior associate (a white female) regarding documents the 
client was requesting from a deal that closed two years prior.  Hanna did not work on this 
deal.  The client copied Hanna on the email because at the time she was working on an 
unrelated transaction and was a regular contact for this particular client.  As it turns out, 
the senior associate never responded to the email.  Two weeks later the partner (white 
male) who led the original deal, reaches out to Hanna who is now on vacation and 
reprimands her for not responding and providing the documents to the client.  While on 
vacation, Hanna was forced to organize a paralegal to obtain the documents from the 
senior associate, who was in her office and had the documents all along, and prepare 
them for distribution directly to the client via email.  In Hanna’s response, she explains 
that she has never worked on any deals with the partner that reprimanded her, nor was 
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she ever in contact with him prior to this interaction and thereafter.  During Hannah’s 
annual review four months later, that partner (white male) provided a two page damaging 
negative review about her work performance that he insisted must be kept on record in 
her files.  
Hanna: I would go and sit in my reviews and I got very good reviews for 
the majority of the time that I was at the firm. I got two bad reviews, my 
last, my second-to-last review before I left both of which I don't think I 
would have been given had I been white. So let me give you the review. 
Both of them were people I had never worked with. Both of them were 
people I had never met. Never worked with, never met . . . About four 
months later [after the incident described above], I'm sitting in my review 
and this man [partner] has typed up a two-page scathing review about 
how I’m lazy, I go on vacation without responding to clients, how I have 
one of the biggest clients from the firm and they don't have the common 
decency to respond. He had to hunt me down in the middle of nowhere.  
 
To clarify, Hanna’s review was conducted by her department chair, who was also an 
unofficial partner mentor (white female) to her.  She describes how her partner mentor 
was shocked at receiving the written review about Hanna because it was unlike her to 
have such a negative interaction.  The mentor contacted the male partner to clarify 
whether this review was done in error or whether there was a misunderstanding.  Hanna 
continues: 
Hanna: [The letter review] So bad that the partner -- my partner mentor . 
. . was like, “I had to call him when I got this review because I have never 
heard anything like this said about you.” Now she and I had worked 
together on three deals. She said, “I had to call him to make sure that he 
had gotten your name right . . . this was shocking . . . he was adamant that 
it go in your file . . . I tried to explain to him based on what he'd said to me 
that I was sure that this was all a miscommunication” . . . long story short 
the guy was being totally unfair. But for all that, it still, it still came up in 
my review literally like four months later . . . I've been at this firm four 
years and I've never had a bad review. And then I get this crazy review, 
absolutely crazy review. And then I said to her [female partner], “it really 
is troubling to me that someone could actually even submit something like 
that without having to answer for it . . . do I take him to task?” And her 
comment was like, “I wouldn't bother because clearly this is something 
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that he feels so strongly about that he wants to, he wants to be engaged 
over this process, like he's incensed at this process.” 
 
After going through this review process, Hanna believed that she was targeted 
because of race.  She also felt powerless because the person that should have been her 
ally in this case, the female partner, was negligent in allowing this personally-driven 
negative review to be included in her file.  To Hanna, all the evidence points to a personal 
attack rather than a substantive critique about her performance.   
Hanna: I kept saying if I had been a white male, first of all he would never 
have been allowed to do it; they would've pulled it out, they would've 
pulled the client, they would've asked if I'd really offended the client and 
what they really would've done was suggested that I make amends for the 
client, right. So I started to say this isn't about business, right. If this were 
about business, then make me lie prostrate in front of this client because 
they are about money. But when it's just about someone I've never worked 
with, where there was no skin in the game, there was no money to be made 
or lost, they were just asking for something that they needed - and we 
make this big, huge deal about it, this is just about somebody's view about 
what the legal community should look like and I'm not a part of that. And 
that was very apparent to me and I kept having these experiences that 
were so glaringly disproportionate to the quality of the work that I was 
doing or, to any of the, the circumstances . . . That it was, it could not have 
been more apparent to me that this was an issue of gender and race 
because you do not become that enraged over something that small. 
 
Hanna believes that if she were white, she would not have experienced this type 
of gross and blatant disrespect to her character.  Particularly as she acknowledges that the 
senior associate (white female) that was responsible for the documents was never even 
questioned about her apparent negligence that led to this entire ordeal.  Hanna believes 
that because she is black, the partner that gave her a terrible review felt it within his rights 
to disparage her character and try to sabotage her reputation.  Perception about what a 
lawyer should look like and the stigmas attached to certain groups seem to resonate in 
Hanna’s experience.  She strongly believes that because of both her race and gender, she 
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was seen as an easy scapegoat for the partner (white male).  Hanna explicitly states that 
although her department chair and mentor knew that the incident was personally charged 
and prejudiced, she could not do anything to affect any change in the outcome.  Hanna’s 
experience reflects how the racialized social system within the firm allows for color-blind 
racist frames to operate.   
Bonilla-Silva’s ([2003] 2014) minimization of racism frame adequately explains 
the actions of Hanna’s partner mentor.  This partner mentor had the opportunity to 
address Hanna’s direct accusations by acknowledging that this was a racially biased 
incident on the part of the male partner.  However, she chose to ignore it, suggesting that 
Hanna move on from this incident.  Furthermore, the fact that the senior associate (white 
female) responsible for the original incident is not penalized or even recognized as 
having made a gross error supports how the white racial frame operates to protect 
individuals that are identified as part of the dominant group.  In “Changing Times For 
Black Professionals” (2011), Adia Harvey Wingfield elaborates on Joe R. Feagin’s 
concept of the white racial frame, stating that it “encompasses the stereotypes, sincere 
fictions, assumptions, and cognitive and emotional reactions that posit whites as morally 
and ethically superior to people of color (Wingfield 2011:12).  This senior associate 
(white female) is awarded the privilege of being excluded from the results of her direct 
actions, while Hanna is penalized for that mistake based on her racial group membership 
(Feagin[2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  The white male 
partner is able to exert his power and privilege over Hanna in the firm, thereby 
maintaining racial inequality and legitimizing white’s dominant position within the firm.   
Inequities in Work Assignment Allocation and Expectations 
The notion that women play a particular service role in the firm is a recurring 
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theme throughout several respondent responses.  Specifically, with regards to how 
gendered roles appear to be assigned.  For example, several respondents acknowledge 
that female associates would often times be given the task of organizing a meeting, 
dinner, or other social or professional events, getting the refreshments, making copies 
etc…  The issue is that instead of male associates being tasked to handle these types of 
details, this responsibility would usually be directed toward the female associate.  For 
instance, Xena, a partner, acknowledges that female associates tend to be assigned 
service tasks more often than male associates because of gender.    
Xena: . . . I think to a lesser extent, at least in my group although I guess 
it happens sometimes, is the way responsibilities are divvied out, who's 
responsible for sending out calendar invites, making sure that things are 
in place for the big meeting, stuff like that, I think female associates 
probably feel like they get the bulk of that type of work. 
 
By requesting female associates to take on traditionally gendered tasks, it creates a 
divisive distinction between male and female associates, reinforcing male privilege.  It 
also perpetuates stereotypes about women in the firm and maintains the patriarchal 
structure.  For example, Kallisto describes an incident with a male partner she was happy 
to work with that illustrates the subtle ways in which stereotypes about women creep out 
while working on assignments.     
Kallisto: I was on a deal one time with a partner who I absolutely loved. 
This partner, he was great and we're on the phone, we’re trying to reach 
council on the other side and he's like, “Oh, she's probably out just getting 
her nails done. Why is she not answering her phone?” And I thought to 
myself, if this was a male, he would never assume that the reason why this 
male is not answering this call is because of anything other than 
something being work-related. But for a woman, and this happened often 
and this is just a small example because this used to always happen with 
women on the other side of deals in positions of power, the partners would 
always assume that they were not responsive for superficial reason. But 
the males, it was because they were busy with other clients and they were 
just busy. They must be busy. And that bothered me so much. And it 
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happened often but when it happened with this partner it made me 
particularly upset because I was just like . . . even a good/bad situation it's 
still bad. It still stinks and I was just like, even the best of the partners here 
thinks of women subtly in a way that women in a position of power are 
dillydallying and off taking care of their kids; when I know clients have 
called you and you've asked me to redirect the call because you're on a 
roller coaster right now. So why are you assuming – 
 
Kallisto’s experience clearly illustrates how gender stereotypes, which effectively lead to 
negative labeling, can easily infiltrate how women are perceived in unexpected ways.  
Although she has an affinity for this partner, she was blindsided by his stereotypical 
assumptions about a female lawyer and how she spends her time.  The subtle nature of 
how gender discrimination permeates the firm environment is reflective of white male 
dominance.  Drawing on Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013) white racial frame, I 
agree that it works to benefit whites economically, educationally, politically, socially and 
occupationally; but I further suggest that males are privileged over women within this 
frame given the history of patriarchal structure in American society.  Therefore, it would 
be reasonable to assume that male privilege is embedded within the white racial frame, 
reinforcing white male’s dominant position in society.  This dynamic has been reflected 
in both the experiences of black female lawyers and in the anecdotal stories they provide 
of other female associates in their firms.    
Gendered Differences in Work/Life Balance Expectations 
In attempting to further understand how comfortable black female lawyers 
perceive their firm with respect to women, I continuously encountered dialogues about 
the gendered differences in work/life balance expectations the firm had for women versus 
men.  Several respondents stated that they did not believe the firm acknowledged the fact 
that there was a difference in work/like balance expectations between male and female 
lawyers.  Numerous interviewee responses suggest that unlike their male counterparts, 
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many female lawyers do not have someone else (a partner for example) that could ensure 
that their “home” was taken care of for them.  The men did not have to balance 
work/home expectations in the same way because most male lawyers had wives or 
girlfriends who could take on the daily responsibilities such as cooking; cleaning; getting 
dry-cleaning; doing laundry; grocery shopping – that the women still had to do.82  Jocaste 
describes how her firm did not acknowledge that female associates face particular 
challenges as compared to male associates in the balancing of work/life expectations.  
Jocaste: I don’t have a wife at home who takes care of all my business, 
that was one thing that I think was very annoying to a lot of us women. 
Because most of the – you know, men worked late and part—male 
partners assigned work be – and it was great that they got stuff done at 
home because they had a wife, wife at home who could take care of all 
their stuff, not a – like we don’t have wives. We’re the wives or we’re 
single or what have you, so laundry doesn’t get done, cooking doesn’t’ get 
done, bills don’t get paid – all of those things that they rely on their 
women – I hate saying that, but their wives to do. We just didn’t have the 
liberty and it was very frustrating because there was no recognition of the 
fact that, you know, women for better of for worse have this sort of double 
shift. We need to work but we also to the extent we have someone at home, 
we’re still in that role of wife, girlfriend, mother – whatever it is where we 
have things to do at home. There was no acknowledgment of that and not 
at the other firm I was at either. 
 
Essentially, the respondents recognize that they spend a significant amount of 
time at the firm, which does not afford them the luxury of doing very basic day-to-day 
errands to make their lives easier, unlike male lawyers who could rely on their wives or 
girlfriends.  The perception that there is a stark difference in the ways in which male 
lawyers and female lawyers stress over personal lives was a salient point for several 
interviewees.  Jocaste and other respondents mention the fact that once they leave work, 
their second-shift begins.  The argument that Jocaste makes is that female lawyers are 
                                                 
82 I acknowledge that these statements are heterosexist assumptions about men having women at home.  
The participants were speaking primarily within a heterosexist context, not including the possibility of men 
with male partners and women with female partners.  
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dually disadvantaged because they have to choose to either: (1) allow their personal lives 
to be negatively affected by the time constraints imposed on them as corporate lawyers 
working in large firms, thus neglecting their “home” work in order to build their 
reputation; or (2) allow their professional development to be deterred by their personal 
responsibilities, which may cause them to lose out on opportunities to advance and 
eventually leave the firm, like Xena’s friend.   
The gender prejudice in work/life balance expectations is a critical point for most 
of the study respondents because law firms do not take into consideration the fact that 
male and female associates do not operate on the same equal footing when managing 
personal and professional expectations.  Jocaste provides another detailed explanation of 
why female lawyers are disadvantaged.  She focuses on the lack of acknowledgement 
from the firm with respect to these differences and the impact that societal views have on 
how women are disadvantaged when it comes to occupational and personal expectations.  
Women and men are held at different standards and this is reflected in how female 
lawyers struggle to maintain a balance between work and life expectations.   
Jocaste: I mean – now, the thing that I think just that we talked about as 
women constantly was the sort of lack of recognition. Not that we were 
women but the fact that all of these men were working these crazy hours 
and had someone to take care of their stuff for them and we were expected 
to work the same hours, didn't have the support that they had and they had 
no concept of that. I think that just frustrated us because it was kind of 
like, “I can't get my dry cleaning.” “Well, why can't you get your dry 
cleaning?” “Because I'm here. Because I've been here for every single 
day and you don't understand that that's a problem.” Just there's no 
acknowledgment of that and you know, I think we all have expressed 
frustration with the fact that -- this is just societal -- that it's perfectly fine 
for a man not to be available because he's working. So if your boyfriend 
can't come to dinner with your parents because he's working everyone 
understands, but if you can't go to dinner with your boyfriend's parents 
because you're at work, that's a little -- people don't understand -- it is 
much. Oh, is she just going to work all the time? . . . in society but women 
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I think have to -- we just have more roles to play in a job working at one of 
these firms I think just doesn't allow us to really take on more than one 
role a lot of times. 
 
In line with Jocaste’s explanation, according to several respondents most male 
associates appear to not have to worry about how late they work and if it will negatively 
affect their personal relationships because of societies perception of male work habits and 
expectations as breadwinners.   For example, Athena, a third year associate, states that 
she has never encountered a conversation where a male attorney was discussing his 
concern over staying late and not being able to get home in time for familial 
responsibilities.  She echoes the sentiment that men may not have to worry about the 
damage that law firm work schedules have on personal relationships.   
Athena: No, never. I have never once in my life on—during an elevator 
conversation or in the cafeteria or one-on-one ever heard a male 
associate talk about their concern about getting home on time. 
 
Kallisto, a sixth year associate, also acknowledges that men are advantaged by a support 
system they have at home which is traditionally accepted.  Stay at home wives and 
mothers create an opportunity for men to gain access, because men may not be burdened 
with the everyday demands of running a household like single and married women.  
Thereby giving men access to working longer hours that would not necessarily jeopardize 
their personal relationships, and also possibly bringing them closer to partnership 
opportunities. 
Kallisto: . . .they [men] can rely on their wives to take care of the family 
life. The men -- their wives are having the babies and they are the 
breadwinners and they're making all the money and wives can stay home 
and stay home for you know, a year or more. They took care of that and 
they can still go to their meetings and do all the work and they can 
become partner. It's easier. 
 
Chloe, a third year associate, suggests that male lawyers may find it easier than 
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female lawyers to manage personal life expectations with law firm work expectations, 
because it is socially accepted for men to work long hours.  As such, some female 
lawyers may find that their partners may not be so accepting of their work schedule.  
Chloe gives an example of her friend, a female associate, who faced challenges working 
late hours because of how it affected her personal relationships.  Eventually, the rigorous 
hours led to her resignation. 
Chloe: I think men’s families, they… they expect that they’re making more 
money or that they’re working long hours. I don’t know. I don’t know how 
partners do— I don’t know how their wives do it actually because… 
because they’re never home and the partners’ wives are always with the 
kids alone. But men just seem to, it’s just like more of a given that men are 
going to be working hard and work long hours while women, the reverse 
is not necessarily true. You may not find someone or be married to 
someone who’s comfortable with that and I’ve had a friend here who left 
because her husband told her, you know, you need to leave this job, I 
never see you. She would come home and he’s getting ready to go to work 
in the morning, like… so it’s not seen as something that’s expected of 
women. 
 
Chloe further explains that the firm may not be supportive of women lawyers because of 
the work/life balance dilemma that puts pressure on their personal lives.  This idea that 
the demands of working in a large law firm often causes issues with respect to dating and 
managing relationships is a recurring theme amongst the respondent responses.  Finding 
meaningful personal relationships while working long and often strained hours is an 
important issue that several respondents raise during the interviews.  
Chloe: I don’t know if I’d say it’s supportive for women attorneys because 
of the work/life balance. We work crazy hours. People here are very 
friendly, very nice, but the work is intense. The firm has been very busy 
since I’ve started in 2010, and so we’ve just always been working very, 
very long hours. And in that way, I don’t think it’s conducive to females’ 
working work style. For example, the two black female counsel I know, I 
think they’re both single and they’re much older than me. And I don’t 
think it’s conducive to me, you know, finding someone if I’m always in the 
office or just learn-—long-term growth in that way. Most of the females, 
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like I said, a lot of my friends have left already. And some of them were 
married, some of them weren’t married but it’s just not a sustainable 
lifestyle. 
 
Again we find that Chloe, like many other respondents, hesitate to name the problem 
when it is gender or race related.  Clearly the work/life balance dilemma is affecting 
Chloe’s and other respondents’ potential to find and develop romantic relationships, but 
she rationalizes her situation by explaining that the firm has been “very busy” and that 
“people here are very friendly.”  Chloe’s explanation is consistent with other respondents 
when they find it difficult to name the problem as either racialized or gendered.  There is 
an attempt to provide an individualistic explanation of the problem, but if we step back, 
we see that there are patterns, which suggest that race and/or gender have a significant 
affect on their experiences.   
Delia specifically wonders whether women have the same access to the personal 
support system that men have, particularly in terms of significant others at home that can 
manage the bulk of household responsibilities in order to allow them to focus on their 
professional development.   
Delia: A lot of these men, they have like stay-at-home wives or they have 
wives that like work 9:00-5:00, or you know, what have you and like that’s 
very, like that’s very helpful when you want to like, you know, when you’re 
working a 300, when you’re billing 300 hours in a particular month. And 
like, then the question becomes like how many women also have access to 
that sort of support system? Um, I don’t know how many actually do. 
Because most of the partners, I mean they do, they do have wives and 
some work and some don’t work but like no one, - quite often they’re not 
like, you know, also lawyers or, you know, in finance or something. 
 
Delia’s response suggests that women are disadvantaged because many may not have 
access to the type of social support system that allows them to commit to working the 
demanding hours that law firms require.  Although it is not guaranteed that the long hours 
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working at the firm allow an associate to advance; having a system in place relieves the 
pressures of personal responsibilities.  This gives one the opportunity to focus on 
professional development and gain further access to partners for mentoring and 
sponsorship. 
The respondents in this study acknowledge that for most women to be as 
successful as men, they would need to give up their personal lives until they make 
partner.  As discussed earlier, female lawyers tend to have children after making partner 
in order to avoid delays that may interfere with their professional development and 
resulting access to opportunity.  Fotoula describes how female partners in her firm had to 
make huge personal sacrifices in order to become partner, as opposed to what she 
witnessed with male partners.   
Fotoula: In terms of the people making partner while I was there, they 
were literally like workhorses like there's just no other word, you know. 
No children, usually no boyfriend, no husband, no nothing. I rarely saw 
the light of day. You know, and I -- and I say that and I think, I feel like 
that's in contrast to maybe some men's experiences, right. I feel like some 
men didn't have to be that extreme.  
 
Fotoula’s response strongly acknowledges that women are disproportionately burdened 
by law firm culture when compared to men.  She perceives that male lawyers do not have 
to make the type of extreme personal sacrifices women make in order to make partner.  
As discussed previously, white institutional spaces are embedded within a patriarchal 
structure that benefits males over females.  Law firms, traditional white male institutions, 
need to develop equitable policies that off-set the challenges women face trying to 
maintain satisfying personal lives while committing to their professional development.  
Jocaste echoes Fotoula’s sentiments arguing that unlike men, women have to 
almost make themselves appear completely disinterested in anything other than their 
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work.  Effectively, women have to maintain the impression that the firm is their priority 
over all other things in order to be successful.  The women that do take on this position 
are making huge sacrifices and taking risks with no guarantee that they will in fact be 
successful at making partner.  
Jocaste: I think women as far as I can tell can’t have any outside interests. 
Like you shouldn't be married, don't have a kid . . . I feel women have to 
demonstrate above and beyond that their number-one priority is the work. 
Men can get married, they can have families and that's not an issue. And I 
think I definitely saw this in a number of women who made partner or who 
were brought in as partner. I mean, it just -- I don't -- it just seemed like 
there were a lot of women who were single when they made partner and 
who, you know, worked all the time. And then there were women who were 
single and worked all the time who didn't make partner but it - it definitely 
seemed like a harder road. 
 
Philomena, a third year associate, talks about her experiences as a black female 
lawyer and how she fits within this dialogue.  She acknowledges that at this stage in her 
career she is not even contemplating personal desires with respect to dating or building a 
family due to the demands of working in a law firm as a black female. She describes that 
like all women, she is faced with the challenges of maintaining aesthetic appearances and 
being competitive.  She cites the President of Barnard College, Debora L. Spar’s 2013 
book, Wonder Women: Sex, Power, and the Quest for Perfection, as well as her 2013 
Glamour article, “Can Women Really Have it All;” which discusses the pressures that 
women have with respect to their personal and professional work/life balance and the 
need to be perfect in all aspects of their lives.   
The unrealistic attainment of perfection creates barriers for women, which is 
congruent to what Debora L. Spar brings to the forefront of the women in corporate 
dialogue that was spurred on by Anne-Marie Slaughter’s 2012 article in The Atlantic: 
“Why Women Still Can’t Have It All” and Sheryl Sandberg’s book Lean In: Women, 
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Work and the Will to Lead (2013).  Although, it is understood to a certain degree that 
these dialogues often excluded the experiences of women of color, the fact that women as 
a whole experience significant disadvantages in comparison to men is prevalent.  For 
example, the focus women must put into their physical appearance alone disadvantages 
women because of the time it takes away from the potential professional development 
and learning opportunities.   
Philomena: . . . I’m single, I'm not even worried about pregnancy and 
kids and like the familial issues that most people talk about when they 
have that conversation about like women and the law and why we’re 
leaving in droves. Sometimes it's literally just like I don't have the energy. 
Like it's just like it takes so much more energy for me to just compete with 
you on a very basic level . . . I think it's like that where the black male, 
black female kind of breakdown happens in some ways and then obviously 
there's like social stuff, . . . I think that's really basically what it comes 
down to. I think at least in my experience and even at [Elite Firm 9] 
though we only had one black male associate, . . . I think that's where their 
experience was easier because it's like apart from the skin color I can look 
the part, I can talk the part. And I think generally men don't have 
necessarily as much of a family responsibility that's on them because they 
are out being men, so as opposed to when you're a woman and then you're 
a black woman and then just, it just becomes like . . . exhausting and it's 
hard when you don't have someone to talk to or even when you talk to 
people about it . . . the conversation will be very negative, there's 
competition . . . Like just between the black women like we kind of all 
knew. It was like we are not competing against the rest of them, were 
competing against each other because they don't need all of us, they just 
need enough of us. 
 
As Wendy Leo Moore (2008) and Louwanda Evans and Moore (2015) illustrate in their 
research in elite law schools and the commercial aviation industry, people of color are 
burdened by the emotional labor they are forced to undertake to navigate the racialized 
social structure and ideologies embedded within white institutional spaces.  Philomena’s 
description illuminates how black female lawyers “experience an unequal distribution of 
emotional labor as a result of negotiating both everyday racial micro-aggressions and 
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dismissive ideologies that deny the relevance of race and racism” (Evans and Moore 
2015:439). 
The gendered differences in work/life balance expectations that women lawyers 
face create considerable advancement challenges, regardless of whether they choose to 
have families or not.  As illustrated by Jocaste, Athena, Kallisto, Chloe, Delia, Philomena 
and Fotoula’s experiences, women have an additional burden when trying to maintain 
professional and personal relationships as a result of the unrealistic expectations placed 
on them.  Although there is an imbalance in work and home dynamics that disadvantages 
women, the respondents argue that law firms impose the same work expectations on 
women lawyers as they do male lawyers.  The disparity between male and female role 
expectations further burdens women as they try to develop professionally, because 
women may not have the advantage of having a partner at home that can handle the day-
to-day maintenance of one’s personal life.  Ultimately, this reinforces male privilege in 
the firm.  
One respondent gives a detailed description of what she believes to be the 
gendered difference in networking and how the traditional landscape of the law firm is 
skewed in favor of men.  Philomena depicts an incident in which she acutely felt the 
pressures of being a female associate in a male-centered environment, where she risks the 
chance of appearing off putting to not only partners, but their wives and or girlfriends.  
This is especially the case if Philomena attempted to break away from traditional social 
divisions based on gender.  As Philomena describes, she was extremely uncomfortable in 
this situation.  Her decisions may be interpreted negatively by the partners, as well as, 
their wives.  
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Philomena: Another situation I personally encountered that actually 
made me so uncomfortable . . . the chair of our department has had last 
summer, a summer series and he'd invite a mix of partners and associates 
in the group with their significant others for their husbands or their 
spouses to his house . . . It was a small group dinner so that we could all 
mingle, get to know each other . . . And I just happen to end up in a group 
where I was the only female associate from here. So it was all male 
partners and male associates, right, and it was a barbecue. So what ended 
up happening was we get to the partner's house, I brought my boyfriend 
and everybody else brought their wives and their kids. And we get to the 
partner's house and the guys go out to the grill and they go grill and 
smoked cigars and the women all stayed inside. And they’re with the kids 
and we're watching the Olympics at the time, the Olympic trials. And at 
one point, I started getting real uncomfortable because I was like well, my 
boyfriend is out there with all of my coworkers, I'm in here with all of the 
wives and is this going to subconsciously make them kind of associate me 
with like -- you know and all the wives happen to of course have been 
former big lawyers who married partners and are bankers or along that 
line. But then I didn't feel necessarily comfortable going outside and 
joining them, and so it was -- it was that kind of moment where you're like, 
what am I supposed to do because I also don't want to be the person who 
like snubs my nose to the women and is like, I'm here to network so I'm 
going to go out and network. But that is kind of the point, I am here to . . . 
and I felt like well, that's sort of a missed opportunity and had I been a 
male associate I would've been out there and my wife or girlfriend would 
have been inside and you know, it's -- it's kind of like little things like that 
where you know, and part of that was me, too, because I didn't have 
another female associate with me to kind of follow her lead or to be like 
it’s two of us.  
 
 Philomena’s perception of this incident is important in trying to understand 
because she describes the underlying issues of being a female associate in a male 
dominated profession.  She was unable to make the choice that she so desperately wanted 
to make, in order to ensure that she too gets the same opportunities as the male associates 
attending that private partner event.  Philomena was left to determine whether leaving the 
wives and girlfriends group would make her appear as though she felt that she was better 
than them; or that she was eager to be around partners for self-serving purposes (keep in 
mind that this event was specifically organized for the associates to mingle with the 
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partners).  In this instance, deciding to leave the women’s group to join the men, or 
deciding to stay put left Philomena in a disadvantaged position as compared to the male 
associates that attended the event.  As a female associate, she was unable to benefit from 
the access the male associates had by virtue of her gender.  This nuanced experience 
details the dilemmas that women lawyers may face while trying to navigate law firms 
attempting to increase their opportunities for professional development and inclusivity.  
Furthermore, it illustrates Goffman’s (1959) presentation of self and the expectations of 
one role in society.  This incident forced Philomena to continuously play a role that she 
was uncomfortable playing in order to maintain the façade that would keep her in the 
good graces of the firm, vis-à-vis the partners’ wives and girlfriends.  
 This section outlines the challenges black female lawyers face with respect to 
their professional development, as well as the firms’ position in addressing some of these 
challenges.  Throughout the responses we clearly see the difficulty that several 
respondents have in naming the problems that they believe are race and gender based.  
While responding, some respondents attempt to come up with more individual reasoning, 
rather than a structural assessment of the firm, as a way of explaining their negative 
experiences.  The pattern that develops from the responses suggests that male privilege 
and white privilege play a role in determining access to opportunity.  Black female 
lawyers therefore are the least likely to have access to opportunities for professional 
development and advancement because law firms, white institutional spaces, operate 
utilizing a white racial frame that benefits whites and disadvantages people of color.  Law 
firms are also patriarchal structures that center on male dominance.   
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Obstacles to Advancement  
Corporate law firms are not an easy place for any individual to advance, 
regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, religious or political affiliations, or any 
other category used to identify people.  However, it is well documented that white males 
are promoted into the partnership at a higher rate than any other group, with white 
women coming in as the next largest demographic of partners. This section examines the 
obstacles black female lawyers encounter as they try to advance within the firms, 
focusing on: (1) Mentor and Sponsor Relationships; (2) Female Partners Advocates or 
Foes? (3) Quality vs. Quantity Billable vs. Non-billable Hours; (4) Training 
Opportunities; and (5) Troubling Gender and Race Incidents. 
Collegial Support 
 The discussion of mentors and sponsors cannot be understood without 
understanding how Joe R. Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 2006) theory of systemic racism is 
fundamental to the preservation of racial inequality; as well as, how the white racial 
frame operates to maintain white privilege and power in U.S. institutions and social 
structures.  It is critical to situate the discourse on mentors and sponsors in elite corporate 
law firms within the context of how racialized social structures function to benefit whites 
by reinforcing the dominant group ideology and maintaining the status quo.  For 
example, white racial framing of who is worthy of being mentored and sponsored has a 
negative affect on black female lawyers and their access to mentorship (Wingfield 2011).  
Because the white racial frame favors whites, while imposing “racial stereotypes; racial 
narratives and interpretations; racial images and language accents; racialized emotions; 
and inclinations to discriminate,” (Feagin [2000] 2010:60) black female lawyers are 
deprived of mentorship and sponsorship that would significantly increase their chances of 
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obtaining partnership.  
Support in the form of mentoring and sponsorship is critical to the advancement 
of all lawyers in law firms whether small, medium or large.  Every respondent in this 
study acknowledged that the support and mentorship of a partner was paramount to their 
success and potential of becoming a partner.  Although the terms mentor and sponsor can 
often times be used interchangeably within the corporate and legal fields, and particularly 
within law firms, mentorship and sponsorship are understood differently.  A mentor 
relationship is generally not as driven and focused as that of a sponsor relationship.  For 
example, mentors can have several mentees, while sponsors tend to focus on associates 
they consider to be rising “stars,” usually taking on only a few protégés for the grooming 
process (Abbott 2014).  Sylvia Anne Hewitt, an economist, provides a clear distinction 
between the two terms and describes their significance in the April 2013 New York 
Times article “Mentors are Good. Sponsors are Better.”  Hewitt states that “mentors act 
as a sounding board or a shoulder to cry on, offering advice as needed and support and 
guidance as requested; they expect very little in return” (Hewitt 2013:2).  
Some of the common functions of mentors are to introduce and acquaint the 
mentees to the organization, its institutional practices and culture, as well as, to act as an 
advisor on ways to navigate these practices.  In Ida O. Abbot’s 2014 book, Sponsoring 
Women: What Men Need to Know, she provides in-depth analysis that distinguish the 
particular roles and related functions associated with being a mentor.  These roles include 
being a host, teacher, advisor, facilitator, protector, coach, role model, sounding board, 
confidante, publicist, champion and catalyst.  Abbot distinguishes a mentor from a 
sponsor stating that mentors primarily focus on career development, while sponsors focus 
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on career advancement.  She distinguishes a sponsor, noting that a sponsor’s primary goal 
is to advance the career of their protégée, stating: “sponsorship is predicated on power 
and focuses on career advancement” (Abbott 2014: 15). 
While a mentor would like to have his or her mentee be successful, they are not 
proactively seeking ways to ensure this occurs (Abbot 2014).  The onus is on the mentee 
to seek out advice and interactions with the mentor.  Sponsors, on the other hand, are 
more invested in the development of the individual they choose to foster.  Hewitt states: 
Sponsors advocate on their protégés’ behalf, connecting them to important 
players and assignments. In doing so, they make themselves look good. 
And precisely because sponsors go out on a limb, they expect stellar 
performance and loyalty. A sponsor can lean in on a woman’s behalf, 
apprising others of her exceptional performance and keeping her on the 
fast track.       Hewitt 2013:2.   
 
A sponsor relationship is reciprocated in that the individual being sponsored must do her 
part to maintain a level of excellence that reflects positively on the sponsor, especially 
since they will be viewed and judged based on this relationship.  Moreover, reputations 
need to kept high.  
A sponsor plays a very important role in the career of a lawyer working to 
become a partner.  A sponsor is an advocate for the lawyer and most importantly, 
advocates on behalf of the lawyer to the partnership.  A sponsor can also do all the things 
outlined above that a mentor does; however, a sponsor also ensures that: (1) the lawyer 
obtains quality assignments that help to train her; (2) the lawyer engages with other 
senior associates and partners; and (3) the lawyer becomes visible to clients and helps her 
develop the necessary skills to be successful in the firm.  The sponsor puts his/her 
reputation on the line to help the lawyer advance, which is the key difference between a 
mentor and a sponsor.  Also, a sponsor relationship cannot be assigned like that of a 
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mentor relationship, it must develop organically in order to flourish.  Sponsors are critical 
to the success of any lawyer vying for partnership.  This relationship is based on mutual 
trust, of which the sponsor trusts that the protégé will meet their expectations and the 
protégé trusts that the sponsor will commit to helping her reach her desired goal of 
advancing (Abbott 2014).   
Female Partners Advocates or Foes  
 As previously noted, mentors can be anyone who has a little more experience or 
knowledge than the mentee, such as an associate or partner (Abbott 2014).  Mentors take 
an interest in the professional development and training that go into building an 
associate’s legal career; whereas sponsors focus on the advancement opportunities of 
their protégés.  Most of the respondents in this study inform us that developing 
mentorship and sponsorship relationships have been particularly challenging for them.  
Throughout the interviews, we find that several respondents acknowledge that although it 
has been difficult building relationships with white male partners, they are also 
confronted with the challenges of interacting with senior associates or partners who are 
women.  One interviewee believed that there is a feeling of antagonism that is driven by 
the notion that these female partners had to fight against gender barriers and a glass 
ceiling in order to be in the positions they are in today (Epstein 1981, 1995 & 1998).  As 
a result, the respondent perception is that since these partners had to endure the trials of 
gender prejudice and discrimination, they should be somewhat sympathetic to the issues 
that female lawyers today face towards advancement.  The following interviewee 
response portrays the perception that some female partners are not only unsupportive, but 
actively making the path more difficult for the younger generation of female lawyers 
trying to advance.  
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 Hanna, a fifth year associate, describes her experiences with some female 
partners, and particularly her perception of several white female partners who she 
believes were unsupportive of the younger generation of female associates attempting to 
navigate the partnership track.  Specifically, Hanna expounds on what she believed to be 
one of the reasons male partners back away from promoting women associates: the 
assumption and expectation that female partners would promote female associates.  
Hanna: Now, the gender piece, which was interesting to me was I – I’ve 
found that there was an, an antagonism between women who were a 
generation ahead who felt as if they’d done everything they did by 
themselves and so they were less likely to help us. But this is the 
conundrum . . . In order for the generation of women – white – who are 
now partners at law firms and managing partners, to get to where they 
were, a white man championed them, okay. As much as they want to think 
it was super, super hard and really, really difficult and nobody likes them, 
they would actually not be partners unless someone put their name up.  
 
Hanna’s response presumes that male partners are not championing women for 
partnership because of the presence of female partners.  Meaning that male partners now 
expect women to be the advocates for all female associates.  Building on this notion, the 
intersection of race and gender works to disadvantage black female lawyers even more 
so.  If black female lawyers are having an extremely difficult time forming organic 
mentor/sponsor relationships with male partners, and are experiencing difficulty forming 
these relationships with female partners (all of whom are presumably white), this 
significantly diminishes the pool of potential mentors/sponsors for black female 
associates.  
The competition amongst all associates is extremely intense, however, given the 
fact that women are dramatically outnumbered in partnership positions, there is an 
amplified sense of competition amongst the female associates.  They are vying for limited 
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partnership positions.  Hanna explains that based on her assessment of the female 
partners she worked with, there appeared to be a sense of competition between them and 
the female associates. Hanna explains that some white female partners felt threatened by 
the potential advancement of a female associate, because that may in some way affect 
their own success.  
 Hanna: And they have benefited so tremendously from civil rights but 
they have no interest in, in doing anything to further the struggle. Now 
that’s a sweepingly broad generalization but I make it based on a 
completely thoughtful analysis of the 12 female partners that were at the 
firm I was at for the 4 1/2 years I was there. Like, as deeply thoughtful 
around whether or not any of them could be an ally, whether or not any of 
them could be helpful, having gone to them and met with them, having 
offered to do work with the ones who were in my practice area,  . . . 
recognizing the extent to which many of them were old enough and far 
enough away from us that we were not in direct competition for their 
clients or their business -- all of those other things, right.  
 
Hanna continues her critiques of white female partners stating that they have 
benefited greatly from social movements that led to the advancement of women (Epstein 
1981), and yet many have not taken up the cause to help future generations.  Hanna urges 
that white women partners, because of their power status compared to most other women 
in legal, have an opportunity to affect the type of change that would facilitate the 
advancement of more female associates.  In particular, Hanna suggests that the cause of 
advancing women, which was once on the shoulders of male allies, has shifted by the 
assumption that women who are now situated in positions of power would take up this 
cause for female associates. 
Hanna: . . . until there are enough white women who give a damn about 
creating opportunities for women and recognizing that the legal 
profession has a whole lot of people, women of color, that are not their 
enemies and not their competition and that they can create a safe space 
for us, we won't have a safe space. And white men no longer do it because 
the expectation is that white women should or will, and they should and 
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they won't and they don't.  
 
Hanna suggests that the shift in expectations leaves many female associates, and 
particularly women of color, in a position where they are left to fend for themselves. 
Meaning that they are no longer able to rely on male allies nor can they be guaranteed the 
help of white female partners.  
Hanna: The, the strides in the legal community advance white women and 
there's really very little else or anyone else out there . . . [for the rest of 
us]. 
  
Hanna goes on to discuss what she views as the double standard that white female 
partners have engaged in when advising female associates about their career trajectories.  
In her experience, she has been advised to work hard and that her efforts will eventually 
be acknowledged, without waiting for “someone” to confer approval.  However, Hanna 
does not believe that this is the same path that many of the white female partners she has 
encountered actually experienced.  In her perception, there is no way that these female 
partners would have been in their partnership positions without the support of a sponsor 
or someone that championed them to the partnership. 
Hanna: I guess that's the comment that I make about white female 
partners now. They are revisionist about what their experience is, and the 
advice that they so often give us is just to work hard and you will be 
recognized. Don't wait for somebody to anoint you; you have to go take 
what you want in your career and I haven't found one of them yet, who 
actually had that as a guiding principle for the success that they've 
achieved. It's possible but I haven't met anybody whose career I couldn't 
look at that way.  
 
During the interviews, Sheryl Sandberg’s 2013 book, Lean In: Women, Work and 
the Will to Lead, was trending in all sectors of work.  Corporations, law firms, not-for-
profit organizations, political and academic sectors were engaging in the dialogue about 
the systemic gender inequality that women faced and the disproportionate amount of 
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women in positions of power.  As noted previously, Sandberg (2013) attributes the 
disparity in influence and advancement to the pervasive nature of gender inequality and 
traditional predispositions that women are faced with in our society.  However, she 
further argues that women can play an integral role in how their successes pan out. 
Sandberg encourages women to take a seat and lean in at the table where decisions are 
being made.  She urges that women should let their voices be heard.  Sandberg further 
advises women to choose companions that will support their endeavors and not give in to 
resigning their professional ambitions because of their personal desires to start a family 
or maintain their families.  Hanna suggests that Sandberg’s perspective is convenient 
given that her path to success was determined by the powerful mentor and sponsor 
relationship she developed in undergraduate school.  
Hanna: I put her book down [Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In] when I 
remembered who her mentor was coming out of Harvard . . . I almost said 
I don't want to finish reading it because I said everything that she's telling 
me can’t work minus that, right. She had a single really early relationship 
in her career at a time when she was smart, but not better than anybody . . 
. she was just an undergraduate coming out of Harvard and he saw 
something in her and he helped her and that relationship has been really 
critical for all of her career. 
 
Hanna expresses a strong sense of being excluded from the “lean in” movement as a 
woman of color.  She is unable to relate to the access that most white female associates 
are afforded because of their race (Wilkins and Gulati 1996).  Instead she must rely on 
trying to build relationships with individuals that may not necessarily see her as a 
potential candidate for advancement.   The white racial frame negatively stereotypes 
black female lawyers making them less attractive as potential mentees and protégés 
because of the historical ways in which black females have been viewed in American 
society (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013).  Racial stereotypes about intellectual 
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inferiority83, the white affirmative action narrative, the notion that black associates are 
not committed and will leave the firm and other prejudices, all work to disadvantage 
black female lawyers when partners are making decisions about whom to mentor and 
sponsor. 
 Alternatively, there were a couple of respondents that acknowledged they were 
able to form beneficial mentoring relationships with female partners who accessed their 
own experiences in terms of navigating work/life balance and future plans.  For example, 
Kallisto describes her relationship with a female partner whom she believed was able to 
relate to her and provide good advice about future plans.    
Kallisto: I became friendly with a female partner … we sort of found a 
really nice relationship, and I think she really liked working with female 
associates. She liked to talk about what our plans were, meaning – and 
basically our personal plans because she said, “Look, if you want to have 
a baby have it now because you know you’re getting older, I had so much 
trouble, – if this is important you’ve got to do it.” She was very honest 
about her time at the firm and the pros, the cons and sort of if you want to 
do something else you should really do it. She was wonderful because I 
think she recognized that not everyone wanted to do this kind of work and 
not everyone should…84 
 
 This section examines the ways in which the respondents viewed their 
experiences with female partners and how those relationships either helped their 
prospects for professional development and advancement, or hindered their ability to 
succeed.  Overall, the perceptions of female partners varied and this raises the question as 
to whether having gender similarity necessarily mean that female partners are obliged to 
devote their mentoring and sponsoring opportunities to female associates.  It is difficult to 
                                                 
83 In Women, Race & Class, Angela Y. Davis discussing black women’s perspective in relation to 
education and liberation notes that according to the prevailing racist ideology, “Black people were 
allegedly incapable of intellectual advancement.  After all, they had been chattel, naturally inferior as 
compared to white epitomes of humankind” (Davis [1981] 1983). 
84 This participant acknowledges that she has never had a similar dialogue with a male partner.  
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make this determination because the hope is that all partners would take on the cause of 
advancing female associates, associates of color, and groups that have been traditionally 
marginalized within law firms.  However, it would be remiss of this study to assume that 
shared commonalities such as gender, class, race, political affiliations etc. do not have 
any affect on the treatment of associates.  What is also clear is that law firms are 
inherently shaped by systemic racism.  Therefore, white racial framing, whether 
conscious or subconscious, operates to benefit whites, while disadvantaging non-whites.  
Fostering Mentor and Sponsor Relationships  
Ida B. Abbots’ (2004) research examines how sponsorship works to advance 
women lawyers.  Whether male or female, mentors can be anyone at the firm or outside 
the firm with more experience and knowledge than the mentee, such as a third year 
associate taking on the role of a mentor for a first or second year associate.  The third 
year associate will most likely not have as much experience, knowledge or power to 
influence the partnership into advancing the mentee based on his/her position.  Therefore, 
in order to be a sponsor one “must have sufficient organizational clout to make good 
things happen for the protégée” (Abbott 2014: 15), which is often a partner or high 
management position individual who is located internally.  Abbott summarizes the 
importance of a sponsor in developing, tracking and advancing the career of his/her 
protégée in the following:  
An Ambitious women needs a special kind of mentor who serves as a 
champion or sponsor.  A sponsor is a strong advocate who has power and 
influence to make that advocacy produce positive career results for you.  
A sponsor endorses your qualifications and takes risks on your behalf, 
arguing that you should move up to a higher compensation tier or urging 
that you are ready for equity partnership or a significant leadership 
position.  A sponsor alerts you to the opportunities and appoints you to 
key posts.  Sometimes they put their reputation on the line by calling in 
favors or putting pressure on colleagues for your benefit.  Sponsors may 
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not guarantee success, but they make it easier and improve your odds of 
receiving a coveted leadership appointment, a fatter paycheck or a new 
client.                   Abbott 2015:1. 
 
The black women I interviewed had different experiences in terms of whether 
they have colleagues, mainly partners, in the firm who have been supportive of their 
professional development and advancement.  While some respondents acknowledged that 
the firm had mentoring programs that paired them with specific individuals, others stated 
that they had to seek out mentorship relationship.  For example Elissa, a fifth year, 
confirmed that in her firm there was a formal diversity mentoring program that is used to 
pair diverse associates with partners.  This program organized a mentor-mentee training 
that she acknowledged was useful.  Through this program she was able to cultivate 
supportive relationships, particularly with a female partner who has helped her navigate 
the firm.  Similarly, Jocaste noted that her firm also had a formal mentoring program of 
which she was assigned a partner, but the relationship did not develop, stating: “I think 
they did [assign her a mentor]. And see, the fact that I can’t remember who that was 
means it didn’t work.” 
Although there may be formal mentoring programs in place, it does not 
necessarily mean that the associates are actually cultivating beneficial relationships.  
Through the interviews, many of the respondents stated that they felt supported by senior 
associates or partners.  Moreover, their responses about how they are being supported do 
not necessarily correspond with what we know to be the general roles and functions of 
mentors and sponsors (Abbott 2014).  For example, Gia a fifth year associate explains 
that although there is a formal mentoring program at her firm, there is also informal 
mentoring taking place.  She specifically describes this type of informal mentoring as 
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partners (primarily black) who from time to time reach out to her to inquire about her 
progress.  Yet this is not a mentorship relationship that will have a great impact.  
Although Gia may feel supported when receiving these calls, she is not receiving the 
substantive mentoring benefits such as being advised, taught, acquainted, or being 
protected (Abbott 2014).  Still these informal interactions do serve a purpose, as Gia 
describes.  These interactions make her feel more comfortable being in a space where 
there is the appearance of genuine concern for her well-being, whether it is professional 
or personal.  
Gia: Yeah definitely, formally and informally. Like there is a formal 
program and I have a partner mentor. But there's also an informal sort of 
thing where people will give you a call every now and then. The black 
partners of course, they’re always supportive.  It's an indirect sort of 
informal kind of relationship but, yeah, there's lots of partners of every 
race, female, male that will inquire, see how you're doing, stop by, that 
kind of thing. 
 
Gia’s experiences with black partners and associates are reflective of Wendy Leo 
Moore’s (2008) assessment of law students of color and how they relied on the 
community of color in law school to cope with the racism and everyday micro-
aggressions.  
Sophie’s experience with the formal mentoring program at her firm speaks to the 
disproportionate responsibility that some minority partners may face because of the 
shortage of partners of color.  She explains that the diverse partners were tasked with 
mentoring the diverse associates, which ultimately may have become too burdensome. 
This situation can easily be viewed as disadvantaging not only the diverse associates 
affected by the lack of partners of color, but the diverse partners as well, since they are 
obliged to dedicate a significant amount of time away from their practice in order to 
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mentor.   
Sophie: . . . you had a regular mentor, then you had the diverse mentor. 
But I think it became too much of a strain on . . . three, four diverse 
partners . . . they can't mentor all of us.  
 
As Moore (2008) and Evans and Moore (2015) suggest people of color are burdened by 
the amount of emotional labor exerted in order to navigate white institutional spaces.  As 
Sophie describes, diverse partners were burdened by the obligation that they were to 
mentor all associates of color.  This works in conjunction with Bonilla-Silva’s (2014) 
color-blind racist ideology, because it provides whites, through an abstract liberalism 
frame an escape from materially dealing with the lack of diversity in positions of power.  
The burden of mentoring the associates of color is left on the shoulders of minority 
partners, which further disadvantages them from the work required of a partner, and also 
disadvantages the associates of color because they do not get the quality time needed to 
develop. 
Since a good number of respondents in this study range from first to third year 
associates (8), their experiences with having support through the form of a mentor was 
still new and had the potential to develop.  The most important finding when discussing 
mentorship and sponsorship relationships in the firm is that a good number of 
respondents affirmed that they found it difficult to cultivate organic relationships with 
senior associates and partners.  The various reasons given were either reflective of the 
respondents’ perceptions of difference or what they believed to be the partners’ personal 
preferences.  However, the respondents are not seeing the way in which race and gender 
has a direct impact on their ability to form these organic relationships.   
Athena, a third year, acknowledged that she worked with two partners whom she 
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believed to be supportive of her progress and opportunities.  However, she did not view 
them as mentors. Given her response, we can see that she defines a mentor as someone 
that she can go to and confide in with regards to problems she may be facing at the firm.  
With one of the partners in particular, she distinguishes him from a mentor by stating that 
she believes he is actually more of a sponsor because she was uncomfortable sharing her 
concerns and issues with him.   
Athena: I don’t necessarily consider him to be a mentor because I, it’s not 
like I have like gone to him. He will always like – he has checked in from 
time to time, um, and I think that if I went to him and had something he 
would be helpful and I think that he’s more of a sponsor than necessarily a 
mentor just because I – I don’t feel a hundred percent comfortable, um, 
just discussing all my work woes with him. First of all he’s really busy, 
second of all he’s really important and third, I’ve heard that before he 
kind of started doing more management stuff he was like kind of a 
perfectionist and hard to work for and that made me not want to tell him if 
I’m having problems.  
 
Although Athena is hesitant in describing the relationship she has with a partner as a 
mentorship relationship, she also provides several reasons why she does not approach 
him as a mentor.  In several respondent responses, the interviewees attempt to rationalize 
why they do not have mentor and sponsorship relationships by using individual 
explanations.  Buying into the often-used argument that they do not have anything in 
common with white partners, diminishes the responsibility of the firm in addressing 
racial and gender issues, and allows for the continuous use of color-blind racist frames 
that perpetuate racial inequality (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).  If we step back from these 
individual explanations a bigger picture emerges.  One in which a pattern of how race and 
gender affect their experiences is clearly visible.   
Chloe, a third year associate, posits that the best relationships develop naturally. 
Currently, she believes that she is cultivating a mentor relationship with a partner that she 
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works with often and therefore considers him her mentor.  However, Chloe’s doubts of 
whether this partner actually considers her to be his mentee is clear in her response.  The 
question is, does having a good working rapport qualify that to being a mentorship 
relationship?  As Abbott (2014) suggests, there is a level of trust that develops between 
mentor and mentee, although not as strong as the level of trust that develops between a 
sponsor and a protégé.  Essentially, is Chloe reaching for a mentorship relationship that 
may not even be there?  
Chloe: I think the most—the best relationships come just naturally and 
there’s a partner I work with a lot who we have a good working 
relationship. He always wants to work with me on deals, he teaches me a 
lot and I think I would consider him my mentor. I don’t know if he 
considers me his mentee, but that’s just something that has developed and 
we have a good working relationship there. 
 
The lack of mentor or sponsor relationship in law firms signals to others that the associate 
is not worth the time and effort that is required to develop these types of relationships.  
Not having a mentor or sponsor makes an associate vulnerable to receiving bad 
assignments, negative reviews, and being excluded from networking internally or outside 
the firm with clients, all of which may inevitably lead to eventual dismissal.  Black 
female lawyers especially, are susceptible to these negative consequences, if they are not 
considered mentor/sponsor worthy.  Thus, the white racial frame operates to exclude 
black female lawyers from these opportunities.   
A fifth year associate, Delia, takes a different approach when discussing mentors.  
She suggests that mentorship relationships have to be initiated by mentees, where they 
need to be proactive in trying to recruit someone to take on that role.  However, she 
believes that this relationship must be mutually beneficial in order to be sustained.   
Delia: I think opportunities for mentorship are here, but you also kind of 
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have to be like, people aren’t going to knock you down to mentor you. You 
kind of have to make it happen yourself. I think really being a mentor is 
about having a symbiotic relationship where you bring something to the 
table as well, instead of working to bring something to the table while you 
also try to learn from that particular person. 
 
Delia’s assessment that a mentor or sponsor relationships has to be mutually beneficial in 
order to work suggests that black female lawyers must bring something of value to the 
relationship.  However, the white racial frame operates to perpetuate, either consciously 
or unconsciously, racialized narratives, stereotypes and ideologies that posit whites as 
superior to people of color. Therefore, if law firms are inherently white institutions with 
positions of power seated by a majority of white men, followed by white women; people 
of color face structural racial inequalities that are difficult to address or are embedded 
within the discourse.  Bonilla-Silva’s ([2003] 2014) discusses how language is used to 
code anti-black or color-blind racist views in the post-civil rights era, suggesting the 
subtlety in perpetuating racial inequality.  Like the racially coded language used in 
recruiting and hiring processes described previously, coded language is used to describe 
mentor and sponsor relationships.  The idea of “mutually beneficial” or “reciprocated,” 
meaning bringing value, keeps being used to describe these relationships.  Unfortunately, 
these black female lawyers are not valued, and white partners do not view them as 
brining something of value to the table.  Therefore, the term “mutually beneficial” is used 
to exclude black female lawyers from the potential pool of mentees and protégés and 
diminishes their chances of being successful.  
Kallisto also shared similar sentiments as Delia, acknowledging that although she 
did have formal mentors, she was not proactive enough in trying to cultivate these 
relationships.  She perceives that as a result of her inaction, her mentors eventually began 
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withdrawing.  Kallisto advises others that in order to develop a meaningful relationship 
with a mentor the relationship must be reciprocated.   
Kallisto: Yes, I had formal mentors. One of which was a female partner 
and you know, they tried their best. I think that they got to a point where I 
realized and everyone else realized that I was not trying to make a career 
out of this and I, I blame myself for my mentor relationships as much as I 
blamed my mentors and now you know, in my current job I always let 
people know, associates, that the mentor-mentee relationship is a two-way 
road and it really should come more from the mentee then the mentor. 
Your career is your career and you shouldn't wait around for someone to 
drag you around and, establish your career.  
 
In Kallisto’s response above, Bonilla-Silva’s ([2003] 2014) abstract liberalism color-
blind frame works to blame black female lawyers for their inability to cultivate and 
maintain these relationships with partners.  She even says that the partners “tried their 
best,” to help her but were unsuccessful.  The abstract liberalism frame depicts the 
partners that tried to help Kallisto as equitable, and yet Kallisto does not mention any 
partner attempts to practically addressing why these relationships do not work.  
Essentially this color-blind frame allows whites to appear impartial “while opposing 
almost all practical approaches to deal with de facto racial inequality” (Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014: 76). 
As Abbott (2014) discusses, a mentor can be anyone either outside or inside the 
firm that has more experience and knowledge than the mentee.  A mentor does not 
necessarily have to be a partner in the firm.  For example, Fotoula, a fifth year associate 
describes the mentorship relationships she developed with two senior associates.  She 
explains that these relationships primarily began as a result of working together on 
several projects.  According to Fotoula, these mentoring relationships were successful 
because they were mutually beneficial.  Again coded language is used to exclude black 
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female lawyers from accessing these relationships (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).     
Fotoula: I don’t think that I had any formal mentors, I didn’t have that. 
And actually the people who I was most thankful to, were people who were 
actually either senior associates or young partners. There were two 
women in particular who were both very senior associates and I worked 
with them a lot in the banking group, who I felt really thought that I did 
great work and they took the time to explain things to me because they felt 
like they would get a return. And not in a mean way, but just like they 
really felt it made sense to invest in me, you know, because it also bettered 
their deals and, just working together was easier. 
 
Although it would appear that Fotoula had great mentoring relationships with these two 
senior associates, she still did not feel as though she had the type of relationship with a 
partner that would benefit her career advancement, saying “ . . . I didn't feel like there 
was someone truly in my corner, you know, not really.”  Fotoula further explains what 
became of the two senior associates she worked with in terms of their own career 
advancements.  What I frequently encountered during the interviews with respondents is 
that they would tell me stories about the experiences of other associates.  These stories 
would often serve as either a cautionary tale or a story of encouragement for them in their 
own career trajectories.  Fotoula describes the partnership outcomes for both female 
mentors, attributing the success and failure of obtaining partnership to the existence of a 
sponsor who had enough power in the firm to influence the firm’s decisions.   
Fotoula: So those -- those two definitely and they're both white females 
and, one of whom didn't make partner even though she's a superstar and 
the other will make partner because she had like massive partner like 
preference because she came from [Elite Firm X] directly and so they 
vouched for her. So the one who didn't have that didn't make partner 
anyway. So, so that's that.  
 
 As the interviews progressed, all of the respondents indicated that the most 
important factor to becoming a partner is having the support of a sponsor.  A sponsor was 
also key to the success of the two partners interviewed.  Jocaste discusses the importance 
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of a partner in the career advancements of an associate, particularly the influence and 
power associated with a sponsor who is considered a “rainmaker.”  A rainmaker is an 
individual that is able to bring in a substantial amount of business to the firm.  According 
to Patricia K. Gillette (2014), a partner at Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliff LLP, a rainmaker 
is a partner that has at least four million dollars in business that they bring in annually.  
They have a big book of business and many clients that bolsters their importance at the 
firm and the clout that comes with being in that position.  Jocaste describes how in her 
practice group the associates surmised, that in order to advance to partnership, they had to 
have the support of one particular male partner.  Regardless of your qualifications, she 
notes that having this partner as your sponsor practically ensured your success.  
Jocaste: Over time what I think we all sort of decided on was, at least in 
the corporate department, you really had to have the support of one or two 
of the rainmakers. And there’s, there is really one guy that if you get him 
on your team, -- if you're his boy, you're going to make it. I don't feel -- 
well, he might've actually promoted -- he might've gotten one female 
partner, one woman made partner while I was there but otherwise it's you 
know, guys he's tight with. But that seemed to be the way in. No other 
partner in that department has as much pull as him and whomever he 
liked became partner and it really was never anyone the associates liked 
working with. And I don't know what the draw was. These weren't, these 
weren't associates that had brought in business, at least not to -- they 
weren't rainmakers at that point and you don't, you don't have to be a 
rainmaker to make partner. I think it's just being connected to this guy in 
some fashion . . . Yeah, it didn't seem to be any other, as far as I can tell, I 
didn't see any other reason that these people made partner except for their 
relationships. 
 
Although Jocaste and other respondents do not blatantly state that partners only select 
white male associates to work with, they still imply that partners primarily mentor and 
sponsor white male (mostly) and white female associates.  As Wilkins and Gulati (1996) 
suggest, many partners and senior associates gravitate to those they are comfortable and 
familiar with, meaning other whites, particularly white males.  This notion that you be 
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similar to the person you mentor in order to cultivate meaningful relationships is couched 
within Bonilla-Silva’s abstract liberalism color-blind racist frame.  The idea that white 
partners are forced to mentor associates of color goes against liberal social policies is 
problematic.  Firms need to challenge the problematic nature of whites in power engaging 
in racial stereotypes, particularly as it relates to partners seeing themselves or their sons 
in white males and their daughters in white females.  This notion privileges whites over 
non-whites.  Again, the white racial frame operates to create the idea that whites are 
superior and people of color are inferior (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013).     
Iris, who is counsel, is in a very unique position.  She passionately describes her 
relationship with her mentor who is also her sponsor in a positive manner.  Iris generally 
views her experiences at the firm as positive.  She describes that by her fifth year, she 
was informed that she was on the partnership track.  By her eighth year, Iris felt that the 
pressures of becoming a partner were too much; aside from the personal challenges she 
was facing at the time.  When probed about her decision to become counsel rather than 
go for the position of partner, Iris gave a nuanced explanation that not only speaks to the 
lack of representation in terms of women of color, and specifically black women, but also 
the grooming that takes place leading to partnership.  Iris did not feel as though she was 
sufficiently groomed to make her confident that once she became partner, she would be 
able to remain successful.  Her doubts, which were significant, created another hurdle 
that she would need to surmount.  She did not want to be the first black female partner 
ever made to fail.  This statement resonates with so many black associates because it 
really captures the dire state that black lawyers are in when looking at advancement 
prospects in elite corporate law firms.  Iris’ relationship with her mentor and sponsor 
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needs to go deeper in order to address the confidence issues she faces.   
Iris: . . . when I think about, well, why didn't I ever want to make partner . 
. . I think if it hadn't been for this one partner, when I think of the 
opportunities that men junior than me who have made partner, and how 
quickly they made it and I think of, have they been shown sort of a 
different path than me. As opposed to just saying yeah, “you can make 
partner,” and me being worried about once I make it what am I going to 
do with it.  Had I been given the same opportunities really that this person 
almost was hand-held about, this is what you need to do to make -- to sort 
of be a successful partner once you make it . . . some people are shown the 
path . . . I still haven’t put my finger on -- on what it is but I mean, yeah 
but I think part of it is from them but then also, someone who’s coming up 
as a mid-level, you realize, “well how open is this to me?” And when I 
think of myself - okay, so then I become partner but then what? Then I 
don’t want to be a failed partner. Will I really know what I’m sort of doing 
. . . Men I think are much more, once they get to the point it’s like fine, if 
you want to make me partner of course I’ll take it. I’ll figure it out. I think 
women might be a little bit different. 
 
The importance of a sponsor relationship that guides and teaches an associate how to 
navigate the professional complexities, as well as, networking and business generating 
techniques in a law firm, are crucial to the success of any partner.  Iris states that her 
primary concern about partnership, was the feeling that she was not given the same 
learning and grooming opportunities that her white male counterparts received.  They 
came in with her or after her, and still were able to make partner before her.  Although 
Iris was more vocal than some respondents in discussing race, her hesitation in naming 
the issues as explicitly race and gender based was prevalent.  Like previous interviewees’ 
responses, Iris focuses on individual actions by partners as having an affect on her 
experiences.  The larger picture depicts the patterns of the white racial frame bearing 
down on the experiences of black female lawyers. 
The majority of the respondents acknowledged that they had support from senior 
lawyers and partners, particularly with respect to formal mentors.  However, with 
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exception to four respondents, the rest of the respondents (16) acknowledged that the 
support they received, and continue to receive, appear to them to be superficial rather 
than substantive. Specifically, the idea that formal mentoring programs provide 
substantive support such as opportunities to develop legal and networking skills, was not 
prevalent.  The illusion that programs and policies are in place to support minorities in 
elite corporate law firms is part of the white racial structure used to maintain white 
privilege and power and preserve racial inequality.  Through the abstract liberalism 
frame, formal mentoring programs create the appearance that whites are concerned about 
the status of minorities, without substantively addressing racial inequality (Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014).   
The majority of the black female lawyers in this study stated that they have not 
been able to develop organic relationships with partners where they felt comfortable and 
fully supported with respect to professional development and advancement prospects.  
Only three of the twenty respondents formed mentor relationships that facilitated their 
advancement within the firm.  Interviewee responses specifically highlight the issues with 
formal mentoring programs that at times guilt partners into participating which only 
furthers the uncomfortable feelings associates of color may have when trying to form 
mentor and sponsor relationships.  According to the respondents, the mentor programs 
instituted by the firm appear to only be useful in name, but not necessarily in action.  
Bethania, an 11th year associate, describes how becoming a lateral hire as a fifth 
year affected her ability to form meaningful mentor/sponsor relationships.  Bethania 
describes that upon entering the firm she was given the clearest promise that there was a 
real potential for her to make partner.  However, in the six years since she entered the 
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firm, Bethania has been unable to cultivate the necessary mentorship or sponsorship 
relationships that would allow her to advance within the firm.  She believes that partners 
at her firm are not truly interested in investing their time in her, although she has 
proactively sought mentoring relationships both formally and informally.  Bethania 
acknowledges that as a lateral hire, trying to get a partner to invest in her future, has been 
nearly impossible.  And without a sponsor it is very unlikely that she will ever rise up the 
ranks to partner.    
Bethania: I’ve seen the people who made partner and it was just a matter 
of having the right people on your side.  It’s really hard as a lateral for 
anyone to invest in you based on my experience.  [I don’t’ have a mentor]. 
It’s really unclear whose fault that is because they [the partners] all claim 
to be available. I asked who could be my mentor, and the head [of my 
department] said, “Absolutely, I’d love to.” But she never reached out to 
me and it’s uncomfortable to have to ask people. I mean, I find it 
uncomfortable to have to ask people to help me.  
 
When Bethania sought formal mentoring opportunities, she found that her mentor was 
purely in name rather than actually having the opportunity to cultivate substantive 
mentoring relationships.  
Bethania: So when I talked to [the black partner in litigation], he said “I 
heard they were going to start a women’s partner something or other for 
senior people.” He’s like, “I’ll make sure you’re on the list.” And so he 
made some phone calls and they were like “Oh, she’s right here (OR she’s 
working) on the list.” And then a partner called me and was like, “Okay, 
so-and-so offered to be your partner mentor but don’t read too much into 
that title” . . . So I think that they’re guilting them into participating. I’m 
like, this is going to be awkward.  
 
Bethania’s experience is reflective of how black female lawyers can be blamed for their 
lack of advancement because they are not making the right connections with partners, and 
therefore are not becoming partners.  Instead of addressing why black female lawyers are 
not making these connections, law firms superficially put programs in place to act as a 
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Band-Aid, rather than tackling the real problem.  As Moore (2008) argues in her research, 
like law students of color in elite law schools, black female lawyers are disadvantaged by 
the racialized social structure and are forced to use significant emotional labor to 
negotiate this white space.  Moore states:  
The white frame that organizes the deep structures, as well as the everyday 
practice and discourse of the law school, puts students of color in the 
precarious position of having to battle to have their own assessment of 
their own life experiences recognized.  This battle for mere recognition 
distracts attention from the real issue that is not being addressed, the 
systemic racism in the law school.  Systemic racism, the primary feature 
of white space, never becomes the subject of a serious discussion about 
race in the law school.  But examining the experiences of students of color 
with white space and color-blind racism reveals a great deal about how 
white space reproduces itself and what the consequences of that racial 
reproduction are for students of color trying to negotiate that space.   
              Wendy Leo Moore 2008:113-14 
 
Black female lawyers are left with the impossible task of overcoming systemic racial 
practices within the law firm that are in place to deter and prevent them from advancing.  
The argument that some respondents use to explain the differences in 
mentor/sponsor relationship experiences fall on the notion that in order to develop 
organic relationships that develop into mentor/sponsor dynamics, the partner needs to feel 
connected to the individual and therefore take a liking to her.  These feelings, which are 
subjective, are not publicly displayed therefore one can never know why she is unable to 
develop these types of useful professional relationships.  However, the sentiment is that 
the feelings of sameness or perceived similar social identity can play a large role in how 
partners connect to associates and whether they decide to act as a mentor or sponsor.  
Lydia, a third year associate, suggests that black female lawyers face greater difficulty 
trying to develop mentor/sponsor relationships because partners may find it hard to relate 
to them, which ultimately limits their development.   
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Lydia: And then for black female associates I mean, I think it’s still just 
complicated by the things we talked about before, just difficulties and 
feeling that you can identify with for a lot of the partners and approach 
and to be candid with, the black female associates which kind of inhibits 
your ability to grow. 
 
Being able to identify with someone based on sameness or shared experiences are 
ways to break the ice in social or professional settings.  The following quotes point at 
how perceived feelings of sameness or difference, with respect to race and gender, can 
affect the development of a mentor/sponsor relationship.  Essentially, when one does not 
have a mentor or sponsor, she vulnerable to experiencing negative feedback processes, 
layoffs, remaining invisible and losing out on training and networking opportunities.  A 
mentor/sponsor helps an associate navigate firm culture, politics, structure and dynamics 
to ensure varying degrees of success, with partnership being the highest possible goal 
attainable internally. 
Elissa, a fifth year, describes how law firms are powered by relationships.  And it 
appears to her that these relationships should develop based on actual performance.  
However, she perceives that these relationships develop based on partner perceptions of 
an associate and what commonalities are shared between the two.  She acknowledges that 
forced mentor and/or sponsor relationships do not work. Elissa suggests that because she 
is visibly perceived as different, she has a difficult time forming mentor and sponsor 
relationships.    
Elissa: No, [I don’t have a mentor]. Because we are in a very 
relationship-driven [place], a law firm is relationship-driven, a hierarchy 
I guess. You need to find or you, as an associate, you work with partners 
who choose whether they see something that you are not and; well first of 
all, you, as an associate, you work and if you, as long as you do the work 
presumably, depending on the place you work and that of a certain 
caliber, you will advance but in order to ultimately continue advancing 
you need to have a partner and/or senior associates that take a liking to 
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you and in terms of taking a liking, that's a very personal choice. You can't 
tell a person like, Oh, you should take an interest in that person or you 
should take an interest in that person. You just know that people tend to 
gravitate to people who are similar to them and I know I'm different than a 
lot of the people are that the firm. 
 
Both in Lydia and Elissa’s responses the problematic nature of whites in power 
using racial stereotypes to justify who they choose to mentor is reflective of the 
white racial frame operating to disadvantage black female lawyers (Feagin [2000] 
2010; 2006, [2010] 2013).   Additionally, Elissa avoids saying race is the cause of 
the problem, although it is clearly reflected in her response.  As I will further 
discuss in the conclusion, it was very difficult for some respondents to explicitly 
name race and gender as the problem in their experiences.  
Fotoula, a fifth year associate, felt that she did not have the support of a 
mentor or sponsor. She noticed that her colleagues were able to develop 
relationships with partners that supported their training and development and 
wondered whether it was because of their performance or whether it was because 
they were able to “fit-in” to the existing firm culture.  
Fotoula: I didn't feel like there was someone like truly in my corner, you 
know, not really. So I felt -- what I realized was that there were certain 
people that they were kind of being taken under other people’s wings, you 
know, for whatever reason they were perceived as being, you know, better, 
either better at their work or better because they, you know, fit a mold, 
you know. 
 
Again, the use of coded language for racial exclusion is pervasive in the firm, 
with terms such as “fit-in” in daily use, where it operates on black female lawyers.  
Additionally, Fotoula explains that during the economic downturn of 2007-2008, 
her firm laid off a great number of associates of color.  She believed that most of 
the associates of color were easily downsized because they did not have sponsors 
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who could advocate on their behalf when firing decisions were discussed.  
Fotoula: [The firm] laid off a ton of minorities, which is bizarre. And of 
course they say like, it's random but look, if you think about it, the people 
who got laid off were the people who had no one to vouch for them, right, 
especially if you were very junior. And those people a -- a lot of times you 
don't have someone to vouch for you because there aren't enough people 
who are in your corner and who care enough to say “no, he or she hasn't 
gotten a lot of work and their hours haven't been great, but they are this or 
they’re that.” And my hours were good, despite that one year. I did all 
these things and it was just like, still wasn’t enough . . . 
 
Fotoula continues by describing how she perceives the prospects of associates of color 
being able to access mentor and sponsor relationships.  She believes that associates of 
color have an especially difficult time finding mentors and suggests that it may be 
because the partners at the firm are just not interested in them.  She brings up the one 
retired black female partner who is the beacon the firm parades as their diversity 
representative and she is the only partner that takes an interest in the associates of color at 
the firm.   
Fotoula: But then what happens once they [new associates] get there [to 
the firm] is pretty much nothing, right it's just like, okay, well now we'll 
just leave it up to [the female partner], you know who's the beacon 
woman, right, like she is the person that does the minority staff, right so 
there's no like -- there's no one else that cares that much, right like after 
that they just want you to work your ass off and like that's it, you know like 
in -- and again it's harder I think as a associates of color to find a mentor. 
 
While Fotoula acknowledges this phenomenon she, like many of the other respondents, 
are reluctant to say that the reasons associates of color struggle in law firms is because 
some partners may have issues with their race.  There is a silence that drapes over the 
racial dynamics of the corporate law firm, it can be described as color-blind racism.  
Unless there is a blatant racist act that people perceive, the underlying biases and 
stereotypes that affectively prevent blacks and other minorities from accessing mentors, 
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and sponsors which inevitably lead to their advancement, is not considered. Instead, there 
is a need to examine these inequities in a manner that does not actually address the 
problem.  Fotoula cannot come to identity the problem for what it is, but suggests that 
there is a “weird reason” why partners do not take on associates of color as mentees.  
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva (2001) suggests that the color-blind racism that exists within the 
structural framework of white spaces, such as elite law firms, creates a subtlety in the 
ways in which racism becomes pervasive, but eerily dismissed, thereby continuing to 
perpetuate white privilege and power.   
Fotoula: You know I think there is a -- for better or worse and not overtly, 
I think that there's less interest on the part of the partners to take a 
minority under their wing for some weird reason. Like it’s just, you know 
and it's not that they're racist. It's not anything, you know. It's just like be-- 
because sometimes mentorship is really just based on an unexpected 
connection, you know between people and I think, you know for sure a lot 
of factors, you know some of which are intangible like it's just harder, you 
know to, for, for somebody of color to find mentorship in someone, you 
know it's just harder to relate. Like you want to be able to relate to that 
person, you know and so it's not that I'm saying it's the partners’ fault, I'm 
not saying it's the associates’ fault but I just think somehow it's, this 
happens, you know. 
   
Fotoula recognizes that her decision to leave her firm after five years had to do with the 
fact that she did not feel supported and nurtured within the firm.  Not having access to a 
mentor or sponsor that would guide her in terms of her professional development and 
access to the networks of opportunity at play essentially forced her to look for other 
opportunities elsewhere.   
Fotoula: I think where it really played a role was in not having those 
people to stand for you, those people to say,  . . . Make sure you're at this 
event. Make sure you speak up and say this. Make sure that you ask about 
this, you know, those types of things, or just those ones to say; “You know 
what? I heard about a deal that's happening at such and such. I'm going 
to make sure that this partner knows that you're interested.” I'm not 
saying I was entitled to it, but I didn't have it, and so I know that would've 
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made a difference. I would've maybe made different choices . . . 
 
Although Fotoula resolves that the only way to advance is to have the backing of a power 
sponsor, which she suggests is difficult for associates of color to develop, there is a sense 
of hope that this can change.  Again, she acknowledges that however difficult it would be 
to shift the ways in which white male partners think about associates of color, it is left to 
the associates of color to do the work to fix the perceptions of white male partners. 
Fotoula: But it's got to start somewhere, right and like I think it's harder 
to change the mindset of the white male partner. Not that hard but you 
know, I think it's harder. Like I think that it's, it's really a lot of times the 
onus is on us unfortunately. So that comes to mind, you know. 
 
The emotional labor that black female associates (Moore 2008; Evans and Moore 2015) 
are burdened with in order to negotiate elite law firms is exhausting, as well as 
unrecognized or rewarded in the firm.  Therefore, black female lawyers are further 
disadvantaged because they have “invisible” work that is time consuming and 
emotionally draining.  This elite space continues to privilege whites, burden blacks and 
preserve racial inequality.  
To further expand the idea that associates of color, and in this particular case, 
black female lawyers, are having a difficult time developing mentor/sponsor 
relationships, I draw upon Nikoleta’s experiences.  She describes her perception of how 
difficult it is to cultivate mentor relationships at her firm, Elite Firm 5, which she 
acknowledges is a “white-shoe firm.”85  In her view, the firm has a set culture that 
                                                 
85 White-shoe firm is a term used to describe an institution, generally in legal or finance, which has been in 
existence for over a century and retains high-end clients.  Also, the leadership of the institution tends to be 
WASP men, who typically hail from ivy-league institutions where these men used to wear white-laced 
buckskin shoes, hence the term “white-shoe firm.”  Today the term still refers to the same, including “large 
law and financial firms and their employees, conservative, staid, well-established, financially powerful; 
formerly and less frequently today, elitist, WASPy; the opposite of blue-collar.” Lattman, Peter. What’s a 




defines and shapes a successful partnership track is tailored to suit a white male 
standpoint, and therefore works in their favor.   
Nikoleta: Other associates of color complained a lot at [Elite Firm 5] 
about mentorship. [Saying that] they don't have those types of 
connections, they don't feel that people take a genuine interest and again, 
I think that that is twofold. I think a part of that is that the culture is kind 
of set in terms of, this is what a successful associate/partnership track 
looks like and that is very geared toward a white male perspective, right. 
That has been set in place. Now what they've tried to do is say “oh, we 
didn't think that female associates might have a different experience in 
terms of maybe they, they have to bear children or they have to do these 
things so let's set this you know, flextime schedule in there, and they put 
all these great programs.” But still, the criteria for doing well is set on 
this, the culture’s already pretty much set and then, “oh, we have diverse 
candidates, let's -- you know, they also need mentors because their 
situation is special; let's force a mentorship program.” But again, what is 
the successful associate/partnership track? Doesn't look like what that 
mentorship program looks like. 
 
Nikoleta’s response demonstrates how the white racial frame systemically 
operates to benefit whites (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013). 
Nikoleta specifically considers how mentor programs in place are unsuccessful in 
developing mentor relationships that lead to partnership, unlike relationships that develop 
outside of the program.  Essentially, she believes that the firm should do better at creating 
a mentorship program that successfully utilizes the methods already proven successful for 
lawyers that have become partners, regardless of race or gender.  This would result in 
more people, particularly minorities, having access to the opportunities that lead to 
advancement; rather than having a program that is tailored towards one particular group.  
Forcing mentorship interaction is not going to create meaningful results for associates or 
partners. 
Nikoleta: I think they [the firm] have the right idea, it's just that they have 
an interest in doing some diverse things or, accommodating but it's just 
that, it's accommodating. It's not necessarily, let's look at our whole 
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structure and how we define what successful is here at [Elite Firm 5] and 
look at what -- who was actually successful and how they've done it and 
how we can kind of make that available to a diverse group of people 
versus a certain type of person, you know. And so, because of that I think 
that a lot of people don't feel like their interactions are genuine and 
people actually care about what they are doing. And part of that is just the 
business, you know, the, the business model of a law firm. You're not 
trying to keep associates around forever. And if someone hasn't taken a 
genuine interest in you, it's difficult to get professional development, to 
know exactly what you're supposed to be working on and how you can 
kind of navigate, because a lot of it has nothing to do with work. A lot of it 
has to do with your social game and making sure you're on the right deals 
and stuff like that. 
 
Nikoleta’s perception of the mentor and sponsor relationship asserts how critical 
these relationships are to one’s ability to advance.  In her particular experience, she feels 
that at this point in her career she has developed a mentoring and sponsorship relationship 
that will be beneficial for her professional development and career advancement.  
Nikoleta: I think one of the ways you advance very quickly is if you have a 
partner within your group who takes a particular interest in you and your 
work . . . I happened to . . . work directly with the head of my group . . . 
and he's kind of taken a special interest in making sure that I get work and 
so I tend to work directly with him . . . he’s an older gentleman, the one 
with the longest relationships so he's been great. He's very busy so he's 
not someone who's going to hold [your hand through] the process, but he 
takes a genuine interest in me and in what I'm doing and making sure I get 
work and stuff like that.  I definitely consider him to be a sponsor. I know 
that if my name were brought up in a room, he'd be the first person to say, 
“Absolutely, I think she's great” and would throw his support I think 
behind me.  
 
Xena provides a partner’s perspective on the importance of mentors and sponsors.  
She discusses how having a mentor and sponsor relationship gave her access to 
opportunity that led to her becoming partner.  She describes how her sponsor was an 
advocate and was able to protect her in ways that ensured she was being given the right 
opportunities for advancement.  Xena suggests that the nuanced relationship of having a 
mentor and/or sponsor with power, also comes with the possibility that if at any point this 
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individual’s reputation is sullied and his/her position is compromised.  there could be real 
consequences that trickle down to the people that this mentor and or sponsor supports.  
Xena illustrates the advantages and drawbacks of having a strong mentor and/or sponsor.  
Xena: I had the benefit of having a cheerleader, mentor, Rabbi who not 
only took a personal interest in me, but actually had the wherewithal, the 
literal wherewithal in the firm to make things happen. And by virtue of my 
association with him was able to imbue me with a certain authority. There 
are -- there are some partners who are just notorious pricks for lack of a 
better word, who notwithstanding their inclination to be that way, thought 
twice about being that way with me because of that association and that is 
a rarity. It's rare for anyone to find that perfect combination truthfully, 
that those who tend to find it often don't look like me and, and to add to 
that, those who tend to find it don't have my resume . . . The downside to 
having that type of support, particularly one that's anchored in one person 
who's particularly powerful is that as Machiavelli says, you've got to rise 
and fall with that power. So if he's ever ousted or suffers some major blow, 
he and his principalities and the heads of his principalities will find 
themselves in the same sinking boat. And that's a weakness . . .  
 
The two partners and counsel interviewed in this study reflected on how they would not 
be in the positions they hold had it not been for the white male partner that took a genuine 
interest in their professional development and eventual career advancement.  These 
partners began as mentors and their relationships developed into a trusting coalition.  At 
the same time, we find that the respective partners that took on these two partners and 
counsel, also had a history of mentoring diverse associates.  According to Iris, Rhebekka 
and Xena, there is something intrinsic about each of their sponsor’s interest in supporting 
associates of color, which they have demonstrated throughout their tenures at the firm. 
The findings in this section clearly suggest that it is important that associates 
develop and foster both mentor and sponsor relationships with senior associates and 
partners in the firm. And while a mentor relationship is beneficial to the associate’s 
ability to develop professionally, the relationship with a sponsor is imperative to an 
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associate’s potential to advance to partnership.  Black women are at a significant 
disadvantage because they “confront gender as well as racial barriers (Wilkins and Gulati 
1996:568),” therefore making it particularly difficult for them to form important 
mentoring relationships.  A majority of the respondents in this study recognize that they 
have had difficulties cultivating these relationships organically, and that issues 
surrounding their difference may be at the core of these difficulties.  Even with the 
existence of formal mentoring programs, many of the respondents still find that they face 
challenges developing meaningful mentoring relationships.    
Throughout the responses of the black female lawyers there was evidence that 
color-blind racism was structurally embedded within the law firm, producing subtle racial 
micro-aggressions that perpetuate racial inequality and maintain white privilege and 
power (Bonilla-Silva 2001; [2003] 2014).  Additionally, white racial framing, which 
constructs whites as superior to blacks, allows for the exclusion of black female lawyers 
from accessing mentors and sponsors that would lead to advancement.     
Billable Hour Model – Quantity vs. Quality 
As discussed in the previous section, the white racial frame and color-bind racist 
ideology function to limit the access that black female lawyers have to developing mentor 
or sponsor relationships in elite corporate law firms.  Choosing a mentee or protégé is a 
subjective process, unless a formal mentoring program is in place that designates partners 
to associates of color.86 Another way in which black female lawyers are disadvantaged in 
elite law firms is through the billable hour model.87 The firm utilizes the billable hour 
model as an “objective” way of assessing the progress and work of associates.  It is 
                                                 
86 As discussed previously, these formal mentoring programs often have insignificant positive effects on the 
advancement prospects of minority associates as they are forced.   
87 See description of Billable Hour Model on Page 50. 
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presented as a neutral evaluation model where the numerical representation of hours 
worked, like grades or LSAT scores, are used to determine the competence and quality of 
individuals.  The framing of the billable hour model as a neutral evaluation of associate 
performance is what Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) would describe as the subtlety of color-
blind racism, through the use of a “rhetorical strategy.”  Using language that attempts to 
project the illusion of equality, while maintaining a system that is very subjective and 
therefore disadvantages black female lawyers is a way of reinforcing white privilege and 
power.  The discursive shift in language framing subjective processes “neutral,” relieves 
whites from the responsibility of acknowledging the racialized social structure and taking 
action to change it (Feagin 2006; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014; Moore 2008).   
As explained previously, the billable hour model utilized within law firms puts a 
great deal of stress on lawyers, especially because meeting the annual required hours, 
generally between 1800 to 2100 hours annually, can be very difficult based on the 
allocation of work assignment.  Additionally, substantive billable hours, which targets the 
number of quality assignments that provide excellent training and development (“Royal 
Jelly”) rather than just rote assignments, are even less accessible to lawyers without 
access to the right partners (Wilkins and Gulati 1996).  The difference between billable 
hours vs. substantive billable hours is discussed amongst the respondents of the study as 
it relates to quality assignments.  All the respondents agreed that quality assignments are 
necessary for on-the-job training and developing the necessary skills to practice law 
efficiently (Wilkins and Gulati 1996).  Particularly, the development of critical thinking 
skills and judgment on complex transactions that include drafting deal agreements, 
negotiating with clients, third parties and outside counsel are very important.  The 
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respondents describe how the quality of their assignments shape their learning and 
influence their advancement prospects, as well as, how working long hours can put a 
strain on their personal lives.  Meeting the billable hour requirement is directly linked to 
the performance review and compensation structure, which includes bonuses.  The 
respondents worked on average between 12-16 hours per day, sometimes more.  This 
often includes working in the office overnight at times or from home after leaving the 
office, on weekends, holidays, and often during vacation, if they were even able to go.  A 
lack of balance was a very big concern for the majority of respondents often citing how 
lonely working these hours can be due to the lack of outside contact.  
The allocation of quality work assignments in a law firm is critical to a lawyers’ 
ability to develop key skills within their practice.  The substantive work assignments 
provide training for the development of a lawyers’ ability to think critically about 
complex legal matters, through the exercise of writing and negotiating, which further 
improves their legal judgment (Wilkins and Gulati 1996; Sander 2006).  The majority of 
the respondents (16) discussed the challenges they face obtaining quality work.  Instead, 
these respondents acknowledge that they often receive rote assignments that do not 
facilitate their training and help develop the necessary skills needed to become good 
lawyers and shine within their practice groups.  The following respondents believe that 
the “Royal Jelly,” described by Wilkins and Gulati (1996) as the training that allows 
lawyers to shine and develop into potential stars for partnership track, has either has been 
withheld or continues to be withheld from them.  Therefore, by not being assigned to 
transactions with substantive learning opportunities, the respondents argue that they are 
not given the same opportunity to develop their craft and access to partners.  This also 
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prevents them from being in contact with partners that have significant influence in the 
firm 
The idea that good assignments were only being distributed to white male 
associates was prevalent in Sophie’s firm.  Sophie describes how white male associates 
were favored over women specifically.  
Sophie: . . . I could start with just the basic in terms of how assignments 
were distributed. Um, I found that I mean, as a junior, there's really not 
that many know, really good assignments that you get but when there were 
opportunities to do you know, really interesting work, it essentially would 
go to the white men over any of the women regardless of race and this was 
something that really consistently happened in terms of you know, cases 
and assignments and . . . that was something that all my female colleagues 
that I talked to would complain about. Um, also there was an issue of 
certain partners only working with men and I don't know if this was just a 
coincidence or -- but it just seemed very strange that you would see these 
same partners and then their whole entire case happens to be staffed with 
men each and every time. 
 
Sophie states that regardless of gender, there appeared to be a clear imbalance in the 
distributions of quality assignments, with most being assigned to white male associates.    
Chloe, a third year, elaborates on the hours she works regularly, emphasizing that 
although she meets her billable hour requirements, the type of assignments received was 
concerning to her.  Specifically, the fact that she perceived others receiving substantive 
work that gave them an opportunity to learn and grow as lawyers, versus the routine 
assignments that she was often staffed on.  Chloe does acknowledge that more recently 
her perception is slightly shifting as a result of a few partners reaching out to her and 
discussing her work assignments, which she believes could possibly open opportunities 
for her.  However, this experience did lead her to question whether she was being treated 
fairly and whether the partnership cared about her progress within the firm.   
Chloe: Very frequently I’m working 12-13 hour days, sometimes longer. 
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When I’m on deals I can work 14, 15 hours. Yeah, I have billable hours. I 
mean, I do, there’s a concern that I’m not getting good work. I think I was 
a little worried about that. The type of work I’m doing . . . I just kind of felt 
that I wasn’t getting the same attention and so in the financing group class 
that I’m in there are . . . three of us now, two females and a male, but I feel 
like this other female is—and she’s white—is getting more support from 
this particular female partner who I would love to work with because I 
know I could learn a lot, but I just have not had the chance to and it’s . . . 
making me feel that, no one cares about me here. I’m not getting the right 
matters, I’m just kind of being left to the whim of like the assigning system 
and no one’s really like looking out for me.  
 
At times, some of the respondents’ discount what they believe to be unfair treatment, as 
something else that they do not necessarily elaborate on.  As mentioned in previous 
sections, there is a pattern in some of the interviews where respondents try to rationalize 
away the possibility that the disadvantages they experience are a result of their racial 
and/or gender identity.  Bonilla-Silva’s ([2003] 2014) abstract liberalism and 
minimization of race color-blind racist frames operate to question and silence these 
feelings of unfair treatment.  The structural nature of white spaces, particularly law firms 
where egalitarian and meritocratic principles supposedly abound, may affect the 
respondents’ decision to try to uncover the deeper meanings in their experiences and why 
they are facing particular challenges.   
Chloe for example, after expressing her feelings of being neglected and passed 
over for training and development for three years, quickly shifts her direction of thinking, 
as she recounts the recent interest partners have taken in her progress.  
Chloe: But recently now that I’m meeting with these partners and they’ve 
been reaching out to me I kind of feel that has changed. It looks like that 
they, they do care and they do want to make sure that I’m getting good 
work and that I’m happy here. And I probably was just busy anyway with 
my own things so that’s why I couldn’t work on those, on those matters. 
But it was a concern, you know, am I being treated fairly? Is anyone 
looking out for me? This female partner and this associate seem like they 
have a good relationship, good mentoring relationship. I don’t know if I 
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have that… I don’t have the same, that same connection and, just making 
sure that I’m also bonding with these partners is a concern. 
 
In Chloe’s response, now that she perceives the partners are interested in her professional 
development, she begins to rationalize why until now, she did not receive good work by 
saying: “I probably was just busy anyway with my own things so that’s why I couldn’t 
work on those, on those matters.”  Chloe wants to believe that people are not 
intentionally withholding the “Royal Jelly” because of her racial and gender identity.  
However, as Bonilla-Silva ([2003] 2014) and Moore (2008) suggest in their work, intent 
is irrelevant when it comes to the effects of actions on the social outcomes of one’s 
individual life chances.  
Elissa, a fifth year, describes how she made sure to always have an assignment 
regardless of when it came in or from which practice group, in order to meet her billable 
requirements and keep her job secure because of the layoffs brought on by the 2007-2008 
economic recession.  Elissa does explain that upon coming to Elite Firm 2, she received 
substantive work that should have been in line with her experience, however, due to her 
undertraining at Elite Firm 9, she had to adjust her assignments to meet her capabilities.  
Elissa: . . . so what I had was quantity. . .the reason why I wasn't laid off 
is that I produced. I made sure that every assignment that came on a 
Friday, or not every -- any assignment . . . if I had availability that I would 
volunteer to work on it. So I had anything from lease reviews to due 
diligence to, I mean, I even, as a corporate associate, did like a four-
month stint of like doc review because we just didn't have the deal flow . . . 
but in terms of my work . . . I was doing very junior-level work . . . when I 
first came [to Elite Firm 2] . . .  I was getting really good assignments but 
I didn't have the experience to kind of backup what their -- to match up 
with what my, the assignments I was given . . . we made a conscious 
decision to kind of realign, or to adjust the, the assignments that I'm given 
so now I, I'm definitely not getting like royal jelly but I'm getting like what 
would be the building blocks. I'm getting still substantive experience that 




As Elissa explains, after adjusting her work level to match her experience, this resulted in 
her receiving the right quantity of work with respect to billables, but not quality when it 
came down to the type of work she was doing.  She mainly did junior level work as a 
result of her previous undertraining. However, after readjusted the assignment 
distribution in order to “catch up” to her level [in years] in work she anticipated getting 
the proper training that would lead to her to doing more substantive deals in the future.  
Firms are a 24/7-service industry in which lawyers need to make themselves 
available to their clients.  Therefore, because of the demands that law firms place on 
associates, many find that they are unable to make plans outside of work.  Fotoula, a fifth 
year, describes how she felt not knowing whether it was going to be a late night, because 
of the unpredictability of the law firm environment.  
Fotoula: . . . the work hours were ridiculous so when it, when it got bad it 
was really, really bad, -- and you're sitting alone in your office for 12 
hours or 14 hours at a time basically talking to a, a box, a speakerphone 
and that’s it. That was very dissatisfying for me. In fact that was one of 
worst things, the being alone all day thing . . . and never know when I was 
leaving. And there was -- vacations, I never got vacations canceled per se, 
but I remember in particular . . . my best friend’s 30th birthday and it was 
in California and I gave advance notice for it, whatever . . . this deal was 
about to ruin it and I went. There was just no way in hell I wasn't going. 
By the grace of God the deal died while I was in the air, but I felt that, 
whatever, negative energy from, “I can't believe she's going.” 
 
Specifically, Fotoula acknowledges the isolated nature of working in a firm, where she 
would be in her office for over 12 hours on conference calls and emails, with no direct 
exposure to other people for long periods of time.  Also, she explains not being able to 
comfortably go on vacation because of the uncertainty of when deals would pick up.  The 
anxiety of having to cancel personal commitments and the fact that her work almost 
always interfered with her ability to maintain a personal life, including taking vacations, 
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was one of the factors that lead to her decision to leave the firm.  The racial and 
patriarchal social structure of law firms are corrosive to black female lawyers’ ability to 
be successful in the firm and maintain satisfying personal lives.  Although this law firm 
atmosphere is poisonous to all associates, black female lawyers are especially vulnerable 
to its deleterious affects, killing their chances for success and leading to attrition. 
Jocaste, who was a fifth year associate when she left her firm and lateralled into a 
non-corporate firm, recalls the long and unpredictable work hours that prevented her 
from having a personal life.  She found that even though she was not aiming for 
partnership, she was still working a ridiculous amount of hours that often included 
weekends and holidays.  
Jocaste: Even though I wasn't doing substantive work, there was a lot of it 
and I was always staffed on big deals that were super time sensitive.  So 
everyone had something to do, everyone was in the office weekends, I 
definitely had no life. I worked so many Friday nights and Saturdays and 
Sundays . . . I absolutely had no life. My social life definitely suffered. And 
that was when I wasn't gunning for work…  
 
Jocaste realized that she was primarily assigned to do due diligence work, often viewed 
as rote assignments; that did not increase her skill level. 
An interesting point that came up during a few interviews is the idea that partners 
choose to invest in associates they believe will be at the firm long-term.  This investment 
includes providing the chosen associates with quality assignments that lead to substantive 
training and learning opportunities.  Gia, a fifth year associate, deduces that because of 
high attrition rates, partners are not interested in investing the time and money necessary 
to train an associate they believe will eventually leave.  Wilkins and Gulati express this 
very sentiment stating “partners have less incentive to invest scarce training resources in 
associates who they think are unlikely to be at the firm long enough for them to recoup 
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their investment” (Wilkins and Gulati 1996:570).    
This line of thinking poses a problem for associates of color because it reinforces 
the notion that associates of color leave the firm too soon, thereby relieving partners from 
the responsibility of selecting associates of color to train.  The abstract liberalism is at 
work again, operating to relieve white partners (the firm) from acknowledging how 
systemic racism, couched within color-blind racist frames, are embedded within the 
social structure of the firm and thus perpetuate racial inequality (Feagin [2000] 2010; 
2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014; Moore 2008).  Essentially, the threat that 
blacks have a high attrition rate, and the threat of females leaving because of family 
responsibilities, doubly disadvantages black female lawyers.  Not being selected to 
receive the “Royal Jelly” creates a revolving door for most associates; however, evidence 
does reveal that associates of color are disproportionately affected by this phenomenon 
(Wilkins and Gulati 1996; Wilder 2008a; 2008b; Dinovitzer et al. 2010, 2014).  Attrition 
is a serious problem amongst all associates regardless of race or gender; therefore, it 
reinforces the argument that associates of color are penalized because of partner 
assumptions that they may leave the firm sooner than white associates (Sander 2006).   
The white racial frame (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013) creates a vicious 
cycle of self-fulfilling prophecies for black associates because whomever partners choose 
to invest in will remain at the firm long-term (Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010).  
Stereotypes that partners have of black associates not being committed to staying at the 
firm long-term, lead them to withhold the “Royal Jelly,” which in turn, forces black 
female associates out of the firm.  The dilemma many diverse associates face is whether 
to stick it out in hopes of getting the training necessary to be successful or deciding to 
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lateral elsewhere in hopes of getting the proper training there.  Either way, the fact that 
partners are not willing to take on associates of color in substantive deals that creates a 
cyclical effect where they actually push associates of color out of the firms – inevitably 
leading to high attrition rates.  Gia provides explains that the black associates at her firm 
believe that the quality assignments are only being distributed to non-black associates.     
Gia: Why spend the time developing someone who they know is probably 
not going to be here? Which is, is – that’s the reality. I remember it was 
last year and they [partners] had quite a few sessions with us [associates 
of color], asking us about like, do we feel that we’re not getting quality 
work? And, a lot of the people in litigation said they think that the good 
work is going to non-black associates, they felt like if you don't have that 
social connection with the partners, you're not going to get the good work. 
And a -- a few of them have left because of that, a number of them 
actually, not just a few. 
 
Lydia’s recounts an incident where a black partner while in conversation with 
associates of color says that in the monthly reports that partners receive about lawyer 
utilization, specifically billable hours logged, associates of color tend to have the least 
amount of billable hours across all the different corporate practice groups.  The black 
male partner also divulges that the firm partners were confused by the discrepancies in 
billing ranking, and as a result made the assumption that compared to other lawyers, 
associates of color were idler and less interested in working hard.  
Lydia: . . . partners in general were just confused about why [minorities 
always ranked the lowest] and so this partner [black male] was saying 
that for many people there, the assumption is just that, we’re lazier, that 
we – we aren’t interested in, in working as hard as the other associates 
are, without even thinking to dig deeper into possible other explanations 
for it.  
 
Lydia argues that rather than trying to determine the real reasons why minority billable 
hours are less than white associates the firm’s stance is to rely on existing cultural 
deficiency narratives about associates of color.  In Lydia’s description Bonilla-Silva’s 
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(2014) cultural racism color-blind racist frame works to legitimize the continued racial 
inequalities that black associates encounter.  White racial framing of blacks as lazy 
allows partners to fall back on historical racial stereotypes that posit blacks as inferior to 
whites, thereby reinforcing white privilege and legitimizing the dominant position of 
whites’ in the firm (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).   
Furthermore, Lydia suggests that there is a difference in billing practices when 
you compare associates of color to white male associates in particular.  She notes that 
associates of color may not feel comfortable billing a client for certain things, such as 
thinking about strategies to navigate a deal, whereas white associates would be 
comfortable doing this because of the guidance they have received from partners 
instructing them on how to bill properly.  
Lydia: . . . it goes back to staffing.  Oftentimes how one, oftentimes we 
[minorities] aren’t the ones who are initially staffed on a lot of things.  
And then secondly, billing practices tend to differ. There are all kinds of 
things that you know other people are talking about that we aren’t always 
aware of, like what people are billing for.  And they’re legitimately doing 
things where they’re, if you were just sitting here thinking about, okay how 
am I going to do this, let me just spend some time planning my mode of 
attack where a lot of times minorities, particularly women, wouldn’t bill 
for that time whereas the white guys are billing when they’re sitting 
thinking about how they’re going to do something or they’re in the gym 
and they’re thinking about whatever then they’re spend  – since they are 
actively thinking about whatever their matter is, then they're going to bill 
that time whereas we aren't doing that so then we are always going to end 
up being farther down in, in the list of hours. It's all kinds of little things 
like that that, we are often missing out on that other associates know 
because some partner at some point told them informally this is how you 
should do this and so we don't get that information . . . 
 
Analogous to Wilkins and Gulati’s (1996) study, Lydia suggests that associates of color 
usually do not have access to informal mentoring and soft skill development that help 
white associates traverse the legal landscape of the firm.  Also, Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 
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2006, [2010] 2013) white racial frame operates to make whites comfortable; while 
making it difficult for blacks and other minorities associates to maneuver in elite law 
firms.  
Sophie, a third year associate, discusses her experiences with having to 
proactively go out and ask partners to put her on deals that were substantive in training 
and learning.  She acknowledges that getting trained properly was key to her 
development and if she did not pursue these assignments, she would not be exposed to 
the type of deal work that would allow her to build her lawyering skills.  
Sophie: I felt that my substantive assignments were actually pretty rare in 
terms of being assigned. I felt that I was able to get more substantive work 
by kind of going out there and requesting it, and I think that if I had, 
because in our group we actually had an assigning coordinator who 
would give out assignments based on what assignments were available 
and how busy people were and as I stated earlier. Because of this kind of 
bias for assignments, that weren’t that great to go to someone, I kind of 
would try to feel out what was going on in certain cases and try and get 
myself on cases or on assignments where I could get substantive work 
because it was really important to me to develop a skill set. But even with 
making those efforts I still felt that I wasn’t getting enough exposure and 
on-the-job training. 
 
However, Sophie does resolve that even with the effort she put forth in trying to obtain 
substantive assignments, she still did not receive enough quality assignments that 
provided her with training opportunities.  This was one of the reasons that led her to leave 
the firm.    
The findings in this study continue to suggest that black female lawyers do not 
feel as though they are getting the same opportunities as their white counterparts, and 
more specifically, white male associates.  Chloe, along with several other respondents, 
questions whether she is getting the same exposure to training opportunities that white 
male associates at her firm receive.   
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Chloe: I don’t know if I’m getting the same opportunities as, like I said, 
my, my white counterparts are in terms of being in front of clients or 
leading deals or learning opportunities or running conference calls or 
running deals. 
 
The implicit notion is that because of race, there is a difference in how black associates 
are perceived and therefore treated in the firm.  Bethania, an 11th year associate, 
elaborates on how she believes there are differences in the way black associates are 
treated versus white associates with respect to assignments.  She suggests that if a black 
associate were to make an error while working on a deal, the error made would be a 
confirmation of a stereotype held by the white partner.  Whereas, if a white associate 
made the same error, it would be viewed as an anomaly and possibly lead to a teachable 
moment.  In this case, the error would not be reflective of their ability to perform, 
because the expectation would be that they were capable to begin with (Wilkins and 
Gulati 1996).  For example, in Wendy Leo Moore’s (2008) work on law students of 
color, she noted that “students of color are aware that their individual actions may be 
attributed to all other members of their race, or even all other students of color,” (Moore 
2008:128) suggesting that minorities are grouped and whites are viewed as individuals.  
Subtle stereotypes, which could either be consciously or unconsciously held, coupled 
with partner expectations create challenges for associates of color in corporate law firms.  
The stigma that comes from being labeled, disadvantages associates of color (Link & 
Phelan 2001).  
Bethania: . . . this is my perception, that with black people if you make a 
mistake or if you miss something or whatever, it’s like “Oh, black people, 
we never should have given them a job,” and like if it’s a white person, 
it’s like “Oh, he needs to learn.” . . . And even when I have a male, white 
male associate in my office, they’re just totally oriented differently. And I 




For Bethania, these subtle stereotypes are reflected in her experiences.  She emphasizes 
her perception of how white male associates are actively being engaged in the learning 
process by partners, which builds their confidence and makes them more attractive to the 
partnership.  
Nikoleta, a third year associate, describes how not all lawyers entering the firm 
aim for partnership and therefore should not be excluded from receiving the type of 
training that would develop their skills as lawyers.  She also notes that lawyers are 
exposed to partner prejudices early on in their firm careers that influence partner 
decisions on who gets the “Royal Jelly.”  
Nikoleta: You can help someone develop and build a craft and, and have 
no intention, maybe you believe this person won't be partner but it doesn't 
mean that you are like okay, forget it, there -- I don't see them as a 
partner. And people make that decision in the first two years of you being 
there: is this someone we can see as being partner? What they're basing 
that off of I have no idea but, but they make that decision then and if they 
decide that you're someone that they don't really see the partnership 
material, they have nothing to do with you. So the biases that people use to 
make that decision and then leaving you kind of out to float you know, I 
think hinder -- hurts them whereas if they just developed these people, 
allow them to develop, move on, people would be leaving saying that 
institution was -- you know, didn't support me and was horrible. They can 
leave and say yeah, I did really well, I made great relationships, I had 
great mentors from that organization but ultimately being partner wasn't 
something that was on my list. 
 
Nikoleta offers an alternative narrative in which law firms invest in developing and 
training all lawyers.  Even if the lawyers do not make partner, enriching their experiences 
while they are at the firm would help build the firm’s reputation.  She believes that this 
strategy would be beneficial to both lawyers and the firm, giving them a good reputation 
amongst associates who choose to leave but have had enriching experiences while there.  
She suggests that although every lawyer does not aim for partnership, they too should 
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have the opportunity to get the training necessary to make them marketable and 
competitive within the field.    
Nikoleta’s suggestion would require the firm to change its internal perspective 
(automatic rationale) and culture, to shift away from the white racial frame.  The eliteness 
of a firm, particularly its exclusivity adds to its allure and draws more people.  Firms are 
not invested in spending resources to develop every associate they hire because it would 
take away from the pyramid and tournament structure they have developed.  Instead, like 
Wilkins and Gulati (1996) discuss, there is a tournament in place to weed out the 
associates that will not become partner.  Receiving the “Royal Jelly” is a confirmation of 
the firm’s interest in potentially making an associate a partner.  Because this is a very 
selective process with low numbers of acceptance, every associate will not gain access.  
Nikoleta is attempting to devise a strategy that enriches associates learning experiences in 
the firm, regardless of whether this associate has partnership aims.  Ideally, this strategy 
would benefit all lawyers and could potentially bring in even more revenue because of 
the positive reputation it would build amongst associates that leave to join companies that 
could become potential clients.  However, the amount of money and resources that would 
be needed to dedicate to the training of all associates, suggests that firms may not be 
interested in making that type of financial and time commitment (Wilkins and Gulati 
1996). 
The interview findings also suggest that some of the respondents in this study had 
to make conscious decisions about whether to accept or decline certain assignments in 
order to receive the type of training they desired.  This also included having to change 
practice groups to gain that access.  For instance, both Nikoleta and Iris were concerned 
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about the type of work they were receiving and made decisions that affected their career 
trajectories within their particular firm.  As a result of Nikoleta’s personal experiences at 
Elite Firm 5, she discusses how she proactively ensures that the assignments she receives 
correspond with her level as a third year associate.  She takes this stand particularly 
because she feels that if she were to try and work on matters that are essentially above her 
expected level, it would eventually lead to her burning out.  
Nikoleta: So I'm not someone who's looking to take on a senior 
associate’s work because I can figure out how to do it. I think that that is a 
way for me to burn out and they get it on the cheap, right, because they 
haven't developed me, I'm figuring it out -- I don't see the benefit in that so 
I make sure my development is commensurate with my year and what is 
required in terms of my work. That's what I do and that allows me to have 
a life, that allows me to sleep at night. . .  
 
Nikoleta also believes that the firm would essentially be getting her labor at a cheap rate, 
by doing work above her level, without the firm’s investment in developing her skills 
through the guidance and training from a partner or senior associate.  Nikoleta describes 
that by managing her work in this way, she is able to maintain a life outside of the firm, 
while managing her own expectations.  Similar to Moore (2008) and Evans and Moore’s 
(2015) depiction of how white institutional spaces create impossible burdens on people of 
color, the respondent responses in this study illustrate the ways in which black female 
associates are forced to engage in both emotional and mental labor in order to navigate 
the elite law firms.  To negotiate white space, Nikoleta, like other black female lawyers, 
finds ways to resist the imposed racialized structure.  Black female lawyers are further 
burdened by what Moore (2008) refers to as “invisible labor,” consisting of both 
emotional and mental labor that black female associates exert on top of the normal labor 
of work (Evans and Moore 2015). 
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Iris, counsel at Elite Firm 2, illustrates why she chose to make a course correction 
at the firm and changing practice groups within the corporate department.  Because she 
was not getting the proper exposure to assignments that would provide her with the 
training necessary to become a better lawyer, Iris relocated to a different corporate group.  
Iris acknowledged that by making this adjustment in her plans, she gained access to better 
work assignments and exposure to partners that would contribute to her eventual 
advancement to counsel.  
Iris: . . . I went to the M&A group and the M&A group is a much, much 
larger group. It's easier to sort of get lost in the big group.  And after 
about a year and a half, I just decided -- I'm not getting the experience 
that I need to be getting and to feel like, I really feel like a full-fledged 
lawyer after 3 1/2 years. So I actually switched then to the investment 
funds group which is where the mentor that I've always, that I've had when 
I was a summer associate sort of is in and, just the, it's the partners in that 
group I knew that I develop much faster and be able to have my own 
clients much faster . . . I don't know why I wasn't making the connections I 
was supposed to be making in the M&A group. All the feedback I got was 
you’re good but it's like, you're good, you're good but I wasn't getting 
necessarily the work that I thought I should be getting. 
 
The access that Iris describes speaks volumes about the importance of getting substantive 
training to develop one’s lawyering skills, making them competitive internally and 
externally and leading towards a path of success.      
The type of assignments an associate is staffed on determines whether she will 
gain access to the training necessary to develop her lawyering skills.  Wilkins and Gulati 
(1996) provide us with a grounded understanding of what the missing piece to 
advancement often times entails, namely, the “Royal Jelly.”  The “Royal Jelly” is the 
quality training that partners bestow upon associates they believe are worthy.  If an 
associate does not receive the Royal Jelly, which exposes her to worthwhile assignments, 
partners and clients, she will not have an opportunity to develop her brand within the firm 
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and become a viable candidate for advancement.  Therefore, the Royal Jelly is essential 
for any lawyer’s potential to become successful in the firm.  Anyone can have billable 
hours, and most lawyers have it because this is the mechanism used to generate revenue.  
The more a lawyer bills to a client, whether this is viewed as quality work or just not, the 
more money the firm makes.  However, only few lawyers gain access to substantive 
billable work, which is directly linked to training and opportunities for advancement.  To 
explain why black female lawyers are not chosen to receive the Royal Jelly, Feagin’s 
white racial framing driven by systemic racism woven within the structural DNA of 
white institutions, and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s color-blind racist ideology illustrate the 
many ways partners racially stereotype black associates.  By utilizing a rhetorical strategy 
of employing “neutral” evaluation systems, relying on narratives of cultural deficiency, 
and circulating assumptions about blacks being less committed to firms, partners can 
justify their preferences for whites, and maintain the status quo. 
Subtle, Yet Pervasive Nature of Racism 
Throughout all the interviews, naming race and gender was difficult.  However, 
discussing race related issues proved to be more challenging for the respondents as 
compared to discussing gender related issues.  Although there is a clear indication that 
the way race and gender intersect, overlap and combine to create particular barriers is 
unique to black female lawyers, race proved to have a more salient affect.  In this final 
section, several interviewee responses reflect how race and gender has affected their 
career development and advancement prospects.  The pervasive nature of system racism 
in white institutional spaces and the new racism deployed via color-blind racist ideology 
to legitimize racial inequality by reaffirming white dominance is evident in realities of 
black female lawyers in this study (Bonilla-Silva 2011; [2003] 2014).  The notion that 
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institutionalized racism is actively working to disadvantage associates of color is real 
when examining the nuanced experiences of the black female lawyers that participated in 
this study.  According to the majority of the respondents, their law firms exercise subtle 
everyday discriminatory practices, whether conscious or unconscious, that limit the 
access minorities have to advancing.  As Wilkins and Gulati (1996) suggest the subtle 
predispositions, stereotypes and prejudices that negatively affect associates of color can 
manifest during the hiring, training and promotion phases of a lawyers’ career trajectory.    
 As described previously, Hanna’s account of her review being completely skewed 
by a partner that was prejudiced against her is an example of her belief that the negative 
experiences she encountered were the result of her being a black woman in a 
predominately white male space.  Hanna further details her perception that even the 
language used during this review created a sense that her being black was at the crux of 
the problem.  She believes that the language used by the partner in his review reflects his 
racial prejudices and conjure stereotypical depictions of black people.  
Hanna: I didn't appreciate the language that the person used who 
reviewed me poorly . . . I started to say to myself, I wonder if he would 
have used that kind of language, “lazy, disrespectful,” whatever, not 
conscientious, had I been white. Then it would've been unacceptable and 
not what you do in a client scenario. But everything related to me was this 
concept that somehow I was so black I couldn't recognize that this was 
inappropriate behavior and that the reason he needed to level something 
so harsh and critical was because he needed to teach that blackie the -- 
what is appropriate behavior, as opposed to saying what you may have 
said for a woman, a white woman or a white person which is, it was 
inadvertent and thoughtless. So in my case it was disrespectful and lazy 
and all these other things as opposed to just being inadvertent and 
thoughtless . . . So it's just, it's the language. It's all these things that we 
talk about that are so, that are meant to rob you and deprive you of your, 
of your understanding for your reality in your world. And at the language 
that he used was so derogatory, but it was about my character and my 
behavior in a way that led me to believe that it was just, it was about me 




The partner (white male) illustrates the cultural racism frame of Bonilla-Silva’s (2011; 
[2003] 2014) color-blind racist ideology.  Through the use of explicitly stereotypical and 
racialized language to evaluate Hanna as “lazy,” this partner relies on his white racial 
framing of blackness and black people.   
There were countless other incidences that Hanna recounted that she believed 
were both gendered and racially charged.  For her, the combined effect of being both 
black and female created obstacles that she could not overcome.  Both the emotional and 
mental labor she exerted to navigate the firm and resist the daily overt and subtle micro-
aggressions were too exhausting (Moore 2008; Evans and Moore 2015).  
Hanna: So I struggled because I kept seeing this place where if I had been 
white, in my mind . . . I’m the white guy who plays golf so well that it . . . 
doesn’t really matter how good he is because he’s the person that you can 
take on every client outing and he makes the client feel good because he 
can carry a golf game . . . I was working very hard for people who were 
indifferent to provide reviews when I did good work, who were happy to 
provide criticism over things that were -- fairly trivial, who were 
unsupportive when the client and every other aspect of the situation 
suggested that they should be supportive, who were constantly, just 
worked issuing slights whether they were thoughtful or whether they were 
thoughtless, were still slights nonetheless that impacted my career and 
how I felt about myself and how I felt about my position at the firm.   
 
Hanna struggled to reconcile why her experiences were so negative, always reflecting on 
her belief that similarly situated white males would not have to endure these same issues.  
Consequently, after five years of working diligently as an associate in the visible and 
invisible labor she managed, Hanna decided to leave the firm.   
Once again, the subtle ways that race plays a role in how black female lawyers are 
treated in elite law firms come up time and time again in the respondent interviews.  
However, actually talking about racism and how it manifests itself to negatively affect the 
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respondent experiences was challenging for many respondents.  Mostly, because it was 
difficult to blatantly identify.  Eduardo Bonilla-Silva’s Racism Without Racists ([2013] 
2014) examines how racism is maintained through political, economic, social and 
ideological practices that perpetuate racial inequality in America.  The idea that racism is 
only reflected in obvious ways, such as the Klan, does not ring true today.  The color-
blind racism that permeates within social, economic and political institutions clearly 
indicate that far from burning churches, the corporate or political office symbolizes the 
new frontier of racism.  
Philomena, a third year associate, elaborates on the indirect ways that racial and 
gender slights affect her experiences at the firm.  What we find is that Philomena is 
caught in a difficult position.  On the one hand, if she were to air the subtle racial and 
gender affronts she experiences daily, it may be damaging to her professional 
development.  On the other hand, if she remained silent it would cause tension that would 
also affect her professional development.  In either scenario, she is left to deal with the 
reality that the inequalities she perceives are related to her racial category occupation.  
Once again, the emotional and mental labor used to negotiate white space disadvantages 
black female lawyers in ways that their white counterparts do not experience (Moore 
2008).   
Philomena: It’s very subtle so you can’t really say anything about it and 
it’s very hard to deal with because it’s very subtle . . . It can be just little 
things like when you walk into a room and meet a client for the first time 
and they don't realize that you're part of the legal team and send back, 
that makes the relationship shaky from the start, not to say that it can't be 
overcome and it is overcome but it's you know, and there's still not like 
jokes but there are still things that are said that are like gender or racially 
sensitive. And it's like you have to figure out whether or not you're going 
to say something or not say something.  If you're going to say something 
how are you going to do it so you don't offend someone, particularly 
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someone that may be more senior to you. If you're not going to say 
something is that a disservice to you down the line, and it just causes 
physical stress that you know, you have to deal with that, you know, on top 
of a pretty demanding job. 
 
Furthermore, Philomena talks about the pervasiveness of the silence surrounding the 
discussion of race and/or gender issues that continue to persist within the firm as 
legitimate discourses.  The fear of being negatively labeled based on the perception that 
one would “play the race card” diminishes the possibility of actually addressing the 
issues that black and other associates of color face.  This is reflective of Bonilla-Silva’s 
(2011; [2003] 2014) minimization of racism color-blind frame.  Essentially, by quelling 
racial dialogue, the experiences of black female lawyers are silenced, creating the illusion 
that race is not an issue.  The fact that there are very few minorities in either associate or 
partner positions also contributes to the silence and lack of understanding.  
Philomena: . . . part of the problem though is I still think that there’s a, 
again not that I don’t think the firm would respond, but there’s no overt 
thing (racial).  And as an associate do you really want to be known as the 
associate who raised a big stink about you know something that may or 
may not have had to do with your race and gender and especially when 
you’re – it’s – there are not a lot of you who are necessarily going to 
understand you know. So you kind of just let things go. But I think when 
you let things go they build up and I think people are like why are people 
leaving in droves? Because you get fed up with it. You get tired of feeling 
like . . . you have to dress like an attorney so you don't get mistaken for a 
secretary.  
 
Utilizing Wendy Leo Moore’s assessment of how racism and racial inequality are 
reproduced within white spaces in Reproducing Racism, Moore suggests that “race and 
racial dynamics of power” (Moore 2008: 21), in white institutional spaces such as the law 
firm, impact the experiences of lawyers in both overt and subtle ways.  Raising race 
related issues would further stigmatize associates of color, and so instead they continue to 
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deal with the racial inequity maintained by the institutional structure of the firm until they 
can no longer bear it and eventually leave.   
Feagin’s ([2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013) white racial framing suggests that 
black female associates being perceived as anything but a lawyer is another way of 
reinforcing white’s dominant position in law firms.  How lawyers are culturally and 
socially depicted directly affect the ways in which people of color are excluded from 
those depictions.  As Goffman (1959) argued, how one looks, their aesthetic appeal and 
physical representation are, all at once, being assessed upon visual contact.  However, 
pervasive cultural perceptions about what a lawyer looks like, as well as, unconscious or 
conscious prejudices, also play a role in that determination.  Several respondents 
described incidents where they were mistaken for a paralegal, secretary or other support 
staff.  These incidents have pressured the respondents to maintain an “über professional” 
presentation at all times in order to avoid these awkward interactions.  Black female 
lawyers have to work harder to be seen as professional, which again burdens them in 
ways that their white counterparts do not experience (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 
2013; Moore 2008; Evans and Moore 2015).  
Being identified as anything but a lawyer intentionally or not, adds stress to black 
female lawyers’ existing dilemmas because of the pressure to maintain a particular white 
aesthetic.  The emotional and mental labor exerted to negotiate white space is taxing on 
black female lawyers.  Theodora, a fourth year associate, describes how the racial slights 
she experiences at the firm are never overt, but subtle in nature.  She gives an example of 
how a counsel (white male) identified her via email as the paralegal working on the deal 
transaction.  Theodora strongly believes that because she is black, this counsel (white 
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male) could not fathom that she could be a lawyer; therefore, he assumed she was the 
paralegal.  Because these slights are subtle, it is harder to address and difficult to name as 
being racially motivated.  
Similar to Theodora, Philomena describes how a partner and the head of her firm 
often mistake her for a secretary.  She suggests that these are the “little things” that point 
to race being an issue, and at the same time she almost gives an excuse by suggesting that 
these mistakes are not intentionally harmful.  
Philomena: I was in the elevator with X partner and he thought I was a 
secretary. That happens all the time. I think it’s little things like that, like 
the head of the firm whenever he comes here he sits on this floor, every 
time he mistakes me for a secretary, like every single time and I’m just 
kind of like whatever, I’m over it . . . it’s little things. Again I don’t think 
there’s any maliciousness behind it. I’m sure if I made a point of being 
like hi I’m an associate in this department and like giving him my whole 
bio he’d remember but I’m not going to do that . . . because you know 
when you see my white male colleague you do not as – assume that he is 
support staff. You just don’t do it. 
 
Philomena begins to describe how frustrating it is to constantly be mistaken for a 
secretary by the head of the firm (a white male partner), but then softens her criticism by 
saying “Again I don’t think there’s any maliciousness behind it.”  Then she proceeds to 
take some of the blame for the partners blatant stereotypical assumption that blacks 
cannot occupy high status positions in the firm, but saying “I’m sure if I made a point of 
being like hi I’m an associate in this department and like giving him my whole bio he’d 
remember.”  As Bonilla-Silva (2011; [2003] 2014) argues color-blind racist ideology 
works in such insidious ways that it often times manipulates displays of racial prejudice 
as ambiguous honest mistakes. Regardless of intent, Philomena is left to feel as though 
she constantly has to present herself in a way that defines what a lawyer is supposed to 
look like, reflecting the emotional and mental labor she exerts.  This also exemplifies 
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how intent is immaterial to the social outcomes resulting from actions (Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014). 
The negative stigma associated with being black creates challenges for black 
lawyers from recruiting and training to advancement.  The stark differences in the way 
white male associates are treated in comparison to black associates, led several 
respondents to acknowledge that race plays a significant role in their experiences.  
Fotoula, for example, describes an incident that led to her reevaluating her commitment 
to the firm.  After her review, she got word that a white male associate that had billed less 
hours than her received a larger bonus.  Since bonuses are directly linked to the billable 
hour model, which is supposedly an objective measure of performance, it was 
questionable why the white male associate received a larger bonus.  
Fotoula: I found out that, that year that I was the highest biller in the 
class, I found out that someone who billed 400 hours less than me, a white 
guy, re- received a higher bonus than I did. And so between that and the 
recruiting committee and like all this stuff I just was like, there’s no one – 
no one cares, right? They’re just going to use you until they—they get 
what they need out of you . . . this is just my perception, like nobody ever 
outright said anything terrible to me. But I felt like I was a, a tool that they 
used. It's like, see, we have really cool people, we have people who are 
minorities, you know who are, who are smart and we have people who are 
talented and who like will take you out and who care about the firm and 
who, whatever but it was like a, I was like a sideshow . . . I would say most 
of it was subtle. 
 
These types of micro-aggressions led Fotoula to reexamine her role in the firm.  She 
began to feel as though the firm was taking advantage of her.  Fotoula’s presence as a 
diverse lawyer created good public relations for the firm, and yet she did not feel as 
though she was treated equally.  Fotoula explains that she felt like a spectacle, 
simultaneously hypervisible and invisible (Feagin 2006; Moore 2008; Bonilla-Silva 
[2003] 2014).  
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Sophie, a third year associate, believes that several negative encounters she 
experienced were a direct result of her being a black female associate.  For example, 
Sophie suggests that there was both a racial and gendered dynamic with her interactions 
with certain white male associates.  There were a few white male associates that were her 
level and yet they attempted to assign her work, as though she was their junior.  
Additionally, a senior male associate would frequently delegate assignments to her via 
her peers, making her subordinate.  Sophie determined that she was experiencing these 
slights as a result of being a black female.  The white racial frame in this case works to 
enforce the supremacy of white males and position Sophie as inferior (Feagin [2000] 
2010; 2006, [2010] 2013).  
Sophie: . . . nothing overt but I always heard a lot of rumors about things. 
I think the most that I directly experienced were dealing with certain male 
colleagues who thought that, they were within my year, and they thought 
that they could just give me assignments. And I don't really know why they 
thought they could do that except for the fact that they were male and I'm 
female. And I also had that experience with a senior male associate who 
would tell other male associates my year to give me assignments and 
would never directly deal with me even though I had never met him. This 
was the first time I had worked with him, so I didn't really understand 
what the dynamic was behind that. The only thing I knew was that I was a 
woman and I was African-American so he -- so I just assumed he had an 
issue with one or both. 
 
Gia, a fifth year associate, believes that race plays a role in her experience at her 
firm.  She felt that there was a strong network of black associates and partners, albeit few, 
that created a supportive network for other black associates.  Essentially, the black 
associates and partners would monitor the progress of black associates by calling them, 
taking them out to lunch and generally inquiring about their development.  In Wendy Leo 
Moore’s research on law students of color in elite white law schools, she suggests that to 
resist white institutional spaces, “students came to rely upon the community of students 
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of color for support in coping with racism” (Moore 2008:156).  Through building 
communities like these, such as affinity groups and informal networks, associates of color 
can find ways to resist white spaces and the impositions of the white racial frame.  
Gia: But the one thing is that you don’t get that same experience outside 
of the black small network at [Elite Firm 13]. I didn’t’ feel like other 
partners, other senior associates would look out for me in the same kind of 
way . . . And I kind of felt identified by, and maybe it’s because I came 
from an HBCU [Historically Black College and Universities], but I felt 
identified by my, by my, by my skin color. I felt like I was looked at as a 
black associate . . . they’d [partners] be cordial, but because I didn’t come 
from like the Ivy League, maybe there’s – maybe there’s another network 
I’m just not aware of but because I didn’t come from where they come 
from, whether it be school, neighborhood, whatever, that I could rely more 
so on the black associates and the black partners there. And they’re very 
limited in number but they still really look out – 
 
However wonderful the support Gia received from the black lawyers, she felt that other 
partners and senior associates were not interested in her development and it may be 
because of her race and social class. She suggests that possibly because of her 
background, whether racial, social, or educational; non-black partners were unable to 
make meaningful connections with her. 
One respondent describes the subtleties of racial prejudices against black women. 
At one point Philomena, a third year associate, was experiencing a bad run at her firm 
and contemplated leaving.  She sought the advice of the professional development 
coordinator who generally helps to navigate development amongst associates.  Philomena 
confided in the coordinator, who is a white woman, who suggested that she research 
positions outside of the city she currently lives in because black female lawyers are 
viewed as a rare commodity in less diverse cities.  Philomena suggests that because of her 
pedigree she will be unable to obtain a position outside of a law firm because companies 
are looking for black women that attended Ivy League institutions.  
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Philomena: . . . it's like little things like that where you just realize you're 
like the nicest people and she's the nicest person [professional 
development coordinator], she has checked on me, wants me to do well, I 
truly believe she has my best interests at heart. But it's just like, it's 
moments like that where you're kind of like wow, you know. And 
sometimes I hate you know and I have a little bit of that to where I'm like I 
know I didn't have the best pedigree and I wonder if people will just kind 
of looked at me and be like oh you’re the affirmative action case because 
you certainly didn't go to schools good enough to qualify you for this job, 
that kind of thing. So I may have a little bit of a chip on my shoulder about 
that . . .  
 
Philomena describes the woman’s response as being dismissive of the possibility that 
black women could possibly attend Ivy League institutions, suggesting that Philomena 
has no competition.  Once more white racial framing of blacks as inferior, less intelligent 
and capable comes through a very subtle response that does not sound overtly racist 
(Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014).   
Chloe discusses how she has seen race play a factor in the hiring of new 
associates.  She believes that several candidates were disadvantaged during the interview 
process because of cultural behaviors that are looked down upon.  Chloe describes how 
she believes that implicit prejudices about black candidates, such as class and upbringing, 
work against them in the interview process.  However, these prejudices are things that 
black candidates are not even made aware of, and thus further disadvantages them in their 
endeavor to join elite corporate law firms.   How can one manage the perceptions of 
others if you are not sure what cue would be seen as unacceptable?  
Chloe: And we hear a little bit about what decisions go into giving an 
offer to people and sometimes that, this person might have been great, 
they had great grades, but just the differences between a black candidate 
and how they interact with someone of power versus a white candidate - 
that is what causes sometimes this bias between why someone might get 
hired. For example, a black candidate was not—I think a factor in why 
they weren’t hired was they approached the female partner and said, “Hi, 
ma’am,” they said “Ma’am.” And that’s more of a southern type of thing, 
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but that would-did not go off well in their interview process. Just things 
that you don’t even realize and these students don’t know, and it’s just 
basically just a difference between where you grew up and manners and 
race . . . but as a black person you kind of feel like you have to work hard 
or harder so doing that I don’t think it’s, like you said, as viable an option. 
You kind of want to be present and there are already like implicit barriers 
that are kind of blocking your advancement so you kind of just want to, 
one thing you can do to prove yourself . . . 
 
In Chloe’s example, language and what would appear to be polite behavior is discerned 
as unacceptable.  She acknowledges that black associates have to work harder to present 
themselves in a favorable light, although there are prejudices that work against them.  
Chloe also notes that because of the “implicit barriers that are kind of blocking your 
advancement,” black lawyers feel the need to prove themselves as discovered in Moore’s 
(2008) work on law students of color.   
Fotoula discusses feeling subtly excluded from certain practice groups in her firm, 
particularly the corporate finance and M&A groups.  Although she did not explicitly say 
it was race, she certainly felt that there were racial tensions that created these feelings of 
exclusion.  Fotoula describes how associates chose their practice groups as first year 
associates while being courted by different practice groups.  She acknowledges that the 
black candidates were mostly in the corporate litigation group or the banking group.   
Fotoula: So there was no breaking into M&A, and corporate finance at 
Elite Firm 3 also had a certain façade. In fact most of the minorities were 
in the banking group. Yeah. If they were in litigation they were mostly in 
the banking group. Just something, I don’t’ know, and I think most of the 
women were also in the banking group. There was some old boys’ club 
kind of thing happening in the corporate finance group and there was 
some like weird power thing happening in M&A, you know . . . They felt a 
little exclusionary. Never overt but like just you felt it. You just felt it. 
 
By excluding black associates, other associates of color and women from joining M&A 
and corporate finance, it permits the white patriarchal structure to operate in order to 
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reinforce and maintain white male privilege and power in the firm.  
Iris, counsel, believes that race plays a role in the experiences of black associates 
at her firm.  She describes how the diversity committee contemplated instituting a formal 
mentoring program that targets associates of color.  A partner, who happened to identify 
as gay, argued against this program because it may signal to some partners that minorities 
need remedial interventions to help them adjust to the caliber of performance expected at 
the firm, implying that these associates are not qualified to be there in the first place.  
This harkens back to the Sander (2006) argument that aggressive racial preferences that 
firms employ create a pool of unqualified black associates that end up underperforming 
and therefore lead to high attrition rates.  
Iris: But you know that the thing coming back to when we had that 
diversity committee meeting, of them explaining you know, why can’t the 
same things that’s been successful for gay associates work for black 
associates? And they were talking about at that point about let’s 
reinstitute this, um, formal mentoring program that we used to have and 
the one, you know, gay partner just being very vocal about, I don’t’ think 
so because that’s marking an associate as if they need remedial help and I 
know me, as a gay associate, if I had been marked as, oh, let’s get the gay 
associate some special remedial, you know, mentoring program I would 
have thought of it as a negative and not understanding why you might 
need to have that but that’s probably because she thinks I treat everyone 
the same and I do – not realizing what the challenges are and why it’s so 
different. And I think in their head they think that it’s because the black 
associates are not as up to par as the white associates because they go -- 
in the recruitment process they keep hearing about, oh, we’ve had to make 
special, you know, rules – special, you know compensation for the fact 
that this one black associate’s grades weren’t the same as, you know, what 
our level are. And so in their head, I think they’ve just understood maybe 
that any black associate that comes in, they think like, oh, that definitely 
was a diversity hire. I really think that’s part of it, that people who are 
involved, and some people get involved in this, you know, recruiting 
committees and stuff. I think they start to think like that.  
 
The partner that argues against the implementation of a minority mentorship program 
suggests that partners’ who may already hold certain implicit prejudices and 
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predispositions about the quality and competence of black associates, may perceive this 
program as justifying their initial predispositions.  Associates of color that are viewed as 
diversity hires would not get access to the training and professional development that 
leads to advancement prospects. 
Iris, thus, challenges Richard H. Sander’s’ (2006) conclusion that grades in school 
determine performance at the firm.  She does not believe that grades are reflective of the 
potential success and ability for an associate to learn the trade while at the firm.  Iris 
suggests that this argument is not valid, stating that individuals that get into the firm 
based on personal connections are not judged based on their previous scholastic 
performance, but instead are groomed to be good lawyers through training and 
professional development.  As Moore (2008) suggests whites have the social, economic 
and cultural capital before entering elite organizations that help them negotiate white 
institutional spaces.   
Iris: Biases of exactly why is there such a small pool – pool of black 
associates and do they really think someone’s grades in college or you 
know high school – in law school are really going to be reflective of how 
they are once they’re here. But if they’ve already got that bias against 
them then it’s going to be, you know, of how they – the work that they give 
them and the responsibilities that they give them. But they wouldn’t judge 
someone else who had not good grades but came in because he knew 
someone or, for that reason . . . there has to be something where they 
[partners] already think every black face that they see there is, unless it’s 
someone who went to Yale or is in litigation but in corporate, a diversity 
hire . . .  
 
Iris’ response brings up the affirmative action narrative that is often used to disparage 
black associates, as depicted in Sander’s’ position.  Bonilla-Silva’s (2011; [2003] 2014) 
color-blind racist ideology permeates Sander’s’ argument through the abstract liberalism 
and minimization of racism frames.  The assumption that black associates are not 
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qualified to be in a firm because of the existence of affirmative action policies and the 
myth of meritocracy create daily micro-aggressions that associates of color experience.  
Sander’s minimizes the effect of racism on the experiences of black associates in elite 
law firms, and reaffirms the white racial framing that blacks should aspire to be in less 
elite law firms. 
Lydia, a third year, describes one of the pronounced differences she perceives to 
exist based on race.  As noted previously, she suggests that there is a difference in the 
way whites, particularly white males, have access to informal mentoring that help them 
navigate the firm.  In the following description, Lydia portrays how she and her diverse 
friends share similar experiences that differ from white associates.  She is often cued to 
these differences while having discussions with white male peers and them revealing 
informal practices.    
Lydia: Yeah, it’s different. I mean there – with different groups, you know 
I have another – I have a groups of friends here who I mean, I guess we’re 
all for the most part minorities of some sort. The Korean girl who was just 
here and then there’s an Indian friend and Chilean friend and some other 
different groups. So I guess we’re a little rainbow coalition of people who 
all have some other experiences and we do stuff, different things together. 
And then I also have just white friends here, male and female and I 
definitely think sometimes when I, in talking to them, the white males in 
particular, I think that their experience is somewhat different. I mean a lot 
of times I’ll pick up on things. I’ve picked up on things that I should be 
doing just from having conversations with them about just informal things 
that they’re doing. So I – it is a different experience I think.  
 
The fact that associates of color, particularly black female associates, are not in tune to 
the social and professional cues that help white associates advance in elite corporate law 
firms plays a significant role in their chances of succeeding.  Most black female lawyers 
will be dependent on the relationships they develop with mentors that hopefully progress 
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into sponsorships, where they would have access to learning the soft skills and informal 
cues to being successful. 
This chapter highlights the specific ways in which race and gender play 
significant roles in the career trajectories of black female lawyers.  The subtle, yet 
pervasive nature of racism and how it takes different shapes and forms in the law firm 
institution is indicative of how racial inequality is being perpetuated through a color-blind 
rhetoric.  Black female lawyers are heavily burdened by how the white racial frame 
operates to perpetuate stereotypes that label them as incompetent, unreliable and 
uncommitted.  This labeling directly affects their ability to form important relationships 
in the firm in order to advance.   Elite law firms are excellent examples of how systemic 
racism continues to be profoundly entrenched within white institutions, where white 
privilege and power is reinforced.  Color-blind racist ideology embedded in law firms 
function to create systemic benefits for whites while disadvantaging associates of color.  
Evidenced through the various frames of abstract liberalism, cultural racism and 
minimization of racism depicted in respondent responses, color-blind racism maintains 
racial inequality in law firms.  
  The key findings when examining the obstacles black female lawyers encounter 
focus on: (1) the challenges of developing mentor and sponsor relationships with partners 
and senior associates; (2) the difficulty of obtaining substantive billable work, rather than 
performing rote assignments that do not allow for the transmission of the “Royal Jelly,” 
and (3) the subtle, but pervasive micro-aggressions that create a racialized and gendered 
space that black female lawyers must navigate carefully.  All of these finding are 
interconnected and mutually determine whether a lawyer will be successful.  Moreover, 
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being able to: (1) develop organic relationships with partners who will serve as mentors; 
(2) creating the learning opportunities through substantive assignment distributions that 
fosters professional development, whilst providing informal cues of how to navigate the 
firm socially; and (3) networking and making connections that would lead to business 
opportunities and the potential for advancement is blocked by the many implicit barriers 
that are created based on one’s membership in a marginalized group, namely black 







This dissertation began as an exploration of the experiences of black female 
lawyers in elite corporate law firms.  I raised the research question, “Why are there so 
few black female partners in elite corporate law firms?   I hypothesized that race and 
gender affect the advancement prospects of black female lawyers in elite corporate law 
firms.  In this dissertation various theoretical frameworks are engaged to systematically 
analyze the challenges that black female lawyers face in elite white institutional space.  
Stigmatization in elite corporate law firms is conceived through the works of Erving 
Goffman 1963) and Bruce Link and Jo C. Phelan (2001), which expose how stigma is so 
pernicious that it is subtle, but devastating to the individual being stigmatized.  Moreover, 
to tease out the ways in which race and gender are salient in the experiences of black 
female lawyers, I draw from critical race theories and scholarship that interrogate how 
systemic racism; white racial framing; patriarchal normativity; color-blind racist 
ideology; and white institutional spaces operate to maintain white privilege and power, 
legitimizing white’s dominant position in racialized social structures (Feagin [2000] 
2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva 2011, [2003] 2014; Moore 2008).  By centering 
this research on the experiences of black female lawyers I hope to shift the discourse of 
diversity in elite corporate law firms towards the realities of race and gender 
discrimination that subtly permeate the everyday experiences of black female lawyers.   
The in-depth phenomenological interviews conducted with twenty black female 
lawyers provide crucial information about how they believe their success and failures are 
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affected by race and gender.  The study findings in the analysis and discussion chapter 
focus on (1) recruitment including, influences to becoming lawyer; getting into law firms; 
steps to partnership; similarities and differences with black male and white female 
associates; and outsider status (2) professional development and inclusivity including, 
diversity in firms; exclusion from social and professional networking; discrepancies in 
feedback and performance reviews; assignment allocation; work/life balance 
expectations; and (3) obstacles to advancement including, collegial support; training, 
mentorship, and sponsorship access; troubling gendered race encounters. The respondent 
responses provide rich and nuanced descriptions of how black female lawyers are treated 
in white spaces and why so few hold the coveted position of partner in elite corporate law 
firms.  
Throughout all of the major findings in the dissertation, the theme that emerged 
point directly to the existence of subtle racial and gender discrimination that black female 
lawyers face in elite corporate law firms that negatively affect their chances of becoming 
a partner.  This dissertation argues that the white racial frame (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, 
[2010] 2013) operates to entrench color-blind racist ideology (Bonilla-Silva 2001; 2011; 
[2003] 2014) in law firm practices that prevent black female lawyers from actually 
talking about how race and gender affect their advancement prospects and their 
experiences in white institutional spaces (Moore 2008).  Furthermore, the patriarchal 
normativity in the firm also operates to privilege white male lawyers.  The respondent 
responses reflect the various ways racism and patriarchy are both pervasive and subtle, in 
promoting racial inequality and male privilege.  The following six overall major findings 
highlight the disadvantages that black female lawyers experience in the firm.   
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First, the ways in which the firm utilizes language to maintain systems of 
exclusion is prevalent in the interviews.  Describing processes as “objective” such as in 
recruiting (“fitting-in”), mentor/sponsor relationships (“mutually beneficial”), and the 
billing hour model (neutral evaluation system), the firm can exclude black female 
lawyers from gaining access to opportunities and advancement without appearing racist 
or sexist.  Terms such as “good-fit” and “mutually beneficial” are racially coded to avoid 
overt racism, while still allowing the subtlety of racist practices to persist.  Racial codes 
permit the firm to utilize color-blind racism guised as objective mechanisms to determine 
access and opportunity; all the while reinforcing white privilege and upholding racial 
inequality (Feagin [2000] 2010; 2006, [2010] 2013; Bonilla-Silva 2011, [2003] 2014; 
Moore 2008).  Moreover, the neutrality and objectivity discourse perpetuates abstract 
liberalism because it encourages institutions that have a history of excluding people of 
color to reject policies and programs, such as affirmative action and formal mentoring 
programs, in place to ameliorate the affects of systemic racism on the life chances of 
marginalized groups.   
The second overall key finding revolves around how the white racial frame works 
to silence the experiences of black female lawyers because addressing racial inequality 
reinforces and adds invisible work that black female lawyers end up doing to resist the 
racial and gendered nature of law firms.  They expend emotional and mental labor that 
their white counterparts do not have to endure to negotiate white space.  This burden adds 
to the existing everyday pressures of the law firm environment that further disadvantage 
black female lawyers (Moore 2008).  
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The third major finding strewn across the interview responses is the fact that 
black female lawyers are blamed for their own exclusion and lack of advancement.  
Cultural deficiency and minimization of racism arguments are used to suggest that black 
female lawyers are not interested in advancing and staying in law firms long term.  This 
rhetorical strategy (Bonilla-Silva [2003] 2014) used by white partners through their white 
racial framing of blacks as unreliable, incompetent and uninterested in staying long-term, 
allows them to exclude black female lawyers from training, mentoring and sponsorship 
access, which invariably creates a vicious cycle where black female lawyers end up 
leaving the firms because of this exclusion which denies them opportunity to advance 
(Payne-Pikus, Hagan, and Nelson 2010).  The notion that this becomes a self-fulfilling 
prophesy for black female lawyers, exacerbating high attrition rates is inevitable based on 
their interactions with partners and the ways in which they are stigmatized.  
The fourth overall major finding in the research that accentuates how color-blind 
racist ideology in law firms affect black female lawyers negatively is how white 
narratives of affirmative action act to cause self-doubt amongst some black female 
lawyers and diminish their accomplishments and achievements by constantly scrutinizing 
their presence.  These narratives help to make black female lawyers both hypervisible and 
invisible in white spaces.  Similar to Moore’s findings where she suggests white 
narratives of affirmative action affect law students of color by “question(ing) their own 
abilities, to downplay their educational and professional achievements, and sometimes 
even to avoid the programs and institutional supports designed to assist students of color 




The fifth major finding in this dissertation uncovers the ways in which the 
dominant white culture in American society operates to normalize the white experience, 
excluding all other racial groups.  Associates of color and black female associates in 
particular, need to be able to navigate in white spaces, from elite law school into elite law 
firms.  As Moore (2008) finds in her research on students of color, to be successful 
minorities often times are required to put their own experiences aside in order to “fit in” 
to the existing culture.  Moore evidences that students of color were subjected to social 
interactions that excluded other people of color and both centered and catered to whites. 
This is often accurate in law firms as well, with social events being catered towards a 
white palate that is identified as the norm, most notably demonstrated in events such as 
golfing or skiing, that often isolate black female lawyers.  As Moore states this is one of 
the ways in which “actions reveal the practices that maintain white space and normative 
assumptions of whiteness within that space” (Moore 2008:101). 
Lastly, the notion that intention is important in determining whether actions are 
racist or sexist repeatedly came up throughout the interviews.  As stated by Moore, 
“sometimes these types of incidents are said to be unintentional and therefore not racially 
significant; sometimes they are dismissed as mere figments of the imagination” (Moore 
2008:101-02).  The fact remains that discrimination is not always overt, and easily 
identifiable.  At the same time, discrimination may not always be maliciously intended, 
which is irrelevant as recipients of discrimination face social outcomes based on the act 
that is detrimental to their life chances.  What makes it so pervasive is that discrimination 
comes in different gradations and is often times hard to untangle.  Because of this, 
women of color continue to face real, albeit subtle, challenges in their career 
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development.  This research fits in with the growing body of literature examining the 
effects of race and gender on black professionals in the workplace.  Moreover, it engages 
the discourse of gender and racial disparity as it pertains to income; training; networking; 
access to mentorship and advancement.  
This dissertation contributes to the scholarship on the unique status of highly 
educated black female professionals.  It interrogates and extends the literature on 
intersectionality and addresses the varied experiences of black female lawyers in elite 
corporate law firms, organizations that are overwhelmingly white and male.  The research 
adds to dialogues concerning professional black women; opportunities for blacks within 
elite companies; and institutional commitments to diversity in the workplace.  It also adds 
to the scholarship on the qualitative experiences of women of color in the workplace, and 
black females specifically.  An unintended benefit of my dissertation is that it analyzes 
potential solutions and strategies to remedy the marginal status of black women. 
Furthermore, this dissertation adds to several existing literatures.  First, I 
contribute to the qualitative study of the experiences of middleclass/upper-middleclass 
black women.  Does the elite educational status of these women impact their racial and 
gender identities?  My research also adds to the scholarship on race and gender based 
discrimination.  After all, these highly educated black women are working among 
highly educated white Americans and are still confronting discrimination.  Second, I 
contribute to the scholarship on women in law, building on Cynthia Fuchs Epstein’s 
work.  In particular, I extend Epstein’s discussion of professional black women in law.   
Third, I add to the scholarship on diversity and inclusion in the workplace.  By 
addressing the issue to which extent the economic utility of these women to the firm 
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outweigh their racial and gender differences.  Four, my dissertation contributes to the 
discussion of how white racial framing, color-blind racism and white spaces continue to 
benefit whites and disadvantage people of color by reinforcing white privilege and 
power, thereby safeguarding racial inequality.  Fifth, my dissertation adds to the 
scholarship on the impact of white narratives of affirmative action on black 
professionals. 
Based on the findings of this dissertation, future research should challenge 
existing notions that numerical representation of diversity is more important than the 
qualitative experiences of individuals, to suggest that race and gender are longer 
prevalent in American institutions.  The theoretical framework laid out in this dissertation 
can be applied to the study of black women professionals in other fields such as 
academia; finance; the sciences; and other professional contexts.  Additionally, future 
research can endeavor to examine the experiences of other marginalized women in elite 
white spaces through the use of the sociological lens utilized in this study.  The fact 
remains that systemic racism and patriarchal normativity must be interrogated and rooted 
out in order to create spaces where minorities are not subjected to the daily micro-
aggressions that lead to emotional, physical, mental, economic, social, political, 
educational and occupational disadvantages.   
Based upon all the findings in this dissertation, the experiences of black female 
lawyers point to the existence of subtle micro-aggressions that are indicative of race and 
gender discrimination.  This is contradictory to firms being celebrated for their diversity, 
inclusion and advancement opportunities of all lawyers irrespective of racial and gender 
identification.  The problem with diversity ranking systems is that they celebrate racial 
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diversity broadly, but do not address the disproportionate progress, or lack thereof, of 
black lawyers.  Returning to the AML 2015 Diversity Scorecard example, if the number 
one ranked law firm can be celebrated for their diversity while having only nine black 
associates (out of 365) and three black partners (out of 166) across five offices 
nationwide; this number fits within our assessment that scorecards only provide 
superficial representations of diversity that give law firms agency to ignore the more 
underlying causes of low numbers of black lawyers, particularly with regard to issues of 
retention and advancement.  While the aggregate scores on the diversity scorecard does 
demonstrate progress across racially marginalized groups, black lawyers remain grossly 
underrepresented in elite law firms.   
I suggest we change the diversity discourse by shifting the focus away from 
quantifying the number of associates of color and partners in firms to actually discussing 
how racial and gender discrimination play a significant role.  Instead of looking at the 
symptoms which are reflected through diversity rankings, we need to start looking at the 
underlying root causes of high attrition, low recruitment and challenges to advancement 
opportunities.  This can only happen by making the qualitative experiences of black 
female lawyers part of the overall discourse on diversity and by not treating these lawyers 
as though they are the problem.  Inclusion cannot occur by creating artificial categories 
and initiatives.  Rather, the cultural changes can only occur if these black women are in a 
position to assume leadership roles and associated equity stakes to shape the strategic 
determinants that govern law firms.  If this change does not occur, we will continue to 
have diversity initiatives targeting “them,” being the “other,” as opposed to initiatives 
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that benefit “us,” being a fully inclusive environment that affords everybody the 
opportunity to advance. 
After the interviews took place several respondents indicated that this experience 
was therapeutic, allowing them to explore deep seeded and troubling interactions that 
create and sustain implicit barriers to their success.  One interviewee in particular, 
discussed how she often doubted her ability to succeed as a partner, as well as the 
difference in treatment and training she received in comparison to white male associates 
that came after her, yet became partner.  Six months after the interview, she contacted me 
to acknowledge the impact having this dialogue made on her decision to finally move 
forward to partner.  Almost a year after the interview took place, she reached out again to 
notify me that she had been promoted to partner.  Her note read “Tsedale… I wanted to 
share some news with you (link to notice of her being voted into the partnership). Thank 
you so much. I remember so clearly talking to you in my office and what an impact it had 
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Questionnaire for Dissertation Study 
 
Race and Gender in the Advancement to Partnership 




Name: _____________________________ Race/Ethnicity _____________ Age _____ 
 
Position:  Partner_______  Associate_______ Year_______ Counsel _______ 
 
Practice Area:_______________   Law School______________    Family Status: ______ 
 
 
Personal History and Background Information 
1. Let’s start by you telling me a bit about yourself. What’s your background? Where 
do you come from? Where did you grow up? Things of that nature.  
2. What are your schooling experience? What undergraduate institution did you 
attend? What law school did you attend?  And what influenced you in deciding on 
going to law school to become a lawyer? Were you on the law review? 
3. And how and why did you choose to enter the corporate law field?   
4. Are you still in the first law firm since you graduated from law school? If not, tell 
me a bit about your previous law firms and why you decided to leave? 
 
Recruitment 
1. How would you define the standard ideal candidate for entry into elite law firms 
and eventual advancement to partnership?  How would this ideal candidate typically 




2. How does your experience differ from and/or reflect the standard ideal candidate? 
Also, how would his/her experience differ from black men and white women, if 
different? 
3. Can white women be ideal candidates?  Can black men be ideal candidates? 
4. Are there other black lawyers in the firm?  If so, are there black partners? 
5. Is there a significant number of women partners at the firm? 
 
Development/Inclusivity 
Attitudes and Atmosphere.   
6. Is your firm a comfortable place for women to work?  Why or why not?  What 
manifestations, overt or subtle, are there of gender discrimination?  Please 
elaborate. 
(Please comment on social interactions between male and female lawyers, dress code, 
“the boys’ club,” the tone set by firm leadership, etc.)88 
Support.   
7. Have colleagues at your firm been supportive of your professional development 
(mentoring) and advancement?  
8. Specifically, have partners provided you with substantive billable assignments and 
networking opportunities with clients?   
9. Do you network with other black women attorneys in this firm?  Do you network 
with other female attorneys in this firm?  If so, how? 
Diversity.   
10. Is the firm a comfortable and supportive environment for women attorneys?  --If so, 
what does the firm do to support women attorneys?   
11. What does the firm do to support people of color?  
12. Does the firm support women of color attorneys compared to men of color 
attorneys? If so, in what ways? 
13. How do you believe the firm defines diversity?  (diverse backgrounds, political 
leanings, personalities, and life styles)   
                                                 
88 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 




14. To what extent does the firm demonstrate a commitment to diversity?89  How do 
you perceive and interpret the firm’s efforts and commitment to diversity?   
 
Advancement/Opportunity 
15. Please describe your perception of the prospects for advancement for women at 
your firm.  Are women as likely as men to advance to partnership?  In your view, 
what factors are central to the advancement of women within the firm?  (Please 
comment on mentoring, allocation of assignments, review criteria, reasons for 
attrition, etc.).90  
16. Is there a pattern of advancement for women that differs from the pattern for men?  
Please elaborate. 
17. Do you believe that the firm is committed to not only hiring black women, but 
advancing them to partnership?  If so, please explain how you believe the firm is 
advancing black women attorneys to partnership. 
18. Firm Leadership.  Are there women in positions of real power in the firm?  How are 
these women perceived?  Have they played a role in improving the opportunities 
and quality of life of women attorneys?91   
 
Obstacles 
Race and Gender.   
19. Do you believe that race and/or gender play or has played a critical role in your 
advancement?  If so, please explain? 
20. Have you experienced any troubling race related encounters in the firm? 
21. Have experienced any troubling gender related encounters in the firm?   
Work and Family.   
22. As a black woman, are part-time and other alternative work arrangements 
considered to be legitimate and viable options for you at the firm?  Why or why 
                                                 
89 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 
Women Lawyers Really Think About Their Firms. 
90 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 
Women Lawyers Really Think About Their Firms. 
91 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 




not?  Are such arrangements available at partnership levels?  (If you have taken 
advantage of such policies, please describe your experience.)92 
23. How easy or difficult is it for women attorneys in your firm, particularly, black 
women attorneys to sustain a satisfying personal/family life?  (Please comment on 
working hours, pressure, availability of childcare, “the mommy track,” sensitivity 
of the firm to family responsibilities, etc.)93 
 
Retention/Attrition 
Attrition.   
24. Do you believe there is a constant flow of women attorneys leaving the firm before 
advancing?  What do you believe is the motivating factor for women attorneys 
leaving the firm?94 
25. If you were a diversity officer at your law firm, what types of initiatives and or 
policies would you put in place to reduce attrition and increase advancement 
opportunities for women, particularly women of color/black women? 
26. What would you do to hire more black women attorneys? 
27. Do you think that your performance qualifies you for advancement?  If not, what 
does this mean in terms of your career plans? 
 
And Finally: 
28. What advice would you give to a recent female law school graduate who is 
planning to enter the corporate law field?  
29. Anything else you’d like to mention, especially with regards to other issues of 
relevance to the status of women in your firm? 
30. If the attorney being interviewed is a partner, does she mentor other black women?  
  
                                                 
92 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 
Women Lawyers Really Think About Their Firms and has been slightly altered for this study. 
93 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 
Women Lawyers Really Think About Their Firms. 
94 This question is based on the 1998 and 2006 survey of the Catalyst study, Presumed Equal: What America’s Top 





Table of Codes for Transcribed Interviews 
 
Category Sub-Cat. Q Codes Definition 
Personal 
History 
 1 race, ethnicity, 
gender, age, marital 
status, sexuality, … 
Demographic  
  1 family status Family background, parents, siblings,  
  1 Children Does the respondent have children? 
  1 International Lived outside the US 
  1 Upbringing Place of upbringing 
  
 
1 SES Socio Economic Status 
  1 Year Level in terms of associate rank 
  1 practice group Corporate, finance, M&A, banking, etc… 
  1 family status Family background, parents, siblings, SES, 
place of upbringing etc… 
  2 Education Primary, Secondary, Graduate 
  2 College College attended 
  2 law school Law school attended 
  2 influence LS What influenced you to go to law school? 
  2 law review Were you on the law review, journals, etc… 
  3 why corporate  Reason for choosing corporate law 
  3 work experience Did you summer, intern, hold a diff. job 
before going to law school, practicing? 
  4 first firm What firm did you start at after law school? 
  4 first firm leave Why did you leave your first firm? 
Recruitment  1 SIC lawyer Standard Ideal Candidate Defined by lawyer 
  1 SIC firm Standard Ideal Candidate Defined by firm 
  1 SIC advance lawyer How the SIC advances in the lawyer’s view? 
  1 SIC advance firm How the SIC advances in the lawyers view? 
  2 SIC differences How does the lawyer’s exp. differ? 
  2 SIC similarities How is the lawyer’s exp. similar? 
  2 Ideal race/gender SIC Is there an ideal race/gender when it comes 
to the SIC? 
  3 white women 
associates 
differ/reflect 
Can white women be SICs? How does their 
experience differ/reflect from this lawyer? 
  3 black male associates 
differ/reflect 
Can black men be SICs? How does their 
experience differ/reflect from this lawyer? 
  4 # black associates in 
firm 
Are there other black lawyers in the firm? 
  4 # of black partners Are there black partners in the firm? 
  4 types to make partner Is there a particular “type” to make partner? 






6 firm comfortable 
women 
Is the firm a comfortable place for women to 
work? 
  6 gender discrimination Overt or subtle gender discrimination 
  6 aesthetics/appearance How women look physically? 






Category Sub-Cat. Q Codes Definition 
 Support 7 Supported Have colleagues been supportive of your 
professional development? 
  7 Mentor Mentor (informal/formal) 
  7 mentoring issues  
  7 Sponsor Do you have a sponsor? 
  8 billable hours How many billable hours or hours are 
worked per day. 
  8 substantive billables Have partners provided substantive billable 
work? 
  8 partner relations What is the relationship between partners 
and this lawyer?  
  8 networking Opp. Have partners provided networking 
opportunities? 
  9 network black female 
lawyers  
Do you network with black female lawyers 
in the firm? 
  9 network other female 
lawyers 
Do you network with other female lawyers 





Is the firm a comfortable and supportive 
environment for women lawyers? 
  1
0 




more black fem 
associates than male 




For show The effort in terms of diversity is only for 
show or on paper, rather than in action. 
  1
0 














firm support WOC 
vs. MOC 
Is there a difference in the way the firm 
supports women of color vs. men of color? 
  1
3 




firm commitment to 
Diversity 
To what extent does the firm demonstrate a 
commitment to diversity? 
  1
4 
affinity groups Groups created based on commonality, 
particularly race, gender and sexual status 
  1
4 
firm concern about 
diversity 
The firm is concerned about diversity issues 
  1
4 




How do you perceive and interpret the 
firm’s efforts and commitment to diversity? 
  1
4 
conflicting notions of 
firm commitment 






lawyer perception of 
prospects for 
advancement 
Description of Lawyer’s perception of the 





likelihood women vs. 
men 
Are women as likely as men to advance to 
partnership? 




Category Sub-Cat. Q Codes Definition 
5 advancement of women lawyers? 
  1
5 




Ways in which partners/firm have either 
encouraged or discouraged this respondent 




advancement men vs. 
women 
Is there a pattern of advancement for women 






Do you believe the firm is committed to not 




women leaders Are there women in positions of real power 









influence of powerful 
women (difference 
made) 
Have they played a role in improving the 
















race barriers Race barriers perceived 
  2
0 
race not barrier Race is not a barrier 
  2
1 




gender barriers Gender barriers perceived 
  2
1 
It’s not easy being a 
women. 
In Vivo 
  - looking young 
critical role 
Black associated look younger which tends 
to work against them in this environment 
  - reviews  How are the reviews of the respondents 
  - royal jelly Obtaining training from senior associates 
and partners 






Are alternative work arrangements 




flex time In Vivo 
  2
2 
difference in men re 
stressing over home 
life 
Men do not have to stress about family life 





How easy or difficult is it to sustain a 





Do you believe there is a constant flow of 




motivating factors for 
leaving 
What are the motivating factors for women 








factors for leaving 
Factors that affect all associates which lead 
to high attrition 
  2
4 






What types of initiatives and or policies 
would you put in place to reduce attrition of 





What types of initiatives and or policies 
would you put in place to increase 




initiative hire black 
women 




undecided on partner 
track 
The respondent is undecided on whether 
they would like to become a partner 





Do you think your performance qualifies 
you for advancement? 
  2
7 
career plans What are your career plans? 
  2
8 
Advice What advice would you give a recent female 









important comments critical responses from respondents 
  3
1 
Lean In Reference to Sheryl Sandberg book “Lean 
In” 
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